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It well may be that best things nearest lie,

That goodliest fruits in sheltered gardens grow,

And wanderers find nought new beneath the sky

Still, wandering is the surest way to know.

G. M. HORT
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CHAPTER I

PROLOGUE TO
MEXICO

WHO
is not sure that somewhere there must be one

place, imagined through years and secretly

looked for an elusive home that never seen

before would yet at once be known? Each fancies for him-

self how he will recognize it by some quick contentment,

by a mysterious welcome, if only he can discover it at last.

I did reach the place.

But I never knew until leagues of ocean and river, plain,

sierra and jungle lay behind me what I came to Mexico

to find. There was so much to receive, little by little emerg-

ing as I groped from town to town.

Yet now, breathing the peaceful air of a huerta walled

by coffee branches, I wonder with gratitude how I strayed

so far and by such devious, undecided ways to this one pre-

destined garden. Here for a last time old Furies were to

rise on their black wings and depart. . . . Why should it

be just here?

For there were many other places: voyages and journeys
led to illusory towns and through the impartial wilderness.

Puzzled, turned back again and again, I was driven on to

an Indian city in the far south-western forests, and it was

the place.
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I remember all the rest, looking back along many roads,

railways, and waters: the blazing sleeplessness of Tampico,

night flowing down chill and early from the sublime vol-

canoes upon the taciturn capital, the sunlit languors of

Cuernavaca, tumultuous church-bells and the savage bull-

ring of Guadalajara, those burnt wastes holding Mitla's

baffling ruins, the many-coloured seashore and the scented

shrubbery of Mazatlan. I remember how through clangor-

ous nights in Vera Cruz the lighthouse thrust a faithful

golden finger past my window, warning all ships:
"
Here are

reefs!
" and how at Jalapa the wind crossing the cordillera

rustled, hissed, and whispered in the sheet that made the

room's ceiling, startling me awake. A moment in a garden
returns, where I saw one soldier's life at the full flower

and a night when, walking into unseen pitfalls, I met
the pale youth with a light, who never spoke a word. There
were those silently contending lovers at a woman's barred

window in Penjamo; the priest at Tsintsuntsan, still shaken

and weatherworn from shelterless hiding in holes among
the hills, in the Cristero fighting. The dazzling white herons

did not rise from dead pools they stood in as we passed
them, deep in the tierra caliente of Oaxaca. Flowering, bril-

liant days and frigid darkness. . . .



CHAPTER II

TAMPIGO BLAZES

EVEN
yet I do not know what it is in this land that can

give such fathomless contentment and so wrings

the heart but at times when I am far away from

Mexico and a little thing brings me suddenly back to it,

tears that I cannot explain to myself will burn my eyes,

perhaps in a crowded street. The country kindles intense

emotions: hate or love; it leaves no one indifferent. For me,

even to see those ancient Indian names upon a map . . .

A schoolboy whistles, passing and I hear again that

dauntless policeman in Puebla, with his snatches of opera

trilled out punctually every quarter-hour, all through the

bitterly cold, clear night, to let his comrades know that he

was there on his post. How brave and heartening it used

to sound, down the dark street, penetrating even the en-

folding pillows of Puebla hotels! I cannot see a bonfire flar-

ing at the curb in autumn without remembering early

morning fires being fanned up to cook the tortillas in Indian

jacales, along some still invisible road. I cannot smell the

aromatic leaf piles smpking on suburban lawns in October

without thinking:
" That smells like Mexico!

"
Memory

is captive.

But it was not so at first. The sea was kind, that voyage,
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and below Cape Hatteras it turned into a calm path for

the ship, dark blue as lapis lazuli and marbled with foam

the Gulf Stream. The coast of Yucatan came into view, long
and white, broken by solitary palms, and dreaming in the

deck-chair I caught my breath to think:
" The coast of

Yucatan!
"
At Vera Cruz I went ashore, afternoons, and

watched the weaving turmoil of the portales at the dinner-

hour, sitting there in the plaza with my fresh pineapple

drink, glad of the cool salt evening breeze. But since I was

not quite myself, the potent glamour did not enter my heart

at once. I was not touched deeply yet too tired, perhaps.
I came to Tampico, and it seemed to sear me, the des-

perate, glaring, mechanized metropolis of oil. Tampico was

"muy agringada" long since made over and now, in

many camps, being abandoned by the new Conquistadores
its cabarets and its street of gross, beribboned, wait-

ing xvomen reflecting their Saturday night mood on the

return from the fields, whether of disappointment re-

quiring consolation or of great expectation demanding to

be celebrated. The oil town was lighted with such a blaze

that the near-by moist dark jungle up the Tamesf seemed
incredible when one trod those streets. And nevertheless

I lingered in Tampico, listening to fantastic sagas of the

old, gone boom days, told by some veteran of 1910 who
now in his dotage hung round the aviation field, wangling
drinks from new-come foreigners.

"
Tampico arde

"

Tampico burns everything.
The city flows with chapopote, the affectionate local name

for oil in its crude state: that heavy, dark incense once burnt
to the Huastecan gods, before it had a use to man. This

chapopote floats in a dangerous, incendiary layer upon
the Rio Panuco. It descends upon you jokingly from the
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shower-bath. Everyone is hunting for more of it, and yet
when there is too much, everyone is sad.

Paradoxical, desperate city, whose once dominant for-

eigners have made for themselves a feverish and insidious
"
colonial

"
life, Tampico has no morning and a hot, brief,

glittering night. Not wholesome Mexican maize cakes, but

gringo doughnuts, sandwiches, and sodas for daily bread.

Murder-making aguardiente and devilishly potent mixtures

for drink. Preposterous prices which under alien stimulus

have become a cherished tradition, an element of prestige.

Men spending hundreds showily because they expect soon

to make millions stand about the hotel lobbies. Their trans-

planted wives, consoled by bridge, tea-dances, bathing par-

ties at La Barra, and country-club flirtation, pass in cars

on their way to pretty cottages in the company colonies,

covered with rambler roses or Tyrian bougainvillea. Cana-

dians, Europeans, and men from the States, in oil-stained

whipcord and dramatic Texas hats, all with the same look

in their eyes, wait for next year, for different laws. They
yawn and say

"
Oh, Chihuahua!

"
and go and sit in a dif-

ferent chair. I was puzzled. This did not seem to be Mexico!

In her heart Tampico is not Americanized, and she is

only waiting for the assorted foreigners to give up and

go. She will never be regular. Fickle as Madame Roulette,

she bestows her favours suddenly, with astounding lavish-

ness, making premature millionaires, enriching the rich,

and tricking the trustful. She is amused at patient,

plucky labour, and will jestingly turn to salt water wells

that seemed certain to yield fortunes, while drowning the

philosophical wildcat driller in an uncontrollable flood of

wasted oil. Tampico can be generous and infatuated or

outrageous and cruel. Tampico is a test.
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There you may meet, sometimes, the hardy who sur-

vived the great boom days and have survived as calmly the

blue times that came after. "We do not use the word
'

must
'

here," said one of the veterans to me But hope is

so abundant that many Tampicans have come to rely upon
it instead o energy. And besides they have their fun

When the silver-mailed tarpon are flashing, the desks of

important business men are likely to be deserted for

such matters are ordered much more flexibly in Tampico
than in the States, which is one of the most cogent reasons

why foreigners stay there, bravely enduring a fascinated

exile that they would dread exchanging for the rigid, neat

security of home where, after all, few men under sixty

go tarpon-fishing of weekday mornings, right from the

office.

One generally runs a little temperature in Tampico

(Tampico arde) . You get
"
the fever/' that undiagnosed

tropical complaint which new-comers almost expect. Tam-

pico arde in the freighted blood at some 105 degrees, and

only the cool heights will drive it out. It is molten of

the money-hunger, the lights, the restlessness, ignited wells

flaring to heaven and La Union.

Women are entirely secure around Tampico, except in

days and regions of some revolution, or when sugar-cane
rum has been viciously at work in idle brains. Men who
want women as animals go to La Union, and the other

streets are domestically safe, though, oddly enough, foreign

ladies of the most solid respectability seem to like to ac-

company their husbands (never on foot, of course) through
the dreary district, just for a little evening's outing a

car-ride along the lagoon. It is the substitute for the crimi-

nal trials and tabloids of the northern milieu.
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On either side of a thronged and sordid street, almost

impassable of a Sunday night, small shelters stretch in one

long commonplace of vice. Many are nothing but shacks

of a single room, surprisingly well swept, with curtains in

place of doors. Just outside the flimsy portal, sometimes

jabbering to one another but more often sunk in the brain-

less peace of a cow ruminating in the shade, sit the La
Union women. Dingily clothed, most of them, but others

in the lurid factory-made dresses which pedlars carry all

over Mexico. They sit thus at their doors, a curious sister-

hood, and rock.

You pass both young women and harridans who have

maintained such shacks since the modern city was itself but

a cluster of shacks, twenty-five years ago. You pass others

familiar figures in the vice districts of every water-front town,

but always ghastly to see women who look like children,

kept here from play, the youngest graduates of La Union,

trained from babyhood to their profession and stimulated,

lT"ke budding fleurs du mal the world over, with drink and

other aphrodisiacs. Such is La Union and the remaining
streets are safe for madame and for that feverish social set

which differs so greatly (in position, dress, and wealth)

from La Union's. For them cafes, both grim and debonair;

for them the approved gringo dissipations of the country

club, and for them, out in the oil-fields, the battles fought

quietly by young supervisors with automatics and peons
with machetes or more impressively by sedentary company
officials with millions and hired soldiers. And on Saturday

afternoons, when the drillers used to speed in fresh from a

gasoline sponge-bath to cash thousand-dollar cheques and

spend them ere the midnight of Sunday then, in the old

days, there was in Tampico a perhaps unparalleled flinging
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about o golden coin. But that spectacle of spending has

been growing dimmer every year and is swiftly fading into

the cinematic past.

It is singular that the story of Tampico has never been

written so many heroes and heroines to sing, so hardy
a company! There were men who regularly went to work

between opposing lines of revolutionaries and federalists,

and there were wives who, when all but them had fled,

stuck by their men, and cheerfully, not only in Tampico, but

out in Panuco and the Southern Fields. These came from the

States, from England and Holland, from Germany, Canada,

Australia, Scotland, Ireland, all gringoland. Nothing dis-

mayed the new Conquistadores who were vowed to cha-

popote and would find it or pay the devil. The wives

accepted the buzzards as street-cleaners; they kept their

tempers when the occasional water-supply was shut off long

enough to accelerate tax-paying; they did their feminine

shopping a year ahead. In the end, for most of them, it

paid to stick.

'Twas in the mad, grand year of 1910 that Mr. Doheny,
Suerte being with him, probed the wealthy secret of

the Southern Fields when Juan Casiano Number 7,

the largest productive well in Mexico, and El Aguila

Company's Potrero del Llano Number 4, famous in

the saga of oil, both burst into spontaneous pro-
duction. Alas, that year! Will Nature ever again give as

lavishly as in those regions, that decade between 1910
and 1920? Will there be a second well to pour forth

eighty-five million barrels of oil in nine years? Few be-

lieve it.

From the little railway station at Ebano, as you glance
from the pullman window on the way from Tampico up
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to San Luis Potosi, you may see upon the hill the site of

that beautiful home which Mr. Doheny built at the scene

of his first triumph in Mexican petroleum. It is only an
old landmark now, but Ebano has memories: here, some

thirty miles due west of Tampico, the first oil-well in

Mexico was drilled, in 1901!
Yet even before that baptism of chapopote Tampico had

her magnets, strong enough to pull from overseas a cos-

mopolitan sporting set. The coast town was famous in park
and lodge, along Scotland's salmon streams, as the capital
of the regal sport of tarpon-fishing. This antedated the
"
old days

"
(of 1910) , and few remember that aristocratic

era. However, said Mr. Riley to me, the Southern Hotel

was then as full of lords as they were full of lordly gusto.

They would rise at four, fight tarpon until eleven, drink

until four. During the evening, also, they drank and so

to bed early and off to the tackle again at crack o' day.

And for a long while these custom-bound peers persisted in

placing their boots outside the door at night invariably

a bootless proceeding.
" ' What is the bill, dash me?

'

says one of the peers to

Poindexter, the landlord," recounted Mr. Riley.
" '

Four

hundred, just/ says he.
'

Four hundred pounds, I take it,

my good man? '

Naturally Poindexter says:
'

Sure/ but

the bill was in pesos, of course two hundred dol-

lars!
" Such were the gilded tarpon-fishermen of Tampico

in those archaic times. "And the Southern Hotel had

nothing but an old sawdust bar!
"

The oil-boom days, succeeding, witnessed a no less daz-

zling prodigality. There was a certain colonel white-

moustached, gold-watch-chained, portly, just right who

prospered from the very first. And the Colonel planned an



interminable banquet for his friends at the hotel, and they
did sup and drink most heartily.

Afterwards they drove about. There existed then in Tam-

pico those delightful, low-hung, old-time carriages which

still stand waiting for occupants in the plazas of many a

town in Mexico, Guatemala, and the West Indies, drawn

by excessively well-broken steeds. Such vehicles, in pairs

and fours, the Colonel's party entered at dawn, to get a

breath of air. The host pleaded:
"
Say, can't you boys think

of anything else to drink? If you can, name it."
"

I can," said a guest whose person partially depended
from the carriage.

"
But you can't get it for me. Milk is

what I need sweet, simple milk."

The Colonel had been placed upon his mettle. Resolutely
he led the procession on, to house, hut, and cantina, all

over town, but no milk was vouchsafed. At last he de-

scended, his face showing determined in the paling light

(so Mr. Riley saw
it)

.

"
Wait here. I will come back with

my cow or on her," he said, and vanished in the direction

of that ghastly place, the Tampico market. Ere dawn his

sleeping guests were awakened by the Colonel, who, im-

pressive in full evening dress, was crossing the plaza lead-

ing a cow. She mooed rebukingly as he tied her to a coco

palm and began to milk her, while the townsfolk hurried
from their houses to behold the serving of the banquet's
last course. There was enough milk for every guest. Then
the Colonel put on his gloves.

In these early days of the boom Tampico was in many
ways like Dawson or Circle City a decade before, and yet
the oil-rush was most unlike a gold-rush. True, there was
the same wild spending, the hot intensity of life, the same

heights of hopefulness and depths of despair but to get
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oil a man must have a great company, with capital, behind

him, while to strike gold he needed but a stout heart and

a tin pan and luck.
"
Coyotes/' of course, are excepted:

they are the solitary prospectors who go out into the monte

Jaunting oil on their own and who then sell the location

of the probability to some company.
Now it was that cots on the roofs rented at two dollars

and a half a night, and shacks brought the rents paid on

s
Park Avenue today. A light lunch might be five dollars.

^Wooden annexes were built on to the so-called hotels and

flop-houses. Then through barred windows passers-by with

|long sticks expert anglers for loose valuables fished

out whatever useful possessions the room's occupant had

foolishly left exposed.
> To this strange place of shacks, mud, and no drinking-

water the oil folk came in hopeful hosts, and in time the

companies perceived that the lives of their workers could

no longer be lived amid such harsh discomforts. In the en-

virons of Tampico they began to build those colonies where

today, enjoying conveniences and luxuries, the families of

the oilmen dwell, under their flowery vines and fig-trees.

The bachelors, of course, were not neglected: in some ways

their club-houses approach the sybaritic.

As one sits at bridge in the placidity of a colony cottage

now, the lurid and terrible years of Tampico seem part of

the story of a long-past time. Yet it was the tragic coin-

cidence of the oil boom with the Mexican revolution and

the World War, bringing a desperate need for oil, which

made that story one of the wildest ever told. Life in Tam-

pico called for real courage then. Deaths in the fields were

not much inquired into. Nerves were not considered. And

in that day of danger arose one of the epic villains who have
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escaped literature Major Ryan, who for a few months

made himself absolute monarch of the town. He said he

was the mayor. Nobody gainsaid him.

Major Ryan is thought to have been almost entirely devil.

He came from Australia, reaching Tampico opportunely
in an hour of uproar. His mode of dress was striking he

wore high boots, corduroy trousers, and a waistcoat made
of the hide of a

"
paint-horse." In either hip pocket he car-

ried a gun which he could fire with unerring aim from

the hammer. To pull the trigger took too long, he used to

say. He always shot from his pocket, and the result was in-

variable, so his rule over the oil metropolis was strict. Those

who disturbed the peace in his view were hanged
from telegraph-poles, at the ends of the cross-arms, head

down,; for the zopilotes to relish and their comrades to

consider.
" One night/' the ship's captain told me,

"
a bunch of

us were sitting in the Imperial Hotel. They had a big bar

there then, and little tables all around, and we were playing

poker and drinking and passing the time fairly pleasantly
when all of a sudden a cold wind seemed to blow across the

room, and there we see Major Ryan, standing at the door.
"

It was too late for anybody to reach for a gun. He had

us all covered from his pockets, the way he always did.
' Go on with the game, gentlemen/ he says,

'

but I trust

none of you will be so foolish as to make any disturbance.

Charley, set up drinks for the house, and hop/
"
There might have been sixty or seventy of us there, but

the bar-keep had to do as he was told: the Major was cover-

ing him all the while. Pretty soon, after everybody'd been

served, he sat down and drank with us, smiling like a baby.

By the time he had five or six inside him he got quite jolly,
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'sa fact, and, first thing we knew, he was standing up there

dancing, all by himself. Even then nobody took that chance

to reach for a gun. We knew by experience that the Major
always shot first and last. He'd laid his irons down on the

table while he danced, but he wouldn't get far away from

'em, ever. And then, just as quick as a door to a lighted
room closes and leaves you in the dark, a change came over

him. We all felt like we were freezing again.
" He stops and looks around. In a minute he fixes his

eye on a little Spaniard sitting by the window.
'

You're

Mr. Pardo,' he says,
'

ain't you, that keeps the store on the

corner?
'

" -

Yes, senor/
" ' You got your car outside, Mr. Pardo?

'

" *

It is there, senor.'
" ' Then leave that gun here, if you please, and step this

way with me.'
" The poor little guy has to go what could he do? He

looks around at us and says:
'

Good-bye, boys. Stay with

God.'
" He and the Major got into the machine and started for

the jail, because the Major used that jail regularly, as

mayor, for putting people away that he didn't want around

any more. Lady, I tell you he was really bad! I can see those

poor dead fellas yet, hanging head down from telegraph-

poles, and the zopilotes looking so puzzled!
" '

We're on our way to the jail,
Mr. Pardo/ says the

Mayor.
" '

Yes, senor/
" ' You don't suppose that if you looked around very care-

fully, you could find three thousand dollars anywhere, do

you?
*
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" '

I have not so much money, Major. That is all/

" '

But you have your business, though, Mr. Pardo! You

know, if I were you, I'd try. Here we are at the jail now,

see, and your term might be quite a long one very long
interminable. Don't you think you'd better find three

thousand dollars?
'

" The poor guy wanted to live. They drove back to

Pardo's house and he found it.
* Now don't let sunrise catch

you here in Tampico, Mr. Pardo/ says the Mayor.
"
Pardo got out, all right. He didn't wait to pack. His

wife and family followed later.
"
Well, the Major was hell while he lasted, but when his

time came, they gave him the same thing. They hung him

up alive, by his feet, with his head in a hill of ants, and he

died game, too."

That was in the city. Out beyond it such incidents were

of no great note. Life was lurid, day and night. There were

the dark fields, the peons' huts, the low board houses of the

foreigners, approximately two cantinas to every man, and

always the plaza.

Even an oil camp must have its plaza, or where could the

boys find relaxation after a day of infernal work at the

dragon-breathing well? It may be only a little square with

a frayed banana-tree, a sandy walk, and a few poor booths

at the edge where handfuls of scrubby fruit are for sale,

but it represents pleasure
"
living

"
and it must be

there. Near by are all the fancifully named cantinas My
Illusions, Among Violets, The Pretty Indian, Breezes of

Spring with pulque and aguardiente de cana ever flow-

ing, and hither come the
"
mujeres alegres

"
to parade.

These women, even in such times and places, were not

deprived of the small luxuries of life. Past skirmishing lines,
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along canyons, across mountains, and through rivers came

pedlars with silk stockings and perfumes and organdie

dresses. It was one of the sports of the revolution to hang
these Greek pedlars. They were suspended in the plaza, and

their gaudy wares decked, gratis, the girls of soldier and

bandit. For even today there are a number of gentlemen-at-

large in the Southern Fields, most of them with old grudges.

Sometimes they show the traditional fine manners and

politeness of the bandit of drama. The head of one of the

big camps told me how one evening he was smitten with

a wish to get into one of those little comical oil-field cars

and trundle up the narrow-gauge railroad with an English

comrade to another camp, eighteen miles away. Just for

diversion.

Arrived, they naturally hastened first to the plaza and

to the smartest of the cantinas, The Golden Dream. But

glasses of aguardiente had scarcely been lifted before a

fusillade rattled outside. Then shots crashed in.

One of the new arrivals leaped over behind the bar, but

the other had to lie on the floor for some time because two

dead men had dropped on top of him. At last the shooting

was over and the invaders' jefe peered at the debris of

glasses, bottles, and bodies.
"
Why, Don Eduardo!

"
he cried, greatly shocked.

" You

here, and put to the inconvenience of having two men

killed on top of you? I would never have permitted that, if

I had only known." For it turned out that these were old

friends, the revolutionary General being known to the oil-

man for rather a good fellow, only lately a sergeant. The

blood-stained American crawled from beneath his grisly

burden and warmly shook hands. "Good evening, my
General/'
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" And to yourselves. Now I wish to serve you and help

you to depart. You see, there were federal soldiers in here,

so I was obliged to attack the cantina."
"
Well leave at once. Our little car stands out there on

the track. O. K. to go ahead?
"

"
Without delay, my friend/'

At this point two girls of the cantina, scared and bedrag-

gled, flashed in.
"
Caballeros, take us with you! Don't leave

us here in this fighting. Help us get out you're going!
"

" And what the deuce could we do?
"

the Englishman in-

quired.
"
Well, get in and sit on the front bench and we'll make

the best time we can," the American told them, and the

little car chugged off. Perhaps it made more racket than

they thought, but at any rate, next they knew, a woman

toppled back upon him, her brains blown out. The two

men hastily returned to the camp. It was not a time for re-

proaches. They stood before their rescuer, waiting to be

told why.
" Don Eduardo, my friend a second time! And now

to have had two women killed on you! How shall I apolo-

gize? Did I forget to tell you about my advance party, posted
near the track? No doubt they thought that you were fed-

eralistas escaping. But they must have shouted the
'

Quien
vive?

' "

"
There was a great deal of noise. Perhaps we failed to

hear them. Will you give us an escort down through the

monte, if we start again?
"

"
Why not, my friend?

"

So they actually did get back to their own camp, and
washed off the chapopote, which mixes with blood but is

thicker.



CHAPTER III

THE STICKY INCENSE

I
WONDERED whether out in the monte, in the broad

Huastecan solitude, south-westward from Tampico,

might lie the place at least it would be a strange

place so I started, haphazard, for Panuco on a burning

day of spring. They called the region jungle, and the low

sound of that word vibrates always with a challenging en-

ticement. I did not know then that those literary jungles,

coloured by macaws and parakeets, jaguars and monstrous

scarlet and yellow bloom, are much more rare and far to

seek than most who placidly read of them believe. That is

wet jungle, and you may find it by driving a boat recklessly

up the Tamesi or by going down into the southern tierra

caliente and into lush Guatemala. But the monte about

Panuco is dry jungle, sandy-floored and bearing, aloft and

below, dark red foliage of orchid and tillandsia. It was for-

bidding now, for all its dwarf vegetation. It did challenge.

Great oil camps have been built there, and once these

were bustling cities, sown over the wealthy wilderness, full

of potent financiers. And thus you probably have heard

of Panuco that landing-place of the first Mexicans, so

Montezuma told Cortes which but for oil would rarely

have appeared in the day's news. Next to the Southern
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Fields the light-oil region the Panuco district early in

the boom era became the most famous in Mexico and the

richest in promise. There suddenly was discovered the new
field of the lilting name Cacalilao, where a wild well

threw abroad forty thousand barrels of chapopote daily for

five days, spreading hot death and opening an oil war.

Some go the thirty miles from Tampico to Panuco, me-

tropolis of twenty camps, by motors which serve their little

hour and soon are done for, if used much in the monte.

Some travel sixty miles by way of the madly curving river.

There is no town like it. It has a hospital, a book-shop rich

in bullfighters'
"
amores," and an aristocratic story, being

Tampico's ancestor. Not long ago the last of the counts

of Panuco died in obscurity in the north.

Here, said Montezuma, the forebears of the Mexicans,

of the founders of Tenochtitlan, first landed but whence

arrived, who knows? When Friar Bernardino de Sahagiin,

author of that astonishing History of New Spain, came to

Mexico, in 1529, he was keen to learn all that he might of

the New World's past, b.efore those who still could tell

of it should be gone and with them the opportunity, for

ever. So about him he gathered the elders and wise men of

Texcoco who were instructed in their own history, and in

the Nahuatl tongue they dictated to Fray Bernardino all

that they remembered of their origins and traditions. In the

Laurentian Library at Florence the distinguished American

archaeologist Mrs. Zelia Nuttall copied the original notes

from which the Spanish scholar wrote his famous book.

Both in the Nahuatl of the Texcocan historians and in the

friar's Spanish she read:
" The Mexicans are foreigners, for they came from the
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province of the Chichimecs, and this is what there is to re-

late about them:
"
Countless years before the arrival of the Spaniards the

ancestors of the Mexicans arrived in boats and disbarked
*

in the north
'

at the port named Panoaya or Panuco, north

of the present port of Vera Cruz. Under the guidance of

their high priest, who carried with him an image of their

god, the All-embracing One, which he consulted as an

oracle, they travelled inland and founded a town named

Tamoanchan, where they lived peacefully for a long time.

With these colonists came wise men or diviners, who were

versed in the written or painted books. These wise men
and their leader did not remain with the colonists, but,

leaving them settled in Tamoanchan, re-embarked and de-

parted eastward, carrying away with them their painted
books."

To this mixed settlement, so mysteriously ancient and

uproariously new, I came at arid noonday, over roads cloudy

with brown dust. The land lay in its autumn, now in April,

waiting parched for the months of rain. Yellow orchids and

fantastic air-plants hung from the dry trees.

We startled into sudden flight flamingos which like Au-

rora's heralds spread rose-coloured above a marsh. In the

woods along the road grew mahogany and ebony; and

the strangler fig, vampire of the forest, which roots right

from the branch, was luxuriantly slaying foredoomed com-

panions. The car took the hummocks as a hunter takes

hurdles, unperturbed.
A special little railroad runs from Tampico to Panuco

now, and still . . . Early in the morning you'll see Indians

paddling in to town, their flat-bottomed canoas piled high
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with green bananas. They have been on the way six days,

coming down from Tantoyuca, a native city in the hills, a

hundred and fifty miles away. They think nothing of a two

weeks' paddle for the sake of selling a little produce. It is

their way and they prefer it.

The road came in to Panuco of the many camps and

streets, of bungalows and peons' huts, of sweating riggers
and pale scientists, of toiling Indian mothers and women
from the States in their sheer frocks, idle and wistful.

Mounds of green foliage moved toward us at a good pace

through the dust. A burro and sometimes a family were
inside each one: they were bringing home loads of clover

and ojite for the evening fodder.

We stopped at the town's old plaza, with its battered,

high-towered church and its surrounding little shops, ab-

original and modern. All had seen much bloodshed; all

looked peaceful. In an airy house at one of the big camps
it had been planned that I might stay for a while with the

wife of one of the supervisors. There the doors and win-
dows on opposite sides were always open and a veranda was
verdant with small palms, geraniums, and ferns.

" How still

it seems!
"

I said to her, the first day.
" The men are having dinner."

Over in the camp dining-room, shaded by tall banana-

plants, where impossible green roses grow on bushes by the

door, I swear, we were served to admiration by Jumbo, the

Chinese cook. Without these Chinamen life in the tropics
would be intolerable. The menu seemed over-elaborate,
but I discovered that this was the usual fare, and you get
chicken and ice cream every Thursday, too, as if you were
in college. All the oil-camp cooks are Chinese, highly expert
and ingenious, and I marvelled again at that kindly logic of
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Providence by which the wilderness always blossoms with

perfect servants who can take charge of all the tiresome

machinery of life, who can comfort, cure and make cactus

candy, while in luxury-crowded cities such servants have
never been heard of, even.

For the women of Panuco life seemed so easy, so freed

from every ordinary housewife's task, that its slow tempo
began to enter my being as it had theirs, to steal all energy,

subtly as an anaesthetic. Panuco was sweet lotus poison,

blunting purpose, wrapping the spirit in languor, implant-

ing a reluctance to return to the land where an existence

so effortless must seem a legend and wrong. Some women,
inwardly warned, threw off the spell and made duties for

themselves, but it was difficult, where Chinamen cooked the

meals and Chinese boys came early to sweep the bungalows
and bring the drinking-water.

"
Boys

"
called for the laun-

dry, they took care of the door-yards. Work? Well, what

work?

All day the men of the household are far off in the fields,

from five o'clock in the morning until past six at night,

when they stamp in weary and coated with chapopote.
Meanwhile the women read until they find all novels and

magazines alike, although the latest are imported quite

promptly from Tampico, and one spies startlingly new titles

lying beneath the mosquito-canopies on beds. They do some

sewing, and bridge is always a blessing. They sleep and nap
and sleep again. Pallor comes over the rosiest. The ruddy
cheek is not for this burning land.

She said, my hostess:
"

I think I may go the rest of the

way crazy if I can't get back to the States before the rainy

season starts. You can't imagine how it rains down here,

summers, and the mud. Oh, and a day has so many hours,
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even if you don't wake up till ten and then spend ages at

breakfast, over there in the dining-house, and take a nap in

the afternoon and go to bed at eight! Sometimes when Lew

gets home at night, he's so near dead that he turns in at half

past six, and he's gone again before it's day/'

This could not be the place, I decided then, and yet life

there had its unco charm. What, to do work again to

have lists and schedules?

All night the enchanting fragrance of oleanders in the

door-yard along the river-bank was blown across our room.

From the other door-yard, that faced the camp, came the

breath of tall tuberoses and of the scented leaves of orange-
and lemon-trees. The silence would lie so deep, and then,

out of the midnight uproar, a blare of lights, shattering
noise! A fearful, splendid pageant was moving down the

river: a gigantic golden ship was towering over the little

house. A dream?
"
Nothing but the old oil-barge," muttered my hostess

sleepily.
"
They'll keep passing all night, too, and they have

to blow just here because there's a bend in the river. Once
one of them ran another down and turned right over. Wish
I'd seen it!

"

The fantasma of sound and light passed, seeming to go
within a few feet of the bed. In time I grew used to those

oil-barges, for ever being pushed down to the Tampico ter-

minals by stern-wheel tow-boats, and I learned to admire

them mightily as they snorted on with such determination

and industry through the night. When the river was in flood,

the water and the boats came even closer to our door.

Then the five o'clock work whistle would shrill, jealous
of sleep, and peons, drillers, supervisors, checkers, foremen

sprang from their sultry rest. On the other side of the
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shower-room I could hear my host murmuring persistently

and compassionately:
"
But you've got to get up, old man.

You know that." Soon all the men had breakfasted and

gone, and once more the camp lay hot and quiet, but it

seemed foolish for us to rise. What for? However, in time

we did.
"
There's no sense/' said she,

"
in closing these doors.

Nobody's around. Much cooler if we leave them this way
while we dress."

I have never heard an offer so appropriate, so pat, as that

which came ten minutes later from a pedlar who arrived

at this crude moment on the other side of the porch vines.
"
Ropa de moda!

"
he shouted at us.

"
Ropa de moda muy

final
"
For this Greek bore

"
fashionable apparel

"
which

he desired to sell us with much reason at once. All

over Mexico the pedlars go, strewing the wilderness with

the latest thing.

No Kipling ever came to celebrate the life of the great

oil-fields south and west of Tampico. Now it grows late

the time for telling of Tampico is flying fast. An Ibaiiez

came, and a Hergesheimer, but their pens got entangled

in ordinary amorous affairs, which after all were not in-

digenous nor very important. What virile themes have been

missed what sagas of sweat and conflict, of fierce nights

and pitiless days, of wild hopes faded and faint hopes blos-

somed! What sanguine life would beat in the true song of

the Panuco!

Yet the storied city has its native home life, too; the

camps and the peons' settlements, near by, their strangely

domestic atmosphere. I used to think, before I came, that

oil-field peons must dwell in misery and that the hard-

ships of the foreigner were only less than theirs. The native
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villages in such a place would be dreary and squalid, I felt

sure.

Why, the oil-field peon lives in a paradise, compared with

the hall bedrooms of, say, New York; the skylight rooms,

the basements, the grimy studio apartments, our avenues on

afternoons when motor fumes blue the poisoned air! Always
his air is clean, his sunlight superabundant, while building-
materials and the sweet fruits of the earth are fairly thrust

upon him by indulgent Providence.

His simple home is fashioned of bamboo poles, which

grow near by, laced with
"
bejuco

"
vines found every-

where and thatched with palm. In a few years, when too

many guests have thronged into the roof, he burns it down
and builds another, for he will have his dwelling sanitary,

according to his lights. He knows that straw mats are better,

in such a climate, than beds. I could not repeat his opinion
of carpets and upholstery. Give him a floor of simple mud
and a home-woven petate! And he is right.

Better-planned huts are built under or around a large,

prolific fruit-tree a wild plum, an aguacate, a papaya or

mango which is a family tree worth having. There is a

little banana plantation in the door-yard. Inside is a sewing-

machine, and the high price charged for it rides the family

like a mortgage, year after year, for the far-travelling sales-

men who sell sewing-machines to Indians are very canny.

But the prestige the objects bestow is indispensable. They

give one's hut an air. They are worth anything.

One noon we passed a peon dozing in his door, the chick-

ens now and then running over him.
"
His siesta?

"

The oil geologist who was driving the car only smiled,

because when we came back at four o'clock the peon was
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having a nap, and that night at eight we saw him making
ready for a real rest.

"
Why, time means as little to him as to the recording

angel," the geologist said.
" He is a hedonistic opportunist."

So I no longer sorrowed for the oil-field peons. They en-

joyed their days off and they took enough of them. Often,

indeed, beholding the tarnished fate of other Indians, my
heart has swelled with anger and pity the old women

crouching on the ground with a penny's worth of gnarled
fruit for sale; men trotting along the roads with heads

bowed almost to their knees under loads too heavy for

horses! Those polite, fat, delightful, brown children, so

friendly and gay, so unconscious of the privation and labour

that lie inevitably ahead of them! But as we drove for hun-

dreds of miles, day after day, into the monte and through
the abandoned haciendas around Panuco, I came to believe

that here dwelt folk finding more joy in their years than do

we earnest and anxiou? creatures who bother about time,

seasons, rents. Why prod such fortunate people with
"
edu-

cation
"
and make their lives as bothersome to them as ours

are to us? Apparently they had long ago come to some sort

of an agreement with fate. On the way to Topila you pass

an hacienda that is named "
Paciencia y Aguacate

"

Patience and the Alligator Pear!

They planned their Sunday pleasures well. Only once or

twice a year the circus, sometimes with an elephant, comes

to Panuco, but there are impromptu bullfights, there is the

guapango to be danced in the fanciful native dress of Vera

Cruz and there are the cockfights.

In Mexico the birds wear long, curved knives upon their

spurs, which cannot fail to tear wherever they catch.
"
Be-

fore they throw the cocks at one another," the geologist
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explained,
"
the owners pull out some of their feathers,

and each rooster thinks it was his enemy that hurt him, so

from the very beginning they are furious."

Over stretches of brooding monte, through brown jungle
land, wound the well-worn road we travelled.

"
I suppose

this was built centuries ago/' I said musingly.
"
Perhaps

by Huastecans, bringing
'

sticky incense
'

for their altars."
"
I cut it out about a year ago I and a gang of mozos

with machetes." Impulsively John Emmet avoided a large

grey snake in the road and then tried to reverse and run
over him.

"
All this was solid jungle then solid.

" We came exploring, for I was pretty sure there was

chapopote up here around Tancoco. We'd found seepages

already little black springs and marshes of oil among
the trees but you can't trust a seepage. Oil migrates un-

derground, see, and it may come out miles from the main
reservoir rock. But what was more important, in this region,
was that I'd noticed outcroppings of red shale. Red shale was
the first distinctive formation we encountered in Cacalilao

whose depth bore a special significance to the depth at

which the Tamasopo lime might be found. The streak

rises toward the surface at an angle which can be gauged.

'Way down beneath it the fish-tail bit may reach the top
of the San Felipe lime, much harder than the earth above,
and not far under that should be the top of the Tamasopo
lime, harder still. It's after the drill strikes through the

Tamasopo lime that you find or don't find oil."
"
Find oil!

"
I caught my breath. You get the fever, living

a while in Panuco.
" And often enough to keep you hunting for ever you

find it," the geologist' finished.

We had neared a wooded hill, and here at the base, the
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wilderness extending round about, thronged bazaars rose on
either side of the dusty road, where you might buy all the

fruits of Eden and rebozos by the mile and shaving-

soap, and pads, powders, and pans. And hanging at the doors

of mud-floored, windowless shops were vast quantities of

girlish frocks, orange, tomato, and orchid. There, promi-
nent and prosperous, stood one of Dinty Moore's far-flung

cantinas.
" The city of Tancoco." A sea of oil spread just beyond:

a dark sea. The new wild well, tamed at such risk and effort,

had laid waste the land around it, creating a swamp of thick,

black chapopote. It had blighted the trees, killed the bushes.

Branches drooped black as if slain by fire. In the oil-fields

Nature's beauty vanishes, once her wealth appears, yet I

have seen no glamorous landscape bring a look of such

contentment as that which comes over the faces of men

gazing upon the infernal vista made by flowing wells. Where

once oil has lain like this, nothing ever grows again.

They had fought for five days to tame the wild well.

Two Chinamen and a Mexican lost their lives from the gas,

but the rest wore gas-masks and escaped. Rushing from its

home in the depths of rock, the gusher hurled the drilling-

tools up against the king-block, where they stuck for days.

The valve was wrecked. The fire could not be checked.

Men were called from every derrick. Company loyalty

bowed to the loyalty of the field. Naked and half-naked

they slaved in the thick lake, amid the deadly fumes, des-

perately, protected by masks and shields. For when a well

breaks loose, heroism is expected alike of scientist and peon.

Gazing upon this rich desolation, John Emmet spoke

with pensive technicality.
"
They finally closed her in by

putting a steel die collar on the ten-inch swedge nipple and
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clamped the valve down so as to secure it on the casing.

They connected the flow line right away, and soon the oil

was pouring into the fifty-five-thousand-barrel tanks at the

pump station."

I longed to understand these gigantic endeavours. He
told me about the two ways of getting oil from the fields

to the terminals which line the Panuco River near Tampico
those I had seen when I landed, my first day. They pump

it through miles of pipe, reheating it when necessary, or

they carry it by water in the spectacular barges that snorted

through my dreams.

Now the sun seemed to be peering into the undergrowth
of the monte in an interested way.

" We'd better get out of

Tancoco before dark," said my comrade suddenly,
"
or we

may not leave at all/' but rather than from bandits I shrank

from the opinion which I knew that the modest Indian

women had of the crude foreigner who wore breeches and,

even worse, sat on the front seat of an automobile, beside a

man, as if ignorant of all civilized customs, as if to advertise

her own depravity.

"See the soldaderas getting their men's supper and

cleaning their boots, excellent, women!
"

exclaimed the

geologist in primitive admiration which I could not share

and wouldn't if I could. But I suppose cleaning the boots

seemed like a sort of dessert to the plucky soldaderas, after

all the other work they do often enough carrying those

same boots on the march, if their good Indian fighting men

prefer to tramp barefoot.

I said, to change the train of thought:
" What are all

these soldiers doing here in peaceful American oil camps?
"

"
Oh, one of the companies from the States is trying to

keep us from utilizing our subsurface rights, and they were
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destroying our machinery and beating up our men at a

great rate. One day they'd hire more soldiers, and the next

we'd have to increase our guard, to protect our property. It

was quite a military competition while it lasted, but now
we've managed to bring the row before the President and
we're not molested much.

" You see, this hunting oil stirs up more bitterness than

hunting gold or silver. If you own a mine, you can feel

some security, but if you bring in a fine producer and don't

happen to own the land all around it, then somebody else

may drill a well a few yards away and draw the oil out of

yours. That's why we're always in such a hurry to get the

oil flowing into the storage tanks, whether we're going to be

able to transport it to the terminals for a while yet or not.

Sticky business."

And that is the reason why one of the companies chose

this propitiative name:
"
Tal Vez

"
(Perhaps) ! In steady

uncertainty there is a kind of peace. Strangeness is good.
Blessed be change even a change for the worse, to some

natures, is a change for the better.

Imagine a burning hot November in the north. So lay

the Panuco in its brown April, and deep in the jungle shone

crimson bract and leaf. Later would come pale tillandsia

flowers; already a tropical dogwood shook out small golden
bells jof bloom. The "

Panuco wistaria," in purple masses,

trailed with long, grey moss in solemn festoons overhead.

In the open, in that wide wilderness of darkening land,

the palms stood up like green and brown feather dusters

that Nature had stuck into the ground during her siesta

and neglected to use again. I peered into the twilight:
"
Why, even the fences grow, down here!

"

"
Oh, -you can't kill those red cedars. A peon cuts them
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down, trims them, makes them into a fence, and in a year
he has a thick hedge instead. As long as the wood can get
a foothold in the ground, it grows. The plum-trees act just

the same."

It was true. I saw fence-orchards of prolific young plums
that were once dry sticks. The very fodder grows in con-

venient hunches at the tops of the ojite-trees, instead of

having to be cultivated.

We had stopped to calm the frenzied engine.
" Want

some honey?
" demanded John Emmet. I listened and the

sound of bees, working late, came loud from the fragrant

forest.
" Then we'll stop at Don Porfirio's and ask for some,"

he said.

Don Porfirio was at home, engaged in telling his sons

to get the cows off the road, as our car would soon require
it. Surely, he urged, we would stay for supper the tin

was already hot for the tortillas! What, only a taste of honey?

Why, naturally we might!
Such I found and it was curiously soothing the

politeness and hospitality of the monte. There is a friend-

liness without familiarity ..." Adios!
"
says the stranger

peon, toiling along the road under his load of wild grass,

as you fly past, scattering dust over him. And "
Adios!

"

calls the cavalier on the burro, gravely raising his hand.

Burros, too! I love them for a thousand graces, for their

warm, steadfast companionship; but in Panuco there was

one. . . . Well, he only did his work, his ghastly office. I

saw him first yoked to a large cow, and he was waiting, his

feet braced, with a look of resignation, until she should

grow calm enough to come with him. The cow was buck-

ing, fighting her fate.
" When she gets tired, hell lead her right along," said
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John Emmet. " He takes two cows down to the slaughter-
house every day, and he goes alone. As soon as he's deliv-

ered one he comes back and gets the other. Nobody ever has

to tell him anything. But, then, most of them would be as

smart as that if they wanted to be/
1

I was glad to pass his Grey Eminence. We were going out

to Tempoal that day a native city in the far-off hills.

Was ever town so self-sufficient, I wondered afterwards. But
that is Mexico. Such towns had no real need of the bus

lines and airplanes that have come, for already they pos-

sessed what they wanted.

Before us lay ninety miles of amazingly good road. Years

ago one of the larger companies thought to find oil in

this region and prepared a smooth way for their trucks, and

though now it was almost deserted the oil had not arisen,

after all the native public and vagabonds like us appreci-
ated the service.



CHAPTER IV

THE FABULOUS WELLS OF
PANUCO

PASSING

a heap of dirt rising from the brush at the road-

side, John Emmet pulled up reverently.
"
Feast your

eyes upon La Zurita Number 3, long the largest pro-

ducer in the Panuco field twenty-five million barrels

without stopping for breath!
" He sat staring affectionately

at aged La Zurita.
" The kind of well we love! No more

worry at the rig. No more explosions. No more sneaky com-

petitors fighting your oil away from you underground. Just

that profitable, peaceful heap of dirt, pouring out chapo-

pote night and day, into our tanks, through our pump-lines,
on to the world!

"

I was deeply shocked.
"
Are you trying to tell me that a

champion producer looks like that, after it settles down to

work? I don't call that little mound an oil-well at all."
"
She is beautiful," he said, sighing.

" You think a capped
well ought to look like a rig, I suppose so much more

impressive! But right there you see the kind of baby that

every man in Tampico would like to call his own."

He tipped his hat respectfully and we drove away. There

had been a shower in the night, and we startled into multi-

coloured flight clouds of exquisite butterflies that were

sipping deliriously at puddles in the road. Here milkweed

showed half yellow, half vermilion, in Spanish display.
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"
There's the El Higo idol, if you want to wave to him."

The ancient and solemn limestone figure, dug up some-
where in these hills, stood on a knoll near a store, gravely
aloof. His wife, said an Indian there, is still out in the monte,
but very hard to move.

All this soil is full of idols, of the lares and penates of

times very remote. Out of little mounds, when today's
Indians come to use them for village sites or cemeteries, are

dug hundreds of stone images dolls, gods, charms, dishes,

tools. Some of the tiny heads are superbly chiselled, the

faces wearing unmistakable expressions of amusement,
scorn, or joy, when they are not pure grotesques. Rich in

many senses is this storied earth. Lying upon it, I could

feel the past.

But the Indians themselves take scant interest in their

antiquities, except when some stranger wants to buy them,
for they have been digging up these relics all their lives

and tossing them to their children for playthings. To plenty
of the oilmen, too, they are barbarous commonplaces, but

sometimes you meet an amateur archaeologist whose collec-

tion of remains of the Huastecan civilization, carved out

with tools of obsidian centuries ago and gathered during
labours in the fields, is fascinating.

Now and then, at the door of a bamboo hut, hung a

magnificent pelt of jaguar, ocelot, or mountain cat. Along a

road cut from the cliff-side we were approaching Tempoal,
and there before the gate which guarded that city on the

hill-top slept an Indian with his great hat over his eyes. He
rose unhurriedly and opened to our toot.

All the town gazed at us with wide, black eyes as we

slowly climbed the steep, cobbled street. Naked babies, the

pink in their skins contending with the brown, scuttled into

doorways and then peeked out, grinning. We paused in the
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plaza on the hill-top, whence Tempoal surveys and forgets

the world.

I looked about with an almost nostalgic sense of familiar-

ity. There was the statue of the military leader who had

been born here, and at the base, on the shady side, sat the

helado-seller with his cylinders of shaved and flavoured ice,

his balls of snow, coloured with fruit juices, his limonadas.

All was slow, sultry, old, and far away, to me. He trotted

over to offer us
"
refrescos."

" You have an ice-factory up here, amigo?
"

How not? When the oilmen quitted Tempoal, they left

a very good power plant, and now any citizen who liked

might have electricity in his hut, but no one cared for it.

There were other traces of American occupation. We
asked the price of an excavated antiquity which would

make a very good archaeological tea-pot to take home to an

aunt.
"
Fifteen dollars," said the owner coolly, and, ex-

plaining that we only talked pesos, we chose some prehis-

toric candies instead.
"

It's far away enough, and yet, somehow, it's not the

place," I told my comrade as we coasted off down the street

and through the hills to that fine, forsaken road and so to

camp.
"

I think I'll go on, now," I said.
"

I don't know where."
"
But I had so much to show you! I will work miracles. I

will take you out to wells that may devour you and the

landscape at any moment and no more wandering. We'll

find a well that will bring up snow for you from charred

hell. You can be burned and frozen in the same instant.

Why, I have wells to show you yet that are like no other

wells in all this world wells that scientists talk about off

in Persia and Siberia
"
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"
Wells at the world's end?"

"
Wells of deception."

"
It sounds pretty good," I said, for Panuco almost had

me.
"
We'll start early tomorrow for Loma del Pozo Num-

ber 1, and you can watch her making snow and ice."

I stayed. We went. In the distance, as we drove through
the monte, rose the brown ranges of the Topila hills that

would turn green with the rains, now, in another month.

We passed the pleasant, uncultivated old hacienda The
Horseshoe, once proud and prosperous.

"
This morning, when Dan-yell was rebuilding the car

for the day, he told me the new story from Topila. An In-

dian girl struck her mother, and the mother prayed that the

earth might open and swallow the sinner. It did, right

away, and she's sinking slowly into it now, and they can't

pull her out. At seven o'clock she had disappeared as far

as her shoulders and they were gathering round for the last

rites. Shall we stop and watch?
"

" Not yet. The old woman might curse us, too."
"
Well, after we've seen a little more of the surface ..."

"
That looks like a pagoda."

"
It's where some peon spent the night. He fixed it to

hold up his mosquitera. I see just what happened, too, by

George!
" He stopped to look at the fragments of red wood

lying by the road.
"
Look he broke the axle of his cart

right here. So he unyoked the oxen, took a short nap, strolled

out into the monte and found the wood for a new axle, cut

it partly into shape with his machete, and took another nap.

Then he rigged up that structure and camped for the night.

It's all so clearl
"

Looking out over the lonely miles of plain, I could see
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every now and then an Indian on a burro hurrying along,

'way off the road. We were crossing wide stretches of bad

lands, with still those tall, solitary palms sticking up, like

dusters long unused.
" Where are they going, so purpose-

fully? There aren't any huts around, even/'
" You can never tell where there may be an hacienda.

Some of these hacendados owned land out here and never

farmed it before oil was found. And then chapopote would

turn up, underneath that almost worthless soil!

" The dueno might have been a peon or a small land-

owner of the old aristocracy, but trust him for knowing
better than to sell. He'd rent, wise old bird, and now in his

same little house he lives a millionaire if not like one.
"

I know old Victoriano Cruz one example. The last

day I dropped by to see him, his rickety table was clean

covered over with gold.
'

That's quite a fortune, Don Vic-

toriano!
' *

Yes, son, I get these seven thousand pesos every
month. They are the royalties on my oil-lands.'

'

Excuse me
for asking, but what do you ever do with it all?

' '

Well, I

am going to bury this in my banana patch. Come back in an

hour, and if you can find it, it will be yours.' He was a sport-

ing old rascal, but bandits did get some of his gold, in the

end."
"
Heavens, he could spare it! Seven thousand pesos a

month!
"

"
Why, back in Panuco I knew a dried-up old codger who

gets a hundred and eighty thousand pesos a year in rentals

alone. I don't believe he spends a hundred and eighty, but

what he does with those thousands I'll never tell you. He
wouldn't go near a bank, of course."

Our thoughts were wistful and financial. The purple-
flowered vines, the yellow-flowered dogwood boughs, the
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crimson inner spears of air-plants in the trees fled past.
" Now shut your eyes," he said,

"
for in a minute more

you'll look upon one of the strange sights of this world."

In a black desert that it had created itself stood the Ice

Well. We went near.

Hour after hour, month after month, in that lonely place,

Loma del Pozo Number 1 had been forming its tall white

cylinder of ice in the face of the powerful sun. The gigantic

forces which brought the gases up from great depths seemed

to be struggling like stubborn Titans to build the glittering

column ever a little higher, but for a long while now it had

not grown.
" When it gets beyond a certain height, it always

breaks off." Long before we reached this well, the roar of

the ascending gas had rumbled in the tree-tops; and as we
drew nearer, there arose such a sound of sizzling and frying

as must mark hell's kitchen. For Loma del Pozo was mak-

ing snow as well as ice. If this snow touches your hand, you
cannot tell whether the sensation is of freezing or burning,

but when, flung far from the icy mouth of the hole, the

crystals strike the hot ground, they seem to fry like the

whites of eggs on a griddle.
" How far has this snow risen, John Emmet?

"
I drew

back a little before the infernal display.
" Loma del Pozo is over three thousand feet deep."
" And it's made no oil at all? Only this endlessly out-

pouring gas?
"

"
It has. That Ice Well tells a long story." He was always

carefully circumstantial.
"
They completed it for an initial

production of about five thousand barrels of oil and twenty

million cubic feet of gas. When the well came in, it tore out

twenty-four hundred feet of six-inch casing.
"
But after it had made about a hundred thousand barrels
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of oil, salt water appeared, so they pinched it in till it

flowed only gas. And now you see it working away no more

fiercely than it's been working for over seven years.
1 '

For seven years this tireless Titan had been bearing up
from a depth of three thousand feet and flinging into the at-

mosphere twenty million cubic feet of gas a day!

I whispered.
"
Nothing I ever learned tells me what

makes that ice and snow/
1

"
Well, I will, but you won't understand. This gas con-

tains a very high percentage of carbon dioxide. The sudden

expansion causes the condensation and solidification of the

water vapour in the atmosphere a process you can see

taking place in the form of that coating of ice around the

valve of the well. In the course of time this transformation

has built up a regular tube of ice, as you could observe if

you weren't too careful of your shoes, and the gas rushes

up through it as through a pipe.
"
These white flecks all over the ground are practically

pure carbon-dioxide snow. Now well have time to get to

Number 2 before lunch. This stuff won't actually burn you.
Here put some on your hand. It just stings." It stung
me to a retort.

Loma del Pozo Number 2, alas, is a classic example of

the mean way in which the powers underground can bring
to nothing the most skilful drilling. There it had stood, all

rigged, machinery in a long caravan waiting to begin work,
the crew on duty and not a drop of chapopote being

produced! It is 3,103 feet deep, an inverted monument
to human persistence. When the drill was pounding at

3,070 feet, it opened some vast reservoir, and out rushed

fifty million cubic feet of gas.
" We checked it, in time, by pumping the hole full of
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mud. That filled up the crevice through which the gas was

entering. Then we started drilling again but bend over
and look down and see what happened! When we were try-

ing to bail out the hole, the bailer got caught, right be-

neath the valve there, and now the well is bridged with

pieces of lime that have collected between the bailer and
the casing."

I stooped and peered at the disaster. Far down, the Titans
were bellowing ominously.

"
Of course," he pointed out

with lazy interest,
"

it may break loose at any minute." Yes,

I could see the bailer down there, a pail forty feet long,

barring the giant's ascent.

A Chinaman, upon the brow of a hill, was bending his

Oriental scrutiny upon us.
"
Oop," answered the scientist.

"
It's got way past dinner-time, and I suppose Arthur's

keeping it for company at camp." He cleaned some chapo-

pote off us with a wad of waste.

We washed outside the cook-house, in water heated by
the sun, for in Panuco and all Vera Cruz water is not heated

by fire. And then once more I was astounded by the good
dinner that you always get at oil camps and can never get

in towns. As we slid along the wooden benches, I saw with

embarrassment for my costume that the paper napkins were

adorned with daffodils. This was the wilderness, but we had

soup, chicken a la Maryland with string beans, sweet corn,

roast potatoes, and hors-d'oeuvre. We had salad. We hac

limeade and coffee, peaches and cake, and finally jell}

pocket-books.
"

I don't get this at home," I said to Arthur.
"
Boy picked lemons out in monte yesterday," he hos

pitably answered.
" More? More small pie?

"

The water in the camps is brown and warm, but rarel;
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dangerous, and to make it taste good there are always the

fragrant little limes.
"

It's all right for you to be careful, of course," said John
Emmet,

"
but out exploring we're not so squeamish. Once

one of the boys washed by mistake in the only drinking-
water in camp and we had to use it anyway." He was pre-

tending to eat, but meals are better than appetites when

you've been in the oil-fields for months.

I peered in at the men's bunks as we left. Vanity Fair

was lying on one, on another transition.
"
Oh, sure, we have

to have plenty of reading-matter at the camps. I brought
'em out a load of brand-new magazines from Tampico
last week."

The ordeals of camp life I counted on my fingers

chicken, jelly pocket-books, wild lemons, natural warm
baths, and transition. We were driving again through a for-

saken land and we came to a sign:

Danger Proceed at Your Peril!

So we did.

I approached on tiptoe, as if that would help.
"

If you
want to, you can tease this well a bit. I only wish it would
break loose while you're at it that would be an experi-
ence you'd remember for ever, if you got away." The

hankering for adventure edged his tone. We were still paces

off, but I could hear the steady rumble of Quebrache Num-
ber 1 , suppressing a desire to blow us to perdition.

This was a wicked one! It had made for itself a crater

like a volcano's, and low in the midst it hissed and roared

and shot out gleaming fragments of snow to fry upon the

gravel. It had laid waste the land around, but not with oil.

Like a bad boy among the Titans it had flung stones and
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was panting to fling more. Deep and far had spread the

rocky defiance. If I climbed down to gaze into the steam-

ing throat of Quebrache Number 1, I was wonderfully

ready to fly if it should suddenly come in.

The completion of this well had been unexpected and

terrific. Thirty million cubic feet of gas, bursting from the

depths, demolished the derrick and the valve on the casing.

That valve had never been replaced, for there was only a

little showing of oil. Still, who knew what wealth the mon-

ster might be hiding?
"

It's bridged now with bits of lime and shale." With

beautiful and reckless accuracy the geologist was hurling

rocks into the well's threatening mouth, in the hope of

rousing it to a fresh outburst for my instruction and possi-

ble destruction.
"

(Be ready to run and get behind thai

tree if I do stir her up.) But during the times when it's

gassing, it'll pitch out these enormous quantities of shale

lime, and flint. I estimate that it makes at least twenty mil-

lion cubic feet o gas a day. Look sharp now."

He had discovered a six-foot length of pipe, and, daring

a trifle too much, he climbed down into the crater anc

thrust it vigorously into the well and let it go.
"

If that doesn't make her roar, nothing will. But it's go

to drop three thousand feet don't run yet; you'll hear i

strike," he called in an interested, leisurely tone. I heart

it strike, all right, and then with a wild subterranean bel

low and a charge of hissing gases Quebrache broke.

We made good time. I had the advantage, for he wa

in the crater, but we both got behind the tree before th.

bombardment of rock hit it. I held my hands over my face

but I could hear his calm, scientific classification going righ

on:
"
Green shale, grey shale, lime, flint, chert."
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Taking cover in the sparse bushes, bending low and has-

tening, we got out of Quebrache 's range soon and gained
the road. His serene, wearily circled eyes looked just as

calm as in camp.
"

I hope you'll remember," said he,
"
what you've seen

today. That gas is not asphyxiating are you trying to

think you're dead? Hurry up. The most incredible well is

yet to see! I saved it for the last. You'll imagine that you're

just imagining it. Well, what ought you to have learned,

what have you seen?
"

"
Four frightful illustrations to the saga of chapopote.

And almost my last sight."

No solitary maker of snow and ice, no muffled giant nor

costly disaster was this strange final well, Quebrache Num-
ber 2. The airy, extemporaneous houses of the peons lined

the road long before we came in sight of the rig, and, coated

head to foot with chapopote, men came striding from the

field, keen for last week's rotogravure and a glass of warm
beer.

Then we saw it, the unearthly vista two reservoirs,

one above the other, wide, deep, and black, and flowing
down to them a slow dark river, the flood of

"
frozen oil."

Sun beat savagely upon us all. Sweat mingled with chapo-

pote on our faces. Yet, crossing the sticky field and crouch-

ing beneath the rig to touch that thick river, I cried out:
"
Why, it's cold!

"
for this heavy stream of oil as it rose

from the well in the face of the sun was to my hands as ice,

though it looked exactly like good fudge just before it

hardens. Only when it moved massively down the slope
and began to enter the reservoirs did it thin and melt a little.

I hardly heard John Emmet, resolutely instructive to my
obedient but so often uncomprehending ears:

"
Quebrache
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Number 2 was completed for ten million cubic feet of gas a

a depth of 3,015 feet. Inside of a year the gas had increase

to about thirty million, and then this gas became slightl

moist, see?
"

" The moisture gradually increased, too." The rig supei
visor took up the story, gazing quite tenderly at his ap

palling black pet.
"
Kept on till now this well is makin;

about five thousand barrels of nineteen-gravity oil. Conn

closer, sister. Watch it pour out/'

I was opening my mouth for another
" Wha

makes . . . ?
" when the geologist saw it:

" The high per

centage of carbon dioxide in the gas is causing througl

its rapid expansion the freezing of this oil as it come

from the valve."

We stood sinking gently into the hot, oily earth arounc

that frozen river. A peon brought us those familiar glasse;

of brown, warm water, boiled and settled, and we drank tc

all the wells of wonder, though I did not really want tc

stay among them; not yet.

Going home, darkness fell suddenly upon the road and

the lurching car, down from the festoons of grey moss anc

the purple-flowered vines.
" Want a swim?

"
the geologist

said, for he had probably seen the chapopote wandering in

little streams down my face.
" We might drive out to the

beach at Las Piedras. The river is nice and warm at night.

Afterward we'll make a fire."

"
Well, you know sometimes that camp shower has been

water, and sometimes it's been oil. Then, I couldn't forget

what you told me."
" About that afternoon I glanced up in the middle of my

bath and saw the glum adder coiled around the spray? Oh,

he seemed to be just thinking. Of me, perhaps,"
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The Panuco River, its brown flood silvered by the moon,

lapped the soft grass along its banks as we scampered down
and let the soothing waters take us. Who has not bathed in

a lonely tropical river by moonlight has missed a strange
enchantment. And yet, beneath its tranquil surface, the

dark Panuco was powerful and swift you floated and then

you had to fight your way back up-stream, but it was very
sweet to float, down through the fragrant stillness.

I saw a peon gathering a great heap of palm leaves for

some thatching to be done tomorrow tomorrow or pasado
mafiana and his lovely burro grazed near by. We built

our small fire and made the coffee, but, watching it, I almost

went to sleep in the thick grass, and nothing bit me, either

not a garrapata, not a pinolillo, not a mosco nor jijene.
"

I don't believe there are any here, really," I taunted the

geologist.
"
I can show you the scars where they burrowed into the

back of my neck long ago, Doubting Thomas. Don't put on

your stockings unless you want to. The niguas prefer toe-

nails, and you may lose a foot. The Indians do."

But no evil thing occurred. No infinitesimal monster

appeared to devour us. Only drowsy peace informed the

moonlit midnight by the warm swift river as the palm-

gatherer spread his old sarape and lay down on the grass,

too, smoking restfully and with that certain unfailing ele-

gance of the south. He knew that presently we would go
and then he would fall heir to our fire, so why should he

trouble to make one of his own? His burro, the day's toil

over, cropped the soft grass and stared upon us kindly a

large grey rabbit in the moonlight, very suitable to caress.

We asked the Indian whether there were
"
algiin pobre

"

who might care for the rest of our supper
"
See," I prof-
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fered,
"
devil's food and chicken!

" and instantly he rose

receiving it into his own huge red neckerchief with flawlesf

grace as he murmured,
"
I'm not rich myself."

The burro nibbled on beneath the moon, his grey coal

so delightful to feel, his nature so gentle that I leaned nrj

cheek against his innocent forehead for a long time.
"
Well?

"
said John Emmet.

"
Well, I have taken a terrible fancy to this burro, anc

who knows if 111 ever see him again?
"

The Panuco lotos was languorous in my veins, and to

morrow the airplane would soar with me, up toward the

cool, brisk capital.
" You go because you want to," said the geologist; bui

no, I had to go.
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GRAND DUKE JASMINE

r I "iHis was the
"
Huasteca Potosina," the ancient wilder-

ness of many legends, unfolding its green splendour

league upon league to the thrumming passage of our

plane. Its forbidding ranges were levelled, its waters

gleamed narrowly. It might have been the promised land

for me, I could not tell, but there was no stopping now, be-

cause I had
"
the fever." They call it that along the coast

I don't know what it is. Only, burning fast within, it gave
me the illusion that this was the last flight, a farewell to

earth's beauty, and I tried with all my forces to remember
the look of the Huasteca Potosina and its deathless vegeta-

tion like something to take with me into silence, the

memory of the widening sunlit glory to be lost below, with

earth.
"
Get away to the mountains, quick!

" The plane from

Tampico throbbed off above the immense luxuriance, shot

over the deep Canada where the engine was toiling upward
mile by slow and difficult mile. Flying-time, two hours!

Now if I had left at four this morning by the train, it would
be night before we could struggle up to the coolness of San

Luis Potosf , and evening of the next day when we reached

the capital. But then I should have seen rich tierra caliente
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and oblivious mountain towns, and at the Queretaro sta-

tion those fiery, deceptive opals, lying in dark palms.
"
Only you never know till you've tried it," the geologist

had told me,
"
what the ascent of that Canada on a May day

can be like a stifling green burial! The engine looks

brave, somehow, going right on, no matter how hot and

steep the way gets. It makes you feel grateful, and a bit too

dependent on it, the old dear!
"
But this plane was leaping

up to Mexico in one brief, determined dart. They gave me

something disagreeable from a folding cup which kept

collapsing. The Huasteca Potosina became the Garden,

whence we fled on dipping wings, driven by a roaring host

beneath and behind us. White water leaped in the ba-

rrancas. We stooped low over great mountains. The little

oblivious towns shone red and brown in the sun.
"
But I

tell you I promise to cut your jugular vein," the country-

man-in-need would yell soothingly.
" You don't have to be

buried alive, no matter how they hurry. I will positively cut

your jugular vein. I'll do it myself." The jungle worlds

unrolled beneath, bright green and yellow, scarcely broken

by the flattened sierra. It all grew kaleidoscopic finally, and

then there were cool sheets.

Exultant, glittering June mornings, breathing of rain-

bathed flowers, sweet to have known on the aromatic ever-

green paths of Chapultepec, early afoot! No fever up in

Mexico. The sun came out, magnificent but never afflict-

ing, over the golden figure of Independence on the Paseo.

Flooding showers passed and left the gardens glowing

freshly. They only made deeper the pink of the ivy gera-

niums that ran up the house-walls; they dusted off the

bougainvilleas that spread the mantle of their violet and

magenta bracts over the tops of tall, dark cypresses.
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Then night fell cold and always triste. It flowed down

over the vast magueyales of the plains of Mexico, sudden as

a waterfall, from the volcanoes' shining slopes. Then thick

blinds behind window-bars were fastened and patio doors

through which aristocratic coaches have passed in other

centuries were locked with enormous keys. Streets grew

still, except in the heart of the city, for there was no change
to a gay mood at evening almost no "

evening life
"

at

all, as one thinks of evening life in a cosmopolitan capital

such as this. Families in Mexico keep together at home or

go together to a movie, rarely dining out, but having their

late supper of soup, sweet bread, and chocolate from their

own brick charcoal stove.

Always the cool and quiet night seemed vaguely ominous,

even on streets of busy traffic. There is something old and

unchangeable here, underneath the Zocalo. . . .

Down along the coast and in the hot country one has

for idleness the serviceable excuse
"
a little fever." Up in

the capital
"
the altitude

"
serves the same purpose. I

quickly made the change, having a nice taste in excuses,

and almost immediately I was enabled to join some gracious

and wealthy ladies who were going to Cuernavaca to escape

the altitude.

Now, I had long suspected that this valley of Cuernavaca

might be the very place for me as it had been for others,

down the ages. Why not? To everyone in Mexico, native

and stranger, Cuernavaca means healing and peace. Its

lilies and chuckling waters, its indulgent golden climate, it!

air of placid holiday, afford the best the world can offer ir

"
escape." Mid-week, when questing throngs do not infesi

the hotels to shatter the delicious languor, then the Furie!

themselves might there subside and sleep.
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Along the old Cuernavaca Post Road, joining the two

great valleys and spanning high mountains, stands many a

memorial and votive cross. Danger and gaiety have been

comrades here from the first. The tzins of the Aztec aris-

tocracy came this way to the pleasure-town, and over this

road the cavaliers of Cortes marched upon doomed Tenoch-

titlan. Here travelled the suites of the viceroys and the

velvet court of tragical Carlota, on elegant recreation bent.

From the lofty Valley of Anahuac, which holds the palaces

and parks, the busy shops and snorting traffic of the capital,

the daring road runs now as in pre-Columbian times over

barrier mountains and down into a sun-filled vale where an

unimaginable town drowses out the centuries. Scenes of

savage bleakness, ghosts of old tragedies! Follow it on, it

leads to the Pacific and, suddenly, to Acapulco, broad har-

bour of the silver fleet where galleons swept in, long over-

due, their water-jars empty in the rigging, the crew bless-

ing the Virgin for bringing them to port alive. I would

have gone on, down to the distant ocean, but we were for

Cuernavaca and its peace. Coyoacan lay behind us the

suburb where Cortes and his lieutenants took counsel for

the siege of the metropolis in the lake, where they tortured

one of the heroes of all time, Cuauhtemoc the chivalrous,

the fearless and proud, beaten only by his doom. We passed

Tlalpam, with brooks bordered by calla lilies, saw Xochi-

milco, its unnumbered gardens anchored in black water by

roots of fantastic trimmed willows and great reeds. Through

the plaza, crowded with flower-sellers, gracefully trotted

an old Indian, a tubful of Easter lilies balanced easily on

the point of his skull. We left the haunted bad lands of

the Pedregal, wherein Mexico's Achaic People, whelmed

when? five thousand, ten thousand years ago? by a
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deluge of lava from Mount Ajusco, occasionally yield up
their crumbling bones to baffled archaeologists. Though it

was long past dawn, the mists had not descended upon the

peaks, and the Sleeping Woman, with her majestic consort,

Popocatepetl, the Smoking Mountain, rose up in dazzling
whiteness to the east. Almost all the way Ajusco was our

tall companion Ajusco, scarred Mother of Streams.

We climbed. Even the sunbeams looked cold now. Far

below us, in its long-sung valley, lay Mexico: cathedrals,

office buildings, courtyards, plazas, lakes; how different

from that particoloured dream of a town in gentler coun-

try to which imagination hurried ahead! We had reached

the high, lonely forests now and met charcoal-burners from

the regions of live-oak and pine a dark fraternity of

labour, avoiding the stranger's gaze under their enormous

Cuernavaca hats, trudging along in gay, worn, rainproof

sarapes beside their thoughtful and enduring burros.

This was Zapata's aerie, years ago. Here he awaited the

traveller with a purse ripe for robbery.
" We are at the

highest point, sefiora," said the driver, and the ladies has-

tened to put on their heavy coats, shrinking from a sudden,

crazy shower.
" Ten thousand feet above the Gulf, and I

feel every foot! Don't let's stop here," begged the furred

and shivering owner of the car.

The wind shrieked and whistled over the old crater, its

motionless rivers of black basalt frozen on the slopes; and

driving showers, following one another, pelted the scrub

vegetation and the desolate waste of rocks. The ladies

turned their faces from the window, disturbed by a land-

scape so dwarfing and so threatening to man.

Then while our driver's head was still bent before the

cutting wind, the car dropped into paradise, Guernavaca
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lay below us in that sun-filled valley like a pink pearl in

a goblet of amber wine. It was there all of a sudden, in-

credible, with crape myrtles growing rosily along its streets,

their crinkled silken petals the colour of a cut ripe water-

melon. Only that great mountain crossed and that long

slope descended and we had exchanged the cool and rather

solemn beauty of the capital for this warm, cheerful langour,

this contented town.

That night the ladies retired early, to recover from past

altitudes, and I stepped out on to the little balcony of my
room, where pitchers of stately lilies stood in every corner,

and thought that in the air I could catch a fragrance I had

never known could it be the Grand Duke jasmine, that

living monument of Maximilian? Over there was the Borda

Garden, behind its walls: an exotic idyll created by the lov-

ing genius of Joseph le Borde and the regal wealth of his

great silver mine. If one had a place like that, now! . . .

He fancied mangoes; brought them hither from many lands.

Later Carlota and her ladies swam secretly by night in

those pools of exquisite shape. But now someone had a con-

cession the sweet solitude would know intrusion, the

stillness would be broken, I could not hear the mangoes
fall nor the song of the clarin. Yet that might have been the

place, I mourned in fancy.

But peace there was, in Cuernavaca, except for the peo-

ple who were resting there. With day I found out the Grand

Duke jasmine and bought nosegays from a seller at the curb,

who kept this hidden under other flowers because now it

has grown rare and everyone who has heard of it asks for it.

The blooms cluster thickly on the twig, like fairy white

roses, and the mysteriously stimulating perfume is a bless-

ing to the sense.
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At sunset the pleasure-town wakes to enjoy the cool and

fragrant evening; and after the last rose has faded from

the white volcanoes, the military band, with operatic fer-

vour, plays for promenaders in the square. Lilies crowd

about the fountains in that red-earthed plaza. Brooks are

running underneath the sidewalks you may lift a stone

up, if you like, and see them hurrying along. This soil is

quick with springs.

The soft, caressing night would be over soon! In the

first light of morning, looking from my balcony over to-

ward the dark
"
rocas," I waited for the volcanoes to turn

white again, and then blood-red. No wonder that since

very old time people have climbed and descended the peril-

ous road to Cuernavaca, such being its end! But too many
others would be coming, even into the fruitful shadows of

the Borda Garden. The ladies had made some hospitable

plan for an excursion tomorrow. After that, I suddenly
decided, I had better go on till I found my own town,

wherever it might be.
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PORCH OF CHERUBIM

I
KNEW that I might never see it again like that the

door to the great caverns. We were in one of the strange

places to which the world soon crowds, once they are

known, but on this day the visitors who had driven the forty

miles from Cuernavaca to Cacahuamilpa with us were few

and respectful. Sefior del Castillo, to whom his caves are

very dear, led us in, with commands not to turn and look

back; then suddenly he said:
" Now look!

"
There in the

black ellipse of rock at the cavern's portal was framed an un-

real pageantry of light which seemed to have glowing sub-

stance, to flow like the ether of poetry; and dazzling white

against this background, brighter than the serene illumina-

tion itself, rose a snowy peak.
" Mont Blanc! Is this a vision?

"
the woman beside me

breathed.

We could not go on for looking at that scene in the cav-

ern's mouth behind us. Its aspect slowly changed and filled

with mystical import; the white brilliance softened to a dim

blue. This mountain arose between plains of darkness and

a heaven of splendour beyond, and up a steep and winding

pathway to the summit pilgrims ascended, robed and bear-

ing staffs, their faces lifted as if in hope and longing till
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the upper brightness received each one in turn.
"
Sursum

corda!
"

"
Those are souls escaping," said the cavern's master.

"
This is a poem for sight."

We knew with no less wonder that they were only our

Mexican companions climbing up the little hill to enter

the portal o the caves. They had no idea that to us already

gone before them into darkness they looked like souls re-

leased.

Slowly we went on toward Glory, the farthest point in the

Cacahuamilpa grutas to which most strangers climb. A
sinister grandeur. On either hand gigantic shadows were

beaten back (but still waited, threatening) by our valiant

escort of electric lights. More than a hundred feet above

us sparkled the dome of Pluto's Palace, hewn from the

mountain's heart by the soft, unresting fingers of the ages,

by the mere drip of water. Under our feet murmured a

sunless river. As on a fabulous journey, with staff and scrip,

we trod the stony way.
Here in moisture of the floor the bud of a stalagmite was

just beginning a life of who can say how many cycles. How
old were the multiform masses about us the strangely
coloured pendants of the roof? We human plants were but

ephemeral in this living, growing garden of cold stone.

It had not known man long, either, as far as anyone can

tell. The Indians of this region owned the Cacahuamilpa
caverns first and jealously guarded them, forbidding stray

foreigners who wandered hither to enter that mysterious
door in the mountain side. Long after their chance dis-

covery by a white man the native Mexicans still kept them
for their own and I wondered what rites had been cele-

brated then, in this vast, dark temple! but though the
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journey to Cacahuamilpa at first was perilous, then difficult

engineers at last built a superb and daring road, cut froir

sheer rock, and now the tourist blight has fallen, worst ir

Holy Week. Yet it is comforting to know that the roac

nevertheless is dangerous to drive and that even electricity

cannot make it safe to climb about within the grutas. We

only went to Glory, but the caves go on underneath the hill:

for miles.

We were in deep within the sunlit State of Gue

rrero, in south-western Mexico, near the Morelos boundary
The capital now lay eighty miles north-east of us, wid

Cuernavaca midway of the road between. Leagues fron

Cacahuamilpa, in another little mountain village, is kep
the original manuscript of the first story ever written abou

these caves, penned by the man who made them known t<

the outer world. A fugitive from justice, he hid here fo

weeks, aided by friendly Indians, about 1864, but he wa

tracked in time, even to this vast retreat. Afterwards, free

from prison, he told of the wonders he had seen, inside th

mountain and wrote down for friends the tale of his ac

venture; it was never printed, though.

Seiior del Castillo went ahead, his flash-light picking OL

obscure beauties from the wild masses of rock. He wz

pleased, for his dear caves' sake, by exclamations
" Th

ante-room to Inferno,"
"
Dore could have drawn this,

"
There ought to be music by Grieg we're entering tic

Hall of the Mountain King." The air was good, and so th

dogs still came cautiously behind us. We had left the dz

a full mile back. Keeping close to Seiior del Castillo, the wz

was safe enough, but go exploring those slippery decliviti

alone and you could easily dive for ever into a Stygia

ravine.
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Some sightseers of the very region had joined our party

and gravely came along with us, en famille, the mothers

nonchalantly climbing up the boulders in the full folds of

their skirts, making nothing of the burden of a baby. Fathers

in white suits and giant hats guided the little children. A
grandmother, obviously, who had no intention of missing a

trip to the caves, covered the treacherous way with resolu-

tion and agility, never stumbling over sharp young stalag-

mites nor faltering at a slimy face of rock. Once, peering at

an exquisite, lily-shaped stalactite, shining through the

gloom far off the path, I suddenly slipped down toward

the shadows, but two long staffs reached out to me by In-

dian fathers just in time prevented my departure.

This gallery, which holds fifteen great halls, is more than

a mile long, yet the full area was known at the date of dis-

covery. Beyond the last Hall of the Organs there is footing

only for the nimble and adventurous. We halted often, and

there pressed a vague hostility around us, and the ladies

who had brought me here were thinking, I knew:
"
If the

electric lights should go out now!
"
Senor del Castillo had

said that once, long ago, when his torch failed him, he liter-

ally could not see his hand before his face, and the vampire
bats swooped low and struck his shoulders.

"
I used to bring

torches, flash-lights, and matches, all three, so that one

would be left to me always. Without light you would just

stand still till it came, remember! Do not try to stumble out,

and perish among these gulches and corridors. I know your
number I will take care. Why, it is nice in here! We had

a Christmas dinner in my caves, long before electric lights

were thought of chicken and tamales and enchiladas

and quince wine, with dancing afterwards. Do me the favour

to listen."
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With his staff he gently struck
"
the chiming rocks/'

making an elfin music which he would not let us make.

His search-light reached high up and found jewelled tapes-

tries. Calcite crystals twinkled with eerie brilliance in the

lofty vaults, and from fantastic limestone formations rising

on every hand shapes of legend and history emerged, and

images from the living world outside. As the beams played

upon it, a milky white stalagmite, fifteen feet high I guessed,

took on tints of cream and rose, and a pillar fit to adorn a

temple showed its water-carvings. Stalagmites coloured

green and orange started from the shadows at the bidding
of the lamp. Down from the roof growing how slowly!

hung stalactites which already had been two thousand years

a-making.

Senor del Castillo said that we might call the halls any-

thing we pleased, only this next one surely could not be

other than The Palms. They were startling in their likeness,

those stone trees growing without sun, with long fronds

that shone in the electric light, and straight, rough trunks.

This was the King's Throne, regally hung with limestone

plumes, and the Queen's, a mass of calcite crystals glittering

like diamonds in our eyes, and the Fountain, pouring out

its endless flow of motionless water, whose flood invisibly

increases, and this the Plaza, with palace and cathedral

towers, as large as a real city square.
" The seventh hall," said Senor del Castillo. We were fol-

lowing in silence now, very watchful, and we saw the

Manton de Manila all together the Spanish Shawl,

draped against the cavern-side, richly embroidered in blaz-

ing jewels and drooping long, graceful fringes. We passed

the Volcano and then came, startled, to a tragic place, where

a little light burned in the great darkness to mark a scene
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of death. We stopped there at that rise in the stony way,

and the Indians crossed themselves.

Here the English explorer died, alone with his dog. It

was about the middle of the last century. He had made his

way through the forty miles of wild monte that lay between

Cuernavaca and Cacahuamilpa and had come to dwell with

the Indians of the village, for he had heard of wonderful

caves that strangers were not permitted to enter and at

once he resolved that he must get in. He learned of the

entrance, with passing months, and, being fearless, he took

his dog and torch and, eluding the caverns' guardians, did

get in, but never came forth. No one knows how long his

skeleton had lain there by the time an exploring party

found it, after the caves were known to the alien world.

Close beside the man's bones lay the bones of the dog. What
had happened?
Did the adventurer grow weary and lie down, to waken

in darkness with his torch burnt out? Did his one light fail,

leaving him to stumble among the sharp rocks until he

sank to the cold stone in despair? There is no telling. Only
this cairn, heaped up by those who pass the spot, records

his end the cairn and a cross with the light burning there

beneath it. But sometimes visitors bring flowers in to the

shadowy memorial.

Is it the constant dripping that
"
wears away

"
the stone?

Why, here that constant dripping has built cathedrals and

planted forests and woven tapestries! How fancifully it

had laboured! We passed the Belfry, now, and the Bot-

tle of Champagne, and dipped our fingers in the Holy Water

Font. The light, behind some formation, threw against the

wall the pathetic shadow of a lost and frightened Praying

Child, and in the Hall of the Empress, whither in 1865
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Carlota came on her own dainty feet to trace her name, we

thought we could see faintly still:
"
Maria Carlota advanced

thus far/' We did plainly see the Souls in Purgatory, con-

fused as in an early church painting, but illumined by
the infernal glow of our own times.

The fourteenth sala, where Glory waits, is the farthest

to which the lights extend, and it has two corners called

Heaven and Hell. Hell looks very deep, black, and slimy, so

we followed those who were calling:
" Come on to Glory or

be lost!
" and ascended with some trouble the final weary

steep. There was no resting in that slippery darkness, how-

ever. It was time to go. We followed our guiding light

slowly out again, from the High Hall of Glory, through the

Hall of the Baptistery, the Hall of Souls, the Paths of Holy
Water and the Door to the Air, the Heights of the Virgins,

the Porch of Cherubim, the Hall of Thrones, and at length
to the Hall of Dawn and that last sala, where the stony re-

mains of a huge goat used to frighten wandering Indians

who chanced upon these caves.

Far underfoot the rivers flowed, hollowing out other

caverns for a future time. Once a river may have laved the

roof above our heads, for scholars think that with the ages

small streams, running in verdure and sunlight, wore their

way downward and joined in one black stream. Today two

rivers hurry beneath the caves the San Jeronimo and the

Chontacuatlan, meeting beyond to form the Amacusac,

which escapes into the open; and all along their dark

courses, as far as anyone has gone, rock and water have made

pictures and images like these.

We came quietly from the realm of the shades, left the

Goat to his subterranean fastness. Going up the path that

led from the cool dark, I turned for a last look at that great
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mountain portal seventy feet high, a hundred and fifty

wide. Along the slow curve of the arch, as if trained to

follow it, stretched beautifully the branches of an old tree.

The cars, one by one, dispatched in orderly sequence,

were starting for home. A little way beyond Puente de Ixtla

the road to Cacahuamilpa is cut right out of the mountain

side, and there is no more passing, so cars set out in a pro-

cession and after a certain hour return, safely separated, the

same way. If you leave Cuernavaca too late, the guards

will order you back.

Valleys were bright green with a new rice crop. In un-

tended patios of homes left in ruins by the revolution

hibiscus and pomegranate blossoms were red. Wild cotton

gleamed against the sides of deep barrancas. The boughs of

camarones bloomed with rosy gold.
"
There are those three

mountains again/' called the ladies. They stand together

like sisters, yet each is in a different state one peak in

Guerrero, one in Mexico, and one in Morelos.

I sat beside Manuel, who drove us, and he was always

looking for a terrible tree whose shadow, even, he said,

would kill.
" You stand in its shadow and your eyes are

blinded and a leprous sickness comes over your whole skin.

You touch the bark and you die."

It was my last night in Cuernavaca, then? We had mint

julep with a lady who lives there, and played with her dogs.

I went back toward the plaza through those streets bordered

with crape myrtle, and remembered how, flying out of the

upper chilly greyness, I had seen this city first an un-

awakened dreamer sleeping in sunlight in a flowery bed.

I slept, too, very deeply, in my room full of Madonna lilies

and callas, knowing that trumpets would call me for the

hour of sunrise over the volcanoes. Then, early taking grate-
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ful hot and smoky coffee, I hurried to the train and left

the ladies, returning to the capital alone, for this town gave

peace to many, but somewhere there was another that I had

still to find. And yet there are streets in Cuernavaca like

pages from an old story-book, and myrtles blossom and the

soil is quick with springs. Why should it not have been the

place?
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DINNER AT SAN PEDRO MARTIR

THE
rainy season was ending now, and glistening

drops dried quickly from leaf and petal in the garden
of the Casa Alvarado. Here I was privileged to be a

guest, but though I spent many summer days in that old

garden, I never saw it all, I know. Two centuries had thick-

ened the trunk of the yellow banksia rose-tree that roofed a

path. Heliotrope, growing vine-like, made a central bower.

I gathered for our tea-table the rose of Castile, and acanthus

bloomed from its classic leaves, with blue Agrippina lilies,

and lantanas covered little pergolas. One bush bore tiny

goldfish, and another small glowing cigars. Darkness would

grow heavy as incense with the fragrance of jasmine and of

white datura
"
wedding bells

"
the galan de noche and

against a high wall that mysterious cactus the night-bloom-

ing cereus would give for me alone its slow, enchanting

performance when evening came, opening by visible de-

grees in the moonlight and pouring out sweetness as if from

a gold-lined vase. All the romance of the unhurried south, I

used to think, was in the name "
Galan de Noche "; in all

these midnight flowers.

That was a garden 1 I would come back, afternoons, over

the old flags of the broad patio, where superb banana plants
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from Zanzibar let down their red-veined leaves, and we

would have tea in a high, dim room full of treasures, and

low-voiced guests would arrive, to sit and chat in another

room where a great white polar-bear rug lay upon the

gleaming floor. They would eat a great many of Teresita's

little cakes covered with sesame seed, but fortunately she

always baked more.

A guest said:
"
Leaving us with summer? You always

seem to be in flight!
"
and I was startled that she should

have seen that. I took a Czech out to the terrace, to look at

the spun silver cactus.
"
But the place that you should go to now," the Arch-

deacon told me,
"

is a real Indian town. Why waste time

wandering among cities? They are not what you want/'
"

I could even go with you on one of your country trips,

then, to some brown Indian town?
"

" Tomorrow is my Sunday for the little church at San

Pedro Martir. Several friends are coming with me. It will

be cool in the early morning when we start, so wear a warm

coat that you can take off when the sun meets us on the

road, and leave Coyoacan by six thirty, for coffee at the

Chinaman's." Something else seemed to be on the Arch-

deacon's mind, and in saying good-bye he added:
"

It will

do no harm if your dress is rather sober for Sunday at

San Pedro Martir."

Village chivalry met
"
the Reverend

" and his party with

two horses, but I liked walking over the sandy, stony way,

the stretches of basaltic bad lands, so I mounted only my

wrap and hand-bag on the saddle.

This was the first time I had ever been in such a place.

No foreigners dwell in San Pedro Martir. It was still, thank

Heaven, its independent self, a brown Indian town, baking
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quietly there in the autumn sun; inscrutable if one but

passes through; open-hearted and hospitable to apprecia-

tive guests, even to wandering gringas. It liked the Arch-

deacon of old, and so it admitted all of us, on the happiest
of terms, to a bit of what remains now of the Aztec world.

Already the bell in the tiny Episcopal church was swing-

ing, and from thatched jacales and low adobe homes came
decorous worshippers, quiet, swift, reverent, the women

lifting their rebozos to cover their hair as they entered,

the men taking off their big straw hats and laying them

upon the floor as they knelt. Many of the congregation were

barefoot. The babies all were present, and serious beyond
belief. Pink cosmos and calla lilies bloomed at the little

altar before which we prayed together.

Near me the Indian congregation knelt expectant and

profoundly moved, for Communion was being celebrated

today. They knew every change of the intricate Episcopal

service, and I watched them furtively, to follow.
"
Luz

Esplendente," we sang "Lead, Kindly Light!" the

Archdeacon at the organ, but the forgetful fervour of the

singers was far ahead of the musician, and what rose to

heaven was a medley of confused cries of aspiration.

Presently their native clergyman, dignified in his simple
robes, lifted an earnest, dark face above the lectern and be-

gan a stirring sermon upon our need for nourishing the

soul: the ease with which the immaterial bread of life may
be forgotten. He cited instances of such forgetfulness right
here in the pueblo. The congregation looked down peni-

tent, and then in utter oblivion of one another and of us,

conscious only of the mysterious presence, they knelt again
to receive from his hands this bread, this wine. Through
such silence could be heard even at the back of the church
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the padre's whispered benison upon each communicant,
and I felt here a complete sincerity of devotion never per-
ceived in grander churches. One of our gringo party was

weeping softly but frankly, and a sombre, well-dressed

Britisher suddenly rose and joined those kneeling Indians

before the altar, moved by a wish to taste humbly with

them the sacrificial cup and the broken bread.

Over us passed the exalted moment slowly, but it had
to pass and the organist rustled into a postlude, and the

childlike, healing tears were drawn back into hidden

springs. I did not like to have the congregation stand there

so politely until we, the guests, had all gone out into the

sun, but the instant the ceremony was over, bare feet pat-

tered and a subdued tumult of planning for our entertain-

ment began, till I thought, smiling, of that church-door

scene in Cavalleria Rusticana where the emerging village

housewives uncover their hair and burst into the domestic

chorus:
" A casa! A casa!

"

Local Episcopal dignitaries in their clean shirts were

explaining the difference between the state of the bright

new church and that of the surrounding homes. In one of

the more recent phases of the revolution San Pedro Martir

had been practically destroyed and the harassed townsfolk

had abandoned the place for some six years. Returning,

they first rebuilt their church and painted it, too their

houses could be fixed up as they found time. After all, there

were walls of a sort, and over many of them a roof that

served, in the dry season. Meanwhile, look! We have such

a neat church, and a padre who preaches so well!

The Indian does not and cannot long live by bread

alone. When he is forced to do so, the descent is swift.

While the women were busy in their little houses, we
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strolled through brown streets, talking with anxious fathers

whose babies were being perpared for baptism, gathering
mistletoe. We knew that the entire feminine personnel of

the Episcopal part of San Pedro Martir was vigorously

getting dinner for us a formal, company dinner, at which

the pride and propriety of the town would be at stake. The
true Mexican cuisine is difficult, delicate and complex, and

its processes are awesomely prolonged. Only the initiate

ever attempt them.

But they let me watch. On the earthen floors of three

neighbouring huts women and young girls were busy with

the supremely important tortillas grinding fine the corn,

already washed and ground before, on stone metates;

tossing and patting the thin round cakes in just the expert,

precise, traditional way; and finally laying them to brown
on tin griddles over the glowing braseros of charcoal. Tor-

tillas take so long! I realized with wonder that they went

through all this every day tortillas, beans, chiles, pulque,
coffee! The labour implicit in that small menu the toil

between the planting and the eating and drinking of those

five
"
simple

"
Mexican staples!

Good Indian maize, sprung here from its own native

soil, crammed the cribs of the town and lay in heaps in

house-corners blue, white, yellow. Tortillas made from

blue maize look strange to foreigners, but every kind is

wholesome-tasting and very nourishing, and often they are

all an Indian family has to eat. Today they must be nothing
short of perfect! Crouched over their primitive grindstones
our reticent hostesses toiled harder for us than was alto-

gether comfortable to me.

A little delegation of local personages came to conduct

us to the very best house in San Pedro Mdrtir, where we
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were to dine, this festive Sabbath. It was furnished with a

long table, already laid, and with a sewing-machine, and

the walls were adorned with pictures cut from newspapers.
There were no windows, but the doorway gave light. The
floor was the firm ground.
The padre asked a blessing while we stood, and then we

were all seated, with some attention to rank and precedence.

My place was opposite our host, Sefior Ruben Flores, and

between us loomed a mighty cantaro of pulque, the national

refreshment, and the pitcher was inscribed with an affect-

ing couplet
"
to Dominguita." This pulque had been newly

drawn from the heart of the maguey; it was fresh and mild,

and all we gringo guests were very thirsty.

Demure, silent women none of them sat down with

us, only the men in their flowing skirts, braids down

their backs, glided in with ceremony and the platter of the

occasion, prepared with labour and expense in our honour:

none other than mole de Guajolote! I made up my mind

that one day I'd learn to make that dish of wild turkey In

hot, black gravy, flavoured with a dozen cunningly com-

bined condiments.

With lowered lids I saw that there were no forks, but

that those who understood how to eat mole need none. You

simply take your tortilla and give it a knowing twist, and

it becomes in adept fingers a common carrier of both

meat and gravy. In novice hands. . . . But everyone has

to learn!

And there is to be music, too. An excellent band takes

its station at the low doorway and discourses, as most ap-

propriate to this occasion, a blues song and some jazz hot

from New York it does, alas! San Pedro Martir is a very

small Indian village, but we shall see that it has bands of
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silver and bands of brass, capable of anything. Life is more

than living in a house with a roof, more than possessing

piles of maize. It is solemn church services, and flowers be-

fore altars, and music now brisk and new, now mournful

and full of old memories.

Dessert arrived in the usual guise of frijoles, for black

or brown beans are the fixed conclusion of a meal in Mexico,

whether or not there is to be a
"
dulce." The pitcher of

pulque was getting low now, and the healths drunk became

more eloquent. The response of one of the members of our

party, made to the apologies of the padre and Senor Flores

for
"

this poor entertainment/' was truly glowing, and upon
that harmonious note we took our departure, feeling, in-

deed, that we had accepted too much, but not knowing what

could politely be done about it aside from expressing the

proper wish to entertain these gracious and generous In-

dians in our own
"
poor houses

"
in the United States. They

answer with their unfailing courtesy that perhaps some day

they can call on us.

Out on the road beyond the hospitable pueblo the Sab-

bath was ending and the pulque had been stronger. We
encountered one of those groups of Indians who do not

care for visitors from the vague beyond, or for their prob-
able religious convictions. Gathering in a circle, they be-

gan to shout fiercely:
"
Viva la Virgen de Guadalupe!

"

and
"
Viva

"
so many saints and famous Mexican holy places

that at last, roused to a wish for some sort of ecclesiastical

expression myself, I leaped upon a massive maguey leaf

and cried to heaven:
"
Viva the Dutch Reformed Church

of Hopewell Junction, New York!
"



CHAPTER VIII

BLOOD OF THE MAGUEY

E
sounds fantastic to be standing on a leaf but that

:ulptured ornament of earth the pulque plant could

upport a burro and show no traces of his little hoofs. All

afternoon, when one is journeying up from coast to capital,

the train crosses boundless plains, burnt by frost and wind,

baked by sun, too dry for trees or any crop but pulque. The

views are far, through the great magueyales, where growers

reap a yearlong harvest with little cultivation from a seem-

ingly lifeless soil. Gigantic plants march symmetrical in

straight rows, farther than eye can see miles and miles of

magueyes! You catch glimpses of the pulque-gatherers, the

"
tlachiqueros/' strolling through those vast, quiet-coloured

gardens, looking for the sign that the flower-bud has been

formed and cut off, that honey-water is flowing and ready

to be drawn.

Leaving San Pedro Martir, that Sunday, I lingered be-

hind the rest, for I saw an Indian with his flashing machete

standing upon a leaf and severing a tall, white, spear-like

bud. The waters of the plant's striving and powerful life

were beginning to pour into the hollow he made as he im-

paled the bud upon a leaf-point, to show his son where to

come, week by week, and draw off the maguey's pale vitality
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into a pigskin, to age into pulque. For just as Mexican

drinking-songs are sad and as fiesta music has a mournful

cadence, so Mexico's national drink is of tragic origin, the

ichor of frustration.

Only rarely, perhaps along a railroad track through a

very lonely region, you come upon some solitary maguey
that was missed by the pulque-makers and has thrust up
toward heaven its pride of countless creamy white flowers

borne upon a thirty-foot stalk that dwarfs even the mother

plant. And I never see one but I think of the sacrifice of the

pure, mysterious essence of life itself that is made to pro-

duce pulque the theft of that nourishment which the

plant has husbanded through sunlit months and years to

form one blossom the sword that slays the child and cuts

out the mother's heart, to drain her sweet blood. I have

not greatly cared to taste Mexico's legendary pulque nor

hearts of palm nor Communion wine.
"
Forbid the sacri-

fice!
"

I know that the maguey would have died after that

supreme ordeal of flowering once, but still it should have

flowered. For decades, maybe, it was gathering all its forces

from earth and air, making ready for this crowning hour

of its existence, and then by a hideous human perversion of

natural destiny that stored, hidden power was plundered,

corrupted, drawn off into a pigskin! Each stabbed, futile

bud commemorates for me a tremendous purpose, endlessly

thwarted, never abandoned.

And the pulque? Well, I like to hear that lazy street-

cry:
"
Hay pulque fino!

"
in the sunny forenoon. All Mexi-

can cantinas offer you pulque more or less fino, tequila,

mescal, and aguardiente de cana, besides the poetical name
of the place. Perhaps you quaff your cheer (or depression)
from a calabash by wavering torch-light in a low hovel
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that has no floor nor window. The hole is quite likely to

be called
" The Airs of Spring.

" Or you may tilt it from

a glass in some flashy, radio-roaring cafe where bullfighters

foregather, and there the sign above the door may read
" The Beautiful Sorrow." All the suppressed poetry of the

proprietor finds public expression in the title he gives his

saloon; and wit, diplomacy, enticement, and politics have

their part, too, in the christening. The joint called
" The

Good Faith
"
becomes under a less churchly regime

" The
Reform of the Good Faith," and "El Comercio

"
has

changed encouragingly to
" The Reform of Business."

If the pulqueria is just a shack about to collapse, it is

pretty sure to represent
" The Future." Made of mud, it

may be "The Silver Palace," "The Inn of the Two
Worlds," or simply "Poison." In a slum.it is "Among
Lilies,"

"
Enchantment," or

"
My Fancies," but it is never,

never nameless, and all the names reflect the gift of self-

illusion which pulque confers.

The national beverage is cheap, and by its aid one bears

things which otherwise, perhaps, could not be borne. Too

often it takes the place of food, which is much scarcer

pulque, a cigarette, and you have had your supper! It is

the drink of all high, arid, central and northern Mexico,

but down along the coasts and in the hot lands there is

aguardiente de cana, while in the mid-west and north-west

tequila and mescal are the cherished poisons. Each of the

Four Brave Drinks has a different source and a different

effect, and source and effect of one or the other are ap-

parent wherever you may be, but it's the combinations that

are most deadly 'dangerous. An experienced drinker will

make nothing of gourd after gourd of straight pulque,

but he is likely to pass out after one mug of
"
pulque
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compuesto," which is merely mixed with fruit juice, but by
some chemical reaction produces a terrific kick.

Everyone calls the pulque maguey a cactus, but it is Agave

(three hundred species!) , of the great Amaryllis family.

Our northern name was given in the fancy that it blooms

only once in a hundred years. It may bloom in three years,

in twenty, or sometimes after even more patient prepara-

tion, but thus far the legend is true: that matchless, mighty
flower-stalk bearing hundreds of creamy cups is always the

fruit of prolonged, prodigious labour within the plant,

the crest of a spring of life upwelling for many years in

aspiration toward bloom. And at the instant of climax, of

fruition, the watchful peon comes with his bright blade.

The bud then looks like a long ear of corn in its pale inner

husks, and each enfolding and futilely protecting leaf is

tipped with sharp, woody thorns. Into the wound in the

mother plant, where lately it was nourished, wells like tears

the reserve of liquid strength, saved to be given to the in-

fant flower. It is the life-blood and immortality of the

"century plant," and it will flow for months, a faintly

sweet, almost colourless nectar, to be carried up to the

capital on the pulque trains and sold in some sordid pul-

queria.

Tequila they make from a smaller maguey, of a more

swordlike leaf, in colour nearer blue than green. The fields

and slopes and Tequila Mountain itself, around Tequila
Town in the State of Jalisco, are covered with these plants.

The source of the drink is not so tragical as pulque's, but it

produces more dangerous emotions, only less bloodthirsty

than those which dwell in the cup of mescal, which is made

from an agave, too. Like sugar-cane rum or aguardiente
de cafia, these plant juices bring about frightening changes
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in quiet, kindly Indians. Mescal and machete, and so to

sleep!
"
Are we attacked, Miguel?

"
I asked a watchman one

night.
"
Rockets, senorita

"
for the new general had chosen

an Indian consort from the town.
"
But the shots, the shouts?

"

"
Well, every so often, you know, one of us goes mad

with cafia." Hectares of cana in the hot lands, rivers of rum.

Always, even in unexpected places, you encounter one

of the Four Brave Drinks. I was lazily wandering in a canoa

among the dark waterways of Xochimilco, a graceful In-

dian lad at the pole. Islands of crimson poppies, carnations,

and marguerites rose round us; trimmed craft went by.

There was sad, passionate music, and the black stream

seemed Lethe, yet suddenly a boat of business bumped

alongside.
"
Pulque for the poor tired oarsman, senorita?

Five cents a bowlful look!
"
Or it's pulque for the chauf-

feur or pulque for the burro-prodder, or even for mother

and child.

They think, some groping antiquarians, that pulque

brought decline and doom upon the admirable Toltecs.

The daughter of a king discovered it, and at first, presum-

ably, nobody knew about its disintegrating powers. Since

that prehistoric day it has flowed in a ceaseless deluge from

numberless cantinas, some called
"
American Revue

"
and

some
"
The Soul Ascending." I never pass one but I think

how strange it is that in thwarting a plant's high ambition

the Mexican deadens his own.



CHAPTER IX

MERCEDES MAKES A "MOLE !

SHOULD

Mercedes chance to be in the mood next Satur-

day, the Archdeacon intimated, then perhaps he might
obtain for me her permission to lurk in a corner of the

kitchen while she meditated upon the mole for Sunday's
dinner.

"
She has cooked for us for twenty-five years now

and grows more and more tyrannical. We seldom are per-

mitted to visit her in the kitchen. If she cares to discuss any-

thing with us, she comes into the front room. The macaws
are almost a match for her, but she shoos them out, too,

when she is preparing to think about making a mole, be-

cause that is not a time for argument and they are impu-
dent, as you know." I glanced at my forefinger.

"
Well, he only took a small bite just to try."

"
They are far too temperamental, like her, but the best

watch-dogs I ever had. A sneak-thief tried to carry them
off one day, and of course they promptly did him up, but

now comes the delightful part: the thief threatened to sue

me because he was attacked by my macaws while he was

stealing them! Drop in Saturday morning, then. I'll see

what I can do for you with Mercedes."

Until you have eaten mole with a Mexican family, you
are a luckless outsider. I had passed my preliminary ex-
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amination at San Pedro Martir, and now I felt sure that a

lesson in making the national dish from an adept like the

Archdeacon's Mercedes would make me really at home in

the country. For underneath the change and turmoil of her

political life Mexico cherishes a tranquil, conservative, and

family-bound existence of which far less is known and

one symbol thereof is mole de Guajolote. When a Mexican

confers upon you that highest invitation:
"
Will you eat

mole with us soon, at our humble home?
"
you have re-

ceived his household accolade, and it warms your spirit as

the dish itself will warm one's entire person. Yet, however

violent your response to the seasoning of mole, you will

remember it as the tongue's gayest Mexican adventure.

Next to tortillas this is probably the oldest of complex
American dishes. The Thanksgiving turkey of Plymouth
Rock or thereabouts was a mere chicken by comparison.

Say over the ingredients, they seem simple: meat of the

wild turkey and a black gravy made of many native chiles.

But try to make it!

No one can, without years of experience, without a sense

of chile flavour a knowledge of chiles, indeed, that

passeth our northern understanding. I should not venture

to speak of the mystery of creating the revered dinner were

it not that finally, that Saturday morning, after carefully

questioning the Archdeacon, Mercedesita decided to let

me sit in.

Now, chiles are the soul of mole, and they take more

study than all other seasonings put together (which some

of the uneducated fancy they resemble) . It is a pitiable

mistake to suppose that red and green peppers are crude

and untamable simply because your untaught palate and

insides set up an outraged fire-alarm at the first taste of
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mole. Before all else the dark housewife knows her chiles,

and from stands of many different kinds in the market-place
she can select just the few needed for whatever dish she is

planning. She must have learned what they are worth, for

prices vary astonishingly with grades. Certain choice and

delicate chiles are purchased only by the wealthy, and for

state occasions.

Made exactly right, mole is a costly festal dish, requiring

days of forethought and hours of actual work. When it

comes in on a big platter, garnished with tortillas and

strangely fragrant, it looks as dark as chocolate, and in

fact some Mexican cooks add a bit of that Aztec condiment

to the gravy, but the more particular prefer to do everything
with chiles.

Mercedes, as I tiptoed in, was standing by her brasero

gazing into the glowing charcoal, a long spoon propping up
her thoughtful chin. She acknowledged the introduction in

a distrait manner, but the Archdeacon indicated that I

might sit down in a corner and then himself stole softly

away. How well the gifted, withered wisp of an old Indian

knew her power! If these Americans for whom she tosses

tortillas were forsaken by her, they would probably starve.

The two gorgeous macaws were looking at me cynically

from their high perch, and presently they made some in-

solent comment. Mercedes whirled and seized their stand

and put them grimly outside.
"
They know that I never allow them to talk to me when

I am busy with a mole," she said, and I said nothing.
"

It is for tomorrow?
"

I ventured finally.
"
No/' muttered Mercedes.

"
I knew you were coming

today, so I shall have mole for today's comida, which will

be a little late. Already I have made many of the prepara-

tions, fortunately. I always know what the Reverend is
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Lip to." She stood caressing various bags and bundles of

dried chiles, while others hung about on the walls.
" Un-

LCSS you understand these/' she said solemnly,
"
there is no

possibility of your learning to make mole. And you know

yourself, nina, that you cannot hope to understand them."
"
But I only want to watch you."

" And you will not say afterwards that you know how to

make mole?
"

" But I am not so atrevida."
"

I will try to tell you, then, but you will not remember.

Well, you must take the insides out of the rnulato chiles

you see, if I had not started long ago this would occupy the

whole afternoon! The skins must be toasted over the fire

and soaked until they are soft. It is necessary to tell you,

because you would never wait so long, to watch. It would

have taken tomorrow, too. Pues, favour of listening:
"
All the seasonings had to be ground up very fine in my

metate." She patted her little stone mortar tenderly.
" Now

favour of writing down: Take one kilo of the best chiles,

which will cost four pesos a kilo. Very expensive, yes, but

very delicious not so picante as cheaper chiles. Add one

hundred grammes of sesame seed, toasted just enough, and

one gramme of coriander seed, also toasted, and as many

finely ground almonds as one judges best. A few cloves, too.

Now a cupful of finely ground raisins.

"
Valgame Dios, do not forget a cut of garlic, and toast

it till the skin is burned. You need also a stick of cinnamon.
" There mus: be one chile pasilla. True, it is very picante,

but you have already understood that Mercedes uses none

of those burning hot, cheap chiles in her mole and posi-

tively no chocolate. It is vulgar to use the chiles very picantes

in a proper mole.
"
Pues, these are the ingredients. Now, while the chiles
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are moistening, I must grind my sesame, dry, until it has

become bastante oily, and then I grind my chiles. Then
when all those condiments have been ground, I add them to

the chiles, which makes a rich paste, as you can understand.

This paste I shall fry very carefully in lard until it leaves

the pan.
"
Pues, the turkey has been slowly boiling

" "
Pues,

see you later/' chortled the most magnificent macaw
"
and I mix the broth from it into my paste, but gradually;

and when both are boiling together, I put in more season-

ing, as the trained tongue may direct.
"
Pues, I shall drop this sliced-up turkey into this sauce,

and all of it will have to be cooked over a slow fire for three

hours. When it is upon the big platter, ready for la comida,
I shall sprinkle toasted sesame over the top. And then

"

The more purple of the macaws made another pert re-

mark. Waving the long spoon, she dashed out to silence

him, and the flow of language among the three was such

that I felt myself more inept than ever, and furtively I

melted from the kitchen. For I understood, after all! In

such creative moments no artist wants intruders about.

But anyone can see how it's done, of course! All in the

grinding, the toasting, the chiles and Mercedes. This is

the way to make mole, and how to eat it I had learned at

San Pedro Martir, and now, initiate of pulque and mole,

had I not the entree to inmost Mexico?
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CHAPTER X

DEATH AT THE BAZAARS

CHEERFUL,

yet serious, all Mexico had come to stroll in

the bazaars of death, this clear, warm afternoon of

opening autumn. It was Hallowe'en with fun by
Diirer. I walked with Mrs. Nuttall among the crowded

puestos along the Alameda on All Saints' Day, and then in

celebration of All Souls' Day, which follows, I went to see

Don Juan Tenorio. I knew now that I ought to buy some of

the ghastly toys that fill the booths set up for this startling

November fiesta, but I could bring myself to choose only

a gaily jiggling gilt skeleton, and from an irresistible

urchin a yard of hand-made lace and from a silent old

woman a yard and a half of that delicious guava sweet from

Guadalajara which looks like soft maroon leather to dis-

tract my mind from the frightful wares.

Now, the Day of the Dead is a treat, after all, and having
visited the earth where the departed sleep, and left some

token of remembrance, one is free to enjoy the festival,

but not to forget its significance. The Mexican confronts

death and its symbols with a light intimacy, a frank, child-

like interest. Just as children, unless warned, usually en-

joy funerals, so Mexicans have a fine time on the Day of

the Dead. The feast is coloured by European cynicism and
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Indian sadness, by Spanish cruelty, a little, and Indian

resignation. There is in the observance the morbid, the

comic, the brave, and the terrible. It reveals a preoccupa-
tion with death incomprehensible to the northerner, but,

moreover, an ease in his presence alien to our sanguine
custom.

November first and second are recognized holidays all

over Mexico, as in other Latinized lands, and business

halts before the tomb. On the Day of the Dead graves are

strewn with flaring orange marigolds, the flower of the

dead, and though law has dimmed the tall candles and

the impressive gold, white, violet, and crimson Masses in

cathedrals,
"
todos santos

"
are movingly importuned still

on behalf of
"
todos muertos." As for the cemeteries, they

are gay beyond description. Graves flutter with parti-

coloured paper streamers. Aristocratic tombs are fitted up
as chapels, with burning tapers and missals, but humbler
headstones look very jolly in light pink and blue trimmings.
Cedar, cypress and tansy are there and adornments like

the snapping mottoes for a party. Decorous black rebozos

do not hide pretty dresses, and in the larger graveyards, as

visitors trip two by two along the paths, viewing the decora-

tions, traffic officers direct them and keep the throng in

motion. There is no failure of due remembrance or of

families garbed all in heavy black, from baby to grand-

parent, but sometimes there is also a swift note of flirtation,

to put death in his place.
"

I do not fear thee, Knight of the

Sable Feather!
" The streamers wave.

We walked in the bazaars. Death is a playmate and a

mantel ornament here. A widow comes by, thickly veiled

in crape, and she is shopping for a little coffin made of

gum-drops. Her baby boy, as grimly clad, is given a bright
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blue hearse and trundles it behind him with subdued satis-

faction. For weeks past, the Indians in their studio huts

have been devising clever mementoes o dying, and you

may have for ten centavos a complete pasteboard view of

the vanity of life, wherein priest, soldier, peon, chauffeur,

statesman, bullfighter, street-car conductor, and others arise

out of darkness, cross the tiny stage, and descend into the

darkness on the other side. No one finds it incongruous to

wear a dancing skeleton in his buttonhole. Why, there

are tombstones of almond paste, inscribed with epitaphs
and all; there is a giddy variety of souvenir hearses; and

as for corpses, they may be had in almost every flavour.

You take these home, and when the Day of the Dead is

past, you may eat them if you like, but to me the best ones

were of a daunting realism. Our New England Hallowe'en

spooks pale, I thought, at such a close and friendly meet-

ing with mortality.
"
Invictus

"
? But on the Dia de los

Muertos the Mexican puts E^ath into his pocket and con-

sumes the tomb! Where is the victory of this good gum-

drop sepulchre? Let the dead have their day without dim-

ming ours. And now for Don Juan.



CHAPTER XI

-MEETS DON JUAN

I
HUSHED my peanuts and put them carefully into my
hand-bag. Lights went low in the spacious, chilly Coyoa-

can theatre and I sat up wide-eyed to watch for the first

time a famous play which everyone else present, except the

newest babies, had seen with the same familiar enjoyment
on each successive Day of the Dead, all the past Novembers.

Here was the sinister dive in Seville, the madly boasting pair

of gallants, the mysterious gentleman who heard too much,

but said nothing till the time came. Oh, I liked it! The

carefully rehearsed townsfolk wore their swords with gusto.

The audience was as attentive as if it did not know the

drama by heart. A solemn Chichimec four-year-old beside

me never missed a line, never faintly wriggled.

Now, why Don Juan Tenorio, with his heavy cloak and

his light laughter, should come forth upon the Day of the

Dead and tread the stage of every Mexican theatre, little

and big, to mark a festival so sombre that is a puzzle
if you know Don Juan only in those apologetic, explana-

tory guises in which today's literary fashions present him.

Our tepid custom is to analyse and sympathize with the scof-

fer now, as with gangsters, Borgias, sadists, and Jezebel.
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When the pit finally yawns, we do not applaud, no; matrons
feel quite sorry for the disillusioned charmer who probably
was only looking .for

"
real love

" and never found it.

Poosh! But in Mexico Don Juan is still plain sinful. Make
no mistake about it, he is really bad. He still teaches a

lesson though in the grand manner and while behold-

ing for six or seven hours his magnificent strut, his shining
sword and satins, his deliberate and self-satisfied old wicked-

ness, you can almost have your sin and abjure it too. So
what more appropriate story could possibly be told upon
the Day of the Dead, when we should all confront the End
with thoughtful resolution, than the tale of one who sinned

gorgeously, boastfully, and successfully, with a fig for re-

pentance, yet who at a climax of confidence in his own
immunity is seized by forces even stronger than himself

and dragged down to invisible hell? It satisfies. Don Jose
Zorilla y Moral penned this purple verse in Spain in the

nineteenth century, remembering, at suitable intervals, the

last part of his name.
All Hallows' Eve, All Saints' Day, and then Don Juan

Tenorio comes back as sure as November second to pueblo,
town, and capital, and he remains, an agreeable admoni-

tion, for most of the month. I never have seen the whole

story at once because I cannot enjoy, after supper-time has

passed, a play that began after lunch. But not so the Mexi-

cans. They feel that at least one day can be devoted to

the dead and to Don Juan, but both audience and actors

quit for half an hour or so, every now and then, to
"
take

something," to chatter, to do a bit of shopping at the market
near by; and after these relaxing and sociable intermissions

the moral lesson is eagerly resumed.
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The whole family, if possible, attends Don Juan Tenorio,

and even if Papa is obliged to wait till evening or till

Sunday, the babies are certain to throng the opening mati-

nee. At first blush this seemed startling. Was it really best

for Mexicans to encounter Don Juan at such an early age?

Would baby understand that the Devil finally took him,

and why, overlooking that exasperating finale in which the

sinner is annoyingly saved by the soul of Dona Ines? It is all

right. The round brown darlings only chuckle patly when
the outraged father, scanning the letter of the libertine

who has rapt a nun from her cloister, cries out in horror:

"Ylafirma Don Juan!
"

It heartens the ear, this stately verse, with its sonorous

crests of rage, consternation, the very worst amor, exaltation

and damnation. Probably Don Jose Zorilla himself never

over-estimated its worth, either as literature or as a portrait

of society in 1545. He intended a best seller, and his success

is history. It is incredible to many that he died as late as

1893, for we think of both author and drama now as be-

longing to distant times. True, the Don Juan character

is of great antiquity, but it took a modern writer to put
the wandering legend into doublet and hose, give him his

merciless sword, and breathe into him the life of Don

Juan Tenorio, whom everybody knows. How eagerly

later genius, in music and in literature, has made use of

the satin vitality of Zorilla's Don Juan! What very dif-

ferent things it has said through his haughty, handsome

moustache!

But upon the Mexican and the Spanish stage he has re-

mained the original, and November could not come with-
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out him. Still he cries thrillingly to pale, doomed Dona

Ines, far from her convent:

"
Tell me, at last do you feel it

That here there is freedom to breathe?
"

and that audience breathes aloud, in sympathy. With the

old proud swagger, in the Sevillan joint where the action

opens, he convinces the envious Don Luis Mejia that

seventy-two beauties have fallen to his charm, and thirty-

two rivals to his blade, even though he has employed no

certified public accountant. The audience stirs expectantly.

When dark Dona Ines, piteous and fragile in her white

robes, gasps:
" Una sombra!

"
and collapses like a mowed-

down daisy, to be carried off, the audience murmurs and

the babies protest. This is a play.

I returned for more. The upper Mexican intellectuals,

of course, would writhe under an accusation of having at-

tended the traditional old show. Only the masses go,

because they fear neither sentiment nor morality. But

though Don Juan belongs to the proletariat in Mexico

today, this tasselled drama once was regarded as just the

thing for presentation at the court of the exquisite Maxi-

milian, with whom it was a favourite work of art. The

Emperor even invited Sefior Zorilla to come and direct

some private performances at Chapultepec Castle, but

though such a setting must have been exactly right, in

those days, I prefer this afternoon's Indian knight- he

who strides plumed and scornful across bare boards in

cactus-fenced pueblos where the people have been waiting
for months for the Day of the Dead to bring back Don

Juan, where they so whole-heartedly enjoy a story of de-

fiance of the moral laws, with proper retribution and
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redemption. Long live and die the original, the really bad,

Don Juan Tenorio!
" You have diverted yourself?

"
asked Mrs. Nuttall's

butler politely.
" And I have edified myself, too. Dona Ines was beau-

tiful/'
" But did she play her part with knowledge and with

force?
" he said.



CHAPTER XII

THE GHARROS RIDE

WHAT
edible, delicious, inexpressible horses!

"
I

murmured with restraint to Mr. and Mrs. La-

guna, who had brought me to a Fiesta de Charros

this fine Sunday morning, for technical purposes they

wanted me to learn something of charro etiquette, clothes,

and traditions, to see how charros differ from American cow-

boys, from Argentine gauchos, from every other horseman in

the world, in the strict observance of their own customs. I sat

between them, leaning over the railing at the small bullring

and trying to catch charro idioms: "Ah charrea!
" " Va a

colear."

"This is quite a good bunch for the capital," said

Mr. Laguna.
"

I have seen better down in the hot country,

perhaps, where roping is all a part of the day's work, not

an entertainment. There was a time when I feared that

our charros were becoming decadent and would disappear,

but in the last years they have come back, as you say, and

I think that there is more enthusiasm than ever, though

here in the city it is all just done for sport, for art/'

I remembered my first Sunday morning in the Forest

of Chapultepec: a golden, sparkling, exultant morning
one of those with which the capital is almost daily blessed,
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except when northers blow in Vera Cruz. The clear air was

scented with eucalyptus, cut grass, and roses, and the giant

ahuehuetes, survivors of Montezuma's pleasure-garden,

looked incredibly black and old against that blue young

day. I stood by a little lake watching the amusing ducks

when I heard, as in a melodrama,
"
the sound of hoofs

approaching/'

Along the path came a company of thrilling horsemen.

Their mounts were Arab, with tiny feet and rippling
manes and tails, with necks that curved as the swan's.

They were shining white, black, and sorrel. And the gentle-

men were proper charros.

Now, a charro in costume is what most persons who are

strangers to Mexico mean by
"
a Mexican," but the gor-

geous dress came from Spain and from the Moors, the

pride of horsemanship from the Spanish cavalier himself.

In a word, the charro is the skilled horseman of Mexico,

traditionally equipped. He is recognized in pictures by his

tightly fitting trousers, his gay short jacket, and his broad,

richly ornamented hat, but there is much more to a genu-
ine charro outfit than the clothes, you may be sure.

The familiar, dashing dress was brought from Spain to

Mexico by officers of the Crown. It had become popular in

Spain after the liberation of the country from the Moors,

but, having grown out of many different costumes, instead

of being copied from a single model, it continued in Mexico
to adapt itself to various regions and climates of the new
land. The charro suit had in it elements of the Andalusian,
the Zaragozan, and the Moroccan, and now it acquired
American attributes.

Though charro dress eventually became well defined in

Mexico, one may trace quaint variations in the pictures
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in old Mexican books, such as El Periquillo Sarmiento or

The Mexicans Painted by Themselves. In the sixteenth cen-

tury the Mexican equestrian costume varied with the ca-

prices of fashion, like ordinary apparel, and the proud and

wealthy jinete would have an outfit designed to suit his

individual face and figure. Don Luis de Velasco, one of the

early viceroys and a famous horseman, went so far as to

invent special stirrups for his saddles.

But rough work, wild enterprises, lay ahead of riders who
had come to Mexico. They discovered that the charro cos-

tume was not only effective, but practical, as useful for

pioneers as it was becoming to the cavalier. Moreover, it

no longer had to be imported, for buckskin, sheepskin,
and calfskin were plentiful in this land so rich in herds and

game. It could be made right here in the New World and
at a low price, and soon it spread all over Mexico, which
then included California. Before George Washington was

born, it was the outfit worn on the great ranches of the

north and on the haciendas of the central part. Appar-

ently the discovery of Mexico gave the charro suit its real

opportunity.
For a long period it could be donned only by the foreign

aristocrat. The Conquerors made a strict division of social

classes in Mexico, and Europeans alone were permitted to

go mounted. Natives were forbidden to use the strange,

beautiful creatures which the Spaniards had brought with

them and which were so terrible in battle. A royal order

must be obtained before a mestizo or an Indian might ven-

ture to ride a horse.

But as Spaniards and Indians began to mix, the Creole

race was formed the Mexican race, which mingled the

warrior strains of two worlds. And this resolute new being
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went to work on rancho and hacienda in a dress stripped

of Spanish adornments. The elegant charro suit became

the pioneer habit of Mexico. Neither type has vanished,

and today at fiestas like this one or in Chapultepec or out

on the estates you see both the elaborate early suit and

the simple later one. They are really worn, unlike the

surviving cowboy clothes of our old Wild West.

Such wealth of gold and silver adorns the original charro

outfit that it takes your breath away to price one. The close-

fitting pantalones of fine black cloth glitter, up either leg,

with heavy gold or silver buttons and mountings. The short

sheepskin jacket is fringed and embroidered operatically,

and the enormous hat is laden with silver or gold. Saddle

and bridle are decked with the same precious metals; the

great, cruel, heavy spurs are silver; the cantinas, or saddle-

bags, are decorated with ingenious richness; the pistols are

carried in holsters of carved or embroidered leather, set

with mother-of-pearl. Such is that costly creature the charro

as he came from Spain and as he still appears, on ceremoni-

ous occasions, in Mexico today.

Out on the ranchos, of course, this weight of gold and

silver is thrown off there's work to be done! The later

charro costume is quite without the mountings of the origi-

nal. Trousers, vest, and jacket are usually of buckskin, for

its good protection against cold, thorns, rain, and wind. The
wide hat guards the rider from sun and sharp branches and

with its rubber covering makes a fine umbrella, keeping
the saddle dry, too. If the charro should be thrown from a

wild horse or a steer, that hat might save his skull.

But, whether at work or on parade, the charro seldom

varies in two respects he prefers a flamboyant scarlet tie

and he has an excellent horse.
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Those fluffy goatskin trousers which Hollywood cowboys
wear were seen on charros, too. They call them

"
chiva-

rreras
"
in Mexico a chivo being a goat but the

"
cha-

parreras," or chaparejos, our cowboy's
"
chaps

"
(an overall

of tough buckskin which protects the cloth trousers un-

derneath against thorny chaparral) , are preferred for ranch

work and for exhibitions in which the charro is going to

do some real riding. All our cowboy language, of course,

is still Mexican Spanish corral, sombrero, stampede (es-

tampida) , lariat (la reata) , rancho, pinto, bronco, hombre.

To be just right certain elements of the charro ensemble

must have come from traditional towns, famous for the

craft. Thus, the spur must be
"
of Amozoc "

in Puebla,

where the finest spurs are made silver and even gold.

The reata should come from Mazamitla, where they twist

the best ropes. And the gaily coloured wool sarape is either
"
del Saltillo

"
or

"
de Oaxaca."

The charro's methods are as different as his accoutre-

ments from those of the cowboy or gaucho. Mexicans do

not admire rough riding. They feel that, no matter how
strenuous the work in hand, the rider should observe

"
for-

mality." His horse must be just so, too. If black or brown,
its delicate foot should never show a white hair. Charro

equine points are strictly determined: size and breed are

prescribed. No genuine charro mount is more than 143
centimetres (a little over fourteen hands) high, and he

must be intelligent enough to do his part alone. So there

you have the charro and his horse.

No blood was to be spilled in the bullring today, thank

Heaven! Only the charros were to stir applause. As the gate

lifted, they entered in gallant array, steeds prancing, but

well under control. Their silver-mounted suits were
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protected by chaparreras. There is nothing straighter than

a charro's back.

They deploy about the ring as the bulls dash in and the

roping commences.
"
Ah, charrea!

"

"
Truly bonito."

"
Bravo charro! Bravo toritito!

"

The reata hisses out from the pommel it must
"
cha-

rrear "I and the bull has been caught at full gallop by
both hind feet. He drops .neatly as neither charro nor horse

yields an inch.

The crowd is cruel, of course, and whenever a rider com-

mits some fault of technique or strays from the traditional

school of roping, he hears of it from thousands of throats.

The order
" A pie

"
is given and the horsemen dismount,

to rope lazar from the ground. Steer after steer falls,

his legs in a noose drawn by a strong, small charro hand.

Next they ride the bulls, but one is tame and gallops along

quite amiably, so that everybody shrieks:
"
Put a saddle on

him!
"
and the embarrassed charro jumps off to find a thor-

oughly bad one, yanking his fingers from under the pretal,

or bull-girth. Now it is time to colear to catch the bull

and throw him by a deft twist of his tail, the Mexican

equivalent of bulldogging, for which they don't much care.

From their box the admired queens of the function, the

Chinas poblanas, look on, but today they do not ride. The
China poblana is the charro's feminine counterpart, and

her dress, too, is traditional a full red skirt richly em-

broidered with glittering green beads; a little white hand-

embroidered bodice; a carved bead necklace; a sarape;

riding-boots or red slippers; a red rose in her dark braids;

and the charro's own big hat. The China poblana is almost
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obliged to be a beauty, and she must sing and play the

guitar.
Her particular dance is the intricate, charming

Jarabe Tapatio, done partly on her charro's wide hat-brim.

She is to be seen at all such fiestas, and the charro would

look incomplete without her. Sometimes patrician senoritas

of the capital, dressed as Chinas poblanas, drive to holiday

exhibitions in an eighteenth-century diligencia or stage-

coach, escorted by their brilliant cavaliers.
"
Just to rope the steer is not enough for a charro, you

see," said Mr. Laguna.
" The reata has to be thrown with

all the traditional turns, and it must produce that friction

as it plays out with a rush!
"

In fancy roping the charro on exhibition often excels our

cowboy. The fall of every steer is preceded by intricate

figures with the lariat
"
Florea la reata

"
and the ani-

mal is caught by both fore or by both hind legs (never

From the side) with wonderful precision. The cowboy usu-

ally catches as catch can, but when it comes to riding killer

bronchos and wild steers, then his prowess shines.

Years ago it was feared that charros were becoming de-

cadent, for the dress had grown nondescript in many re-

gions, and horsemanship was less fastidious than of old.

" One was likely to find real charros only out on the hacien-

das or in the little towns, but since the National Association

of Charros was founded, in 19* i, when we were celebrating

the first centenary of independence, the charro has come

back for good, I think. The association made its first ap-

pearances at the elaborate parades of that celebration, and

everyone applauded, especially the foreigners who had only

seen charros in pictures. It is a democratic association, here

in the capital/' my host declared, "and it has been so

popular that now there are organized charros in all the
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large cities, with every member properly equipped and

mounted. And, as you saw, even our Chapultepec Park

police and the charro band that plays so movingly on Sun-

days wear the authentic dress. I think everyone likes to

see it."
"
So do I. Ah, charrea! Florea la reata!

"



CHAPTER XIII

A GOBLET OF VANILLA

f | IHE air is always clear as a diamond there cold,

I clear sunlight I Like no other city that I ever knew,

JL Puebla."
" ' The city that the angels built/ I plan to go tomorrow.

I'll try Puebla and the old Tlaxcalan region all around it,

and quien sabe but it will turn out to be the place?
"

Those who have lived in the brilliant clarity of that

Puebla atmosphere may sometimes move away, but they

always come back for a
"
paseo," and so the wild and beauti-

ful highway, superbly built, which links the capital with

Puebla de los Angeles whirrs with traffic. And yet so many
motors have failed, somehow, to take from that breathless

ride its lonely wonder . . . the vast valley with glittering

waters, suddenly outspread; the dark pines; the white glory

of Popocatepetl and Ixtaccihuatl in sunrise or sunset. You

cross the watershed the vertiente where streams flow

on one side to the Gulf of Mexico, on the other to the

Pacific. You fly through nipping winds into the bright gold

of coming morning or the red gold departure of the day.

This autumnal aspect of highland Mexico it .was al-

most New England's, with frost whitening the brown grass

as we set out, though cosmos still bloomed in the fields by
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the road. They were even bringing corn-stalks and pump-
kins into Christ Church Cathedral for a harvest home Sun-

day! I wrapped myself to the nose in a big woollen muffler

as I stepped quickly into the car, being careful to make the

driver lose no second, for this swift service to Puebla is

rigidly timed and rarely interrupted even by bandits. The
chauffeurs are very serious and expert, able for the startling

curves round precipices.

Frost at early morning, but in Puebla, near noon, the

sunny side of the street is radiant with a warmth that one

stops to bask in. Those were good days. I used to go to

sleep under grateful piles of covers, thinking happily that

tomorrow that reviving sun would shine again and make
incredible the coldness of last night.

I lost whole afternoons in the great cathedral, which to

me was an old legend of intricate splendours its floors

of porphyry, and pulpits of onyx, its gorgeous broidered

vestments, its incense and rippling bells; that robing-room
of slowly appearing perfection; that matchless

"
silleria,"

carved and inlaid like nothing I had ever seen; all the lav-

ishly mingled beauties of stone and wood. But it daunted

me, too. Standing by a tremendous column, listening to the

chants, I keenly felt an alien's ignorance and immaturity.
I would fall to brooding upon things beyond me, there in

the eloquent shadows.

Evenings, though, were plaip fun. The portales of Puebla

are full of tempting wares onyx of the rare natural pale

green,
"
del color natural verde," made into beads, boxes,

and bracelets and of many little gay trinkets and sweet-

meats that one likes to buy. Once I saw a wonderful trans-

lucent plate of carved white onyx, looking sheer as lace.

In the shops were little pink dukes of pine-nuts, and
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Puebla, of course, is the capital of camotes those satis-

fying candies made from sweet potatoes which beguile jour-

neys on Mexican trains. How hungry one gets in Mexico

and Puebla! Every evening I would take some camotes

home. Every forenoon, basking on a sunny bench along the

plaza, I would delight my eyes with the trees and plants

and remember that I needed more
"
camotes legitimos de

Santa Clara/'

There was no counting these cathedrals, churches, chap-

els, and venerable places, vision on golden vision. You open
a heavy, studded Spanish door, and it is like entering a

jewel. They bewildered my eyes precious domes and

arches, glowing rosettes and flutings, pure colours starting

from the dark. Days escaped me, and yet I knew that I was

not in the place.
"
I fell in love in Teziutlan," said a man who worked

in the bank.
" And with it?

"

" That was all long ago, but I think it may be just the

town you're looking for. It's so old, one of the oldest Indian

towns in Mexico, and not many foreigners ever get there."

So, though I found that I should have to rise in the bitter

darkness before four in the morning to reach Oriental

junction in time to catch the little train for Teziutlan, I

began at once to pack.

Why did I carry along so much? The first-class passengers

were not of any importance on this train, which had bigger

things to do, taking out machinery and necessaries to great,

lonely haciendas and bringing their abundant produce

home, clear from Teziutlan at the end of the line. For my-

self, a senora, and five travelling salesmen there were only

a few little seats, tacked on as by afterthought to the end of
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the long, laden line of cars. At tiny stations, serving never-

theless wide tracts of country, we would stop for an hour
or two, unloading, doing much important business. Pale

and subdued, I came at last to Teziutlan, whose destiny is

bound up with that of an aboriginal copper mine, still

vigorously worked. It lies in a pocket of the dark moun-

tains, and today that pocket was full of cold, slaying, grey,

wet clouds meanest November.

With homicidal thoughts I realized that the man who
had fallen in love here must have done it in Holy Week,
when the weather becomes pleasant. I sat up in the middle

of the vast bed, in the enormous room, and studied the time-

table. With sun and with an escort and some burros I should

so much have liked to go out into this mountainous soli-

tude and know it close. But I wasn't up to that sort of en-

terprise right now. Confound it, I was looking for the place!

However, I would poke about, gaze again upon those regal

banana plants in the plaza, flourishing in the cold rain. I

rose early; and by night. . . . When I think that I might
have missed vanilla!

Hours ago, in the early morning, I held vanilla in my
hands, and now, after the day's use and washing, my fingers

still breathe out a fragrance which seems to bestow itself,

too, on everything I touch, so that I write of vanilla on

aromatic keys, and as far as perfume goes, I well might be

the Sultan's favourite, though otherwise accoutred in what

salesladies call
"
the rough wear." Surrender to the power

of this inspiring sweetness could become a vice, I think

and what a vice! No drowsy drug, but a
"
mysterious ur-

gency" in the air; appealing, bestowing a great content-

ment with the world, then gently stimulating. There is one

joy of cinnamon pinks and another of heliotrope, and of
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jasmine, water-lilies, lime blossoms, and June geraniums;
but a moment of holding those long, dark seed-pods of the

blissful orchid, vanilla, in my hands makes memories of

other fragrances grow faint.

Like all its ethereal sisters of the orchid family, the

vanilla is fastidious and capricious, and it must be pleased
to a fine degree by sun, wind, and rain, by just its favoured

mountain height, latitude, and weather, before it will climb

up, put forth odorous red and white blossoms and finally
the pods whose tiny seeds are hidden in a brown pulp more

subjugatingly fragrant than any flower and more precious
to commerce.

How lucky that I did not leave Teziutlan, after all, with-

out buying a little vanilla to take home! My trunk will re-

call that purchase as long as it exists. This mining-town
of an unknown age, on the very edge of the State of Puebla

where it borders upon the State of Vera Cruz, is not itself

a vanilla-growing centre today, though twenty years ago
there were great woodland plantations within a muleback

ride of Teziutlan, and the plant is indigenous to this part
of Mexico. The culture was too precarious and difficult and

slowly was abandoned to the subtly productive vanilla re-

gions which surround the Indian villages of Misantla and

Papantla, on the rich coastal slopes of Vera Cruz. No rail-

roads and no good roads at all penetrate these Huastecan

forests, but there the treasure grows in full perfection and

thence perfumed burros bring it out, to small ports along
the Gulf and to Teziutlan, in this dark pocket of the moun-

tains at the end of the rail line.

When I mentioned at the store that I longed to buy a

little vanilla, no one was eager to sell. If I were to go to the

home of Don Meliton Sierra, perhaps or possibly at the
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frijole- and maize-shipping depot of Seiior Gilberto de la

Cruz. . . . But vanilla was very scarce and high just now.

The new crop would begin to come in in the early spring.

What I might find today would be almost a year old, and it

is a delicate problem to guard vanilla so that its strength

shall not go from it.
"
Pues, daughter/' said the store-keeper,

"
lead the way to the house of Don Meliton and ask whether

he will show a stranger some of his vanilla/'

This errand, it appeared, was somewhat ceremonious.

We went on tiptoe through the patio and sat whispering in

the parlour, waiting for the lord of the va'nilla to dress and

receive us. He came softly in, followed by a servant bear-

ing a sealed metal box, which was placed upon the sofa.

With great deliberation Don Meliton took a tool and broke

the seals. Instantly a wave of exalting fragrance filled the

shadowy salon, to be caught and held for hours in our

garments and hair. Don Meliton lifted out a cluster of the

long, brown pods, fastened together at the ends.
"
Fourteen

pesos," he just breathed, sniffing reverently.

I, a vanilla novice, was rather taken aback.
"
But for a

smaller quantity?
"

"
Ah, as a souvenir, then, I recommend one of these."

Unwrapping fold upon fold of wax paper, he disclosed a

little cup and pitcher, woven of the vanilla beans and pour-

ing out their sweetness. It was buying a treasure intangible
and unseen.

The scented goblet they wrapped for me again, fold after

fold, yet, even so, fragrance drifted back from the parcel
as we carried it away, across the chill, damp plaza of

Teziutlan, where the magnificent banana plants' great red-

veined leaves somehow hung unfrayed by the bitter north-

ers that for ever assail these tropical mountains from the
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Gulf. Now the whole room is aromatic with the precious
essence, and the hard pillows are perfumed like those of a

houri's couch by one cup woven of vanilla pods. Pledge
me in no other 1 Though I shiver, I know now why they
fall in love in Teziutlan.



CHAPTER XIV

THE BANDIT OF TLAXGALA

CLOSE

to Puebla lies storied, mountainous Tlaxcala,

the Republic's smallest state, whose senate once de-

cided in a pregnant moment of history the fate of

Mexico and of the Conquerors. It seems to sleep now, ex-

hausted by the burden of the past, in an odour of sun-dried

field herbs and pines, in the shadow of Malinche. From
Puebla roofs I could see every day Malinche of Tlaxcala,

the fair-shaped white peak named for the Indian mistress of

Cortes, who betrayed the New World to the Old, infatuated

and unheeding, a fatal woman.
"
Ah, but you will meet evil gente now, up in the moun-

tains of Tlaxcala," said Telma, who was born there, but

who left to work in a hotel. With gusto she sketched a few

fearful deeds, past and to come, dwelling upon Tlaxcala's

original methods of dispatching wandering and solitary

strangers.
"
Ah, but you should have attendance!

"
How-

ever, when the attendance appeared, it was a Mexican youth
so fragile-looking and so very much dressed up that I de-

parted hastily alone.

Yet others had prophesied as gloomily as Telma, and
when at last I stood under the great ash-trees of the old

Tlaxcalan plaza by myself, I suddenly felt half paralysed
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with anxiety and could hardly buy a bottle of mineral water.

Peril on every hand, which path to take?

Encircling, monstrous mountains! Popo very close, and

uttering smoke, this autumn; the Sleeping Woman lying in

silver peace beside him; always pallid Malinche, and far

southward the glittering star of Orizaba . . . four snow-

peaks shadowing this little cup of earth that held an inde-

pendent and doughty nation more than four centuries ago.

What were these few barred dwellings and climbing streets,

these arid wheat-fields and rows of sculptured magueyes,
beneath such august presences? Or the life of an intruding

foreign speck?

A rough path, growing steep, led up into the hills toward

the famed yet unvisited sanctuary of the Virgin of Ocotlan.

Only a hut, now and then, marked the way. It was lonely

and very still in that lofty Indian land.

But all at once the thin, clear air was smitten by a sound

which I had often heard with apprehension in the past

which I had grown to dread, yet which always brought with

it a sense of helplessness because it is inevitable in the sadly

loving scenes of every talkie: when, for example, she dis-

covers that in spite of everything she still cares for him.

Liszt's
"
Liebestraum

"
I

It came from the door of a low house which had no

windows, which had an earthen floor, but which somehow

had, too, a piano. A little Indian girl was playing, and her

brother, as it seemed, stood beside her with his eloquent

violin. With intense expression they flung the German sen-

timent about their stern surroundings. This was adventure.

No more houses now; the freshness and solitude of the

higher hill-side; no path; no people; a way that led over

old lava-flows; a bleak terrain. I walked alone, but Roderick
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Dhu never made a more successfully unexpected appear-

ance than did the Indian who at some point had come out

of the marigolds and mountain mint and began to glide

silently behind me. There he was. What to do?

I yawned in an effort to prevent my teeth from chatter-

ing, but he ignored this tactful indication and bent his

black eyes upon me with a look which I could not fathom.

Since he was behind, I went ahead, and, while my shoulders

prickled, a feeling that the pursuer had vanished became a

happy conviction. I said confidentially to the volcanoes:
"
Bet I never see him again."

But later I did see him. With eyes closed and arms out-

stretched in oblivious supplication, he was moving on his

knees across the porphyry floor of the sanctuary toward Our

Lady, pitiful there in her crown of jewels.

Day was darkening as I started down the twisting hill-

ways again. I argued with myself that I was not lost, but I

knew I was being trailed and probably by a real specimen
of that

"
evil gente

"
of whom I had been warned, and he

was getting closer. I ran and he ran, but he did it better:

I fell.
" What do you want?

"
or approximately that, I cried

in Spanish, resolved to settle that point before rolling far-

ther down the path.
"

I want to show you the Church of San Francisco,"

said he.

When a Tlaxcalan bandit makes such a demand, you may
as well submit, and this one had long black moustaches, tiny

feet in huaraches, a ragged straw hat, and a worn sarape on
his left shoulder, besides a sinister way of ogling the moun-
tains. So we saw the church, with its darkly timbered roof,

and the font where Tlaxcala's first four convert chieftains

were baptized in the strange faith "To Maxicatzm they
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gave the name Lorenzo." I saw the little bullring below,

and the part of the church where they keep prisoners in

times of turmoil. Then I proffered fifty centavos.
"
This

is too much! "
he murmured (and it was, for me) .

" This

is too much because one time I was en su tierra: I have been

in your country." I could not understand this Tlaxcalan

refinement of vicarious patriotism. We went on down the

broad old road, under the great trees, toward the town.
" Would you care to take a limonada, senorita? Esta

bien felicidades, then! Who knows but perhaps we shall

meet some day in New York?
" He looked out over the for-

bidding landscape, where a light or two winked valiantly

up at the stupendous volcanoes, where Liszt at length was

silenced by the inconsolable wailing of the winds about

Malinche. He had that Mexican birthright, never to be

taught, of the gentle word. In his sandalled feet, in his

frayed white suit, with that enormous shabby hat in his

hand, he could have stood with grace in any company and

quietly said the perfect thing.
" The street that goes on this side of the Chapel of the

Sacred Water you see it over there, senorita? Pues, in

that street you have your poor house." As I passed the hut

where he lived, I heard violin music again.



CHAPTER XV

THE PLUNGING GOD

BEYOND

Puebla of the Angels, whose own churches

look numberless, the sacred city o Cholula sleeps,

spread out upon a vast plain, candid to view, yet mys-

terious in her fathomless antiquity. The full story of her

gods, her temples, and her various dim peoples we shall

scarcely know.

To the Aztecs Cholula was already a holy and wonderful

city of the past. In the seventh century Cholula even to the

Toltecs was ancient. They or a people still further within

the mists built this enormous pyramid upon whose summit

I walk about and try to count the thronging Christian

churches scattered through the level town below. Here, on

the very spot where Our Lady of Remedies stands to heal

the pilgrim, rose the Toltecs' temple to the baffling Quetzal-

coatl, Messiah, ruler, culture hero, and god of the air. Upon
the firm foundation of every pyramid the Spaniards were

swiftly pious to house their own divinities, but now those

Christian temples, too, are often silent. Thrice a sacred city,

Cholula sleeps again.
"
She that was full of people

"
is being

left to stillness, yet in another cycle of rapid centuries . . .

who knows? Across this plain the ages will flow with shift-

ing human expression and many a surprise.
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As Toltec pyramids become Christian churches, do the

hearts of worshippers change as greatly? Standing there in

the shadows by the great doors of Nuestra Sefiora de los

Remedios, I watched a small picture of heart-ache which I

cannot forget. Two Indian girls came in and knelt and

crossed their arms upon their breasts, and, murmuring

passionate supplications, the uncontrollable tears stream-

ing down their cheeks, they moved on their knees from

portal to altar, completely oblivious of all else save Our

Lady, yet even in those moments carefully keeping their

braids covered with their black rebozos, their little feet

with their full skirts. Beside me an old woman shook her

head.
"
They are in trouble?

"
She crossed herself.

Beyond that sacred city of Cholula, where the churches

by their number must ever say:
" And here the walls of

pagan temples were even as countless as ours," lie leagues

of open country, scratched inconveniently by roads which

are but burro tracks, sparsely sown with clusters of native

jacales, remote from the movement upon that fine modern

highway over which we had come from Mexico to Puebla.

And through the far loneliness of that sunburnt region the

domes and towers of churches, here and there, catch the

light and might seem to be, today, the beautiful tombs of

dead genius, of the perished wish to build to heaven's glory

and show what the power of form and the splendour of

colour could do with earth and stone of the new land.

Not so. In one of them at least I felt the stirring of keen

new life, a strong pulse of creation, the strange, exciting

mingling which just avoids conflict of two utterly di-

verse artistic pasts in a present achievement whose un-

familiar beauty startles. I stood mute, entering that Church

of Santa Maria Tonantzintla. Who could be prepared for
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such a sudden lashing of the senses, such exultant art within

a remote and forgotten Indian temple?
You scan printed pages in vain for any description of

Santa Maria Tonantzintla today, though the church was

founded in 1653. The world of comment and lecture is de-

lightfully unaware of what we saw going on there through

drowsy hours. Bandits may come and go around Puebla,

services are held or suspended as politics shift, and no great

religious organization any longer provides bountifully for

Our Lady's needs. But her name is half Indian. Tonantzin

was the beloved Aztec goddess of the earth, of corn. About

her, still, the skilled and reverent Indians dwell in their reed

or adobe huts, and they have chosen this time, whether

politically convenient or not, to adorn their church anew
and to do it alone. No artists, no architects are being im-

ported; the enterprise is Indian. No funds are solicited.

The meagre resources and the abundant powers of Santa

Maria Tonantzintla's people are freely poured out for her.

One sees in wonder that no others could have served her

half so well.

The scattered huts about the church are called a town.

There are seven hundred inhabitants to produce this hid-

den Renaissance. We reached the place after riding long
and bumpily over arid, silent land, and we caught our breath

at sight of the churchyard, for all the graves still blazed with

lavishly strewn marigolds, flowers of the Day of the Dead,

but lately celebrated. Orange-trees in fruit rose between the

stones. Over the walls bent boughs laden with tiny golden
haws, like apples of Hesperides. In the court a low door

said
"
Jail

"
there was just room for one person; it re-

sembled a telephone booth and over it a great poinsettia

hung vermilion velvet. No one seemed to be about, but the

church door was not fastened, so we tiptoed in.
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Then it was as if a legion of strong colours and exuberant

young hues rushed to meet us, living and moving, dimming
the world we had known. It was like entering one of those

fairyland Easter eggs of childhood, like joining the many-
coloured bits of glass in a giant kaleidoscope. All the bril-

liant insolence and force, all the glamorous and begilded

prodigality of the Churrigueresque, given fresh strength
from the Indian imagination, assailed the watcher's soul.

Dome, arch, and ceiling glittered, vivid and magnificent.
It was reckless; it might have been outrageous to the North-

ern, the Western eye. It knew no restraint, but it seemed

to disdain and transcend restraint. The old Spanish church

had rebloomed under Indian culture. It was alive.

Green, violet, red; turquoise and magenta; full-blown,

enamelled flowers with great, burnished petals shone in the

altar; high overhead, faces of cavaliers, saints, and cherubs

looked down out of gilt splendour, and they had an Indian

slant. Calmly in all that tumult of colour and that golden

glow the dark-skinned artisans worked, sure of touch, un-

paid, unhurried, and with reverence and a visible satisfac-

tion. They were doing this themselves, and outsiders need

know nothing of it. Yet they were pleased by our surprise

and admiration, though Indians are not always of this mood
when the curious stranger comes to churches which they

regard as peculiarly their own. On a hill not far away stood

another church where an emerald eye of Huitzilopochtli

is rumoured to be hidden and guarded and often you

may knock for admission there in vain: not a living soul

is to be seen. But these able painters and sculptors were

glad to have the Archdeacon watch them work. The old

colours, they admitted, were probably more sober. They
liked these. They liked a dancing, radiant Saint Michael.

Shading my eyes, I stared in joy at the flamboyant red and
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blue flowers, the heavy clusters of purple grapes, the dark

angels in a golden heaven. Who could have foreseen an

elaboration of the Churrigueresque that style which it-

self seemed to be the final, utmost elaboration of the

Baroque?
There was something else something that Europe

never suggested, very strange among these saints and cher-

ubs of the Christian faith! Crowning an arch and looking
down upon the winsome Virgin with her crown and halo

was an image with heels above head, and tongue stuck out

no grotesque, but an authentic representation of a figure

common to the American pantheon from Peru to Mexico:

the Plunging God, the sun descending at noon, at the mo-
ment of passing through the zenith on his apparent journey
northward in May, to bring the rains the miraculous in-

stant when no upright object casts a shadow and when the

Life-giver has visibly come to earth; a holy moment, cele-

brated in Peruvian, Mayan, and Aztec (and now, for once,

in Christian!) religious art. Beyond all doubt here was the

true Plunging God, with tongue extended in the familiar

symbol of light! Upside down, he confronts Our Lady, per-

haps searching her demure face for some resemblance to

the New World goddess Tonantzin.

A dark, sandalled artist named Gonzalo Tecuatl descends

from his scaffold, having given to a Churrigueresque cherub

a subtle Indian face.
"

It is the Plunging God of the old

religion? Pues, quien sabe?
" We are thanked for giving

interesting information to Gonzalo Tecuatl, painter of this

pueblo, who now proceeds to colour more redly the holy

descending Sun,



CHAPTER XVI

I HAVE SEEN THIS WONDER

INTO

Oaxaca, in the untravelled south, this new far

journey led me from Puebla. Leaving that city of clear

airs in frosty darkness, passing the famous watering-

place of Tehuacan in cold morning light, we came into a

brown, hot land at noon.
"
Oaxaca is a real Indian city, and

you'll stroll under the broad old portales, buying gold
and silver filigree and gorgeous sarapes, and you'll watch

the promenade in the plaza at evening and you'll go to ad-

mire the tree yucas. There are ruins besides Mitla's, harder

to get to Monte Alban! Oh, you'll like it there all right,

and I think you may stay." So I am in flight again.

Through a region of enormous mountains, about us all

day long, the narrow-gauge road finds its cautious, watchful

way down to the capital of the Zapotecan south. All day

long, on either side the train, spread vistas of desolate

grandeur so boundless that they weary the eye. The clouds

float slowly above darker selves which pass along that vast

pell-mell of treeless peaks. Arid and forbidding, whichever

way you look. . . . Great organ and candelabra cacti,

the only vegetation that loves these baked declivities, arise

in thousands and make their gigantic gestures against a

metallic sky. The bare peaks roll on and on who could
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find his way among them? into that mighty Sierra Madre

del Sur which links the Rockies with the Andes.

Seeking how best it may soar or dive, the little train

hastens along its slender silver path with a kind of valiance,

with that gallardia which machines when conquering for-

midable opposition from nature often seem to show. Mile

upon mile through savage barrancas where the river runs

white with clay: up to a tiny station that stands in the cool-

ness, 6,304 feet above the sea: bringing a transitory stir of

life down into the hot, heavy silence below, it briskly tools

along, peering into appalling chasms, steadily climbing.

Such landscapes, without the engine's sturdy championship
of man, might frighten you. Strange plant shapes. No sign

of human kind.

An outjutting semicircular fortress has been cut into the

cliffs by the weather, by the ages. Its fantastic bastions are

ruddy in the level rays of light, and the pensive traveller

would say that here must be that very tower to which Childe

Roland came. It returns again and again to our sight. On
the burnt margins of the Rio Salado suddenly appears a

flock of white kids, as young souls might go hesitant through
the infernal lands. We skirt Indian pueblos like heaps of

straw, aridly embowered in organos and nopales. With a

sense of architectural design which no one would look for

in a buzzard, the zopilotes perch one after another upon the

tips of the single, fluted cactus columns, black, grim, and

curiously fascinating, waiting for something to die. Their

gloomy wings are spread above the valleys. There are eagles

sometimes, too, and coasting hawks. Pochotes cotton-trees

climb down the ravines; and the palo mulato, or colorin,

leafless and with bark looking always as if it were getting

over scarlet fever, lifts up its sanguine inflorescence.
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Now at afternoon the peaks far away are stained with

shadows blue as grapes. Enormousness and loneliness op-

press the spirit. The mountain ranges are endless, too un-

heeding of our passage, and among them nestle trustingly

the little white towns lost towns strayed like children

into the monstrous and oblivious sierra, planted there and

forsaken; getting on somehow all alone; poised above

gorges; almost engulfed by the hills;
"
avoiding gallantly

the stars' chill scrutiny, ignoring secrets in the midnight's

breast." I feel that I must be indeed, now, in Oaxaca,

where once two Indian monarchs fought a war because

one of them wanted to possess the mysterious, healing

flower that is borne on the Tree of the Little Hands. On
these dooryard cacti are still the scarlet pastures of the

cochineal.

Slow buzzards drifted overhead. The distant ranges piled

up, illimitable. One would say:
"
This is desolation in

such a landscape what place has man?
" And then, where

there is no sign of him, no other visible work of his hands

except one narrow railroad, out of the wasteland rises a

resplendent church, its yellow-tiled domes glittering in the

sunlight, the bells in its aspiring towers calling what scat-

tered folk to prayer? So it always is in Mexico. There was

no treeless height unsealed by this resolute invader, no

ominous barranco left uncrossed. Where there are no towns

at all, or towns like heaps of mud and straw, there stands

sublime in solitude, often with not even its priest, a church

a lonely white assertion against the great mountains,

walled in by palms. The desert puts forth the flower of a

Persian dome; there is a gleam of glazed tiles beyond the

cactus forest, a classic line uprising from a primeval pyra-

mid, the Spanish and the several styles of the Renaissance
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moulded by this land, daringly reanimated and vivid still,

bejewelling every solitude.

And suddenly this seems to me to be the most wonderful

thing that I have seen in the world how here in Mexico,

journey far as you may, you can reach no wilderness where

the Church has not been before you, building in lonely

splendour, centuries ago.



CHAPTER XVII

THE TREE AT HOLY MARY OF
THE BULRUSH

THERE

are giants in the earth in Mexico, and they
fashion great plants and flowers which arise, a mira-

cle in the dawn, at the summons of this compelling
sun. Black bumble-bees to match them look as big as the

far-voyaging humming-birds from my north. The land-

scape often seems to be a scene designed for Weber's

Oberon, where soprano and tenor must be diminished to

the size of elves by stupendous flowers that droop from the

proscenium and grow out from the wings. On the way to

Oaxaca I saw tree dahlias, and today I was walking
underneath them!

This land was the dahlia's first home, and at the slightest

opportunity down here it becomes a tree, bearing mauve

flowers, usually double, more rarely single, shading patri-

cian garden-walks and thatched Indian dwellings, taller

than the lilacs of New England. Up in the capital the pink

geraniums climb three stories and creep over the roof-tops,

and along with them goes the fair blue plumbago. Helio-

trope there is no more our little window-plant: it makes a

bower, or a screen for garden-house or
"
mirador." In

Coyoacan the fuchsias grow in clumps and hedges, the pend-
ent flowers of some showing all clear scarlet, while others
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wear the familiar Tyrian colours that I used to love in my
grandmother's conservatory.

These monstrous cactus forms nopales and organos
one would not talk of their extravagance without a camera's

support, nor of the soaring marigolds of the fallow fields,

nor the royal canopy that here is made by the flor del pastor,

the poinsettia. The palma Christi, which after all is just the

castor-oil bean, I see as a luxuriant jungle tree, bearing a

prickly red harvest, and here in Oaxaca City the yucas or

ixtles I thought of those clusters of creamy bells that

swing at a mere flower's height in Central Park! are

used as ornamental backgrounds for statues and bear deep

panniers of ivory bloom.

Yet, having looked upon so many achievements of this

soil and sun, I still had not dreamed of anything like the

Great Tree of El Tule, which is the marvel of the Valley
of Holy Mary of the Bulrush, near Oaxaca.

It seems a small forest when you catch sight of it first.

We were driving toward Mitla, at early morning, and there

it ascended above the tangled roses, the pomegranate blos-

soms and laden orange branches of the Zapotecan village

of El Tule. It is perhaps the oldest living thing upon our

continent, perhaps the largest tree. (For no one knows, of

course, all the trees there may be in forest and jungle, nor

what their ages.) Figures, so often given, leave one no faint

idea of the air of dreaming antiquity which weighs upon
the Tree's drooping boughs, of its kingly peace, of the in-

significance of years and peoples perceived within its shade.

Somehow, there is serenity in the gift of this patriarch of El

Tule. It seems to be a kind tree. In every conflict it has been

respected respected when cathedrals were assailed and

churches shattered.
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And yet one would not dare to dwell near it. There is

something overwhelming in the aspect of it and in the

thoughts it calls up from the depths of time.

Everyone has read about this tree how its trunk, four

feet above the ground, measures 160 feet round, and how
it stands as high as that, while its feathery foliage spreads

140 feet out over the little churchyard where it grows. It

is a Mexican cypress, one of those same ahuehuetes which

shaded Montezuma's pleasaunce at Chapultepec and which,

with the Tree of the Sad Night at Popotla, are probably the

only living monuments of his time and of the Conquest.

Perhaps it is fifteen centuries old. Swiftly transient pilgrims
to El Tule would like it to live for ever, and already it is

promised a portion of earthly immortality, for near by in

the churchyard grows its
"
son," as the Indians say an-

other united forest, slowly aspiring to its father's fame and

might.
Between them these enormous trees dwarf fantastically

the Church of El Tule, which seems the more a toy for

being white and painted in bright red and blue designs.

The parent tree is venerated like an old living god by the

people of the region, and festivals are regularly held in his

honour, at which he is adorned with rosettes made of lolli-

pops, paper streamers, and many othei offerings. In the

ground beneath crowd memorial inscriptions set in burros
1

big grey molar teeth, whereby the dead seek remembrance

in the shade of the Great Tree, now that they have been

drawn under by the giants in the earth of Mexico.
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far-flown reputation that their maker himself will never

know. And always, now, I shall find it funny when artists

talk of
"
stable studios

"
and

"
this old workshop of mine."

For Manuel Vasquez works successfully at home, and home
is a one-roomed, windowless, straw-thatched, mud-floored

hut, walled with the great carrizos or reeds which grow

along the stream near by. It must be more dismal than a

woodchuck's hole in the rainy season. It is the only dwelling

he and his family have ever known mud, straw, and

reeds, it is the native soil from which his gorgeous sarapes

flower.

At the door heaps of frijoles are drying in the sun. A
brown, nearly bare baby makes no trouble for his artist

father, but helps to straighten the strands of wool to be

spun. Within, there is no household furniture besides the

Indian beds the grass mats called petates but there is

everything Manuel Vasquez needs for weaving splendours:
a spinning-wheel, and much creamy washed wool hanging
on the walls. Then there is more wool, coloured red, green,

blue, and yellow with expensive German dyes because the

Indians no longer make, after their craft's venerable tradi-

tion, those fast vegetable and mineral colours which until

a little while ago they always used, getting red and purple
from the tiny cochineal insects that feed upon Oaxacan

cacti; black from pine soot; indigo, orange, blue, and

yellow from Mexican dye-wood, plants, and stones. Here

were great stencils in a pile designs by an artist who lives

in Teotitlan showing Zapotecan and Aztec warriors and

kings and many geometrical patterns well and firmly con-

ceived. And in the midst, getting what light the doorway

gives, the loom. A magnificent sarape was stretched half

woven upon it. Out of darkness and lowliness hard to credit
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when you purchase such handicraft in the north this gem
of the weaver's art glowed. So little here to do with, so much
done!

Art is simple a loom, a hut, some coloured wool, an

Indian eye and hand.



CHAPTER XIX

A BIRD-BOY IN THE RICE

So
far south, and yet brown leaves scurried across the

spacious courtyard of the golden Church of Santo

Domingo, and skies would darken suddenly as shrewd

winds rose out of the
"
hot country." Three thousand miles

above us November came no more chill and sombre, it

seemed, than in Oaxaca on these afternoons, and when I

climbed that high hill where stands the mighty figure of

Benito Juarez and when I wandered over to the Zocalo to

hear the band play, evenings, I took my warm coat, though
all the tropical flowers bloomed on in sheer silk.

Near this populous Indian city, in the village of San

Pablo Gueletao, the indomitable Juarez was born. Standing
on the windy height near his heroic monument, I used to

fear that he must think, as he gazed down on the persistent

sorrows of his people:
"

It is taking a long, long time!
"
For

things are poor in rich Oaxaca. The people, almost all In-

dian, have suffered not only from the ruinous earthquake,
but also, through years, from causes operating in regions

far beyond their land or ken. Work and shelter are cruelly

scarce. When I went to walk, winsome, tiny brown girls

in long skirts, barefooted, wide-eyed, and grave, would keep

stopping me on the street to ask, after a formal
"
Dispen-
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seme! ":
" Do you need some more servants? The mother,

the sisters, and I could come to work at once/
7

Yet most of the children are inexplicably jolly, and in

the high, cool plaza, listening to the promenade music, I

would often find myself scrutinized by an impish daughter
of the Zapotecas who sold helados or coloured sherbets,

gliding about with a glass in either hand. Perhaps she was

twelve. Metres and metres of cotton cloth had gone to make
her skirt, and in her ears she wore heavy golden hoops. A
damsel exotic and fascinating beyond description! She had

from the first glance taken an unfortunate fancy to the orna-

ment in my hat, and inasmuch as she had admired it, I

should by courtesy have offered it to her had it not been

my grandmother's, as I truthfully explained. But I bought
ices, concerning whose pre-glacial past I felt grave doubts.

I spent rapt hours with the red- and blue-robed saints in

resplendent Santo Domingo, and never a premonition of

their nearing danger thundered in the earth. I marvelled

at the intricate wire embroidery on the great doors and

smiled at the angels benignly guarding the basketball posts

in the wide atrium. But urgently my round-trip ticket spoke
of returning to Puebla, and then well, whither? I asked

myself again. Still uncertain, I quitted Oaxaca at six in the

morning on another of those twelve-hour journeys to which

one grows accustomed in Mexico, where the inland trains

like to make their important runs from four or six o'clock

to six, taking advantage of the safer daylight. As usual, I left

the hotel sleepy and shivering, and neglected to have my
ticket

"
facturado

"
at the station, but the conductor only

said
"
Es natural

"
and jumped off and attended to the

formality himself. This to an American traveller seemed

astonishing conduct in a conductor. He looked worn-out,
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and all the way to Puebla he would inquire kindly whether

I felt too tired, suggesting the most refreshing fruits to

buy through the window.

I had learned much, on my many daylong journeys, of

the amazing kindness of Mexican trainmen. Up at Oriental

a
"
chief of station

"
had taken all my baggage into his own

room for safe keeping overnight, when I failed to have it

properly transferred. Now we came to Puebla again, and

on the trip westward to Cuautla a benign conductor . . .

For now I had decided to go to Cuautla! I felt sure that

it would be the place, because I had heard such lyrics to

its faithful sunshine and its reviving springs, and no sooner

was I cuddled into the pillows of the Hotel del Pasaje in

Puebla once more than I mumbled to them:
"

I'll get

up at half past four and go to Cuautla! I do feel that in

Cuautla ..." And next I was warming my stiff hands

against the pitcher of hot milk for my parting cafe con

leche, for in the Hotel del Pasaje the night-watchman will

give you coffee before you start, besides waking you up,
which is a great comfort. Again we pulled out of Puebla in

white frost and presently ran into vibrating, hot sunlight.

But I sat disconsolate, for I was the only one who had for-

gotten to bring lunch and I could not even find any bananas

at the stations nothing but enchiladas and poor live

chickens.

The conductor confirmed the worst. There was no place
to eat on this Puebla-Cuautla run, but, he said, that did not

matter. His sisters had fixed him more lunch than he could

possibly consume alone. They had even'put in a little bottle

of wine. What a pleasure to share it with a foreign lady who
was starving! Never in my own country had a conductor

given me half his home-made lunch. Such hospitality was
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>weet to taste, and after that, munching a crusty end of
"
pan

bolillo," I gave myself up in delight to this enchanting

journey, the prettiest I had ever known sheer prettiness

of a sun-glad world.

We turned down a little spur, to call at Tlancualpican
and see if that tiny town in that vast, rich region had need of

a train today. I like to think of Tlancualpican and say its

name it seemed so very far away and so independent of

trains. And beyond it we passed Ahuehuetzingo, Pastor

the Shepherd and Tenextepango. Oh, lovely land! The
rice was almost ready for the harvest, and for his winter

calling who would not choose to be a bird-boy in the rice?

All through the still, bright day the
"
pajarero

"
sits on

a little platform raised on poles in the midst of softly rip-

pling, sunlit leagues, a ragged canopy above him, and scares

away the birds from the precious crop. Sometimes with

a terrific bellow and an agitation of the arms, bouncing up
and down in solitude. But for quiet certainty he prefers

a sling, which he keeps ready to hand along with a pile of

stones. This annoys the Goliaths among the robbers the

doves, crows, blackbirds, ducks, and long-tailed
"
black

witches
"

but little birds are not good targets for a sling.

So often he is quite busy. Doubtless for timeless intervals

he .drinks, out there all by himself with the wide, watered

green around him, the gold infinitude above, and wings

the only interruption of his reverie. It is not professional

pajarero etiquette to sleep.

I caught sight of him often at his lonely task. The few

other passengers in the little first-class coach snoozed or

bargained through the windows for fruits and cakes, and I

had only to watch our narrow-gauge road repeat the end-

less charms of that journey from Tlancualpican to Cuautla.
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Have you ever ridden in a train through tunnels of mari-

golds and blue morning-glories woven together? These

marigolds and morning-glories of southern Puebla and

Morelos are beyond all reason: they dwarf the engine!
"
Casahuate "-trees reblooming freshly every dawn in

white, trumpet-shaped flowers, contest mile upon mile of

arid land with monstrous cacti, now in fruit and blossom,

too. And the pale green sugar-cane waves in one placid sea

to the shore of far-off mountains which will pile up into

the Sierra Madre Occidental, white butterflies like foam-

flecks above it, and little cool rills flowing out along the

edges of the fields. The dome of an old and almost forsaken

church glitters against the foot-hills. A burro-rider comes at

a steady amble down a road from some distant hacienda,

never giving our train a glance. They are ploughing with

white oxen in a red field. A buzzard drifts on dark, still

wings against the radiant sky. A flock of goats with their

skipping kids capriciously crosses the right of way, and

then the overshadowing reeds and marigolds enclose the

train again. Here at an Indian pueblo those deep-blue morn-

ing-glories have chosen to climb into a tree of rose-coloured

oleanders . . . incredible sight. And the fallow fields are

gardens of maroon and wine-red zinnias.

Mild, plush-coated burros make the only traffic. They- go

by patiently, innumerable, ignoring the arrowy sun, ignor-

ing us and everything. Little hares leap away across the

pastures, and often deer are seen before they bound to-

ward the mountains. There are plenty of pumas and even
"
tigres

"
in that dark Sierra de Puebla! Now our passage is

disputed by a swirl and flurry of blue and yellow butterflies,

but the engine clumsily brushes through them.

The train stops at an adobe shack of a station, with no
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dwellings anywhere in sight upon the plain, yet a European-
looking gentleman descends here and is met by a fascinating
servant whose neck is encircled by a somnolent raccoon

or no, it is a cacomixtle, a ring-tailed cat! With all the dressy
suit-cases they disappear on foot. Whither? What fun to

tag along unobtrusively behind that cacomixtle!

We passed ruins of old Spanish bridges and aqueducts
sometimes, and those other many ruins of the revolution,

made since 1910. Costly machinery of the great sugar es-

tates of Morelos was blown up, in the plundering years,

and sold for junk by prowling bands of Zapatistas. This

richest sugar region in Mexico was blasted, its mills wrecked,

its stock-farms laid waste, its buildings left roofless. Even yet

Morelos has not quite gained strength to take up her old

full life again, and the morning-glories and marigolds, the

myriad white-flowered trees, have leagues of fertile black

soil whereof to make their unprofitable Eden.

But Matamoros, in the warm, fruitful south of the State

of Puebla, proudly remains a sugar-cane metropolis, a sun-

baked, exotic, Oriental town of date-palms, graceful horse-

men, glazed towers and domes. Several armed passengers,

brown-skinned and svelte in their white breeches, broad

hats, and ornate leather accoutrements, enter here. Auto-

matics in silver-broidered holsters on their hips, belts stuck

evenly full of burnished cartridges . . . these adornments

are but part of the local dress, and the wearers take great

pride in their brightness and beauty, yet one does wonder

a little, all the same. . . . But a cavalier with a long knife

as well as two protruding pistols speaks:
" A lady's hat and

coat in the rack, and so many other things! These are cosas

delicadas. I cannot move these. We had better put our own

baggage on the floor."
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It is late afternoon now, and at last the morning-glories
close and the bird-boys, as if they were winged, vanish

from the watery fields of rice. They will be cutting the rice

very soon.

Now at the journey's end the evening light changes upon
the snow-peaks, smoky violet, old rose, kindling as always
in men who watch the ineffable, swift mingling of the

cloudy colours a wonder and gratitude that in their lives

they should have seen such things.



CHAPTER XX

VOLCANIC WATERS

ADIVINE, golden laziness envelops Cuautla by day in

winter, a fragrant cold by night. The scented olean-

ders are like bouquets of Erda, and malangas or
"
caramicuas," that superb arum of the great dark leaves,

shade rustic seats in the garden of the Hotel San Diego,
with its hibiscus bushes and its old Indian laurel-tree. You
find a favourite bridge over the little river and go there to

wait for sunset, walking through lanes under tangled foli-

age, watching the evening bathers. You stroll around the

plaza in the twilight, glancing high up at the gold fruit of

date-palms, licking an ice-on-a-stick. But every morning,
with gleeful expectation, you swim until you turn yellow

and orange, from beneficent sulphur and sun, in those mys-

teriously healthful, swirling waters which are a delight to

the body, in which the Indians from near and far have

bathed ever since they can remember.

Its birthplace unimaginable, within the sulphurous,

changeful heart of the volcano Popocatepetl, a stream takes

its long course underground and silently swells from a

darkly overgrown hill-side, out of a Stygian mouth of rock.

It rests for an instant in a shadowed pool, and then, with

the joy of water whose race out to the light is won at last,
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it leaps in two cascades of glittering and bejewelled foam

down into a basin bordered all the year round by flowers

and sparkling wet grass and clover. And the sun, winter and

summer, pours its gold intensity of light upon this silver

swirl.

From the bright fields beyond to the shadowy upper

pool a curved bridge leads, overgrown with moss, hung with

festoons of dark-blue morning-glories and graced with art-

ful spider-webs. A low parapet of stone is at its end, and

in that sylvan shelter you disrobe for the bath, quite as if

you were a carefree wood-nymph or Narcissus indeed,

the Foam-born herself should have risen from this soft

spray, these illumined and silky-feeling waters, rather than

from the grim sea. Entrusting your clothes to Nature and

lingering in the warm lack of seclusion for a sun-change
of your being, you see that everywhere, among the vines,

against the rocks, at the margin of the pool, are small rifstic

crosses, fashioned devoutly at this healing source by Indian

pilgrims, to show their gratitude to the power which with

a miraculous flood from the looming mountain has cured

them or their children or their animals of ill.

So that, following the cascades down to the sunlit eddies

below, you often find a horse there before you, enjoying
a refreshing sponge. But, seeing someone waiting, he and
the splendid bronze statue attending him courteously de-

part, and every minute the bath is renewed by wild little

waterfalls.

Against these waterfalls a strong man could swim all

day in the same place. But by walking persistently into the

milder of them you plunge through the white turbulence

and put a curtain of water between yourself and the world.

Or lying down as if about to float, with never an effort, you
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let the thrust of the cascade send you clear across the pool,
like a chip. 'Tis a place where the aged frolic, not un-

becomingly; where youth goes mad with what Sorolla

called
"
alegria del agua "; where often it seems as if the

woodland legends of antiquity might no longer hesitate

safely on the margins of racial memory. The swimmer's

body whitens beneath the caress of the volcanic ripples,
with all their dissolved precious minerals; the skin is again
of spring's own texture; the spirit is serene.

I look upon the enamelled innocence of the landscape
the blithe waters and the barefoot herdsman passing with

his flock of white kids, the fields blossoming and adorned

and I wonder that Primavera's pathway in the Botticelli

painting should once have seemed so fanciful. Beside this

scene at Cuautla it is realism. For here a thousand casahuate-

trees break forth in great white trumpet-flowers, more than

their leaves; the bushes are overgrown with a million filmy
blue morning-glories, and the ground is strewn with little

tawny lantanas and marigolds, wild heliotrope and filigree

daisies. Gigantic cactus shapes are in red and yellow fruit,

borne around the edges of their curious, thorny pads. The
dark herdsman passes with his flock. The low drum of the

waterfall sounds through the sweet warmth. A bath for

sylphs, a landscape in enamel and for climax a real place!

I do not know how I could bear to leave it, but there was

still that curious summons, persistent, which I had failed

to answer, not being able to discover whence it came. So,

even here, one pure gold Cuautla morning saw my faithful

baggage being checked in the venerable convent that they

say is the oldest railroad station in the world.



CHAPTER XXI

"THE PUESTOS ARE UP!"

Now
I had made complete circuit of the great vol-

canoes, wandering all the way around their feet,

from Mexico to Puebla, from Puebla to Cuautla,

from Cuautla to the capital once more. It was very gay in

Mexico now, with all the lights and colours of the holiday
season glowing in the puestos, the Christmas street-bazaars

which had sprung up along the Alameda and even ventured

inside of that cool, evergreen park. I became intoxicated

with their festal trinkets. I wore my shoes out traipsing

gleefully through those puestos! I never saw so many things

to buy or had so much fun bargaining.
If you did not take a carved leather purse or a gourd

necklace home one day, you returned the following Thurs-

day and renewed the spirited negotiation. Into the lobby
of the staid hotel I would hasten, followed by an amiable

Indian bearing a big basket of Oaxaca dishes packed in

hay, for I could not resist the crocus colours of those blue,

green, brown, and yellow Oaxaca dishes, particularly the

pitchers and the enormous flowered plates. How I should

get them home was another matter. Indeed, I almost bought
a large horse made of corn-husks. Petates and sarapes; in-

finitesimal miniatures of everything imaginable fashioned
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by skilful Indian fingers people, fruits, furniture, ani-

mals baskets big enough for a lady-bug; magnificently

woven tribal girdles, red and blue; carved cedar boxes and

superbly worked leather what ceaseless temptation! Oh,
the straw pictures and the parrots, peacocks, and quetzals

made of real, gorgeous feathers! The charros and bull-

fighters on stick-pins! The Indian jewellery bracelets,

ear-rings, and necklaces to match, all of tiny gourds or of

fairy hats woven from fine ixtle fibre!
"

I must come back

this evening," I would say reluctantly. I wished for a vast,

permanent, yet travelling what-not to hold a really com-

plete collection of pixy dishes and fascinating figurines.

Tiny earthen water-jars with
"
Felicidades

"
on them, inde-

scribably tiny tea-pots, cups too little to mention! I bought
firm, home-made baskets and strong bags made of bril-

liantly dyed sisal and filled them joyously with presents

to take home some time. I nibbled Mexican sweetmeats

as I rested on benches in the shady Alameda, gloating over

my purchases.
"
Queso de Guayaba

"
guava

"
cheese

"

is delicious, and so are mummified bananas and the many
dukes de leche and those rich Spanish cakes called hojuelas,
"
dry leaves." To the host of Indian artisans and their fami-

lies who had swarmed into Mexico for the puestos I became

a familiar customer, trailing round with my string bag,

and they would call out in a cheerful, leisurely fashion to

remind me that I had taken four feather birds yesterday

and paid for three or that today a pocket-book had been ob-

tained which was decorated with both Caballero Aguila and

Caballero Tigre. Here was a long, blue girdle, woven so

beautifully muy raro!

It was still early to be buying pinatas, yet ladies who ex-

pected to entertain for the posadas were already choosing
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them. The posadas take place on the nine nights before

Christmas, when the Virgin knocks in vain at door after

door, seeking hospitality. On every one of those nights

parties are given, and for every party there must be a pifiata

a festal shape to hang in the centre of the room and rain

gifts when at the climax of the evening it is shattered by
a blindfolded guest. Indian ingenuity produces delightful

effects with coloured paper, and there was no end to pifiata

designs a tall white Pierrot, a monster green parrot, a

Spanish cavalier, a swan, a horn of plenty, great flowers

and fruits. But they had not used their own native themes

for this European holy-day merry-making.

My vice is chocolate, and since childhood I have been

able to smell it for great distances. One afternoon at the

puestos, as I was struggling back to the hotel, laden with

hats too small to fit my little finger and with guacamayas

portrayed in their own feathers, I caught the familiar lure

in the air, coming from a street across the Avenida Juarez.

Real, original chocolate, sprung from this very soil!

It took a minute to find the little shop, where in front

a stylish young lady sat at a counter full of enticement and

in back deft Indian women milled cacao beans and rolled

and rolled the rich, dark meal, making it finally into cakes

of many shapes and sizes, flavoured with the traditional

cinnamon or with vanilla, or left bitter. There I consumed

a cacao bean and bought a supply of
"
chocolate de canela

"

to eat and drink. Already I had tasted vanilla beans. This

all enriched experience.
Mexican chocolate! On how many cold nights it has con-

soled me! How wearily I have murmured:
"
Chocolate y

pan dulce
"
in a barren eating-place and straightway been

comforted! I patted my parcel tenderly, with that emo-
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tion which one feels only for a favourite vice. Fatuously I

thought:
"
Probably no one ever loved cinnamon-flavoured

chocolate or white oleanders as I do/' and then I looked at

a wrapper and it said:
"
Divine potion! Lord of breakfasts!

Consolation of the sick! Comfort of the convalescent! Rec-

reation of the well! Pleasure of youth! Dainty of the old!

Sweetmeat of children! Delight of palates! Lethe of prel-

ates! Standby of travellers! Support of the weak! Awakener

of the imagination! Gift of the clergy! Hospitality of priests!
"
Chocolate enlivens the senses and rejoices the inner

man. It does not weigh as meat, it does not make tipsy as

liquor, it does not make sleepy as milk, it does not irritate

as coffee. No, it only smells delicious, increases knowledge,
and causes you to experience a thousand marvels."

Well, it does.

I packed it carefully. I was planning to go on again,

really, but I was detained now by Xochimilco, for, once

having glided by canoe through these dark water-ways, you
are drawn to go again and then again. No novice would

dare to paddle alone about Xochi. There are some fifty-

five miles of broad and narrow channels and you could get

lost like that! Then if night were near or if the day were

suddenly to turn harsh and grey, you would wander des-

perately in and out, helpless to escape from the eerie laby-

rinth. Luckily I learned to know Xochi with Richard, who

could paddle anywhere, in blackest midnight even, without

the aid of a fire-fly or a match. Lying in his canoe, up lonely

inlets, he had baked himself in the winter sunshine until

he was Indian-colour. He was the alien genius of Xochi-

milco the water gardens had received him and did not

lead him astray.

I never so felt the might of Mexican sunshine as on those
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Xochi mornings. We had to slip under overhanging reeds

to escape from it sometimes, now in December, and yet

the cold was devouring there at night, and, bundled up in

three heavy woollen sarapes, I would still shiver miserably,
huddled in the canoe. Or we might shove off in the languor-

ous, golden and delicious forenoon, only to come racing
back to the landing-place within the hour, under sullen

clouds, driven before keen winds. Yet through every violent

change, so disconcerting to the stranger, those enchanting

gardens remained in bloom, a various Elysium.
Some days the stocks would seem most beautiful of all

the million flowers, even with silky double poppies, acres

of dark red cinnamon pinks, pansies, and calla lilies beyond
number growing near by. Covering whole islands, down to

the very margin of the black waters, those purple, white,

and lavender stocks grew in sturdy abundance, waiting to

be gathered and carried in to the great flower-market of the

capital, or to be sold in bunches to visitors boarding home-
ward cars. Visions to remember fields of crimson carna-

tions, purple stocks, and scarlet poppies, seemingly afloat

upon black, glittering water!

Almost all the flowers I ever knew grow at Xochi, though
roses, sweet peas, St. John's lilies, and marguerites were
not in their season now. Long-stemmed, odorous single

violets, at five cents for a bunch large enough to fill three

pitchers, dangled by grass loops from the brown fingers of

elfin Indian venders. Pansies, from cream-colour to black,

were even more preposterously plentiful and cheap. Gera-

niums ran wild and climbed. Chrysanthemums peered over

vegetable patches, and calla lillies would fill up the shal-

lower inlets, if the gardeners let them. One day, paddling
between grey sky and black stream, we came suddenly upon
an island of orange calendulas glowing like a Hallowe'en
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lantern, their own illumination. A little summer-house was

hidden there, walled in with nasturtiums. Sometimes a

great solitary white rose leaned out toward us, gazing at

herself in the obsidian mirror of the channel. We passed
isles of spice, covered with the gay little pinks.

At early morning the gardeners' boats hasten over the

misty water lanes of Xochi, driven smoothly and silently,

with ancient skill. A boy or girl balances in the tiny, narrow,

pointed craft called a chalupita as securely as a bird, poling

along while poised on the prow, where there is just room
for a slender foot. No novice could stand upright for a

moment in a chalupita, yet many Indians take their boat-

loads of bouquets and vegetables through the canal to

market by water all the way, a feat that means poling day
and night. Most now transport their produce to town by
the tranvfas, but plenty of old-fashioned Xochi gardeners
still travel by canoa as they did in Ghichimec times, sprin-

kling their posies and greens to keep them fresh. I have seen

the boatmen setting out before sunrise, expert and endur-

ing, cabbages in the stern, callas in the bow, poling on alone

toward Mexico. Or father, mother, and son may together

man a heavy trajinera piled with newly gathered truck

from their island garden.
The perfect silence of Xochi on week-days is blessed

I have never heard such silence, I could say. There is only

the life-giving sunshine, the still, black canals, and the rich

black earth in flower. Sometimes a swallow flashes, or doves

murmur, but the gardeners work without speech, tossing

water rhythmically over their plantations, setting out new

sprouts, loading carnations into canoas, inching big dug-outs

full of fodder through narrow passages, the craft hidden

under the stalks that trail over the side.

By day, yes, the silence is delicious, beneath the wintei
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sun when the wind is still, and these are the flowery Elysian

Fields of quietude and eternal fecundity then, but by night
the water gardens can be fearful. I saw the Island of the

Dead.

Why we should have wished to leave the lighted capital

and go out to Xochimilco in the bitter midnight, to see the

old moon rise at one o'clock. I don't know. It was as black

as Styx, as cold as death, and soundless except for the rattle

of the frogs. The dogs trotted beside Richard without bark-

ing as he carried the canoe down to the landing, where I

swathed myself against the piercing chill in three heavy
blankets. We glided off. By some instinct he could thread

that rayless labyrinth of water. Presently a few stars came

out and floated in their golden likenesses on the black

mirror that our paddles cut. I gazed up and saw them caught
in feathery branches, too. Little rabbits would scamper
from the islands' edges as we passed. Owls swooped. Plumy

grasses brushed us.

At length, her mourning-veil almost covering her white

face, the last-quarter moon looked out, and by the growing

light I saw the Toteninsel, black upon the still and glitter-

ing water, its sad trees pointed motionless at the sky, the

sodden barge moored on the shore. Nothing stirred in all

Xochimilco except the bat, the owl, and our canoe. We
heard only the rattle of the frogs. Always unearthly, with its

countless dark, slim willows stretching their arms straight

up, unbranching, Xochimilco was ghastly in this frigid

winter moonrise. It numbed my body and soul before the

sun came back again and the boatmen once more loaded

their trajineras with greens and lilies, and the gardeners

trod barefoot their acres of carnations.



CHAPTER XXII

BLOOD AND SAND

THE
first dry leaves of winter blew along the paths of

Chapultepec, telling me to leave the urbane capital,

to press down into the wild hot country, to the

farthest south, for there, the whisper said then, I might
find the place. So being in Puebla again one Saturday,
"
de paseo

"
to look for more onyx of the clear

"
natural

green
"

in those cheerful, well-remembered booths and

since that lucid air is right for making decisions, I un-

expectedly rose at four o'clock Monday morning and took

the Interoceanic for Vera Cruz by way of Jalapa.

That narrow-gauge road's drop from Oriental to the sea

is one of the most breathless on the versatile time-table of

the National Lines. Passing the little station called La

Cima near noon, the train is 9,380 feet up in the mountains,

but by five o'clock it will be at the beach and Vera Cruz.

We fairly coasted from pine to palm, from harsh, whistling

winds and scrub trees below the Coffer of Perote to ha-

ciendas where red orchids grew on branches overhanging

brown cornfields, where you could pick strange purple

flowers from the window, and where at every stop Indian

women held up for my selection their fragrant basketfuls

of camellias and gardenias, of tea-roses, azaleas, calla lilies,
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marguerites, carnations, and jasmine. A man tells a vender

that he will return this way in two days from Vera Cruz

she is to have half a dozen slips of crimson camellias ready

for him to carry to his home and plant. For near Jalapa, as

near Fortin on the other line, grow some of the fairest

camellias in all this world. Perhaps they like the days of

grey, chill mist that come when northers plough the Gulf

below.

Jalapa held for me living memories of
" The House of

the Fighting Cocks," and as I lay in the pink best room of

the hotel and looked out through the moonlight toward the

vast cordillera and heard the sheet that formed the earth-

quake ceiling rustling like wide, eerie wings overhead, I

thought of the incorrigible and scholarly priest, the
"
Noah-

cite/' and the fugitive Indian beloved.

Next day I went to the ancient suburb of prolific huertas,

Coatepec, riding on the funny, clever little car which has

to butt its way through foliage and flowers that grow out

across the track overnight. The huertas were there, ex-

ceeding their old renown, and full of luscious fruits and

great odorous flowers, but the gates were barred, so I only
walked in the cobbled street, smelling giant white roses

and nibbling fat fairy bananas, and returned to Jalapa just

in time to avoid some bandits, who held up the next little

train, and to get my trunk down the steep street to the

station on the head of an old man, this having been pro-
claimed

"
the Day of the Chauffeur/'

There is an eternal joy and wonder in the ascent from

palm to pine in Mexico, from the sultry coast to the cool

reviving heights, but I knew I should like the hot country,
and I was glad as we plunged carefully toward the ocean,

though we had left behind us those stupendous views of
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ranges and peaks. Richard had said that he would be in

Vera Cruz and that it was a fine place, if you knew it. Only
the tourists, who went out on the streets at midday and

ordered Kansas butter with their bread, instead o spend-

ing early mornings and late afternoons at the beach and

lunching on delicate red snappers and boiled tea with

aromatic limes they dreaded Vera Cruz and its piratical

prices. But if one had lived there . . .

"Only the vultures they are blasphemous in Vera

Cruz," I insisted. I had watched them settle, my first eve-

ning, on the roof of the cathedral, one by one until they

covered the cross, and then a last black shadow would perch
like Antichrist upon the very top.

Richard knew a hollow off among the dunes beyond
Villa del Mar where he used to go and sleep for hours in

the full scrutiny of that sun, to get over months of the

altitude of the capital. Sometimes, he said, the sands would

grow so hot that he could hardly step on them, and the

soles of his feet would be burned before he reached the

water's edge. But he loved it. Only heavily clothed, un-

healthy persons ever got sunstruck. Once properly brown,

you merely felt nice and warm. Gulf fishermen were foolish

to wear shirts.

We walked a mile or two out toward the lonely dunes

along the cool beach, just where the waves, rolling in like

undulant green onyx, could foam over our feet.

"
This is beautiful foam," I said.

"
So creamy and lasting.

I never saw such foam."

Richard was silent. I drew back from it with slow com-

prehension and revulsion, for the ocean here was red the

waves came in dark red. Perched along the iron pipe that

led from the abattoir before us and flopping clumsily into
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the sea were hundreds of black vultures, feasting upon fresh

blood which poured into the ocean from throats just cut,

there in the sheds. Coloured as if by a frightful sunset, the

waters came toward me, and the strangely enduring foam

lay upon the sands blood foam. We had to climb over

the pipe that spurted blood, and the sullen birds would

scarcely move aside. I thought that I could not come back

that way, for the pity and horror I felt, so unavailing to

the victims within, but at twilight the sea had cleansed the

beach again and the horde of zopilotes was gone. Yet never

from- my mind: ** Mankind does this."

Over among the dunes I lay in a shadow and watched

Richard baking happily in the warm sand. After a day or

so I liked it, too, and could lie for hours in the eye of the

mighty tropical sun, in a delicious languor, not quite asleep.

Then, as the rays grew red and level, we would go back

to the sea and find a green coco-nut that the tide had brought
in and play ball with it, laughing and running fast along
the firm wet beach to warm up before we met the cold

stroke of the hissing waves.

Stranded by the receding tide in crazy rivulets that hur-

ried down the sands thronged infinitesimal silvery fishes

every day, thousands and thousands. They would be buried

by the caving walls of their tiny streams, and I wondered if

any reached the sea or lived till another tide brought rescue.



CHAPTER XXIII

A HALT IN THE JUNGLE

WORD
came that there would be room for me,

after all, on this Friday's through train from

Mexico to Suchiate, down on the Guatemalan

border. We raced along the cool wet sands, passing our

green coco-nut like a basketball for the last time, and then I

herded my luggage from the hotel and caught that crowded

once-a-week express as it prepared to rush out of Vera Cruz

in the waxing heat of morning, while Richard turned and

went back to his dunes.

The other travellers aboard had left the capital the eve-

ning before and were already prepared, with pillows, drinks,

and dishabille, for what lay ahead of us. I was merely ex-

pectant, for I did not know. By eight o'clock or ten we

should reach Santa Lucrecia, where Richard had said that

the water would be the colour of coffee. By the time light

came again, our train, God willing, would have turned from

this
"
Vera Cruz al Istmo

"
line into the Pan-American rail-

road, and then, somewhere about dark, we'd come to Suchi-

ate and the end of Mexico. We drove steadily into the

burgeoning, rich wilderness, toward Tierra Blanca. We
crossed the broad River of Butterflies, where I longed to

launch my wandering bark and let it find the Gulf, and
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impressively we passed through the banana metropolis of

El Hule. The mouths of two young men stationed there

opened incredulously as they caught sight of a lone coun-

trywoman speeding away on the rear platform of the Suchi-

ate express. One shouted some question, but it was lost in

the heavy golden air that lay upon those shimmering acres

of banana plants. Somehow the voice had suggested home-

sickness, and a sad feeling came over me, remembering the

expression of that face. For though the earth about El

Hule teems, and of course the youth had his job to do,

it could not be easy for a northerner to live in a place like

that, alone with the peons, the jungle, and the boundless

platanares.

In the- failing day, as we neared Santa Lucrecia, where

the railway joins the line from Coatzacoalcos to Salina Cruz,

right across the continent, I thought how perverse and un-

kind a trick fate had played upon this bravely built road,

constructed with such high, just hopes and destined, every-

one supposed, to busy prosperity. Who could have foreseen

. . . foreseen the Panama Canal?

In 1907, only twenty years before Panama traffic began to

show its colossal growth, President Diaz, at a brilliant cere-

mony, formally opened the Tehuantepec National Rail-

way. Representatives of a score of nations attended. Mexico

seemed to be embarking upon the very stream of fortune

where now the United States superbly sails. As the first

cargo of sugar sped by the new line across the Isthmus of

Tehuantepec it seemed certain that Salina Cruz was about

to become one of the best-equipped and busiest of Pacific

harbours. And the expected prosperity did arrive, and it

waxed until at one period more than thirty trains a day
were punctually making the twelve-hour journey across the

continent, over this humming trans-isthmian route.
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Today three trains a week set out from Coatzacoalcos

to Salina Cruz along the jungle line this splendid dream

which engineering skill and Mexican enterprise made to

come true and which excelled all dreams and then, like a

dream, faded with sad swiftness the moment the United

States opened the Panama Canal. Salina Cruz is a closed

port now a dead city. Scarcely a launch, even, uses its

decaying wharfs. No ship rides in the quiet waters of the

artificial inner harbour, where the old town lies submerged,
four fathoms down. The modern electric cranes, the massive

breakwaters, all the magnificent port works which were

expected to take a giant's part in the commerce of the

world, are roosts for sea-birds. A Chinaman steadfastly keeps

his clean hotel there, Richard had told me, but sand blows

through the streets as over an abandoned gold-rush town.

I looked out at the jungle, lying rich and waiting along

the right of way. The journey is more than ever alluring

for its very loneliness and silence, yet over those rails, but

twenty years ago, sped crowding trains with the cargoes of

two oceans. A wonder had been wrought! Atlantic met

Pacific upon the trans-isthmian line. And then we built our

canal!

Pensive, pondering these things, I was half asleep in my
berth as we pulled out of Santa Lucrecia in darkness

still innocent of tragedy ahead.
"
Today, tonight, tomor-

row," I thought,
"
and jungle all the wayl

"

The event was an outgrowth of that ominous jungle,

which threatened the narrow track and almost pressed in

through the windows of the train. This jungle of the hot

country of southernmost Mexico was so dense that you

could not distinguish from one another the trees, vines, and

great plants of which it was woven, and for hours and hours

we would seem to be passing between walls of vivid, solid
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green. The drifts that press in winter against the window-

panes of a Maine farm-house are more friendly.

Virgin country! The railroad is the only highway through

it, and, looking back, we often saw wayfarers, afoot and on

horseback, who had had to find a place to step off the track

while we went by. Many men ride all day along the ties,

driving their pack-animals ahead, from town to hacienda,

from pueblo to town, but no one willingly is overtaken

there by night.
"
Right here," the conductor told me,

"
three of our workmen were torn to pieces by jaguars last

week. Quien sabe what kept them from getting home be-

fore dark? There were only some of the bones left, lying

across the rails. I hope that perhaps the poor boys were a

little bit drunk."
"
Don't jaguars usually hunt alone?

"

"
Pues, there must have been several this time. You would

say so yourself, lady, if you had seen ..." But as he stared

out in silence at this treacherous world of insect, animal,

bird, and serpent its green expanses a queer look of

unwilling admiration came over his face.
"
El pais es vir-

gen!
"
he said, and I repeated in a whisper:

"
El pais es

virgen!
"

On such trips nobody worries lest some accident maroon

us in this uncompromising region, because no one inclined

to fidget would be apt to set out from Vera Cruz to Suchiate

along a way maintained against such odds. When anything
does happen to a train or to the track, there is nothing to

do but retain faith in the engineer and his little crew. In-

side will surely be heat, hunger, and after the bottles are

all empty, thirst. Outside will be the immense and hostile

verdure, wild beasts, unconquerable insects, and venomous

snakes. One step from the track and you stand in a wilder-
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ness which stretches unbroken for hundreds of miles on
either side, only here and there thrust back by settlement.

Ruthless to man, yet its own folk love it. When the train

stopped for water, there would instantly arise the shrill

clamour of countless harsh-voiced and gorgeous birds, very
much at home. Autumn had brought hosts of others from
the north marshy places, sometimes, were almost covered

over with waders and waterfowl and white egrets and

snowy egrets and great birds whose shining wings seemed

frilled with black floated away from us at leisure or did

not trouble to move at all, while at the margins of deadly

pools tall cranes and herons stood in unshaken contempla-
tion of motionless water. Yet much of even this impene-
trable jungle belonged, on paper, to feudally vast haciendas,

granted in the sixteenth century.

Vegetation seemed to close in behind us. The telegraph-

poles are iron they would blossom here if of wood. Only
with poisonous sprays can growth be fought back from the

right of way, and indeed the track is so hard to keep in

order that the train bounded over it like a bronco and I

was tossed about in my berth as in a ship on a rough sea.

Drinking was an ordeal. You simply had to wait for the next

stop, while coffee or chocolate cooled. I should have brought
straws.

All bloom, all growth began to look unreal. Dawn found

the landscape coloured violet and lavender, with clouds of

giant morning-glories flung out across the tree-tops, and

the bizarre scarlet cones of that jungle flag which they call

the
"
hoja de sal," because its leaves are used to wrap salt

in, thrust seeming new leaves forth from these same flower-

ing tips, as if it could not wait to complete one life cycle be-

fore beginning another. Magnificent vines with foliage
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grander than the breadfruit's, even, swung aloft among
doomed branches, and I realized that here was that sinister,

superb climber the "matapalo
"

or kill-tree, completing
manifold arboreal murders. I watched it at its silent and

gradual assassinations all the way, thinking of the irony of

its mixed name "
Monstera deliciosa."

From such a jungle and such a landscape of cruel and

sultry grandeur grew this event.

We pulled into a station lost among banana groves, in

the early darkness, and a panadero, a young baker, coming
to meet the train with a great flat basket of bread upon his

head, was struck. Somehow our slow train, which paused
here only once a week, cut his leg clean off. A brakeman

bound a belt around what was left of it, to stop the spout-

ing blood, but no one dared to move him. You must not

move an injured or a dying person in Mexico until the

authorities arrive, and often all the authorities are far away.

They had sent to look for the comisario.

That official could not be found. Nobody came. No one

touched the dying youth. He lifted both hands to cover

his face and then he lay without moving or making any
sound, perfectly conscious. Until that moment I had not

seen such fortitude. I felt ashamed in the presence of it.

No officer came. There was no doctor in the jungle town,
no one who knew how to do anything more than bind the

belt around the thigh. There was no medicine but useless

spirits. We all stood about futilely for an hour, and then the

conductor on his own authority lifted the boy into a box
car standing on a siding, where he could finish dying better

than on the track. He did not even moan.

Couldn't we take him with us? Pues, where to? There
were no hospitals ahead. To a doctor, then? But obviously
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he could not live very long, anyway. His time had come,

that was all.

As the train pulled out, the boy still lay in the box car,

covering his face with both hands, silent, motionless and

conscious. The monstrous jungle pressed close again,

brushing the windows.
" That makes us another hour late,

that delay," sighed the conductor.
"
Nevertheless, we were

obliged to do what we could."



CHAPTER XXIV

THE LACANDONES' LITTLE
PATHS

WHILE
we slept, borne through the deadly wilder-

ness, the train turned off at San Geronimo into

the Pan-American line, with its far Pacific

glimpses and reedy inlets and its elegant mahogany ties.

At Pijijiapam pineapples two feet long and priced at ten

cents were held up to our windows by Juchitecan women
in their square-necked vermilion overblouses, golden hoops

dangling from their ears. Farther back, in the night, I had

wanted to stop off at Juchitan, main city of this black-

skinned, capable, proud Indian tribe of the south, long

famous as fighters. It was strange to see in the groups at the

little stations a few fair-faced and blue-eyed Juchitecas, too

inheritors, probably, of the French blood brought down

into Oaxaca and Chiapas in the sixties, when soldiers of

France, having found a land where nature was generous

and where they might live easily, left their invading and

withdrawing army and day after day pressed southward,

covering in time on foot the distance that our train on its

track, with good luck, would cover in two nights and two

days.

But I realized now that I could not, at present, remain

in any of these forbidding places, and a feeling of desperate
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indecision and disappointment took hold of me. I longed
to wash once more but where? To camp in this region
would be well enough, if I had the equipment, but to wait

a week for the next train, without any clean water, in

one of the hot country mesones ... I could not face it,

just now, nor even think with philosophy of at once

retracing this same long way, northward through the

uncertain jungle. Well, if I could not stop nor go back,

could I go on?

Some unutterably high official, who occasionally peered
in candid neglige from his compartment, informed the con-

ductor that if the gringa should attempt to enter Guatemala

without passports, she would only be rejected and left to sit

on the muddy river's bank until this train returned, next

week, to take her off. Up to that moment I had had no idea

of going into Guatemala, but now it seemed the only thing
to do. There would be opportunity to rest and recover in

Guatemala City, at that famous Palace Hotel! Discovering
that a consul in his dotage was to be found in Tapachula,
the next stop, I hurriedly descended there, for I could get

a local train on to Suchiate in a day or two, anyway, on this

Pan-American line.

Perhaps I had the vague notion that I might be able to

cross that flooded river near Tapachula in the little swing-

ing passenger-basket which takes the place of automobiles

in the rainy season, not yet quite over, and reach one of the

wealthy foreign-owned cafetales where there would be
" mucha comodidad

"
and where I could get clean and stay

till I felt better, relying upon finquero hospitality. But in

the Tapachula hotel that could not at the moment be ar-

ranged, any more than a bath. So I had to keep up and on.

The old Guatemalan consul, after losing all my credentials
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in his cigar-box, found them again eventually and granted
me a tourist's pass into the neighbouring country.

That night I walked in the fragrant plaza, where scarlet

basket-flowers sway suspended in air -as if from a spider's

web, and by luck I there met Mrs. Jose Coffin, who dis-

suaded me from starting on muleback for the interior to

try to get a look at the Lacandones an old hankering of

mine which had just revived, after a dinner of Pacific Ocean
delicacies and Tapachula coffee, right off the bush.

For in the eastern forests of this wild, rich State of Chia-

pas, in their own "
desierto

"
or solitude, worshipping one

god, doughty Indians dwell apart from all others and
with even firmer determination apart from those hybrid
invaders in whose customs they take no interest and whose
"
progress

"
is repugnant to them. The Lacandonian atti-

tude is, perforce, well known, and yet with faithful persist-

ence the Mexican government renews its efforts to give
them schools and what we regard as the benefits and they
as the nuisances of civilization. Again this autumn a small

expeditionary force of Mexican schoolmasters, abetted by
the authority of the state, valiantly attempted to keep school

for the Lacandones. Again the result was threats, skirmishes;

finally, attacks which drove the despairing teachers back to

coast and frontier. Many who know them seem to think that

the Lacandones will die before they will submit to educa-

tion, and that it would be futile even to send a battalion

behind each teacher. The forces of civilization were now in

temporary retirement for repairs. These long-haired Lacan-

donian fathers want no schools for their boys!

They are so vaguely known in northern Mexico, save

among scholars and those officials and other travellers who
have visited their region, that the names of towns are often
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confused in the newspapers with names of tribes. And
nevertheless this solitary and inhospitable people follows

strict ethical codes and cherishes jealously a lofty mono-

theistic religion. They are not utterly
"
sin formalidad

"

(that deep reproach, in Spanish: to be without formal-

ity!) and it was queer to discover that to some white

men, even Americans, the Lacandones are just the neigh-

bours, though almost never seen.

Now here in Tapachula, close to the Lacandonian strong-

holds, dwells the scholarly gentleman named Jose Coffin,

called by the Reformed Church in America
"
the most

powerful native Christian worker south of the Gulf." His

father was a Scotsman who owned a horse-farm in Kentucky,
and who at the close of the Civil War departed with many
of his steeds to Tabasco, where he bought a rancho and

married a Mexicana. Jose was born on the ranch and edu-

cated up in Mexico. He has written several fine books, and

his life is a library of adventure, religion, ethnology.

Deep in the wilderness his father planted a finca, and

as a boy he used to roam about the menacing forest as I

once roamed the lanes of an up-state farm. To him these

regions of which I had heard lecturing explorers tell with

impressive modesty were just down the road, a little beyond
father's cafetal. Crossing the secret paths of the Lacandones,

Jose Coffin hunted and ran errands. How different his point

of view must be, I thought, and yet ...

Mrs. Coffin told the children to place another chair un-

der the mango trees of their school-yard.
" We never saw

them except in furtive glimpses/' he went on.
" We only

knew that they were there. Sometimes a bird would drop

from a branch, killed instantly and silently by a small stone

from a sling. But that was nothing wonderful to us the
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Lacandones can kill deer on the run, with stones. They
won't have fire-arms because they think the noise makes

game scarce, and they can get all the meat and skins they
want with arrows, blowpipes, slings, spears, and lances, and

from their point of view they lack nothing or only one

thing.
"

I know I was going to tell you how they buy and

sell, how scrupulously accurate they are in barter, and how
well-informed. We used to trade with them on the finca,

just as the pedlars and hunters of the pueblos on the edge
of their country trade with them today in complete con-

fidence that we'd get exactly what was due us, and nothing
more.

"The Lacandones' little paths are very narrow and
hard to see, like the tracks of small forest animals just
wide enough for a slender, sliding foot. In places they run

up to the main trails, but nobody else ever uses them, of

course. The travellers who barter with the Lacandones
know these path-ends, and there they leave salt.

" You see, the Lacandones have no salt in their
'

tierra/
and to get it they consent to this slight contact with civili-

zation, though all the while they remain unseen themselves.

They know precisely, to a fraction of the measure, what
the salt left for them is worth in grains of cacao, in skins,

dried meat of game, papayas, medicinal seeds and herbs,

vegetable or mineral colours, whatever they may have ready
to leave in exchange, and they place that exact payment at

the ends of their paths, always carefully wrapped in big,

waterproof, jungle leaves. They're genuine experts in bar-

ter: they never cheat and they never make mistakes. Though
they don't go out into the world of commerce, they know
the full value there of the sandals, baskets, and mats they
make so skilfully."
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Mr. Coffin smiled at some boyhood memory.
"

I used to

-atch, hiding near the end of one of their little paths, want-

ig to see them come and get their salt and put down their

reen packages. But I never saw anything. There was no
)und. The vegetation wouldn't stir more than usual. That
lit would just be gone all of a sudden and something else

rould be there in its place,"

He talked on, Don Jose, strolling about the grassy, shaded

ard of his hot country school, and his dark, weather-worn

ice was so expressive that I could almost see the Lacandones

fhom he had not seen, gliding along their little paths,

accessfully evading and repelling the intrusive modern

rorld. It was all as familiar to him, I realized, as the peace-

ul landscapes of a New England childhood might be to one

f us. Archaeologists returning to New York from far-off

Chiapas tell of difficulty and peril in that savage forest

hrough which he had wandered as an everyday matter, long

ears ago, with his American finquero father. And as a New

England father might have said:
" Well drive down to the

Ullage for a load of apple-barrels tomorrow/' so Jose Coffin's

ather used to tell him:
" Go out and see what the Lacan-

iones left us last night, in exchange for that salt."

They never expected to have any Lacandones as pupils

n their little school in Tapachula, Mrs. Coffin laughed.

Gracious, well-educated, resolute in her noble purposes,

;he took my breath away by deprecating the contrast be-

:ween her children's years and her own.
"

It must seem

itrange, for a woman of my age to have such young children,

but you see I was already very old when I married. One

trouble and another delayed our wedding, and by the time

it took place it seemed rather absurd to marry at all, so

late! I was twenty-five."

A file of delightful round brown children in their pretty
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dresses came to show her their sewing and drawing before

going home for the afternoon. She was sparing of praise
"
They will do still better. Their teacher is fifteen, one of

our alumnae. Yes, perhaps we are accomplishing our share

of good, against such trying opposition, but it has been a

fight, a steady fight! Presbyterian schools suffer as well as

Catholic, these unsympathetic days. But opposition only

makes our duty plainer, it seems to me."

Boys began to arrive for their evening game of basket-

ball, their coach a most simpatico young missionary from

the States.
"

I hear your train for Suchiate coming in down at the

station now," she said.
"

It will leave in an hour. Shall I

help you pack?
"

" A thousand thanks. Why should I feel this dread of

going?
"

"
Well, Suchiate is a backward place muy atrasado.

But God will assist you. I think with you that you had

better keep right on. No hay remedio. It is the only thing
to do."



CHAPTER XXV

FRONTIER

"

"IT T*E came to Suchiate and the end of Mexico well

L /\ f after dark. I was hungry and dirty still, and my
T T heart sank as Adolfo Bonilla de Ruano, whom
net on the train, escorted me to the hotel and then de-

rted through the deep mud to his humble consular quar-
~s. Poor boy, his diplomatic career had swept him at its

ry beginning from the cool heights of Guatemala City

iwn to the listless swelter of the frontier river in the hot

untry to this stagnant Suchiate, which the Guate-

alans, who still regard Chiapas as justly theirs, persevere

calling Mariscal. I often see the look in his home-sick
res as he said:

" You will need your coat up in Guatemala,"

ie while he mopped his damp, dark brow. For all the

^moralizing heat, he was formally dressed, even as he

ould have been in his native springlike climate among
te green volcanoes.

"
My mother's house/' he began, and

opped. Next day I saw the shack that was to be his home

enceforward Heaven knew how long. He still wore his

sat, and dusted ofi a bench for me with a fresh handker-

hief.
"
This is all right,

1 '

he said.
"
I am young in the

*rvice."
" What became of your predecessor?

"
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" Oh they murdered him, one night last week."

The scurf of life collects along frontiers and water-fronts.

Adolfo Bonilla de Ruano had left me on a little upper

porch, waiting for the best room in the so-called hotel to

be unlocked. Now came the proprietor with a stub of can-

dle. He was one of those rare Mexicans who hate foreigners

and who love especially to laugh at them. He pushed my
baggage back down the rickety wooden stairs with the

brusque announcement that this chamber was engaged, and

hurried me into a room just off the path below, which,

being on the ground, had of course no window. Not only

that, but no water-pitcher and no lock for the door.
"
But

you see that I have a great deal of baggage," I protested.
" How could I go to sleep with valuable baggage in such a

place in an unlocked room opening on the path?
"
His

answer was to order a boy to carry all my bags out of doors

and to thrust me after them. It had begun to rain hard, but

I could not leave half my possessions there unguarded while

I carried the rest to shelter, and indeed I saw no shelter

anywhere for me this night. The man laughed in madden-

ing satisfaction.
" You don't like the hotel, you don't like

the room? Well, go somewhere else now! Find yourself a bet-

ter room!
"
At last some Mexican women passed me on

their way to the upper chamber from which I had been

ejected, and I persuaded them to help me. They talked to

the proprietor's wife, who at length conducted me to a little

kennel in the front of the house which did have a padlock.
I followed her back to the kitchen, for I had to eat. As I

sat before the unwashed cloth and downed cafe con leche

from a sticky cup and nibbled at fly-specked pan duke, the

only fare obtainable, strange, furry tropical animals, un-

der the table, rubbed against my legs. I don't know what
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they were some kind of badger, maybe, with pointed
noses and woodchuck-like bodies.

A little bottled water I was able to buy, and so I followed

my usual plan of washing with that. A bit of absorbent

cotton and a cupful of listerine and water will always do

for a bath if there is no other way that I had discovered

long ago. The used water would have to be thrown out

upon the floor of the room. Atop the high embankment, on

its siding, stood the train I had quitted, and though all the

crew were off sleeping somewhere, a peon was sweeping
out the cars. Shinnying up to the steps in the dark, I asked

him humbly if I might make use of the train's conveniences,

themselves sufficiently primitive, in preparing for the night.

With great kindness and tact he simply disappeared, leav-

ing his lantern.
"
Please take this," I urged him, proffering a toston as I

said good-night, and he, courtly beyond description, de-

clined.
"

It is a duty to help a lady alone/' he explained,

and my heart welled with gratitude, but a minute later it

almost stopped beating as I turned my ankle, sliding down

the bank.
" What should I do if I were laid up here? No

way of living buried half alive, maybe, if I got really

sick. Couldn't get out. Never be clean again. Oh, God, don't

let this be a sprain!
"

I got back to my kennel and quickly made ready to lie

down, before the candle should be spent. Through the

cracks of the thin boards that separated me from the next

room came terrible sounds, all night. A man spat raucously,

incessantly, raking his throat, and a poor little girl, seem-

ingly in the last stages, coughed until one marvelled at

what the body can endure coughed as a dog will bark,

for hours on end, or as a mother cow will mourn without
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pause for her weaning calf. How many more such nights, I

wondered, for that small, racked frame.

And meanwhile, outside, a clump of tropical shrubs

which had grown fragrant with the coming of darkness

poured heavy frangipani perfume upon the moonlit air.

The tree-frogs fluted happily. There was beauty enough,

but not in man's world. I thought once more:
"

I in such

places I could only camp instead!
"

With morning began the complicated, weary effort to

cross the river. The little consul got my tourist permit

visa, but there was
"
the immigration

"
to be satisfied, the

health-officers, the baggage-inspection, a woman who was

sent to search me for gold. I kept trudging back and forth

along the railroad ties from office to office in the heat, and

while I waited at desks for attention, hens pecked my shoes.

At last, near midday, I got everything into a car and

started jerkily for the river-bank, where in a tent more

officials waited. They said that nothing had been done cor-

rectly, that no one could cross without more formal papers.

But finally their lunch-time came, and, with a bored flour-

ish of a pen, they let me depart.

The greed for money which I was soon to encounter in

Guatemala perhaps a contagion introduced by my own

country has spread across the frontier at Suchiate. For

the first time since I had come to Mexico, the driver here

demanded his tip instead of waiting for it, while the boat-

men, halting in the middle of the river, tried to raise their

price.

The old, flat, almost waterlogged boat had been pushed
in under the bank, and down it the boys rolled my bags.

The steamer-trunk went into the water, and in time they
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got it out. I then slid down myself, covering the backs o

my already dubious legs with mud, and we shoved off.

The boatmen were in no hurry. They had to pole across

by a roundabout way, to avoid a wall of brush which the

floods had left in mid stream. Idiotically I had come with-

out a hat, thinking that on the "ferry
"

there would be

some sort of protection from the sun. I sat now with my
head on my knees and tried to shield it with my hands from

those ruthless golden daggers, but I began to see swirling
visions with closed eyes. I knew that if I should have a sun-

stroke here, the boys would just tip me over into the river

and that would probably be the best thing they could

do for me, considering the locality.
"
This is the hot coun-

try, where I've always wanted to come!
"

I no longer felt

that the place lay ahead of me. If I could somehow just

stop!

No one was to be seen in Guatemala on the opposite
bank. A bush gave some shade, and I sat down on the ground
under it, while the boat-boys piled my bags around me. The
Guatemalan customs officials had left at twelve o'clock, to

go to lunch. They would return at three, or soon after.

Lunch! I had forgotten about that. It must be fine to eat,

sleep, and wash. But if I could just hold out, now, till I

had escaped from this place. . . . On the other shore

women were standing waist-deep in the river, rubbing
clothes. Oh, to join them! I began to fear that I might sud-

denly run into the water, in this soiled travelling-suit.

In time other travellers joined me, around the bush, and

in a few hours boys came down the hill with one wheel-

barrow. In my greenness I did not rush to engage this

vehicle first, and so all my baggage had to ride precariously
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over the long trail on small heads and shoulders. Many of

the others had packed their duffle into pillow-cases a

sensible and convenient custom.

At their good pleasure three formidable Guatemalan

officials appeared. One was barefoot and had his trousers

rolled well up, but still wore a brilliantly ornamented dark-

blue military coat and cap, much too large for him. All

carried impressive rifles in the forearm, presenting the au-

thentic opera-bouffe effect. They frowned at my permit,

and after the usual argument I proceeded toward the town

of Ayutla, which I shall never forget. Again
"
the immigra-

tion
"
and other pomposities, again the customs.

Ah, that inspection in the shed! A new lot of officials

had just been sent down to Ayutla, and they were drunk

with glory. I carried my bags hither and yon at their bid-

ding no Mexican gallantry here and when ready, they

began their search. One officer emerged from the depths
of the trunk with a cake of Ivory soap in its wrapper and

he scrutinized this object with profound suspicion as it lay

upon his outstretched palm.
"
That," I explained,

"
is some-

thing very unusual soap. But it is harmless/' Neverthe-

less they went into a whispered consultation. All my un-

derwear was shaken out and held up for the leisurely

inspection of the entire force and the grinning peons out-

side. A package of Lifesavers was carefully analysed, and to

cap the climax the chief investigator opened my powder-box
and stirred the powder round and round with a grimy fist.

However, the performance ended, and a covered bull-

cart, drawn by two great patient oxen, was backed up to

the customs shed to transport the trunk to the station. The
station-master and his boy were displeased.

" You are pre-

sumptuous to arrive at this hour and expect attention. It
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is already 3.45 and we close at four. Ten dollars for your
ticket and four for your steamer-trunk."

"
But I wish to check the trunk."

"
Nothing is checked on this American railroad. Every

pound is paid for. You are not in Mexico now."
" Then if you are so very American, surely you will ac-

cept an American Express traveller's cheque. Your prices

and your
'

castigation
'

of Mexican money have exhausted

my cash."
"
Don't try to pass cheques here. This is not a bank."

I was really frightened, lest now I should be marooned in

Ayutla, but after reaching the capital by telephone he was

persuaded reluctantly to take a traveller's cheque.

Outside, the bull-cart driver was waiting with a surly

face.
"
I know your trunk was prepaid, but you will have to

give me a good big tip, all the same. I suppose you have it

there?
"

But I had so little money left that he unceremoniously

dumped me out of the cart into the mud of the road and

left me to make my own way back to the hotel.

To sleep was necessary, although some Cossacks who had

hiked all the way from Russia were giving a show in the

shed across the way, and attached to the corner of the house,

outside my room, a kerosene torch flared, devouring mos-

quitoes. Again the ablutions with cologne and a bit of cot-

ton dipped into half a cup of mineral water. Again the

treasuring of every swallow of the precious bottle of
"
agua

mineral," made difficult by the awful thirst which one con-

stantly feels when water is expensive and scarce. Again the

battle with the hotel proprietor, who allowed me less than

a quarter of what my Mexican money was worth,
" You

are in Guatemala now."
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Four o'clock came again; the torch had died, and I pulled
on my soiled clothes by the last sputter of the candle and

stumbled over the missing step, down to the dining-room,
where we did get coffee.

Outside, the blackness was complete and I paused be-

wildered on the door-sill, for you could not see an inch

ahead. I was waiting for the boy who had come to carry

my baggage over the long, muddy road to the station to

light his flare. He had none. He said that he knew the way
and I could follow him. Suddenly I felt unable to move.

The thought of plodding blindly through the puddles and

excrement of that wet, dark road became a horror. But,

standing there paralysed, I realized that the boy had gone
on and I must find him.

For a moment I felt myself to be at the end of my forces.

I had come so unready to these places! Faint, dirty, and

dizzy from lack of sleep, I lurched along, feeling for the

walls of buildings, trying to avoid the deeper water. With

straining eyes, mud-soaked feet, and groping hands I prayed
out loud.

"
Only help me to get away from Ayutla!

"

At that instant the pool which had lain invisible before

me was glitteringly betrayed by a sudden light. At my side

and keeping step with me, but gazing straight ahead and

never speaking, appeared a slender, pale young man. His

lamp brought out in porcelain clarity the pallor of his face.

As we neared the station and saw the lights in the train, he

quietly vanished, no word having passed between us.

To get more money to pay the youth who had carried my
baggage I had to change the last of my pesos, and with

patriotic delight the agent handed me a small fraction of

their value, because
" You are not in Mexico now." This

did not satisfy the cargador, and he pursued me to the car,
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banging on the window and yelling for more money. In

order to baffle him I closed my eyes and tried to look as if

I had fallen into a cataleptic trance, and this plan worked,
for finally he went away. Before me now lay the prospect of

a long day without food, my cash being gone. I tried to keep

my mind upon the satisfying scenery.



CHAPTER XXVI

THE HOMOEOPATHIC FINGA

THIS

was the first jungle country I had ever seen that

looked as one imagines a jungle should look. I have

never beheld that archetypal, lush, exuberant beauty

in a landscape, before or since. There mighty vegetation

contended for ever in a verdant civil war, banana groves

and coffee bushes fighting together against the wild forest

hordes, upon the side of man. Profound ravines where white

water rushed; vast, teeming valleys and green peaks en-

raptured my eyes, the while the faintness grew inside me.

I tried to buy some bananas with a few pennies remain-

ing, but in Guatemala the people seemed not to understand

the Mexican word
"
platanos

"
and turned a cold shoulder

to my eager jabbering. Later I found that I should have

asked for
"
bananas

"
but then, one can never tell what

to call this serviceable food in different countries. The
little, fat, sweet, yellow ones may be

"
domingos,"

"
co-

rrientes," or
"
platanos enanos

"
in Mexican markets, while

the tiny fig banana of Cuba is the ladyfinger banana of

Puerto Rico, where, too, the mountain booths are hung
with fragrant hands of the rose banana and the savoury

apple banana. The best plan is to recognize and point,

probably.
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Afternoon slowly came, and from the overheard conver-

sation of a wealthy Guatemalan couple who boarded the

train with a suit-case as long as a coffin I gathered that there

was no telling when we should reach the capital. The rainy

season, not yet over, had made all rail journeys uncertain

and often perilous. A small stream, rising to torrent height
in twenty minutes, had endangered a bridge ahead. I could

hardly sit upright in the wicker chair, for a tendency to

crack in two, and at this moment the day's second rescue

came a finquero, business-like revolver weighing down
his cartridge-belt, got into the train and after a courteous

bow to all disappeared to shave. Emerging, he was an

American, once a member of a Texas chamber of com-

merce, and like a Lancelot come at need he ordered mineral

water and ham sandwiches and I revived as rapidly as a

desert plant in rain.

The coffee and banana country! Always, for me, those

mere words had painted a landscape of burgeoning splen-

dour deathless vegetation in full glory but perhaps

those who have climbed thus, day after day, up through
the coffee and banana fincas of Guatemala know best the

abundant meaning of that phrase, for they have discovered

long since how boundless plantations that here combat the

jungle may be. Small, glittering leaves of the coffee bushes,

great shimmering, silken leaves of the banana plants, to-

gether crowd valleys and cover mountain sides, seeming
themselves a part of the triumphant verdure of the wilder-

ness, yet guarded and tended with endless vigilance by
man. For although its other fruits are as many as you can

name, and spring from this puissant earth with the pleni-

tude of Eden, still it is by bananas and coffee that Guate-

mala lives.
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The finqueros, therefore, are always journeying anxiously

over their fincas, on horseback, by motor, in trains, and,

jolliest of all, in funny automobiles that run right along

the railroad tracks and look after the "pick-up
"
from the

plantations of the few small independent growers who still

hold out against the big banana company from the States.

It was from such a quaint and persistent vehicle that this

American caballero finquero had climbed into our pull-

man. His little railway automobile, driven by an assistant,

had been bowling along behind the train all afternoon,

looking slow, but never losing us.

"Well, yes, I'm better than I was," he answered a Ger-

man and another American who had also arrived.
"
But

I'll have to keep right on the job now, all right, to make

up for that doctor's bill. Say, I should think they'd have

a law in the States it looks like a pure hold-up to me,

that a man can send in a bill like that for telling you that!

I thought the old lad was spoofing me, I really did."
"
Why, Joey didn't even know you'd been to the States

to see a doc."
"
Man, I had to go, I got so bad. I'd tried every one of 'em

around here did me good, yes! Then a big bug that

touched at San Jose with his yacht told me about some

super-medico in Chicago, and how he could reform your
entire stomach if you could only get in to see him himself.

But they wouldn't let you into his office till you got pass-

ports from a series of auxiliary doctors outside each one

collected fifty dollars as you passed his desk on your way
to the big one. They kill about two weeks for you right

off, that way.
"
As I say, though, the wife kept nagging me to go. Even

if it did cost us a fortune, that was better than sticking
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here at the finca and slowly dying on my feet because

nobody knew what to do for me, she thought. So I got

together quite a stylish outfit of new, warm, northern

clothes and some swell-looking baggage, suitable for a

corpse travelling alone, and drew all my money out of the

bank and told the old lady I hoped the Lord would provide
for her and then I set sail for the office of the big papa
doctor in Chicago.

" What the yatero had told me wasn't the half of it,

Walter! Why, you had to begin 'way down in the lower

grades of doctors and pay your way up before this dignified

buzzard would look at you, and then he acted none too

pleased. I apologized for my intrusion, and one of the

nether secretaries ascertained that I'd paid all previous fees,

and eventually he ordered me tested. Oh, for everything.

My reactions were sluggish. He'd drag out reports they'd
submitted about me and then frown and cough. He'd press

a bell with his thumb and a beautiful young lady would

bring some more papers from a big file and find his place
for him in the different card indexes. But with time these

papers began to give out, and a day came when he had to

address me personally.
" '

My friend/ he says,
*

your trouble has reached an

advanced stage, and the prognosis, I had better tell you

frankly, is not too encouraging. The analysis of the case

has been unusually difficult, but presently my assistant

the one who has been taking down your history will

hand you the completed report in full. Meantime I may
mention that the course of treatment will not be too enjoy-

able, but, then, you must remember that you did not ac-

quire this complication in a day. Much more than a day,

therefore, upon the diet which we shall outline will be
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needed to relieve it. Return to your home in an optimistic

frame of mind you live in Schenectady, I think you
said?

'

" ' Guatemala/ ".

" '

Precisely, in Guatemala. And there, however difficult

it may prove to obtain a steady supply, oblige yourself vir-

tually to live, for the coming six months, on red bananas/ "

Either side of our climbing train the lustrous green of

vast plantations filled sunny valleys and clothed the watered

slopes. The patient jumped up and hastily collected his

stuff.
" We're about in the middle of my finca right now

I hardly noticed, talking. Well, you know where my house

is, off in there. Glad to see you any time. Yep, they've got
a car waiting for me on the spur. Oh, that? Lord, I'm better

so fast that I just set out ten thousand acres more of red

bananas, so I'd be sure to have a few ahead in case of

sickness."



CHAPTER XXVII

MONEY MUSK

HEAVY
upon the springlike freshness of Guatemala's

air lies the odour of American money. It permeates
the mountain by-ways, reaching up even into An-

tigua, the old capital, whither motoring foreigners hasten

of a Sunday for a little outing. In the most spacious hotel

of this third and latest capital of the land, where tea-dances

and regular irruptions of steamer tourists occur, it grows
near to unbreatheable. Yet it is a great comfort, as you

pay preposterous prices that have virtually enslaved the

Indians, to know that you handle only dollars stabilized

by the United States, though the feeble old quezales would

have bought much more.

O Mexico, I thought, go through with it! Keep us out!

Hold up your weary head. You could never be happy, even

in modern golden shackles. Don't let us stabilize you, nor

help you too much. It's a temptation, yes, but you'd lose

something that is more precious to you than promised ma-

terial security something that Central America has lost.

The politeness of the Mexican, his unfailing gracious-

ness of phrase, are strangely combined with an independent
and warlike temper. The Guatemalan seems to have added

an almost subwayish impertinence and familiarity to a far
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more humble disposition, so that porter boys actually sum-

mon one's attention by a northern
"

Ss-s-t!
" " The people

here are Americanized/' Americans in Guatemala City ex-

plain with unction.
" More independent." But possibly

they confuse native independence with imported and ac-

quired rudeness.

Our American respect for money is, however, very ap-

parent.
"
Ninety cents for this little paper bag of crackers?

Why, that's six times the New York price!
"

"
Oh, yes. Things here cost mil veces what they cost in

other places. All our prices are very high."
"
Could I have another little piece of bread?

"
you ask

humbly, in the impressive hotel, with all its traditions of

champagne in rivers, and women dressed in diamonds.

There is a long consultation and an extra charge.

In the American colony conversation is limited to money,

golf, bridge, and, of course, colonial gossip. I felt too much
at home, therefore, and early Sunday morning took the

bus for Antigua a camion named " La Sonrisa
"

(The

Smile) being the only foreigner to travel in this com-

mon, native way. Once among the people themselves, like

this, I enjoyed them very much, despite their lack of Mexi-

can manners, for it is always fun to share an Indian holiday,

After a magnificent, swaying ride up into still higher moun
tains than those which encircle the capital, we paused ir

the plaza at Antigua, and I wandered past its crumbling
churches and through its peaceful cafetales, where the

grabilea shades the glistening coffee bush and guava, when

pine and cedar make delicious glooms. Up there in th<

crater of the Agua volcano lay the first of the three Guate

malas the tragical town of Alvarado, drowned long ago
Thickets had grown up inside these beautiful Antigu,
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churches
"
Fifty-six were ruined by the earthquake that

drove the capital out of this valley/
1

said the landlord at

the inn! Now sometimes only an entrance was left standing,

or one fretted, creamy column, thrust up out of under-

brush. Gradually they were returning to the treacherous

dust. Vines hung from their cornices, and birds sang in

the shattered choirs. Though blue ageratum and mari-
"

golds bordered these lanes, with red lilies sometimes

and always the coffee bushes, I found my walk triste

and went slowly back to the old hotel garden, which no

Sunday guests had yet disturbed. There, in the dark and

fragrant quietude, I watched great gold-fish circling the

pool among blue water-hyacinths and caressed the various

friendly flowers tea-roses, orchids, and fuchsias. The be-

gonias were bushes there; feathery bamboos grew in tall

clumps, with araucarias and laden orange-trees; lush ferns.

Soon players filed into the patio and struck up the jolly,

restless marimba.
"
Dine now, before the people come,"

said the landlord,
"
and then you will be through." He was

a large, nervous German, as money-mad as all the rest, and

as the tiny, eager waiter leaped high and sprinted like a

Russian ballerino from porch to kitchen, I beheld a sign

informing me:
"

It will cost you twenty dollars to uncork

any bottle of wine not bought in this hotel." In a locked

cabinet, labelled and beribboned like ambassadors, stood

the ranked bottles for sale.

My countrymen began to arrive in their cars, ordering

largely. I strolled back to the plaza and found La Sonrisa,

which would start in an hour, so I took a seat inside and

meditated and read. Soon the bus filled up and no more

seats were left, and as the driver climbed in, an exceedingly

dressy young Guatemalan dandy tapped on the window
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and called imperiously:
" That seat is taken/'

"
Yes, by

me."
" You will have to get out and let me have that seat/'

"
Oh, but I'll do nothing of the sort." The driver, remem-

bering me as a morning passenger, here intervened, and

we lurched off.

I delighted to look at the gaudy, authentic costumes of

the Indian women who passed us on the road, trudging

briskly their Mayan and Quiche faces; their long, black

braids plaited with magenta and scarlet cotton. They
looked as different from Mexican women as Englishmen

from Turks.

Every inch of space in our camion was taken by this

time. Aisle and laps were crowded, and I felt as if I were

returning from City Island on a Sunday night at home.

Nevertheless, a woman ran out and signalled with such

authority that the driver halted. She actually tried to get in.

No use to point out that the bus was filled by cubic

measure, solid with humanity. She had her ticket
"
de ida

y vuelta," and she was going to Guatemala in this bus.

Stunned by her flow of reproaches, the driver and his

assistant passed the buck back and forth
" Yo no tengo

culpa" and within an hour two factions had grown

up: the woman's relatives and friends outside and the pas-

sengers inside. Meanwhile it was getting dark. Apparently
the driver did not dare to start off without this plump and

influential native matron.

Some of the men began to shout:
"
Half price on the

roof, Lalo?
"
reminding me of the Toonerville trolley, but

when they snaked themselves out through the windows,

they found the whole roof occupied by towering baggage.
Still the woman stood her ground and our protests were

futile.
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We should have been arguing yet, there on the darken-

ing mountain road, had not a truck rushed by and slowed

up at Lalo's pleading yell. He would remit half their fare,

he promised, to all who chose to go and ride in the truck,

and himself would settle with the truckman. There now
occurred a waterfall of young men through the windows,

some head first, others catching hold of the roof edge, swing-

ing their feet out, and jumping down. And then the tri-

umphant woman began to pour in.

First, her hand-luggage three frilled pillow-slips full

of apparel, roosters, and guitars, followed by a large, fresh

cheese, a sheaf of calla lilies and crimson gladiolus, an in-

credibly enormous melon-zapote, and a big moist brown

jar.
" Would you mind holding this cheese for a moment? "

she beamed. Guatemala lay somewhere below us in the

darkness, an hour and a half away.



CHAPTER XXVIII

ERUPTION

I
SOUGHT out the American consul and said:

"
I am

simply aplastada by the prices in Guatemala. My funds

are almost exhausted. I really do not know what I shall

do
"

with malice I watched his pleasant face harden at

the familiar, anticipated touch
"
unless you can get me

out of here by the next ship from Champerico." After such

a beginning he was only too glad to help me depart. High
ministers of state forgave me for having escaped across their

frontier without passports; the urbane American steamship

agent gleefully explained that a berth for the short coast-

wise voyage up to Mazatlan would cost a hundred and twelve

dollars, knowing that I knew that by no other means could

I quit the country. Hotel and railroad again made stagger-

ing demands, and it was with no little resignation that I

heard as the train pulled out that there had been a terrific

eruption of the Santa Maria volcano. For we were going to

pass rather near it, and who knew what complete solution

of all the problems of Guatemala and me, fiscal and per-

sonal, lay ahead?

On this journey, too, I had no money left for food, and

today no miracle occurred. However, I bought through the

window five green sweet tangerines on a mud plate, and
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presently I saw a magnificent, wild-looking Indian woman

peddling bananas, my old stand-by. These were stupendous
bananas, as long as my forearm, not the little fat ones which

I used to depend upon in Mexico, and though we were down
in the real jungle country now, I thought that ten cents

would buy only a few, this being a stabilized country. But

the woman bent over and began to scoop up armfuls, filling

the seat beside me with giant fruit, and when the train

started, she shouted that she had not yet given me all that

were coming to me.

That was a strange journey. It still comes back to me
as a vision seen in delirium, perhaps because of the faint-

ness, the feeling of desperate frustration and search gone
futile the feeling, too, that such emotions were prepos-

terous, even shameful, in the face of a disaster like this.

Here people were in flight, not from phantoms of the mind,

but from streams of pursuing fire and live steam. They were

not without funds merely; they were without everything.

In the early morning the jungle had extended on either

side of the train, bright green and moist, its strong plants,

vines, and trees fighting one another for the sunlight, sym-

bolic of sheer life. And now within a few hours that vivid

jungle had turned grey before our eyes. All last night the

Santa Maria volcano, awaking from her innocent-seeming

sleep, had poured dust and ashes over it, ton upon drifting

ton, and while the mountain thus was changing these

leagues of green country to grey, it was laying waste, with

scalding water and molten rock, the little villages nestled

along the slopes. The demonstration of Nature's power
was enough. People on the train did not talk much.

No one yet knew what actually had been wrought. Nobody

could, for days to come, for these stricken villages would
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be hard to reach. An airplane flew as useless as a butterfly

above the desolation, taking pictures, and had no other

mission.

Chipper and excited in the seat opposite me sat a little

old Guatemalan gentleman. His mien was gala; he was

dressed in freshly ironed whites, and his starched coat and

new straw hat were placed carefully under a newspaper,
to keep off the volcanic ash. In behaviour he was a boy on

holiday. He purchased a green coco-nut through the train

window and drained the sweet water within it. He nibbled

at peddled chicken and anonas and eagerly patronized an

Indian woman's basket of white, hard-boiled eggs
"
blan-

quillos
"

for sale. From time to time he would utter

some jubilant exclamation, sotto voce, for indeed he could

hardly contain his enthusiasm, and when he saw the land

turn grey around us, he bounced up and down in delight,

as if this show were the best ever.

Impulsively he turned to a neighbour:
"

It is real ashes!

At first I feared it was nothing more than white dust."

"Ashes plenty."
" Do you know," he bubbled,

"
that I have lived here

among these volcanoes for seventy years, and never before

have I been able to go to an eruption?
"

" You are bound for the catastrophe itself?
"

" Of course; if there had been a midnight train, I should

have left when the first wires arrived. I only hope that the

mules for which I telegraphed will be ready I shall travel

steadily, if I can, to get close before this is over. Think of it

to live here and watch the volcanoes sleeping and never

go near them when they are awake and most wonderful! At

any rate, I am thankful that the opportunity finally came
to me/ 5
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He stared out in enchantment at the infernal landscape,
the eerie vegetation. Great leaves almost brushed the train,

as before, but now there was no colour in them nor in all

that pallid jungle. How fast and far from Santa Maria the

ashes had flown in a single night!
"

It may seem idle to you
to travel for mere pleasure," he murmured to us, his grey

companions,
"
but one might say that this is virtually my

first eruption."



CHAPTER XXIX

SURF AT GHAMPERIGO

IT

was sunset when we pulled into Champerico, and from

the disordered
"
boat train/' which was without any at-

tendance at all, I managed to fling all my baggage, and to

sit upon it until I hailed two little boys, who aided me in

toting it up the dusty tracks and from official to official, as

they one by one accepted the assurance that high ministers

of state in the capital had overlooked my lack of passports.

By the time we had climbed upstairs to wait upon the last

factotum, the little boys and I could hardly struggle on

through the sand and along the ties toward the great pier,

far beyond which rode the waiting ship. I was wondering,
too, how I was going to pay them.

Long before I saw it, I heard the Pacific. Upon that twi-

lit strand it rhythmically laid down its zinc-coloured waves

with a dull, appalling thud, and they creamed up toward

us out of the windy gloom. Suddenly I felt again that I

could not go on. These waves were like those which I had
seen in frightful dreams, too well remembered. The ocean

seemed to crouch and spring upon the land. But there the

strong ship rose and fell, beckoning, and it was cheerfully

lighted, and if I could only make it and drop down . . .

Waves gathered themselves together and rushed hissing
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beneath openings in the pier under our feet. They tossed

the ponderous tender which was to carry us out to the

steamer, so that sometimes it bobbed up out of the dark-

ness as if to peer at us and then fell away quickly from

sight. It seemed impossible to go ahead or to go back.

Meantime the little boys were waiting for their propinas.
" You are sailing on this same ship?

"
I murmured to a

European-looking gentleman, making sure that another,

from whom I had borrowed a visa fee, was not in ear-shot.

He had to admit it.
" Would you lend me a few coins

to pay these boys? I will return them the moment I can

arrange with the purser to cash a traveller's cheque."
He did so, with a startled expression, and I sat down
on a bollard, too hungry to stand, tenderly watching
over my baggage and awaiting my turn to descend in the

passenger chair.

The passenger chair is a terrifying toy a Coney Island

thriller with a serious commercial purpose. There is no

other way of getting from the pier into the tender and so

out to the ship, and if the Pacific is in a menacing mood,

as it was tonight . . .

I watched the other passengers enter by fours, sit down,

and close their eyes with fatalistic resignation while over

and over the daunting conveyance was swung high out

above the dark, heaving ocean, aimed at the craft below,

and dropped as one thought for a breathless instant

into the sea. A nudge shattered my entranced contempla-

tion. There was the chair again, and I the last to descend.

I stepped in alone.
"
No, no," said the operator.

" Your ticket."

"
My steamer ticket? Here."

"
Your ticket for going out to the ship."
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An inner chill of apprehension froze me.
"

I didn't know
I had to have one."

" Two dollars, please."
"
I just haven't got it, that's all." What in Heaven's name

would become of me now, left weary and desolate on the

midnight muelle without a friend or a penny in this hideous

port?
"

Is there an American anywhere? Let me talk to

him." One was produced, albeit with an English accent.
"
Oh, well, go on, and send the two dollars back with the

tender," he conceded. The chair dropped me over the side;

the boat rose to meet it and fell away; I scrambled off astern

and we chugged over watery hills toward the ship, where it

lay lighted and towering, waiting with another passenger
chair to pull us all aboard, while well-fed tourists lined

the rail and enjoyed our bizarre appearance.
The purser assigned me to a little room. With rapture

I saw that the other berth was unoccupied, and, intoxicated

by the embrace of comfort for an instant, after such long

separation, I opened my bags and prepared to wash in

happy solitude and then, God willing, to eat and sleep and

sleep! A knock, a peering Chinaman, about to enter with

that utter disregard of nudity which characterizes the race

when in service.
"
No, no those are not my bags. They don't belong in

here. No, don't put them down. You can't come in/'
"
This Number twenty?

"

"
Yes, but it's my room."

" You got one mans in here. Two mans."
" How dare you say that! I've got no man at all in here."
" Two mans."
" Go away at once or I shall send for the chief steward.

Go on."
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" You got two mans in here."

I managed to shut the door on him, and pretty soon I

heard him shuffle on down the corridor, grunting. It was

only just as I was falling asleep that I realized that he had

been explaining that this room accommodated two and that

he was bringing in the baggage of some other woman pas-

senger. But heaven had inspired me, for he didn't come

back, and I was able to enjoy the convulsions produced by
the Gulf of Tehuantepec in fortunate privacy, all the next

day.

Now I only wanted to return to Mexico! The old hope
of finding the place and of resting there in peace reflowered

in my heart.
"
You are the only passenger we ever carried who beat

her fare out from that port!
"

said the purser, with an ap-

prehensive note in his voice that puzzled me.
"

I knew I'd attain some distinction, sooner or later."

"
They won't let you land with this old card of yours

at Mazatlan. It's cancelled," he went on.
"
They'll never

let you land and we'll have to carry you up to San Francisco

and back down here to Champerico as a dead-head, and

then what'11 you do, and who'll pay us?
"

But I told the Mazatlan officers, when they boarded the

ship in the dawn, how I longed to enter Mexico once more,

how far I had come, how good I would be; and they over-

came their moral scruples about admitting women alone

so that night I slept in a room swept by cool salt air that

had blown clear across from China, maybe; where moon-

beams streamed through the bars of the jalousies and where

the heavy crash of enormous waves that had not engulfed

me yet sounded from the rocky shore below my veranda.



CHAPTER XXX

GIFTS FROM THE SEA

Now
I spent truant hours, playing alone and unseen

in the sweet winter sunshine. I had slid down a

precipice, to find a secret cove, and here in cold

green water that flowed over warm sand I laved off like sins

the weary days between Vera Cruz and Mazatlan.

It is something to lie even as earth's first life along the

tidal margins, with the pleased skin browning in gay De-

cember sun, and the feet cooled by white frills of surf. But

that was not the best of my secret cove, so though the tide

would gather with terrible power out beyond the great

rocks, making me often think:
"
Maybe now! Maybe this

is the hour, and it will send one looming, green-lighted
wave to pull me back with it into the sea!

"
nevertheless I

did not leave my nest in the sand.

For every wave came bearing gifts, many-coloured and

wonderfully shaped. There were polished stones of a deep,
rich rose-colour; pale sprays of coral, and shells as yellow
as cowslips. There were hundreds of baby snail shells, mere
black points, and other very large ones that absolutely hur-

ried about or seemed to, while I was lying so divinely
still. There were sea-roses, cunningly pricked in discs of

white limestone, and rainbow fragments of mother-of-pearl.
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So much rose and violet I never saw upon an ocean strand.

But loveliest of the thousand presents that the tide brought

in and left beneath my fingers were the purple butterflies

of the sea.

No two I foufld were ever quite alike, but all are white but-

terflies with purple patterned wings, frozen in flight. Some-

times the colour is dark violet and reaches almost to the

edges; sometimes it is only a faint breath of lavender upon
the nacre. They are little shells most real butterflies are

bigger and even when the waves had been running in

with them for many afternoons, I hardly had enough. I

thought I should like about a shoe-box full, when I first

climbed down here, but if I am to have it now, I shall

probably be forced to pick some up myself, instead of

waiting for the tide to put them into my fingers. That will

mean ho-hum! rolling over even crawling a bit.

O flower and sum of languor! This sand is tinted, made

all of finely ground coloured shells, and full of treasures ;

but no one else treads it, here in this sunny cove at the

foot of my precipice, where some rocks make a dressing-

room and others make a private bath. Out of the sand it-

self bloom mysteriously a miracle wrought by steady sun-

light the coral vine and gay little marigolds. Who could

be less than happy?
Yet these are fearful waves. The damp sand seems cool

because the sunlight is so warm, and the foam and the salt

spray, too, are cool, but when a monstrous roller flings it-

self through the outer barrier of rocks and flows suddenly

over me, it chills the very heart and I know again that these

are the waves I have seen in strangling, helpless dreams.

They are frightening and their beauty does not make less

their terror these famous
"
olas altas

"
of Mazatlan.
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All down the western shore of this peninsula upon which

the fortunate city drowses, great waves gather themselves

together far out at sea and sweep crashing in. They flow

like quicksilver in the moonlight. They are red gold and

sanguine in the sunset and dawn. Endlessly they rush upon
these sharp rocks, ready to whelm the town. Endlessly I hear

the huge gasp of the spent surf withdrawing.
In time I found other shores of Mazatlan where waves

are less appalling. On the long, curving beach of the Isla

de la Piedra, beyond the palm grove, pelicans come in joy-

ous companies to hunt and dive, toward the end of day.

Watchfully they cruise above the surf or farther out, and

at the right instant they drop straight down, like ponderous

falling spear-heads of sure aim. Emerging, they seat them-

selves upon the water, toss up the fish they have unerringly

captured, and catch it again in their monstrous beaks. They
are calm, expert, insatiable the most wonderful divers

and fishers I had ever seen. I lay upon the sands, against

a log of drift-wood, and watched them in fascination as they
disturbed the smooth sea like big drops of rain, several

sometimes plunging together, and always with the same

result a fish tossed up and vanishing into a gigantic beak,

a moment of complacent meditation, rocking upon the

water, then a laborious ascent from the surface, a brief

cruise overhead, and once more the breathless, perfect dive.

The old man who lives on the Isla de la Piedra hardly
hears the near-by sea. His business is to sit under his thatch

and wait for visitors to come by, strolling to the beach. He
has a table and a bench there on the sand, under his lofty

pet palms, and all about him, day and night, coco-nuts fall.

He is a bearded Indian, the financial genius of the grove,
and skilfully he will pick up a nut, strike off the husk with
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his bright machete, cut a small hole through the shell

and offer you a natural goblet o cool, sweet
"
agua de coco

"

for only five cents; and afterwards, if you like, you may
nibble the fresh white meat though if you leave it, he can

use it to make copra. On Sundays his machete fairly flashes,

but at other times he mostly watches cows. In that still

palmar I could forget the towering green breakers that for-

ever drive against the black rocks westward, but I have no

secret, sunny cove there, strewn with sea-gifts of smooth
crimson stones, sea-roses, and shells like dark purple but-

terflies with widespread wings. So I slide down the preci-

pice and sleep on painted sands in the strong sun.

Here, I began to believe, despite the fatal thunder of

the grand and ominous waters, might be the place.



CHAPTER XXXI

MEN IN A SUNSET

Eas
murmured that there would be danger and dis-

tance on a day commemorating sad, fratricidal war-

in Mazatlan. Now and then a squad of police or

guardsmen passed briskly along the sleepy streets, a prisoner

with arms tightly bound and head held high striding in

their midst. Only yesterday the agraristas had killed two

soldiers, and suddenly at the tourist hotel, gliding scorn-

fully and without a glance in front of the row of startled

lady foreigners who were drawn up in an even rank of

rocking-chairs waiting for the observance to be safely over

before they continued their journeys, a delegation of these

stern proletarians appeared.

They were dark and assured men, in old overalls and
battered big straw hats bare feet in sandals, black mous-

taches, a preoccupied air. They were aware that they would
be heard, and indeed the Spanish manager received these

Indians with earnest attention, while his Castilian wife

clucked and sputtered, futilely scandalized, and the tour-

ing ladies made low, ironical inquiries Were agraristas

going to sign the hotel register? It was all lost upon the calm

delegation. They said their say and departed, still without
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a glance around, and I think this rather piqued the ex-

pectant guests.

Uneasiness swayed the rockers.
"
Don't go out today,

Hannah."
" The authorities don't want women in the

streets."
"
Why, at any minute

" " Do you play bridge?
"

"
No, we're all going to stay right here."

Outside, the glossy foliage in the plazas glittered in clear

sunlight. For ever the Pacific tried its strength upon the

rocks, and lazy birds rested on level wings above the sea.

There seemed to be no tension anywhere in that clean coast

town except inside the big hotel, where these foreign ladies

in their rocking-chairs waited patiently for trouble.

Off among the boulders, on the jewelled sands between

the green surf and the cliffs, peace brooded, too. Along the

Road of the Black Trees and that endless, deserted sand-

trail the tragic Camino del Camaron stirred only

memories. This beach road
"
of the Shrimp

"
runs far, be-

tween the ocean and shallow lagoons where numberless

little black ducks sail and dive, bobbing on the ripples.

There are thousands of
"
patitas," and this is their favourite

home and feeding-ground. Guns of hunters or rebels never

discompose them nothing does. They do not remember!

And little black ducks that day swam over

The dead of the Yaqui cavalry.

Down this long entrance to the town, upon the fortified

hills that overlook the sea, up in the cemetery, under the

coco palms of the beach, there was fearful fighting, brother

against brother, not long since. In March 1959, when the

revolution began, much blood flowed here in Mazatlan.

Poets of the town tell in five-cent broadsides (of trying
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prosody) tales of battles in which every name is familiar to

the people of this Sinaloan port. There are still the ruined

fortifications, the weight of unforgettable tragedy upon the

sunlit, quiet air.

But this day of commemoration, after all, brought no
trouble. Little black ducks swam gaily over the old traces

of combat where a cause was lost, where brother rode down
brother along the sands. I climbed a hill, and nibbling
burros were improving their siesta right where the guns
had stood. And all the same . . .

My little cove among the rocks, where, hidden from view
of passers-by on the road high above, I watch the besieging
surf and burn brown in the winter sun, was solitary as al-

ways, this afternoon. Only great birds cruised overhead;

only the sea spoke. No one else ever scrambled down there.

I should be alone.

Then a sinister figure appeared among the upper rocks,

climbing audaciously, though attired in formal dress

bound hither on what errand? There was something omi-

nous in the man's purposive absorption, but I saw no way
to get back to the road and the distant haven of rocking-
chairs. (Down these dizzy cliffs the rebel soldiers had

fallen!)

The dark man paused before a cross that rose out of some
stones to mark a death. He placed his big hat upon the

ground, fell to his knees, laid down an armful of roses, and
with rigidly outstretched arms and lifted face remained
there praying, rapt. After a long time he jumped up and

without a backward glance went swiftly away to the town
Sunset came in the very same deep, glowing pink a*

the dress you always wished to have when you were a chile

and against it on the left the black headland stood out a:
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I climbed back toward the road, up from my cove. Then at

the high verge of that lonely cliff rose another silhouette, as

dark and motionless a young man dressed in mourning;
a pallid face under a shadowing hat. He stood tensely, star-

ing out over the ocean into the rosy obsequies of day.

Nothing else happened.



CHAPTER XXXII

THE GENERAL'S HORSE

STRONG

sun like this was bound to bring adventure

out! Returning from the Island of the Stone to the

beach at Mazatlan in a casually hired canoa named
Alicia, one afternoon, a mean squall blew up, and my
anxious old boatman was glad enough to have the gringa
turn to and tug at one of the big oars, while the suddenly
wild, whitened inlet seemed to be playing with our little

craft, throwing it savagely up and down until we prayed
aloud. However, we drove ashore some time after dark and
I tramped back to the hotel, my wet clothes slapping me,
and next day, with two boys at five pesos, I was foolishly
moved to climb the arduous path to the high-perched light-
house of the Mazatlan roadstead, loftiest in the world, and
there I saw the Pacific indeed!

" One slip and adios!
"
mut-

tered little Guillermo Lara philosophically, as we gazed
down sheer rock into the green deeps licking at the preci-

pice. However, we did not slip. So then I decided that I

would find a horse and ride north on that Road of the Black
Trees.

"
There will come bandits. They will cut your

throat/* grimaced Guillermo Lara's brother, adding a grisly

pantomime, but still I hankered for the outing, and so it

was that I encountered a symbolic creature, the General's
horse.
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Now, in the story of the General's horse there is so much
of the imaginative soul of Mexico, of that pleasure in the

fanciful, agile avoidance of the blunt and commonplace
which sadly confuses the stranger, that it is almost a sum-

mary of the differences between our peoples. Once deeply

comprehended, the General's horse will save an uninitiate

traveller in this land much sorrow. I well remember how
it was with me!

At first when charming friends said:
"

I shall be at the

train promptly at five o'clock tomorrow morning, to see

you off what flowers do you prefer?
"

I used to gaze ex-

pectantly out of the car window and wonder what had de-

tained them. When they murmured: "
Just let me make a

note of all these little things in leather, lacquer, and linen

which you have been kind enough to admire, so that I may
have others sent to you which you will find even more in-

teresting," I used to implore them in great agitation not

to take so much trouble. Then, after a long period of dull

misunderstanding, I learned to prize the beautiful inten-

tion above the grey actuality, the soaring wish above pedes-
trian fulfilment. At length I came to know just what was

meant, and I was grateful and never disappointed, for kind-

ness is all. But to the General's horse.

Could there be more fun, I had been asking myself, than

to ride with a companionable steed along that far, sandy
road that leads northward between mango orchards and the

hurtling surf? Out toward the fishermen's beach I did find

a stable a vast thatch of palm leaves above the sand,

where many wild-maned horses, strawberry, chocolate, and

vanilla, were waving fresh, leafy boughs as they fed. There

the patron gave me a good ranchero's horse and a ran-

chero's saddle, with a silver-mounted scabbard for my long,

town knife, and I held the loop of the scarlet-plaited hair
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bridle in two fingers, and the good horse loped and loped,

believing that we were bound upon some important bovine

errand I felt ashamed to be deceiving him! and with

every lope a bright brass nail of the galaxy adorning the

ranchero's saddle bit into my flesh, so that I returned mar-

tyred to the hotel and, by inches, to my room.

At this point enters the General's horse. A knock at my
door next day. A youth with some message is "a sus

ordenes, senorita
"

below.

He is an ingratiating youth, with a wide, bright smile,

and he has heard that I am anxious to find a nice
"
tame

"

horse, with a proper saddle. Now the General, at whose
home the visitor often performs small services, has a mount
whose manners, gaits, character, coat, poise, and gentleness
with ladies can scarcely be described I should have to

see this horse with my own eyes. The General has the

honour . . .

But surely, I marvel in joyful surprise, the General would
not care to lend such a treasure to an utter stranger. How
can he know that I shall handle him right? What if ...

Ah, the case is contrary. The General does not ride the

horse sufficiently for its own good. He will be happy a

pleasure to facilitate a mount for a lady visiting our coun-

try
"
para servir a usted." And at precisely what mo-

ment, tomorrow, shall this horse be at the door? Blissfully I

mention half past four.

There followed twenty-four hours of happy excitement
and nervous consultation with the wife of the hotel ad-

ministrador. How to show the unknown General my grati-
tude for this exquisite courtesy? The seiiora believes that

the best plan will be to write a book about him and send

him a hundred copies, which seems a little thing to do in
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return for such a steed as the one I am about to ride. But

I finally decide upon a graceful note, phrased in the very

best Spanish of which she is capable.

Then what to wear? If only there were time to wire

back to New York for a more formal costume, for how will

my hot country outfit look upon the General's horse? I

practise tying my cravat* I give my breeches a permanent
crease, and cause my old boots to glitter as the rolling wave.

New gloves, a severe coiffure, and hardly any colour. Even

so, I shall not be a fraction so correct as the General, if he

is the vision I saw scooting past the plaza in a new auto-

mobile.

As four o'clock approaches, I fidget. I do myself over

again and again, miserably certain that I shall seem un-

worthy of the General's horse. The next half-hour is like

that before a wedding or an operation. Punctually, with

knees that are kept steady only by the style of the breeches,

I descend, pesos for the groom in one hand, sugar for

the paragon in the other.

But the horse has not come yet. People seem surprised

to see me. I seat myself with obvious nonchalance in one of

the rockers. The next half-hours extend as those before an

operation or an examination in mathematics. The horse,

where is the horse?

Sunset gilds the Pacific, then dusk falls. Under cover of

darkness, before the lights go on, I steal back to my room,

and as I am sitting there in full equestrian accoutrement, a

great truth comes to me: There never was a General's

Horse, perhaps no General. He was like the daybreak flow-

ers, the costly gifts, all those other high and romantic at-

tentions which everyone would like to bestow and receive,

but which so rarely can be a part of our limited earthly
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life. The General's Horse was a charming Mexican wish,

to be ridden with reins of gossamer.
Next day I met the winsome youth and he smiled

brightly, frankly, without the least confusion, and hoped
that his city pleased me, and that I would prolong my stay.



CHAPTER XXXIII

A MOMENT IN THE GARDEN

E
1

is always cold under the full moon, and even here in

tfazatlan, where the strong sea wind presses like velvet

gainst your face and where the little plazas are sweetest

with flowering shrubs on winter nights like these even

here the dews are chill, of a moon-flooded evening, and in a

garden that I had found the palms and bananas and great

exuberant foliage plants shimmered coldly in their silver

bath. It streams upon them over and over, that strangely

liquid-seeming light, for the wind just fingers the multi-

form splendid leaves, and then the rippled air subsides

again. Tonight the whole garden sighed in silver. I knew

the mariposa lilies from the spider lilies only by their gift

of fragrance, looking through the gate so late. But tomor-

row's sun would have no patience with this argent masque
of midnight which a harlequin garden had put on. It would

dress the flowers in their glowing everyday colours, and the

foliage would be in party colours, too.

For this is the sovereign beauty of the noonday spell,

that coloured petals are not enough, but even the leaves

must try on every hue besides conventional green. One coco

palm rises like an emerald fountain in the centre, and all

around it wave the plumes, fans, and feathers of too many
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other palms to know, but among them stand shrubs whose

long leaves show the bright yellow of birches and maples
in our northern autumn, the purple of November oak

leaves, dark red of the Virginia creeper, the gold of tulip-

trees all the year round! Autumnal dyes are theirs per-

petually. There are leaves like patterned ribbons, leaves

with yellow herring-bone designs. There are dark-green

leaves limned with maroon, leaves of yellow sown over with

green. Trees flaunt long, narrow streamers coloured ver-

milion, canary, green, blue, pink, and crimson, and some

of them mingle all these colours in one leaf. There are

shrubs whose foliage twists down in spirals of crimson,

green, and yellow; bushes whose leaves are small bright

gilt and green harpoons. Some plants wear aigrettes clus-

ters of leaves so slender as to be almost needles. There are

very long leaves with scalloped and fluted edges, coloured

on the same shrub violet, pink, maroon, green, and

yellow, while some are almost black and patterned in scarlet

dots and splashes. There is a shrub hung with red chenille

tassels a foot long, another twenty feet high, with leaves

of blue and greenish black striped down the centre in

pink. Only
"
the thaumaturgic splendours of the moon "

could turn such a garden all to silver.

The brick wall streamed with vines. A "
matapalo," so

familiar from those desperate journeys in the hot country,

was trained against it, but would not grow higher it

spread outward instead, seeking some kindred prey upon
which to nourish its gigantic leaves. Some of the palms are

smooth of stem and some thickly wrapped in hairy husks;

some wear heavy sackcloth and some are notched like bam-

boo. There are palms laden with shaggy green nuts, or

pendent masses of glittering black nuts like berries, and
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there are low, ogre palms with tremendous trunks, and

slim, gracile palms. Daytimes the light shines right through
coleus leaves as thin as silk and coloured a warm straw-

berry-pink with moss-green edges
"
sombra y sol," they

call them: sun and shadow. A border of crotons, those

sturdy foliage plants which are always the glory of dry,

sandy tropical gardens, is green and purple, and the tercio-

pelos, or
"
velvets

"
(crimson and yellow cockscombs) ,

somehow lift up such heavy heads.

Over the delicate scrawniness of the spider lilies a black

satin butterfly quivers and dances away irresolutely

and returns. A black bee as large as a wren well, almost

toils among the rosy oleanders. Flowers that surely must

be made of vermilion wax are clustered here, and of course

there were roses and hibiscus and plumbago, too, making
some representation of pink, blue, and yellow among the

flowers themselves, even though this foliage had stolen

every flower colour. But midnight dews and the high, cool

moon changed all to the same silver given lily leaf and

palm. At such an hour, ill-advised, I had slipped into the

famous garden uninvited, to feel its strong life secretly

awake and stir and manifest itself by currents and whispers

in the lucent air.

I never keep to paths. I went as soundlessly as I could,

in and out among the shrubs, pressing their leaves to dis-

cover which were aromatic, sniffing for night-blooming, un-

folding buds, hearing the tree-frogs' wistful serenade. It

was some quiet power in the garden itself that kept me from

disturbing it when against the wall, curtained by the mata-

palo leaves, I came upon a man in uniform. His face was

pallid in the moonlight, his eyes black as the shadows. I

looked at him in confusion and he at me with strained
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anxiety. He seemed relieved when I whispered and did no

speak loudly.
"
Does the dueno know that you are walking here?

"
h<

said.

"He does not even know who I am. But sometimes ]

come to this garden from the hotel, and nobody minds."
"

I merely thought that if your presence was known anc

if you were to smoke a cigarette, then I could smoke as

well. I do not wish my presence to be known, you see."
"

I'll smoke," I said, letting myself down carefully to the

root of the shaggy palm.
" Then if someone should come

it will be I whom they'll see, and I could apologize and go/
He smoked eagerly, as if appeasing hunger, and did nol

say anything more. He was younger than I had thought at

first, but weary-looking. The light that poured upon the

matapalo leaves sometimes caught his colonel's insignia,

Though the sweet silver garden seemed to forbid talk, ]

murmured inanely, as if to make conversation:
" How un-

earthly beautiful it is!
"

"
Unearthly? Unearthly? Earth is not beautiful, then? li

now you were in contemplation of it all for the last time,

lady, I think you would not say that. You have seen the

sea?
"

"
I lie on the sands in a place I found, and watch it rush-

ing in. It is awful here."
" You have tasted the mangos, ripe over in the orchard?

Run down into the breakers when the first light was turn-

ing them red? You wait to feel the fresh breeze, afternoons?
"

"Yes I know."
" How can you say, then,

'

unearthly beautiful
'

? Earth

lacks no beauty. It is the human heart. I have been well

satisfied with earth, alone with my horse in the sierra and
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the desert, and I have seen so much, yet only now, when it

may be time to go only this night has earth looked

quite like this to me. You will have many more such nights.

Do not waste them. Be here in the garden and the moon-

light as if you were about to die."
" One pays less and less attention to death."
"
Believe me, when it comes, it makes life clear. If time

were mine again, I would only try to feel how important
is moonlight and the sun coming out of the sea, bright
red and flores de Mayo opening and crickets sing-

ing, like these, in the pleasant cold. You will be glad that I

have told you. It is the only thing to be glad of the

beauty of the world."

He moved softly from the curtain of leaves against the

wall and into the blackness under the palm-tree. He sat

with spurs dug into the roots, his forehead pressed against
his knees. His cap lay out in the moonlight. I saw that the

three silver stars shone betrayingly, and brought it into the

shadow.
" At a theatre, once, I watched an actor go to his death

in a play by Shakspere. He spoke in poetry so thought-

ful, fine, and long, and from his tone and his gestures there

seemed to be deep realization of death, and yet I knew
that as he spoke, he did not believe that he, himself, his

own warm body, was going to die. That is how figures on

the stage always are to me pen and ink, not blood. They
are able to say exactly what the character should say, and

yet if that character were honestly alive, he would only talk

about other things, at such a time, he only could you
know? I do not believe that anyone can be eloquent like

that when he is dying. Anyway, who would listen to him,

except on a stage?
"
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It had grown so late that the tree-frogs did not play any
more; the crickets stopped singing and a heavy, cold still-

ness fell upon us both. I did not know what to say to him
and he had nothing more to say. It was like a trance. The
moon was drifting toward the ocean.

I felt startled when a hand from the shadows touched my
companion on the shoulder. Both were standing, staring
at each other, the officer and a ragged young private. The
messenger saluted.

"
They are surrounding the garden now,

mi coronel!
"



CHAPTER XXXIV

MOONLIGHT ON NAYARIT

THEREAFTER

I quickly left Mazatlan and its ocean roll-

ing like quicksilver in the moonlight, taking my way
toward the old Indian city of Tepic. I caught the

American train from California that connects with Mexican

lines at distant Guadalajara, and, since it leaves Mazatlan

but thrice a week, it was, as always, crowded in the day
coaches, so I decided not to keep vigil till we reached Tepic
at two in the morning, after all, but to retreat to the pull-

mans and their solemn, sleepy foreigners. And now mid-

night had come again, and I was trying to call my thoughts

away from the garden and last night.

This was another of those plucky trains. I soon felt loyal

toward it. Three times a week, prudent but resolute, it

passes from north to south between the Pacific shore and

the mountain wilderness called the Sierra of Nayarit. It

believes in itself rich territories must be opened up;
these Indian towns, aloof and lonely, must be linked; that

is what trains are for! and yet, when night falls and the

villages are only rare flashes of companionship along the

track, it breathes hard and hurries a little, coming to long
tunnels and the twinings into heights where things cry that

are not human. All down Nayarit it is the event of the
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night
" The train is coming!

" and still it makes nc

satisfactory impression upon the Sierra.

The mountains flung up in fading ranges beyond th<

eastern windows are mere foot-hills of this high solitude

into which so few strangers ever find their way, to toucl

without effect the lives of the little-known Nayarit In

dians Huicholes, Tepecanos, Coras, declining tribes

who here, secure in inaccessibility, adore the morning sta

and setting sun. The moon that whitened my pillows lookec

into black, unfathomable ravines and paused at the verge

It saw a tiny and important train, hastening along betweei

the Pacific Ocean and the Sierra of Nayarit, whistling t<

keep its courage up.
The wilderness blossoms. The air is so fragrant wit]

night-blooming trees, shrubs, and vines that one canno

sleep for joy of breathing it and for the disturbin

splendour of the moon. Such light as this will bring th

vampires out! No sign for long now of any habitation, ye

there by a stream, at the edge of the willows' shadow, tw

wayfarers have lighted their little camp-fire and reclin

close beside it white garments, dark bare feet. They d

not even glance up as the train pants by.

We pass an oblivious pueblo, and the dogs chase us wit

futile, challenging barks. The plucky train assails forbic

ding heights again, and reaches a plain very close to th

moon, but right ahead are even greater mountains. ]

catches its breath and falters stops!

As if the baton of Artemis in that sudden pause had bee

lifted above an infinite choir, vast music rose like the son

of the virgin wold surprised in utterance. So numberles

sweet, and steady were the minstrels that it was as if tt

winter moonlight itself had been transmuted into musi
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Insects and little frogs upon the ground and in the trees

sang together jubilantly, in trillions, from valley to peak
a song as high, as happy, many-voiced, and innocent,

as that of seraphim. Creation was vocal in the solitude, for-

getful of man. Over mesa, precipice, and thronging ranges,

all night long in moonlight, before we came and after we
should be gone, uninterrupted by this ephemeral train,

that hymn would ascend. So many notes, diverse in pitch,

yet blending the very voice of the pervasive radiance:

the softly luminous air turned into song.

But all the secret music of the Sierra is hushed again by
our valiant engines, hastening on. Illumined rivers lie

motionless where at dawn the women will be washing, bent

over the stones. The moonbeams find milky spray and

hurtling white water in profound barrancas, and more

potently than ever those flowering trees and vines which

are most heavily scented after dark breathe in through
the window-screen. When we stop in the forest, you can

plainly hear the shrill inquiries of nocturnal birds, while

below us the Pacific rushes up for ever upon an uninhabited

shore, and the lush cane-fields wave like water. In these

hours there is no sign of man between the ocean and the

Sierra of Nayarit except this train.

Now in the lonely brightness, unceasingly, I thought of

my chance companion who like Another in a garden, feel-

ing the cold, inescapable hand upon his shoulder, still

found it beyond belief that the summons could be for him.

I was glad of haste. We woke up a well-peopled village

with our whistle, and the wild spell was broken, then.

Horsemen came galloping before their giant shadows along

the road to the little station, to meet the train; dogs rushed

yelping down the platform; venders of strange things to
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eat lighted their torches and cried their wares; there was

commotion the train is in! and all the efficient, mani-

fold activity of a Mexican railway stop is instantly astir.
" Hot milk, no quiere?

" "
Tamales, will you buy, sefior?

"

There are plenty of them chicken tamales and tamales

of enormous, fresh Pacific shrimps, smooth or with the

prickles left on. Plenty of tortillas: corn-cakes with chiles;

of tiny twists of paper holding a thimbleful of quince wine;

of limes, heaped oranges, chayotes, clusters of sweet bananas

no bigger than your finger, of peanuts
"
cacahuates

"

both my coat-pockets full for a nickel; of little cups oi

custard:
"
flan "; glasses of glowing jellies and pink frosted

cakes, gorgeous under the flares!

Everyone has jumped down for a stroll, some grateful

perhaps, for this friendly human break in the overshadow

ing Sierra. The hardy folk in the second class and those ir

the first class who did not, like me, go to the extravagance
of a pullman, and hence will sleep but little, console them
selves for the long night with a great variety of snacks. P

charro of Guadalajara, contemptuous and magnificent ii

his complete costume of golden-brown suede and silver

finishes his cold chicken and draws out his flask, drinkinj

heartily and alone.

A handsome, amiable Indian in white comes trottinj

with his neat stock of carefully cut lengths of sugar-can
down as far as the pullman coaches, innocently thinkin

that these British and American and assorted Europea:
senores might, too, enjoy a taste of

"
the honeyed rod

which covers so many hectares of moonlit fields around ui

The reaction among the dominant races, in their rumplec

dusty clothes, is painful, however. Can you fancy, the blan

faces imply, us distinguished foreigners sucking sugar-can
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(with anyone looking) ? Continental hauteur bent its icy

stare upon the kindly Indian.
"
Canas no quiere, caballero?

"
His tone is as gently

dulcet as his wares.

For them this native simply does not exist. Their noses

look very prominent. They do not deign a word, not even a

nod of refusal.

So as not to choke in the oppressive atmosphere of their

superiority, I venture to say:
"
No, thank you," and there-

upon the contrast between the races becomes startling. He
smiles and bows as he gathers up his disdained sugar-cane
and turns away:

"
For nada, seiiorita! Please don't mention

it." Of his exquisite rebuke the prominent foreign noses

give no sign. (So soon they can forget what the Sierra just

said to them.)
Lanterns wave and the train jumps absently-mindedly

and plunges on once more, through passes of the endless

mountains, crying to all the little Indian towns:
"
Your

last train south till Wednesday!
"

waking them up and

then vanishing. It whistles, leaving these stations, as a ship
does in farewell three long blasts, with the pauses be-

tween seeming like chances to change your mind. The whis-

tles echo feebly against the vast loneliness, thrown back

from the Sierra, and we glide unnoted by the sleepers at

solitary fires, with their burros grazing near. Prompt upon
our passing the wilderness is the same, alone with its moon-

light, resplendent as last night's, its leagues of song, its

drifting fragrances, bright rivers, and resounding chasms.

Behind us lights go out suddenly and the little stations lie

dark and still again. The Train has gone and the Sierra is

the same. So is that garden.



CHAPTER XXXV

THE AGES PASS "THE GOLDEN
BALL 59

PLACIDLY

now, for a little while, I lurked in Tepic, be-

hind the great trailing ferns along the upper railing

above the new hotel's patio, on benches in the city

plaza, among the tea-roses and pink hibiscus of the alameda,

watching the Middle Ages meet today. And there were

strange encounters pictures from old books. . . .

Nervous hoofs stamp upon the cobbled court of a meson,
bridles are flung down, and dusty travellers, having ridden

toward the town for six days past, call for wine, supper,

lodgings, for stabling in the courtyard for their horses. The)
sit at a long, bare table heavy spurs and gleaming belts,

broidered scabbards and they drink from mighty mugs
and eat rapidly, using bread in place of fork or spoon, and

then they lie down in high, dark rooms that give upon the

inner, open court, and sleep as lightly and as well as the

weary animals below.

Is it a scene from Sir Walter Scott? It happened toda^
and it will happen tomorrow, in Tepic. Around the plazs
wait shining new automobiles. Overhead the morning mai

plane flits toward Guadalajara. But turn the corner of

cobbled street into a far-off age, for you will come to some

such meson, where horesmen still clatter into a stony court
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yard and call out brusquely for lodgings for the night for

man and beast, even as in olden times. With no more effort

than this one may instantly go back into the Middle Ages
and feel oneself a part thereof. The swift transition struck

me startlingly. It was as if you were to wake up and find that

a dream was not a dream.

I stood in the doorway of the Golden Ball, the spacious

new hotel of Tepic, old in name and a magnificent,

surly bull went by along the sidewalk, with everybody

making way and the ranchero riding behind him holding

high a vigilant pike. Then came a small procession of smart

motor cars, bringing a dressy official of the Department of

Education from the train, and then a caravan of burros with

their panniers of charcoal. Cream-coloured bullocks passed,

drawing a primitive two-wheeled cart piled with blue and

yellow ears of maize. And a dapper clerk on a bicycle, and a

veiled lady with her young daughter, riding in a diligence,

and then an officer in khaki, with a waxed moustache! From
how many doorways, I marvelled, could I watch this min-

gling of the epochs?
Past me would go so many contrasting vehicles, such old

and new forms of power at work together! Firewood is

stacked up upon the burros as if their little bodies were

those of wagons. Enormous brown earthen water-jars hang
across their backs in balance. They amble along, laden with

fresh, succulent fodder for other mouths they them-

selves must touch no leaf nor blade, though it tickles their

very noses. Surely in some burrodise they shall have their

reward . . . here at the proper yell of
"
Burro!

"
they

cleverly turn out for a limousine.

But oxen toil as endlessly, in Tepic, and the shout of
"
Buey!

"
rises as often, almost, against the drone of the
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mail plane. It is a sight to behold four mighty bullocks,

two pale yellow, two jet-black, proceeding past the hotel

and pulling their load o stone with that air of vast an-

tiquity and dignity which oxen wear above all other crea-

tures that man has enslaved. Somehow they still remain

superior to the goad.
The mules go past in teams of six or ten, guided by long

whips, but not always are the teams of Tepic composed of

similar animals. There seems to prevail a bizarre custom

of combining the largest mule with the smallest donkey,
the biggest horse with the tiniest pony, and even a horse

with a mule, though I have not yet seen a bullock with

a burro. But one artistic arriero has matched his six oxen

almost to the exact pattern of black and white, and the}

pace in utter harmony, with a godlike calm upon theii

heavily laden brows. It little matters that a motor cycle

is attempting to pass them.

Next to a shop window full of
"
ladies' Paris hand-bags/

made of imitation leather, is the shop of the old Tepic

leather-craftsman, full of the very genuine hides of pumas,

jaguars,
"
water-dogs," wildcats, deer, wild boars, and ser

pents all recently brought in from the near-by monte

and largely hunted as in primitive times, with lance or net

The pulque-seller drives a grey mule and a roan one

before his queer conveyance, which is just a frame witt

holes for brown clay jars. He usually passes slowly froir

door to door, but suddenly one afternoon I saw him whip up
his cynical steeds and rapidly disappear round a corner. Nc

wonder, for behind him sounded like Doom the tramp o

ten thousand childish feet in Tepic's great
"
Anti-Alcoholic

Demonstration
"

!

Serious and winsome, Indian, mestizo, and white, th<
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school-children had come out against drink and they
flaunted banners telling what they thought of it original

sentiments, offered in class-room competition. How must

the pulque-seller have felt as he read:
" The greater num-

ber of the insane owe their fate to alcohol By Aurora

Reinoso
"

or
"
Let alcohol alone and you will do some

good in life By Efren Pedraza
"

? Even the roan mule
must have sensed the opposition of those five thousand

Tepic children, all neatly dressed, almost all shod, each

with a patriotic flag bearing his country's colours and cer-

tain anti-alcoholic exclamations five thousand children

announcing on high their challenging conviction that
' k

Drink disgusts your mother
"
and

"
Inebriety is unworthy

of your patria and an affront to your race." Moreover, these

were only the children of the capital. Out in the wild Sierra

and on the haciendas tiny schools were holding their demon-

strations today, too. Was the pulque-cart about to be upset?

So incessantly are the mediaeval and the modern mixed

here: the flagon of wine and scientifically educated little

Indians!

At eve I quit my doorway at the New Golden Ball and go
to stroll in the fragrant plaza, where the cathedral bells

are in a tumult and the
"
funcion de cine

"
is beginning and

leisurely friends hail one another:
"
Hola, amigo, come and

take a turn!
" You may see a great deal during a turn in

Tepic.
The massive old cathedral looms in darkness above the

motors and diligences that are waiting for the train, six

hours hence, but in a bright side-chapel evening service is

being held, with the priest robed in gold and white, and

dark choir-boys, white-clad and singing enchantingly. One

by one the people steal softly in and kneel, at the end of
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their long day. A little girl waits to share her mother's

rebozo, to cover her black braids. Two gay boot-blacks

drop their chaffing and become instantly reverent at the

threshold. An Indian youth, incredibly beautiful suave

features; brown, silken skin; great black eyes with a heavy

fringe of lashes; smooth black hair clad in a red shirt

and blue overalls, checks his whistling promenade around

the plaza to stop here and pray. An old porter from the

station slips to his knees with a sigh. Attentively they fol-

low the rise and fall of the Latin chant:
"
Laus et jubila-

tio!
" With a ripple of little bells, in a mist of incense, the

hour of prayer is ended and the worshippers go their ways.
There is no formal paseo tonight, but everyone is taking

a turn, anyway. A soldier in polished boots strolls by, with

his pretty, barefoot sweetheart. Seven similar young boot-

blacks who have been studying English at night school pass
me in a pointed manner and display the fruit of their learn-

ing in the three usual phrases:
"
Good-bye,"

"
Shine?

"

and
"
Hello, there goes my friend!

" Two elderly ladies,

gliding past, lift their black rebozos and bow graciously.
An aguador puts down his water-skin and rests his sandalled

feet upon a bench. Belated in arriving from the Sierra, a

tired burro utters an appalling salute to Tepic, while in

the doorway of her
"
Expendio de Leche

"
an old woman

sits smoking a cigarette and selling milk casually to those

who bring their pitchers. A long lash cracks and a spec
tacular diligence passes yellow, about to disintegrate

yet drawn rapidly over the cobbles by a blue horse and
buckskin horse. Inside it, I give my word, sit two youn
girls in frilled white petticoats, shawls covering their heads

demure and watching a wicker hamper on the opposite

seat; as if in an old story-book. Even the six cream-colourec
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oxen, pacing in stately calm by the Golden Ball, seemed
less alien to the mail plane.
But I would gladly have accepted midnight horsemen

and stamping hoofs in the patio below my room in place of

the uproar of salesmen and suit-cases, coming in on the two
o'clock train or departing in the cold at three. All the life

of Tepic was built about that train and timed to it. The
hotel proprietor never slept, nor did many of his guests.

Everybody is waiting for the train to come or go, and these

bursts of nocturnal business soon made me think of pack-

ing, too so tomorrow I planned to buy two ocelot skins

at the leather-shop, hand-tooled belts for presents, perhaps
a wild boar's hide, that I might be all ready in case I should

capriciously decide to start for Guadalajara at the bustling
hour of three some morning.



CHAPTER XXXVI

WHILE DON HILARIO CREATES
A SADDLE

I
SHOULD have liked to talk to that elegant golden-brown
and silver charro of Guadalajara whom I had seen toss-

ing off his flask, aloof from all, when we stopped at Ruiz,

coming to Tepic. He had alighted here as I did, in the bitter

dawn. Of course that was out of the question patriotism
alone forbade me such a breach of decorum but anyway
I could feast my eyes.

His face was weather-darkened, his eyes half closed and

keen, his moustache severe, yet everyone spoke of him,
when he passed, as

"
that pretty charro of Guadalajara/'

There was always the same ripple of admiration
"
Mire

al bonito charro de Guadalajara!
"

and no wonder, for

never were trousers more flawlessly adhesive to calf and

ankle, never did silver-broidered jacket better display flat

shoulder-blades. The monstrous hat, heavy with silver, was
of just the same bright golden brown as boots, gauntlets,
holster and the whole costume, and in every little point
his harmonious ensemble showed exact knowledge of the

ways in which the traditional dress of a charro of Guada-

lajara should differ from that of a charro of Oaxaca, say
or of Puebla or Durango.
He knew what was what, horsily speaking, and so the
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government of his state had commissioned him to travel

about and select some good mounts. He drove through the

streets of Tepic in one of the old diligences, scorning
motors, and when in all his superb oblivion of our admira-

tion he alighted before the plain, small workshop of Don
Hilario, we knew that he was probably going to order him-

self a very choice saddle.

For in all Tepic, where many skilful leather-craftsmen

labour, Don Hilario is the craftsman supreme. In the sad-

dles he makes, whether for officers or ladies, charros, pica-

dores, or rancheros, every line is right. He knows the many
varying types and historic styles of saddle as a decorator

knows his furniture periods. Many he fashions from frame

to final polishing with his own fingers, while others are

entrusted to his grave young apprentices.

A sort of Da Vinci among the leather-workers of the In-

dian capital is this little old man, and rivals will say:
"
Pues,

if that is what you must have, you had better go to Don
Hilario. He is the best of us all." When some distinguished

wedding flutters Tepic, it's Don Hilario who designs the

travelling-bag of the bride, and other gifts of delicately

wrought leather. In almost all functions and presentations

here Don Hilario's skill has some part.

Naturally he regards customers with polite indifference,

but he receives with friendly courtesy those who stop in at

his talabarterfa to wonder and exclaim. There is no dis-

cussion over prices: Don Hilario will charge whatever is

proper. He is deeply serious in regard to his work, and no

one who sees him transforming some piece of leather, sit-

ting there cross-legged on his bench among the freshly

tanned hides of wild boars, alligators, rattlesnakes, cattle,

and horses, surrounded by the dark-eyed lads who are
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working for him for the sake of learning, doubts that he is

in the presence of an artist.

To Don Hilario, then, came the pretty charro of Guada-

lajara to order a very special saddle, and day by day we used

to peer in, passing by, and watch that saddle growing to-

ward perfection, mounted upon its wooden horse. There
were rumours that it was to cost a thousand dollars and
no one at the Golden Ball was surprised at that.

He had a gift for working calfskin so that it looked like

satin-wood on the cantle. With fine stitches he quilted

golden suede for the seat. Bit after bit of leather was tooled

by various hands in a matching pattern. There was no
sacrifice of strength or form to ornament, but since this

saddle would be used on ceremonious occasions only, it

could be heavy with silver, and it was. A silver horse-head,

a likeness of the charro's favourite mount, showed here;

heads of steers looked up alertly there. Silver roses bloomed

upon the huge stirrups, and little roses and morning-glories
all over the pommel. Silver marigolds served for buckles.

There was rich embroidery how many days went into

that alone! done in gleaming white cactus fibre, "pita
de Oaxaca." Horsehair tassels in several bright colours

hung from the broad, hand-woven girth. Studying this

precious saddle, one kept discovering some new beauty
another silver head or blossom, an artful pendent strap.

And then, as the last touch, was added the sheath for that

long knife which the charro must carry for
"
dress

"
as an

officer wears his sword a terrible knife of blue steel, with

a silver eagle for its handle and with a blade cunningly

graven with the owner's name amid designs portraying bull-

fighters and rampant bulls, charros and their steeds, maguey
plants typical Mexican equestrian motives.
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At length, when it lacked no final master's touch, a little

exhibition of the saddle was held in Don Hilario's talabar-

teria or at any rate we all stopped by to gaze at it but

he was very busy, as always, and he scarcely glanced up as

visitors slipped in. Too soon the pretty charro of Guadala-

jara came and took his treasure away. He did pay a thou-

sand dollars for it, so a damsel serving in another leather-

shop told me, but he knows that it has no fellow.
"

I am glad that I could see your latest masterpiece," I

ventured in farewell.

Said Don Hilario:
"
Pues, you might have found much

finer saddles in Puebla."



CHAPTER XXXVII

GUADALAJARA SABBATH

THE
train on which I came to Tepic had gone to

Guadalajara and returned to Mazatlan by the time

I caught it on its next trip, joining the three-o'clock-

in-the-morning exodus of resigned salesmen from the New
Golden Ball.

"
I thought that you might take this train

again," said the conductor,
"
and I have saved something

for you the vine that you saw from the window!
" He

held up a delicate bit of green, bearing a little geometric

orange-coloured fruit, like some exquisite bonbonniere, full

of red seeds. I carried it four thousand miles to find out its

name the balsam apple.
I had not come to the place, even yet! Tired from many

strange, broken nights, my rest devoured by its incessant

clamour of bells, I hopefully surveyed Guadalajara now,
until I knew it well, though there is much to learn of that

aristocratic capital, much to see in even a Sunday afternoon

like my first.

In Guadalajara they enjoy their bowers of Sunday morn-

ing flowers, their varied sweetmeats, observant strolls, white

and golden or grey and crumbling churches. They like

their monstrous
"
oranges of Sevilla," grown deep down in

the warm Barranca de Oblatos, their fugitive guitar music
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and dainty horses and, besides all their own famed origi-

nal
"
dulces," plenty of strawberries from Irapuato, and

La Barca cream. Sunday always comes to Guadalajara in

an uproar of church-bells, which are not all melodious, for

time has taken their singing voices away. Fig plants and

long grass spring from the towers and crannies of San Fran-

cisco, but still as in the sixteenth century its campanario
records in tumult the arrival of every new quarter-hour,

scaring the pigeons forth. And of a fine Sunday afternoon

that means another quarter of an hour to be filled with

Guadalajara's pleasures the innocent pleasures and the

cruel.

The way to the thronged portales lies through the flower-

market, whose first customers have come at dawn. There

the wares are a lovely mingling of spring and autumn, now
in December forget-me-nots and sheaves of pink cosmos

from the fields; nosegays of sweet single violets for five

cents; a bouquet of purple pansies with one pink rose; sheer

silken poppies, white and scarlet; saintly armfuls of tube-

roses and calla lilies; great, gleaming, pallid, scentless roses;

cinnamon pinks and those superb daisies which, being so

much larger than margaritas, are called margaritones.

There is old-time feverfew, along with colourless heather,

for dying and for the dead. The cockscombs are thick cush-

ions of dark-yellow plush, and most unexpected for who

would think to find them dressed in such shades? are

carnations in the magenta belonging to rhododendrons and

in all the colours of fuchsias.

Around the stately old plaza, with its admired and ornate

Palace of Government, its bright yellow cathedral with far-

seen Byzantine towers, the orange-trees seem always to be

in fruit. A gorgeous vermilion, not purple, bougainvillea
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has overspread a lacy-foliaged mimosa. In the centre I

watch and hear preparations for the military music which

will invite us all to the paseo after dark, unless a chilly

shower comes up.
The portales around the plaza are very busy, and at many

little booths you may buy good things which are not to

be had in other cities, except as they are brought in from

Guadalajara for fiestas and fairs. There are those tempting
"
dulces de leche

"
of very soft brown caramel, newly made

of country milk and wrapped in white nougat almost as

sheer as gauze. There are yards of something that looks

like thin maroon leather, but which is really a savoury
sweetmeat of guavas, while quince paste is hammered out

until it becomes a mere appetizing veil one could almost

have a quince mantilla! They make guavas into fierce-

looking snakes, too, which the children and I would devour

with great gusto. The flower-market itself could not out-

glow this array of frosted cakes, jellies, custards, and ruby
drinks for sale in the portales Guadalajara enjoys itself!

You decide to try a small goblet of
"
rompope," a beguiling

punch made of cream, eggs, and rum. You try another and

feel intoxicated with Guadalajara.
In the shady, unkempt alameda old Indian women,

crouching on the ground under the trees, fry chalupas and

roll very picantes enchiladas while you wait. Three auburn

pigs grunt past in the street, going to market, although

they are happily unaware of that. An open carriage rolls

by, holding within it a glittering, silvery charro of Guada-

lajara, like a jewel with a moustache, and I start in recogni-

tion, but it is not, after all, the stern gallant of Tepic. A
milkman on his little mule, the big cans swinging against

his leathern shins, ambles from house to house, and a white
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horse drawing an old top buggy carefully among the auto-

mobiles glances up in alarm at the roar of the air mail for

Mexico, darting off above the great mountains.

Of course I took part in the commotion and good-

humoured, vivacious dickering, over in the vast mercado.

Outside, the way is greenly spread with shocks and sheaves

of freshly cut, plumy sugar-cane, so popular that it will all

be gone by night, and I could not keep my face straight

as I was noisily besought to buy this as if up north a

merchant were to shout:
"
Here, lady! You certainly want

to take along this fine stout of corn-stalks." Not only cane,

but camotes are pressed upon me, literally heaps of those

gigantic red sweet potatoes that go to make the candy that

I sought so avidly in Puebla and which when crystallized

are used as a dessert. One vender is selling all together

onions, custards, cheeses, and agua de coco. There are broad

baskets full of green hazel-nuts and almonds, of zapotes

and tejocotes, the little golden Mexican crab-apples. There

is store of honeycomb, of huge oranges gloriously com-

panioning monster tomatoes. There is much fingering of

fluttering lines of scarlet neckerchiefs and far-flung, gaudy

cotton stuffs. Great piles of grain and seed are heaped for

sate, and my nose twitches as I catch sight of a booth of red

and green packages of grey, rich, cinnamon-flavoured tab-

lets of rough chocolate where I immediately shop. I

watch a young Indian thoughtfully choosing a yellow rebozo

for his bride.

So there was simple pleasure, I thought, in these bustling

portales, streets, and markets, and a peaceful animation,

but I soon saw that there were other pleasures, to be bought

at a heavy price of pain. The saddest place in Guadalajara

on Sunday is the bullring, and the "brave fiesta" has
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already begun. Now up the cobbled hill, somehow manag-
ing to gallop under the weight of a pair of gross, bulging

picadores in their incongruous mediaeval costumes, come
two tiny horses, predestined to anguish. The men, who are

beating them and who look smugly conscious of the crowd's

attention, must weigh very nearly as much as they. Never-

theless the little horses sturdily and obediently scamper
on to a death that will come to them, now, in perhaps

twenty minutes.

I turned back, sick, for solace to the old brown church

of Our Lady of Aranzazu perhaps in the crucified Christ

to behold physical anguish triumphant and justified. Small

herbs and trees grow out from the walls, and time has be-

sieged it with too much success, but within, it still is all one

golden glow from the splendid altars of Churriguera. To
walk toward that benign Christ draped in rose-coloured

robes is like passing from twilight into sunrise, so brightly

shines the rich, abundant gold. Two sandalled labourers

knelt on the stones with outstretched arms and ecstatic

faces, adoring and oblivious, hearing neither the venders'

cries nor the shouts of those who watched the horses tor-

tured and the bulls slain. So various were Guadalajara's

Sunday pleasures.



CHAPTER XXXVIII

MADE OF THE EARTH OF
MEXICO

in the open, beyond Guadalajara's great mer-

ado, extends about a quarter of a mile of good
brown pottery, displayed upon the cobbles by

shawled Indian women who sit in the midst of it and hail

the passer-by with bargains. These are the serviceable

dishes seen the country over and meant for use, hard use,

right on the glowing coals. If you are looking for the famous,

beautiful, breakable, ornamental pottery of Guadalajara,

you will have to seek it in the shops or out at the ateliers of

San Pedro Tlaquepaque, not here in the practical market-

place.

In to town of a Saturday night, their little hoofs sure

upon the cobbles, come certain burros which are not hur-

ried quite so rudely as their comrades are. Their panniers

are stuffed and bulky and they are driven by sage old brown

men and by women in very long skirts. They are bringing

in crockery for these Sunday puestos.

I pick my way among the ollas and jarros as they stand

ranged there in the sunshine bowls, pitchers, casseroles,

cups, water-jars everything the housewife needs. Last

night I saw the dark umber glaze glint in torch-light as the

puestos' movable proprietors parked their burros and
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retired upon the sidewalk, within easy reach of their wares,

cuddled upon the cold stones, one blanket shared by two
or three, sleeping as lightly as leopards until the sun should

bring back the harvest day of the week for on Sunday
the native Mexican sefiora does most of her shopping; and

from Saturday afternoon on, all the artisans of the remote

hills pour into town and spread out the products of their

amazing skill in these curb-stone bazaars. And always
cocineras are buying brown clay dishes though why I

could not understand, for they go through fire and water,

only darkening a bit, and when races are extinguished by
volcanoes and floods, this Mexican kitchenware survives

them.

Common, cheap, ancient, they possess the beauty of per-

fect usefulness and a simple grace of shape. Dishes like

these ranked here upon the Guadalajara curb are man's

old companions. They are taken right from the soil around

him and moulded by his hand to meet his daily needs. In

the hills about Cuernavaca I came upon windowless studios

where whole families sat creating dishes from clay together.

Mexican Indians have no need to study the potter's craft.

They know it in its fundamentals as they know basketry,

weaving, toy-making, the art of the lacquered gourd. And
so on Saturday night these untaught and skilful craftsmen

stream in afoot along the road to town, coming from the

monte where only charcoal-burners live, from little arid

valley pueblos where all the villagers are artists and the

babies are born instructed in manual training.

These are the plain and classic dishes which stand upon
the embers of the brasero for hours, changeless as iron.

Since there is no coal in Mexico, all the complicated cook-

ing is done over charcoal. You make your hot chocolate in
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a brown clay mug, your wild-turkey fricassee in a brown

clay dish, fanning the glow with a palm-leaf fan. No tin-

ware, agate ware, pots, nor pans like ours the good red

earth does it all just as well.

But though so sturdy, these brown clay dishes are not

without poetry and romance. For my violets I bought a

mug inscribed
" To Micaela," and others celebrated other

fair-named maidens. Water- and wine-jars sing with little

verses which often enough are mournful:

Si no tomo vino

Es porque te quiero.

Or:
" When I die, little comadre, make of my clay a jarro,

and when the rough edges touch your lips, they're the kisses

of your charro."

In its entirety, of course, Mexican pottery is a wide, deep

subject, calling for long familiarity and scholarly knowl-

edge in him who would talk of it. Spain brought refine-

ments which were seized upon and developed with a

cunning that amazed her. It is said that at Puebla the Do-

minicans had twenty large establishments for the making of

blue and yellow tiles alone, and the perfection with which

Indian artisans there reproduced Talavera ware belongs

to the history of art. But I only know and love the dishes

made out of the dust of the New World by dark, apt fingers,

like these utensils at Guadalajara, like those gloriously col-

oured Oaxaca dishes that I used to buy so immoderately at

the puestos in the capital beautiful as crocus blooms in

their ochre and sombre blue, hued like buff cottage tulips

upon a creamy background sown with emerald.

Such is the
"
losa

"
of Mexico the common ware used

for everyday suppers in modest homes. The cups are gigantic,
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because supper here is often just coffee-with-hot-milk

and pan dulce. I have seen a gorgeous young ranchero,

after a hard afternoon's riding, sit down contentedly at

nine o'clock to a meal like this a big blue and yellow

cupful of hot milk flavoured with smoky coffee, and a plate

of various sweet breads. These are the honest, simple family
dishes.

But Guadalajara has, too, a centre of ceramic art which

is one of the most famous and frequented in the world,

where highly skilled artisans, generation after generation,

devote their lives to the making of exquisite and rather

too delicate tea-sets, vases, and ornamental pottery. I went

out on the trolley to San Pedro Tlaquepaque, and through
its full and fascinating ateliers. These dishes show a most

modern and European sophistication. Enchanted tourists

buy them in quantities, but they are almost as French as

Indian. Of course there are old and traditional patterns
here recurrently appears the swastika, traced with such

mysterious identity into the prehistory of China, Greece,

and Mexico. Here, too, is the forbidden pottery, sold to

the mentally warped or degenerate, wherein all the dark

fancies and primitive symbols of antiquity and of the Orient

are kept alive. What an eloquent contrast, I thought, be-

tween the Oaxaca ware useful, gay, native dishes and

the refinement to the point of decadence of the ceramics of

San Pedro Tlaquepaque! The rancho and the boudoir!

Back on the curb, I bought some of the common, cheap
ones, and the proprietor of the puesto obligingly pilfered
some hay from his burro and helped me to pack them, so

that, with doubts for their safe passage, I could express
them home.

And I bought more of the fairy dishes which no one
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can make as the Indians do a dinner service too delicate

for Titania's toadstool board, a pitcher that will just hold

a drop of dew and yet is perfect, under a magnifying glass,

as to spout and handle. In this bowl I might serve a few

grains of pollen, and I have a vase for a snow crystal.

I turn back, amid the uproar of the evening church-

bells, and a kindly Indian woman, crouched over her brown

jars on the cobbles, reproaches me. My undoubtedly hand-

some household certainly needs more cups, more platos!
"
Amiga," I complain,

"
I have no household. De veras."

" But if you owned these good clay dishes, nina, a hus-

band with shoes would be bound to follow. I have seen it.

I know."



CHAPTER XXXIX

PEACE UPON THE WATERS

EARJLY

next morning, with many muffled country-folk,

in a mist, I took the bus out from Guadalajara to

Lake Chapala, and I found it such a happy place!

There is peace upon the waters, and winter is sunny and at

midday drowsy, and some do a little fishing there and some

raise oranges and some weave hats and mats. With the

same unchanging pace the days flow into one another

through the cool interval of night, and
"
Each one is

like the one before," said Anselmo, who was watching a

wheeling flock of contented tourists overhead,
"
except

that it is aun mas tranquilo. Yes, winter is very tranquil
here." He adjusted his position slightly and continued to

wait for the whitefish to be brought in to the hotel for

dinner. An old gentleman went cheerfully past to take a

sulphur bath, which is always a lazy, pleasant thing to do.

The blind street-singer felt his way along the walk, un-

slung his guitar, and began but very rapidly to sing
a vaguely reprehensible Spanish ballad, to what profit he

could not see nor foresee, and anyway he had nothing to

do but sing ballads. So this is Chapala on a sleepy, warm,
December afternoon, with hardly a guest in the hotels

(" But wait till Holy Week!
"

sighs Anselmo) ; hardly a
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resident in the houses along-shore, withdrawn behind
their rosy-flowered hibiscus shrubs and yuccas and olean-

ders. Peace upon the waters and, for all that, we are at

one of the most thronged and popular winter resorts in

the world, and there is a crowd here right now! A few miles

in an unobtrusive row-boat, out toward the little island,

and you are in the midst of it.

What luxury and plenty! What complete enjoyment!

Everything they want more, indeed, than they are ac-

customed to at home and for all this they do not pay a

cent. Not only that, but there seems to be no envy, no wish

to intrude upon another's privacy or publicity, no back nor

other biting. A little gossip, perhaps, but not unkindly
meant. Rare taste in dress. Alas, the wingless have no such

winter resort!

Peace upon the waters, and on shore and on the islands.

Great naturalists have numbered the wintering birds at

Chapala as well as they could and have told how the snow-

geese will depart for the far north when there is nothing to

inform them in this endless springtime that spring has come,
how the hawks no longer trouble dwellers amid these is-

lands of the blest, how the little scaup ducks sail about so

cunningly, so very duckily, that one longs to break this

amazing armistice of nature and catch one for a pet.

Flock upon flock ... I cannot count nor name them.

Mallards, widgeons, white pelicans. Perfectly oblivious

of our boat, cranes and great blue herons meditate on
one leg or wade unhurriedly. Over the flowers, ashore,

flicker the gay and burnished humming-birds. My young
oarsman says that these soft grey creatures, watching us

so placidly from stones out in the water, are gulls but

then for some reason all his birds* names begin with G
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garzas, garzotas, gorriones, gaviotas, garceros, garcetas,

garbones, grajas. . . .

Setting sail with every wind, on every current, the fleets

of the water-hyacinths have occupied whole coves and bays.

For flag each errant bulb bears a delicate blue flower. The

sky's blue is deeper, but the chalky waters of the lake are

faintly yellow, like cloister wines. The fishing-boats coming
in at sunset look black upon it. Bare-legged fishermen,

dark figures on the beach, are spreading nets to dry, and

farther up shore women on their knees beneath the willows

are still washing rhythmically, rubbing coloured garments
on the stones. Past our little boat and very close weaves

a long, black, glittering water-snake, and he looks at us with

well-bred curiosity, recognizing us for visitors, before he

swims on into the blue lilies.

There are seventy miles of quiet yellow water between

San Juan Cosala at this end of the lake and Pajacuaran at

the eastern end; and were we to row up and on or to take

one of the launches, Indian pueblos would come into view

all down the shore, each with its white church-spire yet

very different from one another, some of their people liv-

ing by handicrafts, some by orchards, fishing, or the plough.
For Chapala itself, no one knows how many centuries it

has been a fishing-village. At the lake's far end a great river,

the Lerma, flows into Lake Chapala and flows out again as

the Rio Santiago, bearing still other names on its course of

more than six hundred miles to the Pacific. Sometimes the

water-hyacinths gather and dispute its passage, but then it

rises with the summer rains and engulfs them all and per-

haps bursts into the houses on the shore.

In days long past, the Indians heard
"
chapala

"
in this

gentle plash and ripple of the lake upon the beach.
"
Cha-
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pala," it whispers, and then after a little:
"
Chapala," and

so on, all night, all the calm days. The sunlit winter morn-

ings are just alike, here at the birds' resort, except that, as

Anselmo says, the next one is more tranquil.
" There is

so much time, rowing through water-hyacinths!
"
he mur-

mured.
" Do you want to hear a story?

"



CHAPTER XL

ECHO OF THE BULLRING

MOST
mournfully, for a youth who had been so eager

to cross the ocean with the Duke's bulls, Gavino

Galindo was going toward the corral in the dark-

ness of an early Sunday morning. He had won the privilege

of a voyage from Andalusia to Mexico because he knew

exactly how to handle Bonito, not to mention the lesser

bulls of the six pure-bloods which the Duke was providing

for a major corrida of the festal season. On the ship he had

taken consummate care of all the precious and valiant crea-

tures. Naturally. Look what they were worth. But Bonito

he never left, because he loved him. At home, at the gana-

deria, Gavino had often spent both night and day with his

comrade when he was no more than a fierce, sturdy calf. It

was not until they were nearing port that the sense of what

was going to happen to Bonito came upon Jiim with full

sadness.

And what could he, Gavino, do now? Could a poor boy
who was born on the hacienda and had helped around with

the bulls for his living all his days could he buy Bonito's

life for thousands of dollars? (The Duke's mark brought

unimaginable sums from the promoters of corridas.) On
the other hand, could he stand in the barrera and see Bonito
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maddened, tortured until the crowd was satiated, and then

formally slain? It would never matter that he had been the

noblest and handsomest bull in Spain when the mules were

dragging off his bloody carcass and the aficionados were

yelling for another like him to be let in! Gavino dug his

fists into his eyes and climbed down into the corral. Bonito

was standing there apart, his head sunk as if in meditation.

Some of the high-bred victims were drowsing; others pawed
the soil uneasily, blowing their breath out through wide

nostrils in sudden, gusty sighs.

Gavino laid his cheek against the warm, mighty, golden
neck and wept, utterly lonely, useless to save his friend.

Day; soon early afternoon; and the gorgeous ceremony
marched duly through its phases: music, grace, courage,

ripe art, and plenty of bleeding guts of tired old horses.

Daintily the matadores let terrible horns graze their silk-

clad sides; exquisitely the banderilleros rose on tiptoe and

implanted beribboned darts in the slowly lowering necks.

Bonito was fifth on the card. There was his picture, which

did not do him justice, to one who knew him intimately;

his pedigree; the significant emblem of the Duke's gana-

deria. He was received with wonderful acclaim when the

gate of the toril was lifted and he rushed into the arena.

They had been waiting for him. He flung up his head

grandly, in defiance and pride, unwilling to show that any
trick of these creatures could confuse or surprise an Anda-

lusian bull. He snorted and charged. The people above

Gavino, where he stood trembling in the barrera, were

saying that it would take a good deal of gored horse-flesh

and probably more than six banderillas to bring the head

low enough for El Pavito to deliver a pretty death-thrust.

The awaited act of the tragedy was on, artistic and ghastly
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as the others; far more exciting, for Bonito seemed to un-

derstand the frightful game and did not turn from it.

Gavino stood in anguish, hating to look, drawn toward

the fatal dance which the third banderillero was perform-

ing. Bonito's beloved head was not yet properly lowered

nor the neck-muscles rightly stiffened when the matador
advanced into the ring and began to play him gracefully
but warily, so clever he was well worthy of El Pavito's

art. But the crowd suspected caution and yelled for the

estocada. At length the President bowed his consent, and
the final trumpet sounded.

A wave of awful loneliness broke upon Gavino Galindo,

insupportable. All the perplexity and trouble of the nights
while Bonito was getting over his ocean voyage and wait-

ing for the fight were gathered into one stroke of sorrow at

his heart. He was over the barrier and racing across the

arena. He was standing in incoherent passion beneath the

President's box. The crowd rumbled resentment at this in-

trusion at a sacred moment, and then those on the shady
side were hushed into listening curiosity.

Gavino Galindo's voice was shrill, and the women near-

est laughed at it, a little.
"
Sefior Presidente, the bull is my

old companion. I supplicate Your Grace to let me say good-

bye to him before he dies!
"

The President, scandalized, ordered an attendant to re-

move the child at once, but a power in the frantic, wet eyes
and appealing lifted hands made him call down: " The
beast will kill you. How could you go near him? Nino, you
are completely mad."

"
Sefior Presidente, that bull will never touch me. Look,

I can even
"

"
It must not be permitted. Afuera vete! At once."
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But now the crowd, scenting a prolongation of the drama,
an unexpected added interest, suddenly took up the fantas-

tic plea. In a moment everyone, to the topmost tier of seats,

knew that the Spanish boy wanted to say good-bye to the

raging golden bull. He might get killed, but the thing was

novel.
"

Si, si, Sefior Presidente! Let the boy say farewell

to his friend." And the President, whose master was the

crowd, waved an assenting, reluctant hand.

Gavino Galindo struck three times with his fist, loudly,

against the wooden barrier. Through his agony Bonito

heard that well-remembered signal of theirs and looked up
for an instant. The boy went across the arena, nearing the

furious brute that was again making ineffectual rushes at

the chief of his tormentors, skittering the sand at El Pavito's

precisely moving feet. Truly, Bonito now in his last mo-
ments was of a frightful aspect. Blood from a score of

wounds streamed over his fine coat, into his glaring eyes.

He stopped short and in his pain roared, as if he recognized,
in the end, his helplessness against this torturing steel and

human cunning. El Pavito, cool, but aware of what still

could happen, was studying the tiny, fatal entrance for his

sword, preparing for the single, perfect motion which would

lay this glorious strength at his small slipper's toe. It was

no time for the matador to hearken to comments of the

crowd. Then Gavino Galindo came between him and the

bull, careering in full madness.
"
Bonito! Torito Bonito!

"
he called softly.

"
My son, my

dear companion. It is your Gavino calling come here!
"

The furious head was lifted again, the rumbling in the

dry throat died in a kind of moan. Slowly, with heavy feet,

Bonito began to walk toward his one friend in this place

of anguish and cheating, and toward the one companion
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he had known in a poor and solitary boyhood Gavino Ga-
lindo came with no fear. He flung his arms around the

quivering neck once more, and blood drenched his shirt

and chest. He had the thought to kill himself there, some-

how, too. El Pavito, with lowered blade, stood for the first

time at a loss. Not a sound came from the people. The fight-

ingest bull of the afternoon was out there with his dripping
forehead against a child's cheek, trembling.
The President recovered himself and called out a com-

mand, but in that moment a complete change had pos-
sessed the spirit of the crowd, and it would no more have

permitted the bull to be killed than an instant before it

would have allowed the matador to flinch from Bonito's

charge, or a horse to be spared from the skewering horns.
"
No, no que no se mate, Sefior Presidente!

" The thou-

sands were on their feet now, shouting.
"
Let the boy have

his bull. Bonito is not going to be killed. Ole! Viva torito

Bonito!
" There was nothing that the President or the mata-

dor could do, with the tiers in that temper. Always the

crowd must have its way. They were leaping down into the

ring, yelling, scattering coins; and through a lane of pro-

tecting champions Gavino Galindo led his wounded com-
rade out of the arena.



CHAPTER XLI

THIS ORIENT IN THE SOUTH

fTH^HE name Zamora called me. Listening to those merci-

I less bells of Guadalajara, all through the night, I for

JL. some reason began to be sure that Zamora, doxra in

a warm, rich, sleepy, farming country, would be the place,

and, leaving my best shirt in the hands of Adela, who had

not brought it back from the wash yet, I took the early train

for Yurecuaro, to change there to the little branch line.

Zamora would be a very old city of hacendados, on the way
to Tinguindin and Los Reyes the end of the road and

that seemed full of promise to me.

Now began a pleasant journey, with glimpses of gaily

kerchiefed horsemen, riding about their haciendas in the

morning mist. Once more I asked myself how people could

be so steadily dramatic while just living! And so operatically

picaresque, here with their families on a passenger train,

of a December forenoon! This arrival with the sable musta-

chios and the brilliant teeth and glance was all in white,

which set off his dark elegance. His trousers, buttoned

down the legs, fitted so tightly that his svelte form was

given almost feminine contours. The short, high-cut jacket

flared over a Byronic shirt, with a frayed red tie that

scarlet sash had been twisted with careful insouciance.
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I lower my lashes over discreet admiration. He is aware

o his appearance and enjoys it, too! He has luggage one

worn brown bag and presently he opens it and we are

permitted to see that its contents are a bottle of aguardiente,

which he tips up after a courteous gesture of proffering it

to us all.

Three minstrels were playing at the end of a station

platform a harper, a guitarist with the laud, instrument

of the troubadours, and a blind violinist. In these little

towns, as at Chapala, the street-singers are blind, and few

of the wandering musicians who perform so appealingly
can read a note. They catch a strain of some new melody
and easily supply the rest. Effortless skill; no study; a gift

of God. I poured two-centavo pieces into ragged hats.

An old woman glides down the track past the windows

with a gigantic tray of sweetmeats on her head. I never saw

heliotrope candies before, but children are eating them

safely. What gay fare you can buy in Mexico! Here at

Ocotlan the baskets on the venders' heads are incredible in

breadth, and piled with superb great golden oranges, just

picked and on sale at ten cents to me and two cents to

soldiers.
"
Hay naranjas! Naranjas de Sevilla!

" A colonel

is having his peeled for him, by an orderly.

All that day, in the intense sunlight, I looked upon an

Orient of the South. Bible scenes appeared. . . . Now
black-eyed women with gracefully shaped brown earthen

jars were lifting water from a fountain, and they were

dressed in flowing red skirts, with dark-blue rebozos draped
over their smooth heads. A string of burros ambled along
the road with wineskins full of fresh pulque, swung as pan-
niers. Here the old verities were left unchanged wine,

water, and the plough and sunshine would splinter from
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the burnished tiles of some solitary church's Persian dome,
offering to meet a need scarcely less ancient.

The dark women walk swiftly past with vigilant grace,
baskets of various sweet breads and jars of spring water
from some

"
ojo de agua

"
on their heads. They bend above

the streams, supple as willows, washing their garments upon
the stones. Bible scenes . . . they crouch beside their piles
of many-coloured fruits; they fan the glowing charcoal in
their braseros by the track, preparing malotes and chalupas
to sell to passengers. Over in the doorways of their jacales

they grind corn, with long labour, kneeling at their ancient
stone metates. They pile good, crusty rolls of pan bolillo

upon fresh banana leaves in their flat baskets and, balancing
them easily, trot from window to window to sell us whole-
some bread. Bible scenes, yet over there under the portales,
in this little town, I catch sight of a strangely incongruous
figure. Sitting motionless as a sybil is an Indian woman
swathed in gaudy stuffs, with long hair down her back,
necklaces of gold and coral, and huge rings in her ears. She
is a public letter-writer, ready to make love or hate legible
for a fee, just as in La Gioconda's Venice, but in front of

her, on a box, stands a brand new typewriter of familiar

U. S. make.

Names in a Mexican time-table, even, are romance. To-

day I read them over lingeringly Quemado, the burned;

Ahorcado, the hanged; El Muerto, the dead; Huescalapa;

Zapotiltic; Atenquique; La Vibora, the viper; Los Mucha-

chos, the boys; Coquimatlan alas, I shall have to miss so

many, and who knows what they might hold for me? Tin-

guindin old, old and Indian, down beyond Zamora, my
destination now.

"
Dukes de leche!

" A boy with a basketful of little
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round wooden boxes interrupts my motionless roving.
These are not the famous goat's milk sweets of Celaya,
but Zamora and Salamanca make theirs, too. Yurecuaro

and time to change. The station is bursting like a horn of

plenty with all the produce of this wealthy region. Oh, I

like such travel!



CHAPTER XLII

INDIGENOUS RAILROADS

IN

Mexico there are stretches of railroad, like this of

today's journey from Yurecuaro down to Zamora, that

I call family branches because, except for the far-

flung and international travelling salesman, who is every-

where, foreigners so rarely use them. They belong to the

real Mexico and to her placid, laborious native existence

to Indian tillers and artisans, to prosperous Creole ran-

cheros, and to a few paler hacendados who have perhaps
inherited a portion of some vast viceregal

"
marquesada

"

and ask nothing better than to keep for ever their wealthy

solitude, their pleasant feudal position, against the assaults

of our changing times. To journey about the country on

these branch roads, with their intimacy and their long,

talkative stops at lonely little way stations, is almost as good
as going on foot or horseback through the Indian land. You

will meet no tourists, nor anyone travelling stupidly from

boredom or for travel's prestige. Women but rarely are

seen in the first-class seats, although plenty of Indian moth-

ers transport their households capably second-class, and at

seasons of
"
romerias

"
to popular shrines pilgrims swarm

over the whole train.

On such family branches as this and the one from
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Oriental to Teziutlan the first class is often nothing more
than a few leather-covered seats partitioned off at the end

of the last car, mostly for the salesmen. The important part
of the train will carry native workers and bulky country

cargo to and from the haciendas and villages in the huge

territory served by one narrow-gauge track. Farm tools and

wire have to be unloaded; maize, beans, coffee, fruit, poul-

try, and cattle taken on. The stops may last an hour, and

you will find plenty of time to bargain through the windows

for everything from sugar-cane, zapotes, and long-lashed

mule-whips to toys made out of corn-husks by an old man
with a white beard who skilfully turns them into charros

on horses, their fair companions, the
"
chinas poblanas,"

and burros with packs. You will be serenaded repeatedly by
those blind guitarists singing of

"
amor," and you will be

asked plaintively if you
"
don't buy

"
the heavy sour cream

of La Barca, a fertile valley and a dairyland metropolis, or

the seedless oranges of Ocotlan. And you may well en-

counter some venerable student of vanished Mexican civili-

zations who is overflowingly pleased and astonished to find

that regions which not so long ago he had to penetrate with

pack-animals and guides, at the head of a formidable ex-

pedition lasting months, are now crossed by a railroad,

though most of its passengers only know vaguely that plenty
of Indian ruins lie off there somewhere behind the hills.

They are interested in today and enchilades.

Already I knew the family branches from Oriental to

ancient Teziutlan and from Puebla to flowery Cuautla

now this from Yurecuaro to Los Reyes and in the fas-

cinating time-table I speculatively spied another, from

Penjamo down to Ajuno. More such roads, the conductor

was confident, would soon be built. It was scenically sad
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to think that they would gradually supplant the patient ox

teams and the burro caravans that today still take care of

transportation with the achieving persistence of eld.

It is an ever sunlit land of primitive yet rewarding toil

that the train crosses from Yurecuaro to Los Reyes. Count-

less teams of different-coloured oxen are at the winter till-

ing of the fields, some drawing ploughs which are only large

crooked sticks, and others pulling small trees or bunches of

brush over the sown seed, to cover it. A lone horseman in

an orange sarape gallops toward us, and two rancheros in

bright pink shirts ride along an irrigating ditch through
the fresh green of a cane-field. Young caballeros allow them-

selves to be observed at stations two fingers at the loop

of the hair bridle, controlling their dainty, prancing mounts

solely by the silver spur, for the Spanish bit is so cruel that

it can scarcely be used at all it sends a horse rearing back-

ward in terror and pain.

Lines of grave older riders string down across their spa-

cious fields, but not from curiosity: they are concerned with

seeing that their cattle, fowls, and cheese get properly

aboard. They are intent upon their own business. The dig-

nified, black-moustached administrador of an hacienda

paces his Arabian steed at the narrow edge of a ditch, to

watch his primitive ploughmen at their task. An ox-cart

piled with ears of maize and babies lumbers along beside

the train on its two high wooden wheels with wooden hubs

a cart out of a picture-book.

The streams by the track are blue with water-hyacinths.

Birds rise up in heavy, far-spreading black clouds from

the lagunas, delighting in the peace, sunlight, and plenty

of this winter station, which they discovered centuries ago.

White egrets are a lovely commonplace. Ducks and herons
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sometimes seem to cover the landscape. Close by, a cream-

coloured hawk plunges for its prey, and a black-snake

weaves through a stream, caring nothing for our presence.

Here at the edge of a broad, lonely field a dog sits vigi-

lantly guarding his Indian master's midday fire. There are

miles of stone walls; and telegraph-poles, to circumvent this

urgent climate, are iron rails. White goats with their pretty

kids bound away from the train in panic. A willow by a

pond is covered with blue morning-glories, and there is

bright red fruit upon the nopal cactuses.

It is still orange country, and the great flat baskets of

ponderous, golden, seedless
"
Sevillanas

"
are lifted to the

windows, and again I buy. Other venders hold up branches

of nisperos, pink-fleshed mameyes, huge green sweet limes,

guavas, jicamas, and passion fruit. Or you may prefer a glass

of glowing jelly or a cup of custard or perhaps a cool
"

paleta
"

water-ice packed on to the tip of a little stick.

We had not gone far on the way to Zamora when two

dignified and kindly old ladies, all in black, were helped
aboard by their numerous and solicitous families and left

amid assorted string bags, frilled muslin bundles, and fra-

grant bouquets for their leisurely trip to some other rela-

tive's rancho. They are presented with many
"
ramos de

nisperos," with cheese and pink cakes but as the train

pulls out of the station, they smooth their nice grey hair

adjust their decorous black veils, slip off their shoes, and,

lighting cigarettes, sit happily smoking together. For, as ]

was explaining, this line like so many others in Mexico

if you will look for them is a branch of the family.



CHAPTER XL///

TWO AT HER WINDOW

I
REACHED Zamora and I stayed one night. For what rea-

son I do not know, the black pursuit which I had shaken

off in those little intervals at sunny Cuautla, at Xochi-

milco with its poppies drooping over dark streams, at Maza-

tlan and then Chapala, overtook me again in this remote old

city. Nor was physical repose, even, to be had foreign

travelling salesmen had got ahead of me and obtained the

only hotel rooms in which one could sleep, and below in the

dining-room, all day and far into the night, a frightful

phonograph attached to a radio loud-speaker held forth,

bellowing out of the patio and overflowing into the quiet

land beyond the town. I could find no corner in which to

curl up like a dog and wait for my sickness of soul and body
to pass. A boy was employed just to watch the instrument

and to see that there should never be one instant of stillness.

So I lay trembling under a mosquitera, with a pink counter-

pane hung across the open doorway for privacy's sake, since

there was, of course, no window; stifling, tortured by the

uproar, faint and crazy to escape, yet unable to move. I

could feel the fever racing through me, and I faced with

foreboding the long night. Fantasies of the grave pressed

round. Fearing me, as they do all sick foreigners, the
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Mexicans left me alone, and with that childish helplessness

which overcomes us in illness I did not know how to get any
food that I dared to eat.

I began to dress and repack at daylight it took hours

and dragged myself back to the station to catch the re-

turning train on which I had come down yesterday. I could

see tree-lined roads leading out into the beautiful, dewy,

open country, and I longed to take them and to taste this

placid agricultural life, but I had no strength to make a

new plan.

At Yurecuaro once more I waited for the train to Pen-

jamo. I did not know just where to go or what to do, and
a fellow traveller had said that if I could once get down
to Lake Patzcuaro I should be all right, for it was

"
un sitio

delicioso." By enduring a night at Penjamo I could make
an early train to Ajuno, and thence it would be only a few
stations to the famous lake. So now I was for Penjamo.
We passed old Monteleon a stop, but no station and

beyond it I saw, far extending, the lands of the great ha-

cienda, with boundless fields of wheat and maize, broad

orange orchards, and ranks of peons' tiny houses, each with
a plot of land. The buildings of this renowned seventeenth-

century estate are low, but should you pass the zaguan of

the unpretentious grey one in the centre, you would entei

an enchanting patio with frescoed walls, with various exotic

and luxurious means for giving charm to living. A gentle

young man told me about it, and how the dueiio served

coffee just so, afternoons, with exquisite ceremony. H
sighed at the memory as he disposed his luggage a gar
land of pink cosmos and green limes, woven together (2

present to take home or a god-speed) ; three pomegranate;
and a guitar.
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At Penjamo he found me a cargador, called The Fly be-

cause he was so fat, in whom he had confidence, and they

trudged with all my junk to the grim little cubicle, open-

ing into the railroad yards, of the hotel where I was to pass

this night. Outside as at Suchiate and Ayutla, hostelries

as forbidding were shrubs in fragrant flower.

Quitting the den hastily and locking the door, I caught

the mule-car that was starting on the long, hot, brown road

up to
"

el centro," the town, and there in pity I bought
the hard-lashed mules some cakes, but they would not eat

them. Little boys accepted them instead, duly thanking me
for

"
the gift/* I got some food in a hotel where the fair

daughter of the house was engaged interminably in mani-

curing and in waving her hair. I went over across the plaza

to the casino, to buy plenty of mineral water to wash in and

drink, for the night, and when I came back to leave the

bottles, she had begun on her face. All day, from forenoon

till dusk, she made her slow toilet. I found out why.

Was I ever to reach the place? I felt so tired as I wandered

out toward the sunlit yellow grain-fields of the uplands

beyond Penjamo, to spend the time! The mule-car would

not start down for the station and the hotel there until

another train got in, late at night. I had thought it better

not to sleep in
"

el centro
"
because I should have to get up

at four tomorrow, to catch the mule-car for the train I was

going to take at six. The salesmen used automobiles, but

if I could help it, I never did. Soon I found that children

were following me, giggling excusably, so I came back and

sat in the plaza and watched the magpies going to bed in

their preposterous and uproarious way. I had never heard

anything like this. I did not know what bands of magpies,

gabbling terrifically together, could achieve.
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In Mexico wherever there are thick Indian laurel-trees

around a plaza, the gossiping urracas congregate. There

seem to be thousands o them I suppose there are only
hundreds and the clatter and racket they make is utterly

astounding. They appear to conduct a prolonged, formal

fight for possession of each tree during the approaching

night, one great flock driving out another, which then

crosses the plaza with a monstrous jabbering and fanning
of wings and charges upon the inmates of the tree diagonally

opposite. From about four o'clock in the afternoon until

darkness falls, there is not a second of silence. The people
of Penjamo are used to them, as we to our city noises, and

sit placidly about on the benches, watching the evening

sprinkling of the grass and flower-beds.
"
Oh, they are

much worse in Acambaro," shrugged an old lady, smiling.
"
My son worked on the railroad, and he used to say that

in Acambaro you could hear them inside the cathedral at

vespers, louder than the seiior padre chanting. A scandal,

the way they carry on, but it is probably their nature."

Everyone had been sitting or strolling about the plaza
since siesta time.

"
Won't the shops soon open now?

"
I

asked the old lady.
"
There are some little things that I

must buy."
"
Pues, nifia, they will not open again until tomorrow.

They close as soon as the train gets in, at midday. We only
have business in the morning here. Somos muy pobres aqui
en Penjamo."

After sunset I thought that I would poke back to the

hotel and see if I could get some hot tea. The flares were

lighted at the curb-stone stands where fruit, pan dulce,

neckerchiefs, and peanuts were sold, and here and there a

youth sat at a little table on a street-corner at which in neat
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and compact fashion a woman was serving alfresco suppers,
there in the cold of the high winter night. Her hot griddle
sizzled invitingly, and I wished that custom permitted me
to sit down, too, and have a few tortillas.

At the hotel the room of the daughter of the house was

dark, but her blinds were drawn back, behind the iron

bars, and abundant perfume wafted into the ferny patio.

Two plump, pleasant Indian damsels, about four feet high,

tried their best to cheer me with
"
la sopa," and when I

left fifteen centavos by my plate, departing, they ran after

me, to remind me that I had forgotten some money, and

then we had a genial conversation in which it was decided

that they were to come and help me in New York. They
said that they were capable of caring for the gardens, too,

and for chickens for the kitchen and had I my own place

for doing laundry or must they use the stream?

It was dark, late, and cold, and I decided to go out and

sit in the mule-car and perhaps it would start after a while,

although the driver was over in the casino. The streets were

heavily silent now. The only stir of life is brought to Pen-

jamo by the trains.

I had said good-night to the senora proprietress and to

the servants. Then I looked for the perfumed daughter.
"
Buenas noches y gracias y felicidades!

"
I called at her

door, and could have bitten off my tongue, for everyone

seemed shocked, as at some outlandish breach of custom,

and the young lady herself replied coldly. Watching her

barred window from behind the tarpaulin curtain of the

mule-car, I understood all. A suitor was leaning outside in

dressy American clothes, but with a very Spanish de-

meanour of correct yet ardent courtship. A small white

hand ventured through the bars, was kissed and hastily
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withdrawn. Presently a second youth, less stylish in his

baggy best black suit, came down the sloping flags and

stopped with a salute at the other corner of the embrasure.

Now, by the laws of propriety, the first suitor should
have taken his leave, but he remained, both standing in stiff

silence, and I imagined how keenly the enamelled coquette
within must be enjoying this moment. It did not last. She

dropped something from that languid hand her hand-

kerchief, a flower? both admirers stooped, and there,

bent, unseen by her and making no sound, they wrestled
until the hands of one gripped the other's throat and he, all

unknown to the lady, dropped supine on the stones and
then rose and glided off. I heard her excited voice question-

ing the victor, the slim wooer in shabby black. With lifted

chin he was still whispering to her when the mules were

put back into the traces, and I never knew whether the
other returned that night, or ever.



CHAPTER XLIV

VISTA OF PATZGUARO

IN

the cold blackness of five o'clock I bathed in a bottle

of mineral water, dressed by the last light of my spent
candle, and followed The Fly over to the station, where a

hard-faced Chinaman made delicious tiny hot tea-biscuits

while one waited, scooping them like pancakes from his

scrap of a griddle. Before sunrise we pulled out, and I found

with joy that I was on another indigenous railroad, and one

of the more recently constructed that fascinating branch

that brings the world to isolated haciendas and old Indian

towns along the line from Penjamo to Ajuno, where daily

the train noses its way down through newly opened pure
Tarascan country.

Though a salesman in serge sat there, tapping his little

typewriter, yet my eyes were gladdened by the white gates

and walls of a great feudal estate, alone on a hill at Tariacuri,

and soon an hacendado got aboard, dressed exquisitely in

white riding-clothes of an original design, his whip stuck

into the top of a glittering black boot, the polished holster

heavy on his hip. Even his broad hat was of spotlessly white

felt, and, having ridden down a long, dusty trail from the

rugged height where perched the buildings of his hacienda,

he seemed just to have left the hands of his valet*
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Against the horizon now I caught an outline that surely

could not be that of a natural hill, and with a shiver of

excitement and the help of the conductor and the learned

Mr. Terry I realized that these were the half-obliterated

battlements and palisades of one of the old strongholds of

Calzontzfn, the powerful but martyred Tarascan chief who
ruled this land when the Spaniards came.

We stopped at little towns with delightful, lyrical Taras-

can names Panindicuaro, Zacapii, Oponguio, and right

on the margin of the great and beautiful lake, with all its

isles and inlets, stood Erongaricuaro. A vista more peace-

fully entrancing I had never seen than the rippling expanse
of Lake Patzcuaro viewed from the little railroad that now
arrived at Ajuno, and I could hardly wait there for the train

for Morelia that would take me on to the hotel by its silver-

green waters. I got a ragged old cargador to lift my bags

through the window, and on the strength of the tip he

expected he went off and bought a big, clean, bright pink
shirt and also got drunk. I regretted, afterwards, that in my
indignation at his inefficient condition I gave him less than

he had counted on. It was one of those little meannesses

that haunt you for years.

The golden sun made it deceptively warm at Patzcuaro

at midday, as we ate the dainty whitefish that are a famous

specialty of the hotel, but here I was to suffer the most

biting, bitter cold I had ever known. The strange, rest-

less lake, almost seven thousand feet above sea level,

rolls its icy waters upon a historic shore that has seen great

epochs of Tarascan history wax and wane. It is somehow

exalting rather than soothing country. I used to walk down
at night and see the stars floating in the cove at the land-

ing-place and hear the loud rattle of the frogs, and smell
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aromatic branches burning in little Indian huts. But that

first day I could look at nothing but the geraniums in the

garden in front of the hotel.

They were ivy geraniums, and they had for long years
covered the trunks of the tall trees as thickly as our Virginia

creeper wraps a locust. I never saw one withered. They
seemed to be all fresh, every chilly morning, a robe of vivid

pink petals about the bark. They festooned high branches.

They were a joy.
" You will find that there are no geraniums

anywhere like these at Patzcuaro," a woman assured me as

she waited for the train.
" And such magnolias!

"
Indeed,

when I took the mule-car up to
"

el centro
"
next day, I saw

how Patzcuaro's magnolias hung like cream-coloured moons
even now in winter in the glossy dark leafage over-

head. Crisp, heavy, opaque petals spread out in pungently
scented blooms that in spring may measure fifteen inches

across.

And yet with all these charms I did not, as I had thought
to do, tarry at the ancient and mystical resort. Though I

wished that somehow I could have stayed a longer while at

Tsintsuntsan!



CHAPTER XLV

THE TREASURE OF
TSINTSUNTSAN

FOR
hours, on such Sunday mornings as this, an an-

cient and fascinating traffic crosses Lake Patzcuaro,

bound for many market-places up in
"
el centra/'

Patzcuaro itself, behind the hills, and in the Indian towns

along the shore. It begins in the cold darkness before sun-

rise, when the fishing-boats go out, and the peak is past

by nine. Over that silvery green, icy, sunlit water, for ever

moving in long, blunt swells, the primitive dug-outs are

driven steadily. It is a two hours' trip from Patzcuaro to

Tsintsuntsan by gasolene launch. Somehow, the dug-outs

seem to need but little more time. The Indians start out

and get there, whether they have one mile to go or twelve,

plying the round-bladed paddles that look so clumsy, but

which they say work better in weeds than long blades do.

THe crews of the dug-outs hailed us with a perfunctory
"
Adios!

"
as we passed them on our way to Tsintsuntsan.

They were all business this morning they wanted to get

to market in good season. Long ago the fishermen had has-

tened in with their catch of whitefish. Now the petateros,

with their rolls of rush mats sticking up high in the bow,

must paddle hard or they will lose customers; but the dug-
outs of the carboneros, piled with black and bursting sacks,
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may move more leisurely, because everybody has to have

charcoal. Vegetables and fruits in baskets are being borne

over the waves, fresh from huertas that were in cultivation

long before the Conquest. Some dug-outs are loaded en-

tirely with ducks, shot at dawn without the least trouble,

since they swim all around the boats, and now tied to-

gether by dozens, their plumage beautiful even in death.

Stocks of ollas, useful brown clay jars of many sizes, a

familiar handiwork of these villages, weigh other dug-outs
down.

"
Adios!

"
but we are on our way to market we are

intent on selling our petates, our aguacates, our corn,

peas, ducks, and dishes! The round paddles send the wild-

looking craft sturdily against the sunlit swells. In silhouette

these dug-outs exactly resemble those paper boats which

one makes in idleness or to express boredom. The crews

are varied three bearded men, taciturn under their

broad straw hats; two young girls alone, laughing and pad-

dling strongly; a woman in a blouse of carnation-pink, her

abundant black hair down her back, and another in a blouse

of the magenta seen in rhododendrons, the throats of both

hidden under red coral and gold. All are expert dug-outeers

and absorbed in their own affairs. It is a great sight that

Sunday morning Indian fleet that crosses Lake Patzcuaro to

market.

The ancient villages along the shore lie quiet and de-

serted now, with burros, hogs, and turkeys wandering about

the empty streets. Newly gathered piles of tules, the rushes

from which are woven sleeping-mats, are drying in the sun-

shine, and fishermen's brown nets are spread out by the

mile along the slopes one whole hilly island seems to be

overgrown with nets. Lush and tall in the shallows grow
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carrizos, the stout reeds used in basket-making. Rich brown
soil of many truck gardens shows in terraces against the

hills.

It is pure Indian country, and its people are not very
fond of foreigners why should they be? but the small

children of the island of Xanicho have discovered that

visitors are good for just one thing pennies. There in

their dreary fishing-settlement, hanging over the water,

they await such arrivals, but I did not know the Xanicho
custom and I had brought no pennies. Rashly, then, I

turned my back upon the infant horde, to scramble down
toward the waiting boat, and at that moment a sharp pain
told me that a stick pointed with a nail and shot efficiently
from a little bow had driven through my coat and given
me the priceless experience of being attacked with arrows

by hostile Indians (two feet high and none the less in

earnest) , all because I had no pennies.
But the islands of La Pacanda, Tecuen, and Yuyuan were

greenly peaceful as we passed them, and reaching Tsin-

tsuntsan at last, we found a city of silence, for everyone had

gone, this sunny morning, to Quiroga or Cantabria, Patz-

cuaro or Erongarfcuaro. And in those still streets one felt

with an inescapable sadness the weary antiquity of the
town. Four centuries ago, says history, it covered six miles,
Tsintsuntsan held forty thousand proud and prosperous
people had developed to a high degree its special ad-

mirable arts was the secure capital of the rich kingdom
of Michoacan, where ruled the wise Tarascan cacique Gal-

zontzin. Then Europe came, with torture and plunder, and,
save for the slumbering village left here now, Tsintsuntsan

"was/
1

like Troy.

Up the hill, in the old convent garden of the parish
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church, the grey and twisted olive-trees which the bringers
of the new religion planted four centuries ago still live,

fantastically mis-shapen. The broken stone cross stands be-

neath them still, the broken bell, hanging from a branch,

still sways. There is peace beyond understanding and

beyond my words to tell there, today: an unimaginable soli-

tude. In the clear sunlight not even the olive leaves stir.

We came softly to the door of the crumbling church,

and it was not locked nor was anyone within, though those

walls hold one of the world's treasures. The great painting
" The Descent from the Cross/' which all pilgrims to

Tsintsuntsan come to see, hung there unguarded and alone

behind its faded curtain. My old boatman drew the curtain

aside and I climbed to one of the pulpits for a better light

and looked as long as I would upon a picture which for

reasons that criticism does not quite fathom brings the

tears. Many celebrated critics call this a Titian; some say

no; but there is no doubt anywhere that it is from a mas-

ter's hand. Somehow, art talk seems trivial, contemplating
the sorrow of those faces, the glory of this death and passion,

so simply revealed.

Nothing has seriously harmed the painting, though
around it wars have ceaselessly risen and subsided, and a

few years ago the priest of this parish was hiding in holes

in the ground, out in the hills, to escape a determined

government. The Indian guardians know how to keep it

safe in war time no one can tell you where it goes to

then and in peace, apparently, they see no threat to the

masterpiece, for is it not the common treasure of the Taras-

can people? Time has paled the orange glow of the sunset

sky behind the three crosses; no splendour seems to have

faded from the portraits of souls.
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Neither the Patzcuaro boatman nor I felt like talking

as we left something
"
for the bread of the poor

"
and

went out through the old olive garden and down the lonely
street. She who seemed to be the last remaining citizen of

Tsintsuntsan came trotting toward us, an Indian elf, half

nude.
"

I lack my shirt, senores, because my mother is wash-

ing it!
" and since she was so cunning, we put one more

"
camisa

"
within her grasp.

All Patzcuaro had turned into a realm of silver as we
embarked again among the reeds silver-green water,

silvery blue sky, silver-grey clouds. Tsintsuntsan and
Titian did not know that we had come or gone, but my
boatman said that the painting of the living Christ in the

dark side-chapel, the one that heals the sick and gives good
maize harvests and works so many miracles in Tsintsuntsan

that picture certainly knew, for the eyes had recognized
him.



CHAPTER XLVI

CAPITAL OF TWILIGHT

GREY
with burdening years and steeped in a sombre

calm which nothing again will change or trouble,

the town of Patzcuaro keeps an unbroken reverie,

hidden in the hills above its lake. In the spacious, stony

plaza fresh flowers open with every sunrise, gay rebozos are

spread for sale in the old portales, and Sunday brings throngs

from far-off pueblos, to buy and stroll. But the town itself

is looking far backward into time. It is thinking of the

regal Indian past, and of today it sees and hears little. We
are all aliens, even the dark, barefoot fisher-folk and weavers

and potters who have trudged in from mountain hamlets

and from the old villages on the shores of the lake, rippling

below. The automobiles that make the steep run up from

the rail line are no more than flies buzzing for an instant

into its lonely antiquity. I have never been frightened by a

place before: I mean, of the sheer, immaterial presence of a

town. I have never felt so out of our world and separated

from all familiar protections against things that are still too

much for man. Patzcuaro, as evening comes and the green

sunset suddenly expires beyond Calvario hill, sent me down

the rough road in flight again, in a desperate quest for

something reassuring, bright and warm.
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But there is no such reassurance to be had. The last train

passed the lake soon after noon. There are no visible lights

in the ancient pueblos sown over hills, valleys, shore, and

islands. Telephone connexion between my lonely, cold

hotel at the railroad station and this, the town of Patzcuaro

itself, is cut off at seven o'clock in winter. The last mule-

car clambers painfully along the track toward
"

el centro
"

at five, afternoons. You may stay up there and remember
that after all Patzcuaro is full of living, sensible people, or

you may wait below and hope for morning, with its rescue

from such perils of the mind, in that hotel at the edge of the

lake. In either case you will be aware of things beyond the

world.

Yet how absurd to fear the brooding genius of the place,

for there is much diversion and movement here, this Sun-

day afternoon! A merry-go-round whirls slowly, and an In-

dian boy with whitened face sings
"
Limoncito

"
for its

patrons: the tune they were playing when Obregon was

shot. Later the movie will begin, and meanwhile an enter-

prise desiring, say its handbills,
"
to contribute to the so-

cial welfare of this town
"

has started a gambling-game
that is played with little pictures like those in a child's

story-book. If the pictures which the croupier draws one

by one from his pile make any combination of three on

your page, then you win something; otherwise your five

cents has to be abandoned to the social welfare of the town.

Throngs of Indians come and go upon that foot-wound-

ing road, where winter corn-stalks and wild cosmos brush

the shoulders of passengers in the mule-car as six thin beasts

pull it up, inch by inch, under lash and prod, at fierce yells

of
"
Macho!

"
or

"
Mula!

"
Light Indian feet make noth-

ing of the steepness, the sharp stones. An old man is trotting
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down toward the station with a tall glass case full of pink
and white cakes securely balanced on his head, and obvi-

ously he never even looks where his steps may be going.
Here yesterday as I was being dragged upward by the pant-

ing mules, we met successively seventeen teams of oxen,

drawing mighty logs to the train. A steady primitive traffic

passes up and down. Horses, hens, dogs, and burros move
off the track reluctantly as the mules bear up upon them.

On the return trip the car coasts.

Old bells clang and massive doors open to worshippers.
Over dark trees in the churchyard creeps a vine bearing
clear yellow single flowers, bell-shaped and almost as large
as bells, that they call

"
bonnets

"
here. This widely sought

Collegiate Church of Our Most Holy Mother of Health,

that was meant to be a cathedral in 1550 and never finished,

receives a various kneeling host, and in the gloom the

crowns and necklaces of real gold that adorn one painting
of the Mother and Child shine with a curious glow. Not

long past is the week of the year sacred to the wonder-

working image of Our Lady, and when darkness comes, the

maskers still celebrating her
"
resena

"
fill the narrow streets

with fantastically huge swans, turkeys, fish, devils, Saracens,

old maids, knights, ducks, and mandarins, all tirelessly

dancing both new and ancient steps, mingling Christian

with their own old Indian rites.

But Sunday is for business as well as prayer and pleasure.
The little burros pause at doorways with their panniers of

charcoal. Broad baskets full of fruits and sweet breads are

borne along on level heads. In the crumbling, grey por-

tales, in the immemorial market-place of Patzcuaro, fring-

ing the lilied plaza, beneath the ancient ash-trees, number-

less wares are spread for sale. There is one puesto all of
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medicinal seeds and herbs, where you may buy magnolia

petals to brew for your heart, or poinsettia bracts for cramps,
or cirianes hard little aromatic bitter green gourds
for diabetes, or the familiar camomile. Almost a whole side

of the plaza is devoted to articles of hemp, and waves with

lines of sacks showing gaily dyed designs, and with ayates,

nets for carrying everything, and (something I never

thought to see) strong ropes coloured pink and blue. Multi-

form curious fruits and vegetables glow in neat piles upon
the stones granadillas, speckled guavas, jewel-like jito-

mates, coconostles (the fruit of a cactus) , and tumbiriches

(fruit of a Bromelia, looking like clusters of tiny, hard,

very sharply pointed red bananas) . And gorgeous cotton

fabrics, well-woven rebozos, and scarlet neckerchiefs cry
out against the grey antiquity of Patzcuaro.

Yet it is there, that daunting, grave genius of the place

something in the massive ash-trees, something in the drip
of the fountain, the sullen stillness that follows upon music,
the never departing shadows, the grey disrepair of arches,

the cold of the great altitude, the relics of gods overthrown
and centuries of war, the tryst with distant ages, the burden
of the past. . . . We climbed, I and one lonely traveller, to

the hill of Calvary and watched the green sunset across miles

of moving water, over all the Indian land. Light instantly
was gone, and we stumbled back to the cold heart of the

town, where they were fastening bolts that could not keep
Patzcuaro's shadowy genius out, to wait for day.







CHAPTER XLVII

PREDESTINED MISTAKE

I
WILL pay my bill now," I said to the proprietor of

the Hotel del Lago.
"

I am going to take the train

today/'
"
The up train or the down train?

"

"The up train. I am going back from Patzcuaro to

Mexico at once, and so to Vera Cruz and sail for home."

I could not tell him that I had not found the place, and that

now I believed that its long-heard summons was my own

illusion that I had given up the search.

Then by mistake, hastening down the hill, I took the

train that went the other way, so now I am bound for

Uruapan, some town at the end of the line! These are un-

spoiled forests and deep valleys. There to the left, in its

cold, motionless enchantment, glitters deep Lake Zirahuen

no one had told me that it was so beautiful. I wish I could

get off and walk. What delicious-smelling, clean, warm pine

glades! this must be the railroad's eucalyptus grove,

planted near the station I am drawing near. . . .



CHAPTER XL VIII

THE WELCOME OF THE PATIO

I
CAME to Uruapan yesterday. I did not know, at once,

that I had found the place. In a trance of weariness that

still was mingled with a strange contentment, hardly

seeing where I was, I watched one afternoon go by on the

ceiling of a dim, cool, bare chamber with wooden shutters,

until early darkness came, and a heavy sleep. Finally Primi-

tivo knocked.
"
Don't you want to change your room for a

sunny one on the other side of the patio this morning?
"
he

said.
"
Don't you want to have your coffee? Our swimming-

pool will soon be built, out in back, but there is a very nice

bath-house a few blocks away. While you are there, Emilio

and I will move your things to the better room/' I saw the

winter sunlight on the flowers in the patio. I was slowly pos-
sessed by a peace and comfort like dawn in the blood.

"
That seems a good plan, Primitivo. There is plenty of

time, though/' I did not care to think that I should ever

have to go away. .

This is New Year's Day. I never spent a gayer. In the

patio, just over the threshold from my doorway, butterflies

are rising and falling on invisible waves in the placid sun-

shine, and Primitivo, with a long feather duster, is remov-

ing a spangled overnight cobweb from the sefior's favourite
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rose. I saw the duster flitting about, lightly as wings, and I

thought it must be some gorgeous bird, come up from the

hot lands to live in the garden of the Hotel Progreso. It

scared a pair of orange butterflies, which flew into my room.
This is the the first time a pair of butterflies ever alighted

upon my typewriter on New Year's morning. It is the first

time a bowl of tea-roses of blending pale tints, with ferns

and carmine geraniums, was ever left at my threshold by
a little Tarascan Indian, to bring me good luck in the year
to come. For New Year's Eve there were marigolds and
white azaleas on my table. The day before it was mar-

guerites with one crimson camellia. The talent for bouquets
must be indigenous among Tarascans, then. How lucky
that I came to this hotel!

There outside my door the patio rejoices in winter it

has never known frost nor drought but Primitivo says

that in springtime, here in this blissful climate on the edge
of the hot country, there is simply no restraining it. Roses

in legions, opening while you watch; magnolia fragrance

poured upon the drunken air; jasmine to distraction! But
it seems incredible to me that the little court could hold

more plants and flowers than are in bloom and bud today.

I call the names of those I know, for the others here answer

only to Tarascan petunias, orchids, begonias, hibiscus,

Madonna lilies, the mantle of San Jose (a blossom of trans-

lucent yellow silk) , dahlias unnumbered, tuberoses, cannas,

lady's slippers, pinks, chrysanthemums, oleanders, a white-

flowered bush that bears tiny red and green chiles; some

kind of an innocent blue sprite which the cook calls
"
sim-

patica," as it certainly is; an herb of deliciously aromatic

leaves cedron, and the same sweet humble patience

plants that grow in kitchen windows in New England.
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The patio became the background of all my days an

nights in Uruapan. I discovered that this Elysian plen
tude had made Primitivo florally fickle . . . sometimes a

Indian woman would glide past, early in the morning, wit

a tubful of pink and mauve cosmos on her head:
"
Flowei

from the fields
"

a change!
At dusk the widespread, rich-hued petals seem to catc

and hold the light after the sun has gone, so that you ca

see hibiscus blooms almost in the dark. On moonlit nighi
shadows of palms and high plumy grasses fall upon the wal

of my room, and then the whole garden stirs and whisper
and the tree-frog's elfin flute is tuned in the magnoli

boughs. Sometimes I think that the place is most enchan

ing under the soft, rare winter rain that strokes the gloss

leaves and agitates the fountain. Of course there is a foui

tain, and this one can really play, for Uruapan lies in

watered land of springs and rivers, more frequented of Go
than man.

But for the most hours the patio is still and sunlit, thoug
now and then a breeze, utterly capricious, flutters th

azaleas, sways the heavy heads of the roses, and make
the palm fronds quiver. It signs itself upon the basin of th

fountain and is gone. Never a petal is stolen; the mantle c

San Jose is scarcely shaken in this winter wind.



CHAPTER XLIX

PRIMITIVO

ON
the bench near the entrance Primitive is sitting

this evening, resting for five minutes in the twilight

before he begins his next round of tasks. When one

works as hard as Primitive does, it is a pleasure just to sit

still for a little while, with folded hands and meditative

eyes. He was busy before the sun awoke the sensitive tree

in the corner of the patio. All day long he went swiftly from

duty to duty, usually at a smooth trot, mopping, scouring,

dusting, carrying water, bearing off bouquets of faded

flowers from my room and delicately arranging fresh ones,

moving furniture, staggering with potted shrubs from the

first to the second patio (which he thought needed them,

for it looked
"
tan triste ") , splashing about at well and

fountain, sunning blankets, bringing towels, doing every-

thing on a minute-to-minute schedule and never late. This

and much more he accomplishes in American-style trousers,

a clean white shirt, and a neat little neck-tie. His hair is

well brushed. Down in the barrio of La Magdalena he has a

small huerta full of fruit- and coffee-trees which he manages

who knows when? On Sundays he who always hastens

hurries even more and for an hour in the afternoon goes

out to his
"
tierra," his native place, where he gives talks to
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groups of children and their elders on ethical subjects, such

as the relation of hard work to a good life, and the possi-

bility of improving ourselves through thrift and restraint.
"
For ejemplo I tell them that when there is a wed-

ding, they should not spend their gift-money for aguardi-

ente and foolish things. They should collect, say, a hundred

pesos, if they can, to help the young couple start their life

together. Then they could buy some pigs and fatten them.

They could set up a fruit-stand or get a little stock of dulces

and cigarettes to sell. And I tell the fathers that they have

a responsibility to nourish their children. To spend their

wages for aguardiente is to rob their own children of

food."

However, Primitive's philosophical system does not

neglect pleasure. On holidays, out of his own mended

pocket, he provides parties and gifts for his small disciples.

Late on Christmas Eve, Miguel told me, he was sitting on

the cold stones by the well, weaving nets around two great

brown earthen jars which, when he had filled them with

little presents, were to be suspended from the ceiling and
broken as the climax of the children's party he was giving.

How could he attend to this, after his long day? But he is

never late at the morning cleaning, despite his generous

festivities, and he can always find time to arrange the tea-

roses and once in a while to talk to me, the new-comer to

this Tarascan land.

Primitivo is a pure Tarascan Indian, and he wants to

help his people. He fears that many of them do not
"
think

"

enough. He is proud of his blood and is constantly prefac-

ing lectures given while he mops with the word " Yo que

soy indio
" "I who am an Indian/' He believes that the

cost of living for the peon is wickedly high in comparisor
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with his wages of thirty-five or fifty cents a day.
" No man

can provide for a family on a peso a day, nifia, with prices
as they are. I who am Indian know how difficult life is for

them."

Primitivo is a student of Tarascan folk-lore, of native

languages, indigenous arts and crafts, horticulture and agri-

culture, literature and local history. He has written a book
which tells the long story of this town of Uruapan where

he was born, and he helps me to know it. He can lead you
to the pathetic small stone cubicle in the courtyard near

the church where Friar Juan de San Miguel at last lay down
to die. He has a nice taste in design. Next to his people he

loves flowers and poetry (and writes it) .

" Here is a novel,"

he proffered yesterday,
" which is muy inocente. Never-

theless I have sometimes been condemned for reading this

author's books."

He has not married because he regards all the Tarascans

as his sons, and his labours for them leave him little time

for a home of his own. Somehow he has achieved or was

dowered with a serenity which is untroubled by the most

degrading and repellent duties, the most overbearing per-

sons. If at one moment he is performing hideous services

for an uncivilized white guest, at the next he is delicately

combining rosebuds with azaleas and ferns or requesting

permission to transfer
" an excellent pattern

" he has no-

ticed on a bit of Paris ribbon to a Tarascan lacquered tray.

That for almost all the hours of the day he serves those

of less noble character, less careful habits, than his own

he regards as a part of the natural order. To be praised or

thanked perturbs him.
" Yo que soy indio

"
have my work

and do it.

He taps courteously at my door, which is wide open.
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" The sefior and his sister the senora say that perhaps,
since you are rested now, you might enjoy a little family

supper in their huerta. It is down near the station. The
senora thinks that tomorrow evening would be convenient,
if you like."



CHAPTER L

THE HUERTAS PRIMOROSAS

[N

their huerta? Already it seems strange to me that I

should have had to ask Primitive, then, what a huerta

was like. Now I know, in my deep contentment, that

t is the nearest thing to Eden left on earth. It is orchard,

garden, rosery; a farm, a pleasaunce, a plantation, a bower;

xrooks, waterfalls, beds of dark single violets; orangeries,

livine quietude, an Elysian field, a truck patch, and para-

lise all shut in together and entered, by permission of

;he family, through a roofed, barred wooden gate. There

;he coffee-trees of Uruapan, undipped, are in bloom and

berry together: little white blossoms and green and scarlet

berries whose pulp, around the precious seed, has a puz-

zling, faint flavour, like a prophecy of coffee. Purple banana
"
buds," hiding the insignificant flowers, hang low beneath

the clusters of upturned green fruit, and here in this wind-

less land the long leaves droop unfrayed and become robes

as of heavy watered silk, in the sunshine, shimmering down

about the plant. The limes and the naranjalimas are ripen-

ing, and pale guavas are scattered on the slopes. The citron

blossoms. Irresponsible tea-roses stray where they please

creamy, soft yellow, and salmon-pink. With the pines and

cedars and the spray of many waterfalls they make the air a
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bliss to breathe, for tea-roses have their old-time fragrance

in the huertas.

There are many in Uruapan, the source of all those fruits

and flowers for sale in the portales, but of them three are,

as Emilio says, the
"
mas elegantes

"
las huertas primo-

rosas.

And of these three fair and seignorial huertas my favour-

ite came to be La Camelina, though I liked to pass the little

ones in the Indian barrios, where coffee and bananas are

produced in a small but delicious way while baskets are

being woven or Tarascan lacquer-ware polished; even

while burro-driving, an extensive traffic here, is being
carried on. But most blest of all in brooks and waterfalls

and drowsy, fruitful shade I found La Camelina, named
for one far-flung purple bougainvillea because they call

bougainvilleas
"
camelinas

"
in Michoacan.

La Camelina blooms in deep silence, even as the Garden

before the curse of labour was laid on man. A grave Taras-

can unbars the tall roofed gate and receives my
"
permiso/'

and then I may wander unnoted along the paths. Sometimes

a guava falls, its skin crimson-mottled, and I bite it. I try

to distinguish the perfume of the citron blossoms from that

of lime and lemon, orange, grapefruit, and coffee flowers,

no less waxen a delicate pleasure. Tasting the red and

green berries, I wonder who ever thought to roast and

brew the coffee seed. Uruapan is very proud of its undipped
coffee-trees, its famed

"
caracolillo

"
coffee.

I remember how, that first afternoon, I went down a

walk cut through lustrous foliage, through tinted roses, to

the rustic mirador and looked across the little valley. No
one else was there, but through the stillness sounded the

exultant speech of water, and I saw a white river, the Cupa-
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titzio, go singing and dancing below no wonder, for here

it is not long set free from its youth's dark prison under a

boulder in the upper woods. Sparkling waterfalls overleap

themselves to join it, and sift diamond dust upon the

weeds and scarlet spurge. The Cupatitzio nourishes all the

huertas and has energy left to provide Uruapan with elec-

tric light and a saw-mill. Three streams have been drawn off,

and still it leaps along in spangles! But soon these kidnapped

and rebellious toiling brooks plunge back to find the parent

river, so to slip down through haciendas and jungles of the

hot lands to the Tepalcatepec, the great Balsas, and the

Pacific at last.

The brooks in the huertas are limpid green, cold and

swift, and just as brooks in gardens should be brim-full,

deep, narrow, with clean stones for a bed. They mirror

lavender wild tobacco flowers, and for distances they are

overarched by immense curving ferns in six-foot filigree

that hide them from the sun. Some quality in this exquisite

water is inimical to fish and reptiles;
the streams are pure

as those of a mirage.

Across the valley, on the slope where the leaves shimmer

in the noontime, the huertero and his men began to clear

away the heavy growth of a few months to make a new

banana patch. Their machetes flashed in rhythm, catching

the sunlight the hill-side was "splendid with swords."

If they were to be idle for a year ...

Not far away, beyond the birthplace of the Cupatitzio,
I

had seen the traces of
"
the Indian village," where but a

little while ago those who preferred
to live and work by

themselves, outside the town, had had their rows of huts.

Not long ago but you cannot now distinguish the places

where those homes were, nor the gardens. Here, when man's
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back is turned, the beautiful wilderness springs. But a huerta

seems secure because it is an enchanting and successful

hybrid: a garden given its freedom, and a jungle made kind.

I stand in the mirador and look out with unutterable

peace upon this paradise of ferns and waterfalls, fruit and

roses, blessed by such a winter sun. Down the steep hill-

side on the far bank of the river white scarfs of thin-spun

water stream. It is clothed solely in a lace-work of water and

great fern fronds, hanging like green waterfalls themselves.

The long leaves of the banana plants are luminous in the

sunlight. The glossy dark foliage glitters on guava-, coffee-,

and aguacate-trees. Granadillas hang heavy from the pas-

sion vine, and sweet single violets such as I never saw ex-

cept in water-colours gather in the shadows.

Tea-roses and pines to breathe, waterfalls to hear, sun

to feel, ripe guavas scattered. ... La Camelina seems

paradise, but beyond the gate, as I pass through, I encounter

the demons' sport of a cockfight, the poor birds cutting each

other to pieces with the little swords fastened to their spurs.

Rescue may be only temporary, but it's worth a few pesos,

and sometimes it can be arranged.

As days went by in those huertas, I forgot the past months

of search. No black pursuit could pass Uruapan's shelter-

ing mountains, I felt sure. If I dreamed through an after-

noon at La Camelina, I would walk gaily at morning in the

Huerta Hurtado. That's where the poinsettias live.

It was startling, passing down the street, to look through
a poor and dingy dwelling and see in the small courtyard on

the other side a glow of scarlet a tall poinsettia shrub

hung with bracts like the incredible flowers embroidered

at the centre of a Spanish shawl. They call this the
"
rosa del

pastor
"
in Uruapan the shepherd's rose or sometimes
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the Christmas Eve flower, because it reaches its full glory
at that time.

But in the Huerta Hurtado the flame of poinsettias be-

comes a conflagration, the more gorgeous because some have

yellow bracts. Poinsettias grow in avenues there; they rise

above your head. With great white datura
"
wedding bells,"

they are reflected from the waters of the little lake, while at

its margins bend calla lilies and acacias and in the midst

rises an island of dripping pink patience plants. Ducks in

handsome livery swim around it. If La Camelina is dream,

the Huerta Hurtado is joyous life.

I came to a shadowy cedar bower, and within there was

debris of fruits.
"
Nina," complained the old huertero,

"
the

sly bats gather guavas and bring them here every night, to

eat while they hang upside down!
"

The colorines were in barbaric splendour, almost leaf-

less now and somehow infernal-looking, with their peeling

reddish bark and bare boughs set with pods and vermilion

inflorescence like strange marine forms. Crotons of maroon

and violet foliage bordered the beds of azaleas and yel-

low marguerites. Orchids nested among high branches,

and jasmine rode every breeze. Little fluttering rills slipped

past. The evergreens wore fantastic shapes of birds, bas-

kets, and fountains, and the castor plants were as big as

forest-trees.

Across a deep glade crowded with shining-leaved ba-

nanas, I saw the sweet wooded Uruapan hills and then

distant peaks, cutting a sky so blue that it looked like

flowers when it showed in little snippets through an ar-

bour. Up in the capital I had talked with people who have

lived in Mexico forty years and never heard of these huer-

tas! I feel jealous now. I should like to keep them my
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secret. I do not want persons with lunch and cameras t

come and stand by the Blue Bath.

It is not very easy to enter the Quinta Ruiz. The dueni

knows well what treasures its barred zaguan keeps safe

There the Cupatitzio boils in foam under bending boughs
and all the many paths lead, somehow, to the river. And a

one curve, close to its birthplace in the forest above, tin

Cupatitzio pauses in that mysterious enchantment callec

El Bano Azul. The water is black, hastening from th<

spring; below in the rapids it is white; but in the cold

deep pool of the Blue Bath it is, to every eye, a sombr<

blue. I would come to the verge at different hours, but

could not catch the illusion in that single, heavily

shaded spot, between fall and rapid, the Cupatitzio wa
blue!

So I wandered away and stood on a bridge where datur;

bushes, the
"
galan de noche," crowded down to the water

With night they would pour their full fragrance from the

heavy white flowers, but I could not stay so late. Still th<

golden winter afternoon, like that of early harvest time a

home, called me along the wooded paths, by ferny cliffs

to a place where an old huertero was gathering guavz

windfalls and putting them into a big farm basket, just ai

I might have been picking up Duchess of Oldenburgs or

such a day when I was a little girl.
"
Buenas tardes."

"
Muy buenas." He is busy.

" What makes the Blue Bath that colour, do you sup-

pose?
"

14

God, without a doubt/' said the Tarascan.







CHAPTER LI

SUPPER BY TORCH-LIGHT

THE
dueno o the Hotel Progreso, who with his gra-

cious, aged sister had bidden me to a picnic sup-

per in their huerta, El Vergel, down by the station,

is Seiior don Juan Villalobos a comely mediaeval name:
"
John of Wolves' Villa

"
! Taking the mule-car and at-

tended by Primitivo, I came to the railroad's eucalyptus

grove once more, and we walked along the grassy paths

at its edge just when the last deep glow that marks the

moment before twilight in Uruapan was most intense. As

we entered, it grew dark.

I saw the wavering yellow light of pine torches at either

end of the table meet the white moonlight down long,

straight aisles between the tall banana plants. Lime blos-

soms gleamed like porcelain, and thousands of others,

unseen, poured their fragrance into the shadows bud,

blossom, young fruit, and heavy, sweet ripe lime appear-

ing together on the tree. This prosperous huerta was more

domesticated than those where I had gone to walk alone,

and it is tended with formal skill many skilful Indian

gardeners toil here all day, Primitivo whispered. But it is

hard to keep Nature in hand, in the beckoning Uruapan

climate, and legions of calla lilies have sprung up along
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the small, clear, talkative brooks that water the ranks of

fruit-trees, and cosmos and marigolds wander idly, and
tea-roses feel sure that there must be a place for them in

the corners of any huerta. Neither lilies nor roses seem to

understand that a platanar is for bananas, and that the

oranges, guavas, and lemons, however pretty, are there on
business.

That supper was a merry one, with green leaves cover-

ing the narrow board table, and good Mexican things to

eat kept warm by glowing charcoal under iron pots on the

ground. Here and there among the leaves stood a bottle

of aguardiente, and if the kindly grandmother enjoyed a

sip of this brisk sugar-cane rum, so did her little grandson;
but for the pallid foreign taste there were also delicious

ciders of many fruits.

First we had pozole indigenous, hard to prepare, and
wholesome. Yesterday they began to soak the grains of

maize for this principal dish, which is a supper in itself,

and now each grain still held its shape, but had drunk up
cunning sauces for many hours and become just right to

eat, firm and savoury. Mixed with bits of meat and care-

fully chosen chiles, this hot cooked corn makes a nouri$h-

ing and traditional Mexican supper.

Tiny, delicious tamalitos, each one holding a surprise,
were shaken from their steaming corn-husk covers out

upon the leaves, and vanished very rapidly. There was

fresh cheese from neighbouring cows to go with them, and
for the last course bowls of salad made of jicamas and of

oranges gathered from the trees about us, with a dressing
of still other chile flavours. Finally, we had songs. It was
at this point that Primitivo came hastening along by the

table and whispered:
" Do not be offended/'
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"
Why should I be?

"

"
I mean to say, because someone just threw those coffee

blossoms at you. It is the custom at family gatherings."
"
But to be slain with flowers like these," I protested

as a spray of white azalea struck my grateful ear,
"

is a

death for a queen, Primitive!
"

Strolling down the smooth paths, now with moonlight,

now with torch-light upon their dark hair and round arms,

the girls happily sang sad songs of death, absence, separa-

tion, strange maidens encountered in palm groves, and in-

explicable little birds arriving from the beyond.
" Me dijo

que si, pero no me dijo cuando." Their voices were high,

sweet, and lazy, subsiding into the fragrant shadows and

quenching the accomplished tree-frogs, which had tuned

up at twilight and obliged in great numbers, expressing

their beautiful sorrow in gentle, limpid soprano song.

At last, before the cool mists rose, the dueno took the eld-

est lady's arm and led the procession out through the

labyrinths of his banana plants, across the porch of the

flowery house where he lives when occupied at El Vergel,

and along the grassy road past pine and eucalyptus groves

to- the place where a special mule-car stood waiting to take

us up to the town. He carried his torch high, .and other

members of the family lifted their kindly lights at even

spaces down the line of guests. And so we came to our mule-

car and climbed in, and the driver cracked his long whip

and shouted:
"
Mulas!

"
and sounded his horn, and, sing-

ing, we rode slowly home up the cobbled streets, close to

stone walls overhung by coffee bushes and odorous with

the white night-blooming cactus. Inevitably we came into

electric light again, and the songs died down and the pine

torches, alas, were tossed away.



CHAPTER LII

EMILIO BRAVO, PUNCTILIOUS
ELF

EMILIO

carries my comb and brush when I go upstreet
and pass along the portales to the Baths of the Jas-

mine, where from the tub I shall be able to con-

:emplate the little sunlit patio through a crack in the door,

where I shall find on the chair a bath-sheet fit to shroud

a mastodon, and a round bird's nest of excelsior, intended

for my use as a wash-cloth and containing a pink egg of

soap, gratis. Emilio bears my personal soap because it is

not good form to carry anything on the street in Uruapan
if you can possibly have an attendant carry it for you. Some-
times I sneak a chirimoya into my hand-bag, but I always
feel guilty, as if I had betrayed my class, if any. A person
of distinction would have sent for Emilio to transport the

chirimoya. I remember remorsefully how the Spanish gen-
tleman played tennis with his daughter the other day. They
each had two servants to pick up the balls.

Before I knew all this, I purchased a big machete for

a northern woodland relative and took it back to the hotel

by hand, outraging local decorum and causing a sensation
in the plaza. But now I suppress my simple democracy and
call Emilio.

Emilio helps around the hotel. He is a punctilious elf,
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with vast black eyes, and teeth which he displays in the

most subjugating grin that ever glittered. His voice is as

light as a tree-frog's. His manners, like those of almost

all little Mexicans of his station, are such as American

parents can only dream of wistfully. He is
"
Emilio Bravo,

a sus ordenes," and no earthly power could make him tell

you his name without adding
"
at your commands," the

five words being run together, as if he had been christened

Emilio Bravo At My Commands. His blue overalls, whose

suspenders have been extended with startling white strips,

and his blue checked shirt are very clean, like his mighty

hat, although he combs, brushes, and washes the flowers

in the patio on his knees all morning, and at every smallest

opportunity cleans shoes, being one of our two rival bo-

leros. He does not ask if you would like to have your shoes

shined. He says:
" And later shall I

"
the rest being a

pantomime of passionate polishing.

I complain:
"

I need peanuts!
"
and he lifts one compre-

hending hand and flits toward the mercado, whence he will

return with his hat quite full of good fresh
"
cacahuates

"

with the mud of their native earth still on them, all for

five cents.

There was Gustavo, too, and later came Jesiis and Julio,

but in Emilio were personified for me all the appealing

goodness and pluck and jollity of Mexican children their

formal manners and observant eyes, their endurance of

hardships as a matter of course, their quick wits, their

touching dignity. How often on trains I have gone back

into the second class, just for the sake of the contrast be-

tween them and the more priviliged little foreign travellers!

Always they were quietly behaving themselves, sitting pas-

sively on the hard benches along the sides of the car or
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lumbering like Indian cherubs. Their eyes would follow

he seller of dukes as he passed through, but they asked

or nothing. Throughout delays they kept their equa-

limity and serene self-command. Surrounded by a clutter of

oose, strange baggage, they gently endured until the end,

.hough most Mexican railway journeys last from dawn till

lark. It was not native stoicism, for they were alert and

observing everything. It was sheer goodness. Yes, they are

the best children, the most considerate, decorous babies,

and with all this correct behaviour they are still devas-

tatingly cunning.
A Sunday came, gold, blue, and beckoning, and I whis-

pered to Emilio: "What about a ball game you and

Gustavo, Julio, and Jesus?
" " The beisbol!

"
Black eyes

snapped; Primitive and Miguel arranged to take over some

of the children's responsibilities; we missed the mule-car,

took a bucking taxi down the cobbled hills, and came to

the field near the station, where the queens of the game,

dazzlingly painted, were being escorted to their seats above

the bandstand.

Baseball is pure pleasure in Uruapan, not a crudely emo-

tional affair. The forget-me-not winter sky was darkening
as we reached the seventh inning, and three senora cows,

led out to pasture, walked sedately across the diamond. The

players waited for them. At other tense moments of the

game the chic military band from Morelia would take it

into its head to play a bit, and all the spectators then

turned away from the battling nines and gave their atten-

tion to the bandmaster. Pink button roses, like those in

Victorian bonnets, bloomed in the hedges; fascinating
horsemen rode past the field.

"
Dos borrachos/' ordered a

mother of the passing cake-vender, and he handed up, for
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"
Emilio," I ask as we suck our paletas,

"
do you play

too?
"

"
Senorita, yes more or less. Pero no me preocupo

mucho." He does not preoccupy himself with baseball. He
is twelve. Still, never think of Emilio as solemn this dark

Tarascan elf with his glittering grin.
" Did you go horseback when you accompanied the new

gentleman to the Falls of Tzararacua?
"
(A grilling hike of

five brown miles.)
"
Yes, senorita. He wished it. But I prefer to go any-

where on foot, because then I can dance all the way, and

play as I go." He dances naturally, like a pixy. He dances

on errands, dances about the housework. And politeness 1

"
Emilio."

"
Command, senorita."

"Is the duck which you recently adopted in good
health?

"

" A thousand thanks, senorita. The duck is as usual."

The game over, we start back to the hotel in early dark-

ness. I hear the infants consulting together in low voices:
"
As soon as we have accompanied the senorita safely to

her door, we must hurry and help Miguel. There is plenty

of work to be done tonight."
"
Primitive is glad, though,

because we had this treat."
" Don Manuel knows that we

all went for a paseo he was willing."

I remember with tears in my eyes how tiny Julio had

suggested that just a walk a paseo might be better

than going to a ball game. He confessed, under question-

ing, that he feared that the price of so many tickets might
overtax my purse

" And a walk, senorita, would be very

nice."

We came to town, and one store window was full of

little tin toys imported mechanical trash. To Julio that
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window was so perpetually, blissfully fascinating that he
lesitated for just an instant, with shining eyes. I dislike

saying a dollar for a ten-cent automobile, but I said:
"

Is

:hat the one you wanted most of all, Julio?
" '*

Senorita,
It is very fine. Oh, no."

"
Shouldn't you rather have two

pesos than a tin automobile, even though it really runs?
"

"
Pues, seiiorita, the money would not last. It never does.

But the automobile I should have always, as a recuerdo of
this day."



CHAPTER LIII

TARASCAN TOWN

UNLESS

you go horseback, you can leave Uruapan in

but one direction. My town lies at the end of the

railroad, in the midst of the mountainous, rich

State of Michoacan, which stretches south-westward to the

shores of the Pacific, with Guerrero for southern neigh-

bour, and Jalisco on the north. For centuries Uruapan
has been an Indian metropolis, though less ancient than

Tsintsuntsan or some of those other villages around Lake

Patzcuaro.

It lies at the end of the line, but soon that line will

be extended down through the hot lands to the spacious

harbour of Zihuatanejo. Already the railway engineers are

at work in their shifting camps, calculating
"
compensating

curves." Of course that means progress. Of course the

hacendados of the ricelands are eager for the improvement
and lend their ample means to the project. And yet I whis-

per to myself, may Heaven delay it!

For with a railroad leading from the coast of Michoacan

clear to the capital there will be fewer burro caravans wind-

ing through these forests of live-oak and pine which to

me look pathless. Fewer little hoofs pattering along the

age-old trails, so rutted and steep, to carry rice up to
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Uruapan and take back a strange mixture of wares for

the needs of the monarchial, isolated haciendas that lie

fruitful in the almighty sunlight of the blessedly uncivi-

lized hot country. The hot country where there are wild

cattle even today that have to be roped, and not for a

Fiesta de Charros, either; where, Don Eugenio tells me,

dwells a straight, tall, fair race of people who do as they

please and look the white duefio calmly in the eye. I dread

to see all these things changed, after living in Uruapan.
And I want to get down into the tierra caliente of Michoa-

can before this railroad does and see those haciendas from

a horse!

From one of the hills which overlook it this Tarascan

town to which I have been led is a cluster of glittering

houses in a green cup of earth, surrounded without a break

by wooded mountains. At the end of every street green
mountains wait. On one of them, Tancftaro, there was snow

yesterday morning, and, summoned by Miguel, I went up
to the roof, by the chicken-coop, to look at it.

The roofs of the houses, like those in Patzcuaro, over-

hang the sidewalks, and with the aid of that shelter and

the portales you may shop without an umbrella in the

rainy season. And when a roof displays a certain decorated

cornice, out in the completely Indian barrios, that shows

that it's the home of a chief!

Through all its long story the racial individuality of

Uruapan has remained indestructible. The people are

peaceable and independent; not prosperous but not servile.

There is much gaiety rockets, little shows, gambling,

promenades, and singing and of course there is occasion-

ally too much aguardiente, but nobody sees anything funny
in intoxication. A drunken man here is one whose whims
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A Tarascan city at the end of the line, still remote and
sufficient to itself, yet already threatened by transporta-
tion!

"
Why do you stay on there, babbling of silver spurs

and some plant that you will call the 'night gallant'?
Do you mean the

'

gallant knight
'

? How do you pronounce
the place?

"
Friends would write that way, and when I

printed out
"
Oo-roo-ah-pan

"
and tried to picture the

galan de noche shrubs and all the rest there was a whole
different world to tell and I failed.

Yesterday, riding with Don Carlos, I saw some of those

winsome field flowers that the Indians call "sandals of

San Miguel." It is strange that they ascribe sandals to

him, because it was the glory and praise of Fray Juan de

San Miguel, the Franciscan whose memory is still beloved

and blessed throughout Tarascan lands, that he traversed

all that wild region, in the days after the Conquest,
"
alone,

afoot, unshod
"

the words recur like a refrain in every

story of him no ravine being too deep, no peak too

rugged, no way too hostile for his devoted feet. Fray Miguel,

la tierra que transitaba

pareciendo que volaba;

decia Misa en San Gregorio,

y en este pueblo es notorio

que la mayor la cantaba.

He was the founder of Uruapan upon its present site,

but the dates are in dispute among historians it was

some time between 1533 and 1540. However, the city was

dwelt in at the period of the Wanderings of the Aztecs,

and it became a permanent abode during the flight of

the Tarascans from the ruthless Conquerors in 1522. But

just as it is today it was laid out by Fray Juan de San

Miguel, and its idyllic huertas and its vivid native arts owe
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much to his brave skill and patient labours as he strove

to atone for some of the evil wrought by his gold-crazy

countrymen.
This friar was a religious genius, as were so many of

the Franciscans who went into the American wilderness

in the sixteenth century. He knew how to make wind and

stringed instruments and could direct his Indian musicians

in the construction of church organs. He understood archi-

tecture well and was something of a painter and sculptor.

He arrived in Mexico, probably from Spain, between 1534
and 1531, for in the last-named year he and others founded

at Guayangareo the first school for children established in

America the Colegio de San Miguel. This school was

incorporated about 1581 with the Colegio de San Nicolas

at Morelia, the present capital of Michoacan. It was in

Michoacan, too, that the first university established on the

American continent was founded, by an Augustinian friar,

at Tiripitio in 1551 the year that also saw the granting
of the charter of San Marcos in Lima, Peru, the oldest still

existing American university.

Of course Fray Miguel knew the Tarascan language
well. Without a guide he sought through the virgin Sierra

of Uruapan for the terrified Indians who had taken refuge
amid its fastnesses from the persecutions of the brutal Bel-

tran Nuno de Guzman, President of the First Audience

the Conqueror who had burnt their king. Gradually Fray

Miguel brought the Tarascans back to their abandoned

towns, laid out new ones, chose singers for his chapels, and

trained Indian youths to play the organ. He was a light in

their darkness and he laboured.
"
At the time of its foundation Uruapan numbered more

than a thousand fires/' says an old Franciscan chronicler,
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and, reading this in a rocking-chair in the patio of the
Hotel Progreso, I thought how today, still, a fire means a
home. Riding out in the cold starlight of early morning
here, you see a gay flame bloom at the door of a poor hut
and you know that they are getting up the fire to make the
tortillas that an Indian woman is kneeling beside it,

patting into cakes the corn that she has ground with so

much effort in her stone metate, tossing them lightly on to

the hot tin.

Fray Miguel divided Uruapan into nine barrios, and

eight still exist just as he planned them. La Magdalena is

the barrio I like best. Its walls are hidden by vines of the

night-blooming Selenicereus and by orchids. Its brown or
cobbled ways are bordered by poinsettias and darkened by
cypresses and undipped coffee bushes gemmed with green
and scarlet berries. There the stunning palma Christi,

which is just the castor bean, spreads out into a luxuriant

jungle tree, fruited with prickly red. Drooping bananas

shade its door-yards, and many trees of lustrous foliage

guavas, chirimoyas, aguacates, oranges, and mulberries.

On the ground, peaceful Saturday afternoons, sit whole

families together, making firm white baskets from the tall

carrizos that grow along the river-banks. And whatever

else the huts may lack, it is never flowers.

As he restored and laid out the towns of the sierra, Fray

Miguel consecrated each one to a saint and gave to each

its own peculiar industry. That was a masterly idea to

decide upon a single definite means by which the Indians

of every pueblo should earn their living! It resulted in

a time of fruitful work and a prosperity since gone, and the

pity is that those days cannot be recalled, for work is scarce

in Uruapan now much art, scant wages. Despite this
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wealth o fruits, flowers, and sunlight, entrancing Uruapan
is poor.

Fray Miguel was such a manager! Under him the folk

of Arantepacua made out of palm leaves those strange
rain-coats which are still worn here. Cocucho produced
"
rosaries and molinillos

"
little chocolate-whirlers fash-

ioned of cunningly carved wooden discs, inlaid with bone,

masterpieces of handicraft which I bought yesterday for

souvenirs. The other name of Parangaricutiro was St. John
of the Counterpanes! Tanaco made reatas; San Felipe,

spurs; and the men of Tzacan were
"
filarmonicos

"
mu-

sicians who played for hire at fiestas near and far.

These callings stay unchanged. Many towns then main-

tained themselves by
"
la airieria

"
pack-animal driving

and by a trade whose name is racy of the place today:
"
la trajineria con hatajos." Hatajos are strings of burros,

or more rarely of mules or horses, and they were and are

the freight trains, the post, the passenger service for women
and babies, and the very emblem of Uruapan.

"
Traffic with

burros
"

! Even now there are vast regions accessible in

no other way. To Mexico it was as vital as the covered

wagon of our West, and without it the galleons could never

have sent their cargoes inland over ranges or taken out the

new country's wealth. So I read that the Indians of Tzirosto

in Fray Miguel's day supported themselves
"
by traffic with

pack-animals and by practice and playing on all kinds of

wind instruments," a satisfying combination. They do so

now.

I love to say over the names of towns of this Fray Juan de

San Miguel Land and think how old they are. There's

Cheranhatzicurin; Pomacuaran, Quinceo, and Tingam-
bato; and though I can repeat Parangaricutiro, Erongari-
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cuaro, Jaracuaro, Puacuaro, Tzentzenhuaro, and Zurumu-
taro quite rapidly, that is not so very smart, for they are

plain Tarascan and pronounced just as they are spelled.

Tarascan, declares Primitivo, is much like English, and

I could learn it easily, he says. That would be a good plan,

too, i I am going on long rides, for Spanish is not an-

swered everywhere.



CHAPTER LIV

CHIRIMOYAS FOR BREAKFAST

THE
Hotel Progreso offers on its stationery Superb

Cooking and the Most Rigid Morality, and if you
take the first, the second is obligatory. Don Manuel,

the administrador, with his dignified bearing and long

Spanish bigotes, watches day and night to make sure that we
all behave, and Primitivo himself is quite strict. Now I,

the only woman and the only foreigner in this bowerlike

hostelry, savour the strange experience of being alone and

never lonely, of daily sitting in my doorway in the sunlight
of an Indian winter that warms but does not burn, of feel-

ing day and night the companionship of the plants that

enjoy the patio.

All the minutiae of life are different here, and yet already

Uruapan ways have come to seem my own. Surely it can't

be only a week since I descended from the mule-car at this

flowery door! I have just found out with regret that the

indomitable mules which furnish our thrilling if not rapid
transit are now transitory some officers have arrived in

handsome uniforms, and as they dine at our most dis-

tinguished table, they prepare a program of street-cars

and other civic conveniences, much against my silent will,

for I love to hear a distant horn and know that the mule-
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car is approaching. But returning hacendados of the rice,

sugar, and lumber lands applaud, of course.

Sunset in La Camelina was so radiant this afternoon that

I found myself straying far in some imagined country of

the soul, but I remembered supper, all the same, as the

swift dusk gathered, and I hurried home over cobbled ways
and am waiting for Miguel to call me, my sleeveless white

day-time dress having been changed for the warm knitted

suit that is so grateful, these cool evenings. Supper is not

ready till about eight o'clock, and most of the other guests

take their cafe con leche and pan dulce as late as ten.

Tonight I shall ask for pan dulce and hot chocolate,

made as it was served at Montezuma's banquets foamy
and spiced with cinnamon. For dessert we may have pas-

sion fruit, nisperos del Japon, or stewed cactus, or there will

be something with an imposing name:
"
dulce de tejocote

"

or
"
dulce de ciruela." The first is three little haws in syrup,

alone in a large saucer the tiny fruits that look like the

golden apples of Hesperides when clustered on the tree and

which are, next to cup-custard (" flan ") , the great stand-

ard dessert of all Mexico. The dulce de ciruela is prunes.

Perhaps it is for the best that I have never had enough

hot chocolate as our pretty Tarascan cook makes it. Some-

times I go out into the kitchen and watch her at the

rite. The big, tiled, star-shaped brasero is in full blast

then a bed of glowing charcoal in each point of the

star and a brown clay cup with my chocolate in it stands

right upon the coals. When it has boiled, she takes it off

and begins the whirling process. This is done as it was

done centuries ago, with a highly ornate wooden whirler,

the molinillo, and she twirls and she twirls until the cup

is more than half full of brown, spicy foam. I try, for it
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looks so easy, but nothing occurs beyond an agitation in

the cup.

Mexicans take very little at night. Even for the horse-

men who arrive after a long journey "la cena" is

light. But hot soup is always ready, and chicken and

the preparation of that chicken is the only unhappy thing
I ever know in the hotel. About sunset one of the women
from the kitchen ascends to the coop on the azotea, and

there is a squawk and then silence. Something both tragical

and valiant rings in the brave mid-afternoon crow of the

cocks in that coop. Confined so narrowly, and close to doom,

they still sound joyous and gallant, just before the end.

Every afternoon they crow.

Different little things. . . . They sweep with witches'

brooms made of palm leaves. Charcoal is the only fuel, and

the barefoot Indian who brings it in from the mountains

is startling to look upon bent beneath the bursting sack,

bearded, and completely blackened, like a demon of the

wilderness. He trots past my door in the early morning, his

blackened little boy beside him, and I think how precious
fire still is how hard to keep. Charcoal-burners know.

At daybreak, too, I like to hear our breakfast bread ar-

riving at that same Indian trot. A handsome aborigine

brings a whole day's supply for the hotel in his hat a vast

hat with a little central peak that fits his head tightly and

rolls out into an unfathomable brim laden with pan dulce

and those good crusty leaflets called pan bolillo. One morn-

ing I emerged early, and. Miguel and the panadero gave
me profound instruction in the countless shapes and flavours

of pan dulce.

The shapes are very fanciful. There are
"
palomitas,"

little doves, which I always have, and
"
gendarmes/' which
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in some comical way are supposed to suggest policemen."
Aparejos

"
look like the wooden things that are clamped

to burros' backs for women to sit in, and there are cows'

horns and monks' collars, and embraces (very sugary) , be-

sides conch-shells, wigs, sleeping women, volcanoes, Spanish
combs, melons, spirals, and frogs (the sartorial kind) .

Usually I am later than the bread. I rise and close the

wooden blinds while I dress, for by seven Emilio and the

rest are at work about the fountain, and barefoot traffic

has commenced around the patio.
"
Hay pulque!

"
chants

a vender passing in the street, his goatskin of fresh maguey
nectar swung over his shoulder. Some butterflies arrive

from the patio, and Miguel makes an important statement

through the crack of the door.
"
There are chirimoyas from

Tingambato today, sefiorita." Now, chirimoyas are Tin-

gambato's specialty (and my own) , so I hurry faster and
find my favourite fruit ready at my plate, looking like art

objects of rough, dark-green pottery and disclosing cool,

flower-fragrant, snow-white flesh, starred with dark seeds,

delicious beyond words. Or sometimes I have a mamey.
Once, riding with Don Carlos, we passed a tree by the

road "My friend has a fortune in that tree alone," he

said.
"
It bears three thousand mameyes a year. An orchard

in itself/'

We roast our own coffee here in the hotel, and I sniff

with delight every third afternoon when Vicente, crouching
on the stones of the back patio, slowly turns the charcoal-

heated roasting-cylinder. For some of the finest coffee in

the world is grown in the huertas of Uruapan.
Little things . . . all so different. . . . Every day Primi-

tivo washes this whole high tiled room of mine, top to

bottom. He brushes the rug, which is the golden skin of
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a bull-calf; he brings drinking-water from the well; and
for a last touch he designs and arranges "the bouquet/'
without which no day is well begun.

I look over toward the fountain and see Julio, innocent

cherub, scrubbing, scrubbing. He has no time, mornings,
to watch the tin toy we bought run on the tiles, but it is

usually near him. Working so hard, he is all dimples and
low light elfin songs he makes up little songs for himself

all the while he scurries and splashes, helping Primitive.

Today he is wearing the coarse clean cotton blouse that

was
"
my Christmas present last year, senorita."

I see him bent over the fountain basin, the bare soles

of his tiny feet toward the sky as he pauses in his labours

for a drink of water, and I plan to ask him whether he
can go shopping with me again this afternoon, for I know
that he will conduct me with dignity past a glass case that

contains, for rny information,
"
the best sweets in the entire

Republic, senorita." Or perhaps I'll buy him an apple
a costly imported delicacy and a tremendous treat, prized

by Uruapan children above candy. But he will expect

nothing, and if he has a spare minute in his busy day and
dances past my door and I smile out at him, he will say:
"
Should I be able to offer you anything, you may command

me with perfect confidence, senorita." That is what he

really says.



CHAPTER LV

PROMENADE

ON
Sunday evenings, says Primitive, there is

" mucho

movimiento
"

in the plaza. Such movimiento I

never saw! A new general has come, bringing an

especially splendid brass band, and while it gaily observes

the Sabbath, over near the church, the traditional Spanish

promenade or paseo takes place, to my joy, just as in olden

times. The walk around the little flowery and fountained

park, crowded with rose-bushes, is trodden steadily and

lightly then by the beauty, chivalry, posterity, villainy, and

chaperonage of Uruapan. The girls, women, and staid mar-

ried couples walk on the inside, clockwise; the men and

boys without, counter-clockwise. Glances from the outer

circle intersect the inner, but the ladies appear to ignore

them, and one would suppose that they had put on these

carmine lips, these combs and rebozos and high heels,

merely in order to take the air. The more they are looked

at, the less do their gazes waver from the coiffures of

sprightly promenaders in front of them.

Young cavaliers still park their coursers and sing at

barred windows in Uruapan. Flirting still knows finesse.

Even more charming, youth's idea of diversion is fre-

quently to take guitars and harps and sing in groups on
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street-corners in the night, particularly by moonlight. The1

call this "drawing out a cock" sacar un gallo anc

the gallos of Uruapan are melodious, late, and sometime

too prolonged. But it is certainly a very pleasant way o

carrying on.

The plaza at the centre of the moving circles is din

and inviting, with two fountains and cunning designs ir

tiny border plants which commemorate the sacrifice of ou]

local martyrs to patriotism. There are white and purple

iris, delphiniums, bush-like begonias, poppies, feverfew

mourning bride, acanthus, ferns, and violets, and thicket!

of delicate, sweet roses that could not wait for dawn. How
ever, no one but me turns out to walk there Sunday nights

Of course I can't enter the promenade alone.

There seemed to be an easy, unaffected, and very winning

democracy about it all. The barefoot and the shod step

together. Every kind of trouser is represented, from the

peon's white cotton pyjama to the most killing college cul

and the dignified Sunday best. Matrons wear modest, long,

full skirts, of course, while the misses obey the dernier cri

of Paris, though never excessively. A few gentlemen, alool

and scarcely prosperous, retain the dramatic black Span-
ish cloak. There are a great many flashing teeth and

long, dark braids. The decorum of the beauties is impres-
sive.

Mucho movimiento! Sellers of dulces, fruits, and gay
cakes in the portales are doing well. One does not expect

everything to be wrapped up. If I want peanuts, I carry

them home in my hat or pocket, but where I can purchase
a pile for half a cent and four newly picked oranges for

five cents, I hardly look for string and paper too.

I stroll along through the portales from specialty to spe-
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cialty. This is the cloth-bazaar, and cottons and woollens,

dyed in high colours, are stretched upon the stones, lighted
by flares. Gorgeous neckerchiefs and rebozos flutter in clus-

ters from the racks. Here are the ambulant open-air
restaurants where expert Indian cooks, squatting on the
cobbles with their stone metates and griddles, toss tortillas

or make chalupas and malotes out of bits of meat or po-
tatoes rolled in thin corn-cakes. Busily they mix their

startling hot sauces and fan their braseros with palm-leaf
fans.

Fare for all tastes! Sugar-cane is stacked in little cords,

and children gnaw it with satisfaction. There is an appetiz-

ing puesto of cheeses and of bananas no bigger than your
finger and delectably sweet. Great piles of oranges glow in

taper-light. Here are green coco-nuts from the inland hot

country though coco palms are expected to be faithful

to the sea and broad wooden bowls of honey, and maize

roasted over charcoal. On this curb-stone you may buy
naranjalimas, the insipid offspring of an orange and a lime,

as well as real limes, small and pungent or huge, green,
and sweet. Does your mocking-bird, your

"
clarin," lack

pepper berries? Here they nod, for sale in coral plumes.
Do the children want some jicamas? (Futile question!)

You may find this cool-tasting vegetable, looking rather

like a turnip, ready in quantities, scrubbed and peeled,

while chayotes in their prickly coats
"
son buenos para

el estomago
"

are to be had both cooked and raw. Papa-

yas, too, are beneficient with pepsin. I find plenty of grana-

dillas, tomatoes, and tiny
"
jitomates," with enough kinds

of zapotes in season to drive a gourmet mad, particularly

if he should begin with the chicozapote, whose grainy

flesh tastes delicately of maple, or with the
"
dark one,"
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el zapote prieto, which, broken, looks like the inside of a

ripe puff-ball or other product of forest decay, but whose

black pulp, being beaten up with cream and a dash of

cognac, makes a divine dessert. Miguel has placed both

upon my window-sill.

You have to know things like this to get the full savour

of life in Uruapan. Otherwise you are likely to waste your

days here in seeking angrily for imported fare that cannot

match these dainties which the hot lands offer to the in-

quisitive shopper.
Chiles! I had not dreamed that there were so many

peppers in the world, although now I see that Dr. B. E.

Dahlgren, of the Field Museum of Natural History, says

that
"
in the world

"
there are about thirteen hundred

species. Gorgeously coloured, gem-like in the torch-light,

they hang in festoons or are spread out for the thoughtful
choice of those who know. For in nothing else is a Mexican

cook's art so tested as in her selection and use of peppers.

There are more than a score of distinctly different kinds

in the market-place of Uruapan, and some are quite cheap,

while some cost more than a dollar a pound, dried. Such

chile aristocrats are bought only for making the festive and

ceremonial gravy for a
"
mole

"
such as Mercedes made, that

day she let me watch her, up in the capital last fall. If

the ground peppers aren't blended to the finest nuance,

I remember, the mole will
"
result

"
unworthy and per-

haps mar a wedding feast. A foreign tender-tongue could

never be trusted to keep the honour of these Mexican

chiles.

Uruapan's cobblers, who have almost a whole portale

for their trade, are selling briskly tonight. Theirs is all

handwork. Not the simplest machine aids them as they
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sit on the curb and lengthen the ranks of the strangely

shaped foot-wear that is built to withstand these punishing
roads. Some sandals turn way up at the toe, Arabian Nights
fashion. Many are woven of fine, particoloured leather

thongs.
On Sunday I often make a special visit to the stock of

lacquers brought in from the country for sale in the por-

tales, for on week-days you can see them only in the studio

next to the hotel. Whoever knows the native handicrafts

of America has heard of the famous Tarascan lacas, whose

lustre, excellent designs, and pure lasting colours were

the despair of all who sought to copy them, and which

gave the State of Michoacan a high position in the world

of Indian art. As Oaxaca is renowned for gold and silver

filigree, Saltillo for sarapes, Amozoc for harness, and San

Pedro Tlaquepaque for ceramics; so Uruapan is the me-

tropolis of the painted calabash.

How do they really make them? I teased Primitivo to

explain. Books have been written about the craft, and the

Germans in particular were annoyed until they discovered

that the secret of the lustre was largely what New England
knows as elbow grease, for the Tarascan artisan polishes

his lacas with the inside of the wrist. Once earth colours

only were used, but now, alas, the Indians find it simpler

to import their paints, which of course are not so clear

and lasting as those of antiquity. The lymph of a plant-

louse is still often used as a drying agent in the clay founda-

tion with which the calabashes are covered; the finest trees

still grow on Mount Tancitaro; the most brilliant products

of the art are still for sale on the sidewalks of Uruapan on

Sundays.
Primitivo is naturally anxious that I shall appreciate the
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lacas as a connaisseuse, so on Monday we went to the studio

next door, where men were carving designs into the clay,

and women with agile thumbs were filling them in with

colour, while apprentices looked on attentively. Caramicuas

with leaves four feet long stood about in tubs; a resplend-

ent macaw criticized us; a vast pig, pampered for profit,

grunted in his dreams as we stepped round him.
61

These are the old colours." Primitive pointed to

peculiar yellows, pinks, and greens in a specimen stand-

ing on a shelf.
"
These

"
he included the work of the

busy artisans with a wave of his arm
"
are new, from

Germany. Such a pity! This vine pattern, nifia, is two hun-

dred years old; this one they took from the New Year's

card you threw away/'

The Tarascan artists laugh gently because I cannot call

the names of the shapes of the lacas of Uruapan. How

strange to be a foreigner and have no understanding of

such ancient, essential things! A round calabash with a little

lid to it is, of course, a tecomate. A half-calabash, which

makes a bowl, is a jicara. The broad flat tip of an enormous

calabash, used for a tray who would ever think that fruits

grew so big? is a batea. Little gourds with the seeds left

inside to make a rattle are guajes. And all of them glow,

when finished, with wild hues and a burnish like that

of a general's boots.

The plaza had been even more exciting during the holi-

days, said Primitivo on the way home. The fruit-women

were all making wonderful pinatas out of paper then; there

was pink spun sugar, and the windows were full of the

finest silk rebozos and woven bed-spreads. In one still

lingered a little Christmas-tree a stylish northern cus-

tom! hung with tiny bottles of inspiring tequila and sur-
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rounded by orchids which had been strewn with artificial

snow.

Accompanied by Julio, I went one day to buy a pair
of great heavy Spanish silver spurs at a puesto that glistened
with them. We passed the stores called The French Mail,
The Two Worlds, Europe, The Sand-bar of Tampico, The
Port of Liverpool and other ports, and we reached the

harness-shop which I always enjoy so much, along with
its name El Potro Abajeno: The Colt from the Coast.

The globular proprietor came up to Uruapan from a Pa-

cific town when a boy, and now he commands a row of

Indian apprentices dark youths with rapid, artful fingers
and they embroider cartridge-belts and holsters and

machete-holders and make Moorish saddles and shining
bridles all day long. At first I thought that such a glitter

must mean a jewellery-shop, seeing the horses' head-dresses

stitched in silver thread, the stirrups like a sultan's shoes.

Rancheros hereabouts take great pride in all their accou-

trements, especially (since these are a part of their regular

dress) in cartridge-belts which are filled with highly bur-

nished ammunition, too bright to use in any common argu-
ment. Belts, holsters, and the more formal bridles and sad-

dles are adorned with cunning embroidery in the thread

called
"
pita de Oaxaca/' such as Don Hilario was using

in Tepic, made from a maguey fibre rolled between

thumb and finger, glossy and white. The Colt from the

Coast produces all the most intricate traditional equine
embroideries.

Now I have my silver spurs, the lacas, the rebozos, some

coffee, molinillos, a bridle, a machete, and a counterpane
with mules on it, but I shall never get all my shopping
done there is so much movimiento in the plaza!



CHAPTER LVI

"THE FLOWER-BED OF
MICHOACAN"

THESE

winter days go fast. They open brilliantly an-

end in cool fragrance, as the shrubs in the pati

are sprinkled with brooms dipped in the fountair

and the sensitive tree that delicate green mechanisr

which is now my only clock at six precisely shuts it

million leaves and sleeps, to wake again at six.

To have the companionship of plants in my life! . .

Both window and tall door of this tiled room give rigl:

upon the patio, which answers the cunning care bestowe

upon it with a fresh plentitude of bloom, dawn after dawr

As I go to sleep in milky moonlight, I can last see fror

my pillow, above the lower blinds, cerise hibiscus, grez

ivory-white and odorous magnolias hanging high in thei

dark foliage, and one perfect rose which has lifted itse

proudly alone upon a ten-foot stem. In my brief time hei

it has risen from a little shoot to achieve this solitai

flower of carven pearl which my two hands can scarce!

encircle and which will look in at the window as long z

the full moon.

With day I carefully tread the narrow paths leading 01

from the fountain and observe how the mantle of Sa

Jose has spread new sheer, canary-coloured silks, ho
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tuberoses and jasmine seem to enchant the butterflies no
more than petunias, geraniums, and marguerites, for over

them, too, pass waves and flurries of black and yellow wings.
The tree dahlia, with its double lavender blooms, branches

overhead, shading the walk, while at the doorway potted
Madonna lilies, remaining from our festal decorations, join
their white glory in a welcoming arcade. There are flower-

ing rushes and a bower of scentless jasmine that looks like

white wild roses, both in bloom and leaf. So much for such
a sun, and yet the patio is no less consoling under winter

rains, which make the leaves glitter.

Primitivo in a month has never repeated a design for

the Bouquet. This morning I am honoured with two dozen

queenly calla lilies that he brought up at dawn from El

Vergel. Yesterday it was marguerites, with one wide dark

rose. For a Sunday came seven kinds of tea-roses, with

ferns and geraniums, and yesterday there were wild mari-

golds and pink cosmos
"
flores del campo." There have

been cream-coloured dahlias with a crimson camellia, too,

and pitchers of hibiscus bloom; oleanders with palm leaves.

Once I found a broad bowl of moss whence sprang helio-

trope and tiny pinks. Primitive's white masterpiece is com-

posed of colourless geraniums, roses, azaleas, oleanders,

magnolias, lilies, and marguerites, mingled with ferns. He
conceived it while mopping.
The great magnolias are as refreshing as newly cut

limes, but I must not have them very often, for there is

only one tree in the patio, and now in winter the blossoms

are
"
few and small," Primitivo says, and he ought to save

some for the potent medicine that he knows how to

brew from this
"
heart-flower

"
of Indian antiquity.

There on my shelf mingle dark-purple petunias,
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dark-yellow chrysanthemums and dark-red roses, compan-
ioned by paler roses and scarlet poppies and to gaze upon
that gay audacity, for some reason, fairly lifts up the heart.

I am too much blessed to have, all at once, the perfumes
of magnolias, tea-roses with a winy tang, tuberoses, Easter

lilies, syringas, and heavy heliotrope, here in the dead of

winter!

Primitive perceived that I did not like to close the blinds

of my window and so shut out the patio. How to give me

privacy with the shutters open? I saw a procession ad-

vancing, one morning, like Great Birnam Wood at Dunsi-

nane. It was the hotel staff bearing jars, pots, and tubs

of foliage and flowering plants, and with these Primitive

has constructed a hedge which lets in the air, the high
sunbeams, the freshness and fragrance, and still keeps out

passing glances of comerciantes. So I view the world

through a lattice of giant scarlet geraniums on the sill and
a hedge of taller foliage plants outside, to make the screen

still heavier. Such walls do not a prison make.
At the supper-table, too, I retire decorously behind vast

bouquets after the officers arrive, weary from planning
our new streets. Making free of the stock of Primitivo and
the patio, Miguel has arranged pale pink and white tea-roses,

hollyhocks, syringas, jasmine, cannas, heliotrope, hibiscus,

geraniums, satiny, deep-yellow roses, crimson mourning
bride and dark-pink and red zinnias into something more
effective and stable than a fan. So I have the coco-nut des-

sert in delicate seclusion.

The zinnias from fallow fields are only one of the Mexi-
can wildings that it seems so strange, in my walks about

Uruapan, to find outside of gardens. I have picked be-

gonias at the roadside, among the stones, cosmos in the
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meadows, dahlias by the fences. The flamboyant poinsettia

roves; calla lilies stand in homely abundance by pasture
brooks, and marigolds gather in bright gold clouds. There
are fuchsias in the hedges, and magnolias out in the monte.

I was most surprised when I saw the begonias at my dusty
feet.

To thank him for some favour done, I had given a peso
to the night-watchman, Sergio, a lad who works about the

hotel all day and sleeps across its street-door from mid-

night to five. Next morning I found at my threshold a

recuerdo from his mother's house an armful of tea-

roses in three shades of pink pale, warm, and deep
with another of petunias that ranged from mauve to dark

violet, mingled with cream-coloured roses whose petals at

their outer edges were crisply touched with crimson. Julio
had added a little nosegay of his own scarlet poppies and

bright blue simpaticas, and Jesus had joined purple pe-
tunias with yellow dahlias, and Margarita, the cook, con-

tributed one regal and dewy white rose borrowed from

the garden of Don Carlos, I suspect.

In such a bower I work in Uruapan! (" Stop making

your little songs, Julio! The sefiorita is probably com-

posing.") I find my path to breakfast barred by seven

serried tea-roses.



CHAPTER LVII

THE STRENGTH OF THE HOT
COUNTRY

BECAUSE

of their clothes, especially, the arrival of a

party of rancheros for breakfast here at the hotel is

a treat. There comes a clatter of hoofs on the cobbles

outside the door; mozos lead away the drooping steeds; and
the cavaliers from the hot lands enter spurred, booted,

scarlet-kerchiefed; sable of moustache and flashily toothed.

They lay aside their broad grey hats, but not always their

weapons. Ceintures of polished cartridges catch the morn-

ing light as they sit down and order a breakfast fit for a

horseman who has ridden since two in the morning to avoid

the sun: beans, wine, coffee, and several meats. For in this

equestrian region man almost lives by new-killed meat
alone. I watch them through my geranium hedge. They
are choice to look at.

Day before yesterday, however, the train brought us some
urban guests two ladies, children, and a brother. I saw
little of them, because they had many social engagements,
but this afternoon they graciously invited me to share the

automobile which they had hired for a visit to the resound-

ing Falls of Tzararacua. Primitivo had whispered to me
that these senores belonged to a rich old hacendado family,
down in the tierra caliente, but that the ladies lived much
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in the capital.

"
Four years ago/' he marvelled,

"
they

stopped here and were little girls. Now one lady has her
own children."

We set off in jolly fashion in three hardy mountain taxis.
"
Ojala, that I were strong, too!

" Dona Prudencia pulled
her veil over her black hair, against the thick brown dust
of the road.

"
But we Mexican girls have little muscle. Let

me feel yours ah, no wonder, when American ladies

play basketball and attend the gymnasium and all their

lives keep in training by exercise! Pues, I am certain that

for the woman that is much the better way and that we
shall never make the progress we have so desired here

until we all rush about and dive and ride as you do until

we become truly strong." Her suave, half-Oriental Indian

beauty grew disconsolate. She pinched her soft, full arm
in a pensive search for muscle,

"
hard, like an americanaV

"
I tell my sister so that even with her many children

to care for she should take time to be strong. She is in the

automobile behind us. We go to Arteaga this night, you
know."

."Is it far?"
"
Only four days on horseback, if one stops very little

and if the animals are good and ours will be, for they
were sent up from the hacienda to meet us here. Arteaga is

our home, down in the hot country. We enjoy living in

the capital for many months, yes; but of course we also

go home."

Now, to make preparations for such an expedition
as this seems quite needless to the genuine, serene Mexi-

can woman. Sports clothes, camping-equipment, "rough
wear

"
are unknown, and somehow in Mexico you soon

come to regard them as funny yourself. Why bother
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why collect all those outlandish outfits, merely to lead

your life? A woman of breeding will not don
"
panta-

lones" anyway, and sports clothes the active kind

do not appear in the feminine picture. But, all the same,

there is no hurry about the time when Mexican girls

shall be any stronger!

We neared the forest where Tzararacua roars down in

white into a foaming wild ravine. So far below us rushed

the stream that of the famous waterfall's thunder only

a low boom came up. There was no path perceptible to

a stranger. The nearest way plunged over the declivity

among loose stones, with no handhold. I considered, and

murmured:
"

I didn't wear the right shoes for that. I don't

believe I'll try it today."
"
Pues, I think to go," said Senorita Prudencia. "I al-

ways like to see everything! Yes, I shall descend. Come,

Baldomero hurry."

She was attired in a tight tailored suit of dark blue

serge, with a satin blouse. Her stockings were of sheer

silk, and her slippers of pale champagne kid, with very

high heels. In this costume she had left the city and in this

costume she would negotiate the precipice and later in

the night set out for Arteaga. Is one to be bullied by one's

clothes?

She flitted over the grim rocks. Somehow, in that tight

suit and on those spike heels she got down and back as

easily as the men. Sports clothes? (But I don't know how

they do
it.)

Driving back, Dona Prudencia explained that they had

had a full morning. There were so many visits to be made

in Uruapan before they left, and they had risen at four
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to have time for a call at a ranch, after getting home from
someone's saint's-day dance at two the night before. More-

over, they had sat up all the previous night because they
disliked sleeping-cars. Not once did she yawn.

Back at the hotel, the lady sprang from the car.
"
Ex-

cuse us, por favor. We are going to another dance this

evening, and we have to buy pan dulce and chocolate de

canela for our trip to Arteaga before we put on our silk

dresses." They wasted scant time, however, on such tedious

trifles. The mozo could get together all that they would

need to last them for four days on horseback in the wilder-

ness. There, sure enough, were their pack-animals, arrived

and waiting, started days ago from that distant hacienda of

theirs.

By this time quite a party had gathered to go to Arteaga.

Travelling companions are appreciated on such journeys,

and to accompany these ladies, the children, and their

brother was convenient, for they all knew the way per-

fectly, even in darkness, whether a road were recognizable

or not. Hadn't they been going back and forth from the

capital to their home pueblo since they were babies?
"
Should you not like to come with us, too?

"

."I should indeed," I said gratefully, "but I haven't

suitable clothes here for such a trip no camping-

equipment at all. And I understand that you11 be sleep-

ing right on the ground, in those cold night valley mists."

Both ladies regarded me with utter perplexity.
"
But

you have your dress muy bonito and we are going

to take bread and chocolate, and the mining gentleman

some cans. Why do you worry about where you are going

to sleep? We always stop some place when it grows dark.
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Do engage a horse while we are at the dance and ride along,

just for diversion! You may feel a little stiff at first, but

it is only for four or five days."

She was busily flicking perfume over a pale-blue taffeta

party-dress. Bidding the children to
"
sleep at once, because

we are going to start at three o'clock/' the sisters set off

at ten for the dance. They returned past one, and shortly

thereafter, in complete, cold darkness, departed for Arteaga,

just as they had decided to do. I do not say
"
planned," be-

cause they did not trouble to plan at all. They were wearing
their tight tailored suits and satin blouses, but were taking
broad straw hats as a concession to the daylong blaze of

the hot country sun. The children, too, were still dressed

up. Everybody was in gay humour.

I couldn't get back to sleep for envious amazement!

Given such energy, one might lead at least three lives with-

out the slightest inconvenience. Except to order enough
horses, they had made no more preparation for this grill-

ing
"
expedition," as I should have called it, than I should

make to step down to the post office. They were just going
back home to Arteaga, as they had done ever since they
could remember.

Arteaga is an old thatched Indian town of some seven

hundred inhabitants and one store with not very much
in it. All supplies have to be carried for eight days on pack-
mules pending air delivery. There is the telegraph, but
mail arrives on muleback, too. You attain Arteaga by riding
dawn after dawn through the tierra caliente, over ways
that are sometimes gullies, sometimes chutes, but rarely
roads. There are streams to ford and mountains to cross.

But one keeps arriving at little mud and palm-leaf huts

with hospitable souls inside them, so nobody worries.
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Why should they need
"
rough wear," demanded Miguel.

They would be sitting on albardas, which are a kind o

kitchen chair secured over the horses' long-enduring backs.

It is a very comfortable arrangement for the woman, being

supplied with a foot-rest and everything except the evening

lamp and paper, and all feminine Mexico has sat upon
albardas and aparejos (which are used on burros) since

time immemorial, thus having no need to mount a saddle

or to appear in the brazen
"
pantalon." How the horses,

mules and burros stand carrying about these wooden chairs

full of women and babies is marvellous but, then, there

is much that is marvellous, touching physical endurance,

in Mexico!

And why, pursued Miguel, should they make
"
prepara-

tions
"

to sit in chairs on horses? Each person was taking

a separate blanket in which to sleep at night. If the choco-

late and the sweet bread gave out, they could buy some

live chickens at a ranch. All the seiioritas, all the mothers

with their babies, travel the same way. What do I find

hard about it?

Starting at three o'clock in the morning, they would

probably come to some little home before midday, and

there they could dismount and salute the duefio and say:
"
Will you permit us to make chocolate over your char-

coal?
"

"Si, si, andele pase usted!
" And they would

break the chocolate into a cup of borrowed water and boil

it and whirl it and drink it, and they would take a short

nap while the horses grazed, and ride on again till dark.

And then they would have some more sweet bread, and

guavas that they had bought on the way, and they would

lie down and wrap sarapes around their heads and sleep

perhaps until three, and have some more pan duke, and
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they would drink, if there happened to be water, and ride

on. This idea of fussing with special clothes and "
camp-

ing
" and worrying in advance! Miguel, for all his po-

liteness, had to snort with amusement when he heard that

I hadn't gone along to Arteaga because I'd brought no

equipment and made no "preparations" whatever I

meant by that.

Gymnasiums?



CHAPTER LVIII

HACIENDAS

EMILIO

came bounding up from the train to say that

today it had brought Don Eugenio Cusi, who always

stops at our hotel. Business-of-the-hacienda sum-

moned him from the capital to
"
Nueva Italia."

Primitive and Don Manuel had often told me about

the domain of the Cusis, the rice monarchs of Mexico,

down in those vast, sunlit valleys far beyond Uruapan. So

I hoped that perhaps Don Eugenio would talk a little about

the renowned haciendas of Nueva Italia and Lombardia,

with their satellite ranchos, where Don Dante, his aged

father, now departed, had reigned with lordly power over

lands and peons for so many years, to found the great

family estate. And when Don Eugenio came, being clad and

booted for a rigorous journey, he did talk with affection

of Nueva Italia and Lombardia and all that fruitful region.

In level, tillable land alone those haciendas cover more

than 72,000 acres, he said. In all they are much more ex-

tensive, of course but then, he pointed out, some haci-

endas in this part of the country reach 150,000 acres, and

up in the north they are even larger. Expenses are gar-

gantuan, too! Sometimes the Cusis spend twelve thousand

pesos a year merely to have ducks and other winged bandits
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chased out of their rice. The ducks find irrigating ditches

most convenient transportation, and feed astoundingly in

darkness.

"When I first came to Nueva Italia," Don Eugenio

chuckled,
"

I was perplexed to notice frequent expense
items for

'

pateando de noche
'

kicking the covers off in

the night until I learned that down here it means hunt-

ing ducks by night. Plenty of other robbers come to our rice

in flocks that really
'

darken the sun
'

small blackbirds,

thrushes, and doves. We are expected to feed all nature."

In the busy season on the haciendas the Cusis employ
some five thousand peons. Don Eugenio said that the aver-

age wage at Nueva Italia was eighteen pesos a week.
"
But some of the men own as many as fifty cows, be-

sides. They
'

borrow
'

the rice from us and fatten their

pigs. They keep horses and chickens. Each one has his

house and may cultivate as much land as he needs."

Better than a mediaeval domain: The Cusis maintain

two schools for their peons' children. They employ a doc-

tor and furnish medicine and give a sick-allowance.
" We keep only a few hundred burros ourselves, because

we engage arrieros with their hatajos de mulas to trans-

port our crops up to Uruapan." This trip takes a loaded

burro three days.
"
Oh, I have already met your caravans,

Don Eugenio," I said.

The Cusi haciendas produce, conservatively, fifty thou-

sand cargas of rice a year, a carga weighing six hundred

pounds and being worth about thirty pesos. Other crops
that they raise abundantly, down there in the hot country,
are sesame (ajonjoli) , divi-divi pods and cascalote for tan-

ning, cacao, and coffee, besides plenteous fruits lemons,

oranges, grapefruit, mangos, coco-nuts, the chicozapote,
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the aguacate, and many melons. Still more important are

sugar-cane, maize, and beans, while cattle rank with rice.

Concerning the numbers of those multitudinous cattle

Don Eugenio was reticent, though, for no reason, I longed
to have a number, to add it to my other hacienda figures

and fancies.
"
Thousands and thousands?

"

" And thousands/' he added. The cheese alone pays all

the expenses of keeping the cows, and the calves get the

other half of their milk. Cusi cowboys are experts with

the rope, though they rarely have time to "florear la

reata." They work in groups of from two to eight, under

a caporal. The other hacienda officials are the mayordomo
and his staff, which includes the book-keepers.

" The people down that way are very self-sufficient, neat,

and independent," Don Eugenio told me.
"
The soldiers

never can ride over them. They're great shots and un-

conquerable fighters. And they have real beds not straw

petates with embroidered counterpanes!"

So through this fruitful, sovereign realm the hacendados,

the State of Michoacan, and the federal government are

determined to run a railroad. Engineers count on trans-

porting some eight thousand tons of sugar yearly to the

coast from the rich valleys of Taretan, Nueva Italia with

Lombardia, and Apatzingan. There will be, in addition,

the yield of the great lemon orchards and dairy-farms, with

some other fruits and maize, but above all they count upon

those tons of Cusi rice. From Uruapan to the Pacific har-

bour of Zihuatanejo is about three hundred kilometres,

all through tierra caliente still unopened and as rich as

paradise. That golden distance began to beckon me.
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THE TRANQUIL VALLEYS

DON
CARLOS is at the door, with the servant and

horses." Before I came to Uruapan, I never sup-

posed that in my lifetime I should hear such words

said to me and yet Don Carlos really was at the door

this morning, an aristocratic horseman with a pointed white

beard and carved Guadalajara gauntlets, attended by a

dark youth leading Robespierra, my cream-coloured pal-

frey. But there was no orchestra. Not even the distant horn

of the mule-car sounded at such an early hour.

Now all Michoacan is still very horsy
"
muy de a

caballo
"

! Not very long ago, Don Carlos insists, this was

the correct form for letters of introduction to someone

dwelling in these parts:
"
Permit me to present the Sefior

don Fulano de Tal, muy honrado y muy de a caballo
"

" much respected and an excellent horseman."

That seemed to me a fine phrase. Leaning over, Don
Carlos would deftly extract a garrapata from Robespierra's
ear.

"
But how, when I couldn't?

"
I demand then.

"
Muy

de a caballo!
"
he demonstrates modestly, and I vow with

the cold white breath of daybreak that, Robespierra co-

operating, I shall in time become muy de a caballo myself.
One day when we were riding far off in the mountains,
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Don Carlos reined in The Dream upon a ridge and ges-

tured with his crop toward a wooded valley.
" Down in

there is the bandit town of which I told you where they

have the tradition of kidnapping only the most beautiful

women. What natural selection!
"
Always, thereafter, I put

extra powder into my silver compact when I thought that

perhaps we should go in that direction, but I might have

spared the ammunition never a chance to use it.

Still, many of the bandits around here are very amiable

bandits with a purpose, usually, having wrongs to right.

Sometimes Don Carlos has engaged one when he was mak-

ing a long cattle-buying trip to the hot country.
"
They

were in our vicinity two weeks ago," someone may whisper

to the mozo at a village where we stop to get our bearings,

and even at supper I overheard a guest remark:
"
Yester-

day were run off the horses of Don Baltasar again!
"

For days the boundless forests, hills, and valleys had been

calling me from the patio and the huertas. Ride but

twenty-five miles out of Uruapan and you behold the sunlit

tierra caliente spread below you like a separate world. I had

not been so stirred since I saw those first glittering churches

in the wilderness.

With Robespierra and The Dream and our skilful mozo

to chase opposing bulls and let down bars, we set forth in

starlight, this morning, and, passing through the Glen of

the Goats, we reached the Slope of the Creature with One

Ear Turned Down La Cuesta del Gacho in the fresh

and sweetly breathing forest forenoon. Dismounting, we

lounged against a boulder and I tried to place and name

haciendas and villages that lay in the enormous valley at

our feet.

It would be almost another day's ride down to Nueva
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Italia, to smiling Lombardia with all its ranches Chara-

pendo, La Gallina, Los Jasmines.
The Cupatitzio, which becomes the Marques, winds

among these fertile, vast hectares, to join the Rio Grande

de Tepalcatepec and flow into the mighty Balsas and so

into the Pacific at last. To the left of us the Balsas divides

Michoacan from Guerrero State, where with help I could

see the hills of Inguaran.
"
Those twin peaks are the Con-

dembaro Mountains
" Don Carlos was drawing a map

upon a pocket-size can of pate de foie gras. Even my new

eye could make out, presently, the pueblos of Los Bancos,

Paracuaro, and Apatzingan all without access to any rail

line. To the right
"
Sometimes you can see it from this

spot" rose the great volcano of Colima. Behind us the

long and almost indistinguishable way led back through
the pines and live-oaks toward Uruapan. In front, far dis-

tant, must be the ocean. We were gazing out from the

Sierra de Uruapan to that stupendous system of peaks and

ranges which had been my awe in other regions of Mexico

the Sierra Madre del Sur.
" How much country do you suppose you see now?

"

prompted Don Carlos, with narrowed eyes upon the far-off

ricelands. He figured for a moment, deeply absorbed.
"

I

should say at least 1,738 square leagues. About twenty-

eight haciendas. Is that a vista?
"

As I rested there on the boulder under the pine-trees

and looked contentedly over the tranquil, fruitful valleys

from the Slope of the Creature with One Ear Turned

Down, the burro caravans, climbing up the trail to Urua-

pan or returning to the Cusi haciendas, passed and repassed
us. In a strange silence . . . one hardly heard their sure,

small, patient hoofs.
"
Burro!

"
the arriero would shout,
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id they would go faster for a minute. Or "
Miralo!

"

Look at him, will you?
"

he sometimes sang out in a

:proachful baritone, and the embarrassed little laggard
ould actually return to the line.

Rice panniers of rice! All day, all night they carry it,

ie drivers camping at dusk in the forest to make their

rief fires, eat their tortillas, and light a cigarette. They re-

irn to the haciendas with barbed wire, stone metates for

Ending maize; coffee, pulque, flour, rush mats; sometimes

irniture. A woman holding a nursing baby sat her tiny
nrro unperturbed while he slid down the side of the

ivine.

Riding homeward, we had to turn out every little while

r the caravans, and I sometimes shouted
"
Burro!

"
lust-

y myself, to keep one from scraping me out of the saddle

ith the big packing-box slung at his side. We had passed
undreds of burros now, in strings of three to forty, wind-

ig up the brown gullies, keeping to very ancient roads

tat to me were utterly invisible. In all these months I

*ver till today learned what burros mean, and I thought
ith useless resentment how down there in the jungles the

readed jaguar goes free, with never a lash, a burden or

ore back, because he is a killer, while these soft, toy-like

eatures, so patient, faithful, and small, bear earth's heavi-

t loads because they will help those who scourge them.

We rode slowly through the afternoon, under branches

Ling with orchids, and I saw a woman in a scarlet skirt,

*r black braids swaying, kneeling to wash clothes in a

rest stream. We met three dark, barefoot harpers coming
rer the hills to play for some ranchero's saint's-day gather-

ig in the distant valley. I never thought that I should see

ich things. Where else, I was asking myself, would I meet
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three harpers in the hills? How had I found my way how
led to this one place at last?

" You look startled," Don Carlos noticed kindly.
"

It seemed to me I heard a train/'
"
Well, it will pass," he said.



Real Names of Mexican Plants Mentioned by Popular
Names in the Text

\sAHUATE-the tree morning-glory, Ipomoea arbores-

ens, which is a true morning-glory.
"
These showy trees,

ith white bark and handsome white flowers, are confined

> Mexico and Central America, where often they form a

Dnspicuous feature of the landscape
"

Paul C. Standley.

Erythrina coralloides, according to Robelo's

Diccionario de Aztequismos." A coral bean. Also called

)mpantle or zumpantle:
"
tree of the tresses like banners."

JITE a tall tree that along the Gulf Coast of Mexico

ecomes the principal source of forage for stock in the dry

>ason, its leafy boughs being harvested afresh daily. It is a

icmber of the fig family: Brosimum Alicastrum. Called

Iso breadnut and ramon.

ASKET FLOWER Hibiscus sckizopetalus.

OJA DE SAL a Costus or spiral flag, of the ginger family.

n the jungle species described the red bracts often bear at

tie apex a leaflike appendage, as if leaves were actually

rowing out of the conelike inflorescence.

AMARON a legume, a relative of Poinciana. This superb

irge tree is covered much of the year (in Morelos) with

osy-golden or shrimp-colored bloom.

IATAPALO these climbers of the arum family (Monstera

leliciosa) are unique in the form of their leaves. They
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bear luscious fruits, so in some regions they are called

pinanona. The name matapalo is sometimes applied also

to wild strangler figs.

GRABILEA Grevilleo, robusta, occasionally called the silk-

oak, though not an oak at all. Used for coffee shade.

SENSITIVE TREE a legume, probably the tepeguaje (Acacia

Acapulcentis Kunth) of Robelo. Also called guaje and "
ta-

tarabuelo
"

(great-great-grandpa) .

BALSAM APPLE Momordica Balsamina.

CARAMICUA malanga, yautia. Both are Xanthosoma sagit-

tifolium, according to Bailey, but Otis W. Barrett identifies

the malanga with the Egyptian taro, or elephant's ear (Colo-

casia antiquorum var. esculenta or Caladium esculentum

of Bailey; Caladium Colocasia of Barrett) , and not with

the Puerto Rican yautia (Xanthosoma) . Xanthosoma,
Colocasia and Caladium all are of the arum family. The

yautia belongs to the American tropics, the taro to the Old
World.

COCONOSTLE Patzcuaro venders call this the fruit of a

nopal cactus, though it is not a tuna. Probably a species of

Lemaireocereus. Also spelled joconostle.

JITOMATE also spelled gitomate, the
"
navel tomato

"
(Az-

tec) . According to Robelo this is our common tomato,

Lycopersicum esculentum, while the tomatl of the Aztecs

was Physalis vulgaris L., our cherry tomato. The Aztec horti-

culturist had also costomates, coyotomates, jaltoinates, tepe-
tomates (Arbutus Unedo L., the strawberry tree) and
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tomatillos, all variously useful as tonics, anodynes or condi-

ments.

POCHOTE- cotton tree, kapok, ceiba. One species of Ceiba

grows to great size and age in Mexico; the other is a small

tree. Ceiba is the aboriginal name.

DEL jAPON the loquat (Eriobotrya japonica) . In

some parts of Mexico they give to the chicozapote the

name nispero, which really belongs to the European medlar.

AHUEHUETE Taxodium mucronatum Ten. (T. mexi-

canum) . The Montezuma cypress, an evergreen.

GRANADILLA the passion fruit. Usually Passiflora edulis,

or P. ligularis.

TEjocoTx Crataegus mexicana.

GALAN DE NOCHE Datura cornigera.

cHAYOTE-Sec/imra edule, of the gourd family.

jicAMA Pachyrhizus tuberosus Spreng., a legume.

CALABASH TREE -Crescentia Cujete L., of the Bignoniaceae.

(Gourds belong to the Cucurbitaceae) . A native of tropical

America.
"
Cirianes

"
are smaller fruits of Crescentia. Varia-

tion in size is amazing.

cuAjE-huaje, huax, huaxin. Lagenaria vulgaris (Robelo) .

The calabash gourd, of the Cucurbitaceae.

DIVI-DIVI Caesalpinia coriaria Willd.

CASCALOTE Caesalpinia cacalaco.
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IONETE Solandra nitida Zucc., of the Solanaceae. (Patz-

ruaro) .

:EDRON a shrub of the quassia family.

spikelike, acid fruits of Bromelia pinguin L.,

)f the pineapple family (Standley) .
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\cambaro, 250

\capulco, 51

\juno, 253, 254
4mozoc, 303

Ajitigua, 174, 175

Arteaga, 314

Ayutla, 163-6

Cacahuamilpa, 55-63
Casa Alvarado, 64-5

Champerico, 181-4

Chapala, Lake, 230-3
Cholula, 108, 109

Coatepec, 143

Coyoacan, 51, 84
Cuautla, 126, 127, 131-3
Cuernavaca, 50-4, 62, 63

El Higo, 35
El Hule, 146

ElTule, 118, 119

Erongaricuaro, 254

Guadalajara, 220-9
Guatemala, 168, 169, 173-83

Guayarigareo, 290

Huasteca Potosina, 48, 49

Jalapa, 141, 142

Juchitan, 152

La Barca, 221, 244

Matamoros (de Puebla) ,

129

Mazatlan, 185-204
Mexico, 49, 50, 81-3, 89, 90,

134-6

Mitla, 121

Monteleon, 248
Morelos, 129

Nayarit, 205-9
Nueva Italia and Lombardia,

Oaxaca, 113-15, 117, 118, 124,

125, 303
Ocotlan, 240

Oriental, 99, 126, 141, 244

Panuco, 19-47
Panuco oil-fields, 28-31, 34,

37-45
Patzcuaro, and Lake, 254-7,

261-5

Pedregal, 51

Penjamo, 248, 249-53

Pijijiapam, 152

Puebla, 97-9, 126
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St. John o the Counterpanes
(Parangaricutiro) , 292

Salina Cruz, 146, 147
San Rablo Gueletao, 124
San Pedro Martir, 65-7 1

San Pedro Tlaquepaque, 228,

303
Santa Lucrecia, 146
Santa Maria Tonantzintla,

109-12
Suchiate, 159-62

Tampico, 6-18, 25
Tancoco, 29, 30

Tantoyuca, 22

Tapachula, 153-8
Tehuacan, 113

Tempoal, 33-6
Teotitlan, 121, 122

Tepic, 210-20

Tequila, 74
Teziutlan, 99-103

Tiripitio, 290
Tlancualpicdn, 127
Tlaxcala, 1047
Topila, 37
Tsintsuntsan, 256, 258-60
Tzardracua, 312

Uruapan, 265-324

Vera Cruz, 143-5

Xanicho, 258
Xochimilco, 13740

Yurecuaro, 242, 243, 245, 248

Zamora, 239, 243, 247, 248
Zirahu'en, Lake, 265





A NOTE ON THE TYPE IN
WHICH THIS BOOK IS SET
This book is set on the Linotype in Basker-

ville. The punches for this face were cut under

the supervision of George W. Jones, the emi-

nent English printer and the designer of

Granjon and Estienne. Linotype Baskerville

is a facsimile cutting from type cast from

the original matrices of a face designed by

John Baskerville, a writing master of Bir-

mingham, for his own private press. The

original face was the forerunner of the

"modern" group of type faces, known

today as Scotch, Bodoni, etc. After his

death in 1775, Baskerville's punches
and matrices were sold in France and

were used to produce the sumptuous
Kiel edition of Voltaire's works.
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